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Abstract
The rapid suppression of star formation, or quenching, is thought to be an important process in the
evolution of the most massive galaxies, but the mechanisms involved are still hotly debated. Here,
we consider two agents that control star formation and can ultimately lead to its suppression: AGN
feedback and galaxy mergers.
In the first part of the thesis, we study the interplay between stellar structure, nuclear activity, and
molecular gas in the context of AGN feeding and feedback. We start presenting our catalogue of
stellar mass maps for more than 1500 nearby galaxies, which has been publicly released. Using the
stellar mass map of the spiral galaxy M51, we show that there is sufficient molecular gas inflow to
feed the AGN (∼1 M/yr), and feedback effects which include a nuclear molecular outflow (at a rate
comparable to the inflow), as well as a large-scale radio jet which pushes molecular gas laterally,
inducing shocks and turbulence.
In the second part, we address the role of galaxy mergers in the buildup of a passive population
of lenticular galaxies (or S0s). While lenticulars are the most common early-type galaxies in the
Universe, their formation channels remain elusive. We use numerical simulations to show that even
major mergers of spiral galaxies can result in lenticulars, with a bulge-disc coupling in agreement
with observations. We also find that major mergers can simultaneously account for the difference
in angular momentum and concentration between spirals and S0s, as recently found by the CALIFA
team.
Globally, our results show that both internal processes (transport of gas and AGN feedback) and
external mechanisms (mergers) have the ability to regulate and eventually suppress star formation in
galaxies. Current and future instrumental advancements (ALMA, NOEMA, JWST) will permit to
confirm our findings with other galaxies and further assess their relative importance.
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Zusammenfassung
Die rasche Abnahme der Sternentstehung (,,quenching“) ist ein wichtiger Prozess in der Entwick-
lung der massereichsten Galaxien, aber die verantwortlichen Mechanismen sind nach wie vor heiß
umstritten. In dieser Dissertation betrachten wir zwei Prozesse, die die Sternentstehung regulieren
und deren Abnahme ermo¨glichen: AGN-Feedback und die Verschmelzung von Galaxien.
Im ersten Teil der Dissertation untersuchen wir das Wechselspiel von stellarer Verteilung, nuklearer
Aktivita¨t, und molekularem Gas. Zuerst wird unser Katalog von Sternmassenkarten beschrieben.
Danach zeigen wir anhand der Sternmassenkarte der Spiralgalaxie M51, dass genu¨gend Gas Richtung
Zentrum fließt, um den AGN zu fu¨ttern (∼1 M/yr). Anschließend folgt eine Beschreibung der Entste-
hung des großen Feedback-Effekts durch große Radiojets, die das molekulare Gas zur Seite dru¨cken
und Schocks sowie Turbulenzen zur Folge haben.
Im zweiten Teil bescha¨ftigen wir uns mit der Rolle von großen Galaxienverschmelzungen (,,ma-
jor mergers“) bei der Entstehung der Lentikulargalaxien (oder ,,S0s“). Lentikulargalaxien sind die
ha¨ufigste Form der so genannten ,,early-type galaxies“ des lokalen Universums, doch ihre Entste-
hungsweise ist immer noch ungekla¨rt. Das Scheiben-zu-Bulge-Verha¨ltnis wurde als Argument gegen
eine Entstehung durch Verschmelzungen benutzt. Mithilfe numerischer Simulationen zeigen wir je-
doch, dass sogar ,,major mergers“ S0s produzieren ko¨nnen, die dem richtigen Verha¨ltnis entsprechen.
Zudem ko¨nnen solche ,,major merger“ Simulationen die kinematischen Unterschiede von Spiral- und
Lentikula¨rgalaxien erkla¨ren.
Insgesamt zeigen unsere Ergebnisse, dass die beiden internen Prozesse (der Transport von Gas
und AGN-Feedback) und auch externe Mechanismen (Galaxienverschmelzungen) die Regulierung
und Abnahme der Sternentstehung ermo¨glichen. Gegenwa¨rtige wie zuku¨nftige Instrumente (ALMA,
NOEMA, JWST) werden unsere Ergebnisse und deren Bedeutung besta¨tigen ko¨nnen.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
It is remarkable how much our understanding of galaxies and the structure of the Universe has evolved
in the last century; after all, it was less than 100 years ago that galaxies were proven to be external
to our own Milky Way. The number of known galaxies has greatly increased in this time, from a
few thousand in the early catalogues compiled by John Louis Emil Dreyer (New General Catalogue
and Index Catalogues, 1888-1908) to the more than 200 million galaxies identified so far by the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS, Data Release 12; Alam et al. 2015). Additionally, extrapolations
from deep fields with the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) suggest that the number of galaxies in the
observable Universe is at least N ∼ 1011 (Illingworth et al. 2013). It was also less than 100 years ago
that the Universe was proven to be expanding (Hubble 1929), which quickly led to the establishment
of the Big Bang theory (Lemaıˆtre 1927). The discovery of the cosmic microwave background (CMB;
Penzias & Wilson 1965) strongly supports the Big Bang theory. From that initial explosion to the
present day, the observable Universe has changed dramatically, giving rise to a wealth of structure
which is composed of some basic units: galaxies.
A galaxy can be defined as a large collection of baryonic mass (stars, gas, dust, etc.) which is
bound together by gravity and is sitting in the potential well of a dark matter halo. They are thought
to have originated from the hierarchical buildup of matter in the early Universe, from small clumps
due to quantum fluctuations which eventually got amplified; the anisotropies in the CMB provide the
fossil record of these primordial fluctuations, and the incontestable probe of the Big Bang (Bennett
et al. 1996). Since their infancy, galaxies have evolved to their present state by a number of different
processes, both hierarchical and secular, as we will see later on.
The discovery that baryonic matter makes up only a small fraction of the total mass in the Universe
has enormous implications for our understanding of the cosmos; for example, non-baryonic matter is
invoked to explain the mismatch between virial mass and total light in galaxy clusters (Zwicky 1933),
or the approximately flat rotation curves in spiral galaxies (Rubin & Ford 1970; Bosma 1978). Dark
matter is now routinely implemented in cosmological simulations, which have triumphed in mimick-
ing the large-scale structure of the Universe down to individual galaxies (e.g. Millennium simulation,
Springel et al. 2005; Illustris simulation, Vogelsberger et al. 2014). Baryons are all we can detect
observationally (although the possibility to detect gravitational waves now seems confirmed, opening
up new possibilities; Abbott et al. 2016), but dark matter leaves its footprints on dynamics. Although
we will assume Newtonian dynamics in the present thesis, it is fair to mention that alternative theories
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of gravity exist in which dark matter can be avoided (e.g. MOND; Milgrom 1983; see also Famaey &
McGaugh 2012 for a broad review on these alternative models).
One of the most fundamental challenges of modern astrophysics is understanding the process by
which gas transforms into stars, and how this process is orchestrated in the context of galaxies and
as a function of environment. Star formation regulates the interchange of energy between stars, gas,
and dust, explains the chemical enrichment of the interstellar medium (ISM), and, overall, it can
determine the structure and ultimate fate of a given galaxy. However, studying star formation in
galaxies is challenging, as it involves multi-scale processes, and can only be successfully understood
by combining observations across different wavelengths, ideally assisted by numerical simulations. In
this thesis, we will consider two specific mechanisms that have the ability to control and suppress star
formation in galaxies: feedback from an active galactic nucleus (AGN) and galaxy mergers. In the
next pages, we introduce the context and a number of concepts which will be used in the thesis.
1.1 Star formation suppression and morphological transformations
At fixed stellar mass, galaxies are known to show a bimodality in terms of colour (Baldry et al.
2004; Brinchmann et al. 2004); in a colour-mass (or colour-magnitude) diagram, the relative scarcity
of galaxies between the so-called blue cloud and red sequence has been recognised as evidence of
the short timescales over which star formation is suppressed (Faber et al. 2007). This is illustrated
by Fig. 1.1, which shows colour-mass diagrams based on ∼25 000 nearby galaxies imaged by the
SDSS and morphologically classified by Galaxy Zoo, an online citizen science project (Lintott et al.
2008). The green valley at intermediate optical colours corresponds to an under-abundance of galaxies
compared to the blue cloud and red sequence; this means that, as a population, galaxies cannot spend
a long time in this intermediate stage, and this has led authors to conclude that the suppression of star
formation, or quenching, must occur rapidly (∼1 Gyr).
At the same time, Fig. 1.1 emphasises the strong correlation that exists between colour and morphol-
ogy, suggesting an evolutionary connection: ellipticals and lenticulars (early-type galaxies, ETGs)
tend to be passive and red, implying low degrees of star formation, as opposed to actively star-forming
blue spirals and irregulars (late-type galaxies, LTGs). There are some interesting exceptions to this
general trend which have been studied by the Galaxy Zoo team: blue ETGs (Schawinski et al. 2009)
and passive red spirals (Masters et al. 2010), which could be transition objects.
It is important to state at this point that ETGs tend to have limited gas and dust masses relative to
their stellar mass: it is not true that they are devoid of gas and star formation, and in fact some of
them have cold gas reservoirs which are comparable, in absolute terms, to the amount of molecular
gas present in the Milky Way (Young et al. 2011). ETGs also have inner components and peculiar
kinematic features (e.g. kinematically decoupled cores; Krajnovic´ et al. 2011); therefore, they are
more complex than once thought.
Many processes have been proposed to explain how LTGs transform into ETGs, and to account
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Figure 1.1: Four colour-stellar mass diagrams based on ∼25 000 nearby galaxies in the SDSS, accord-
ing to the morphological classifications from the Galaxy Zoo project (adapted from Schawinski et al.
2014). The blue cloud covers the lower part of the plots, mostly in the range u−r = 1.5−2, and stands
out in the bottom-right panel (among late-type galaxies); the red sequence appears in the upper part
of the plots, essentially with u − r = 2.5 − 2.7 (clearly associated with early-type galaxies, top-right
panel); the green valley covers the parameter space between these two groups, approximately around
u − r = 2 − 2.5.
for the evolution of galaxies in general. Fig. 1.2, adapted from Kormendy & Kennicutt (2004), sum-
marises some of the most important mechanisms proposed so far, with fast processes at the top, and
slow processes at the bottom; the left-hand side reflects internal galactic mechanisms, while the right-
hand side lists external (environmental) factors; in the centre, aspects common to all means of galaxy
evolution appear. By fast, it should be understood that these processes span timescales comparable
to a dynamical time (or free-fall time, tdyn ∼ (Gρ)−1/2), whereas slow secular evolution operates over
several galaxy rotation periods. From the observed scarcity of galaxies in the green valley and the
idea that quenching must be quick, it follows that processes in the top-right corner should be domi-
nant in the transformation from LTGs to ETGs (mergers, ram-pressure stripping1). However, this is
over-simplistic: on the one hand, even if the transition through the green valley is quick, this is only
reflecting one property of galaxies (colour), and it does not rule out secular processes, either sequen-
1We will introduce ram-pressure stripping, mergers, harassment, and other evolutionary mechanisms in Sect. 1.3, in the
context of the origin of lenticular galaxies.
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Figure 1.2: Diagram synthesising the most relevant galaxy evolution mechanisms, grouped vertically
according to whether they are fast or slow, and horizontally depending on whether they are internal
or external (adapted from Kormendy & Kennicutt 2004). In this thesis, we will focus on the top-right
and bottom-left processes in the context of star formation suppression.
tially or in parallel to fast processes; on the other hand, internal processes such as AGN feedback2 can
be reasonably quick, so they should also be considered (as we will see in Chapter 4).
In essence, it is the suppression or enhancement of star formation (both locally and globally) that
drives most of these evolutionary processes, most obviously in the quenching case (through sudden
suppression of star formation). Star formation is thought to take place at the scales of giant molecular
clouds (GMCs): there is a stronger correlation in galaxies between molecular gas surface density and
star formation rates (SFRs; e.g. Bigiel et al. 2008) than between atomic gas surface density and SFRs
(the well-known Schmidt-Kennicutt law; Schmidt 1959; Kennicutt 1998). There might be an even
narrower correlation between star formation and the dense phase of molecular gas (for example, as
traced by HCN; Gao & Solomon 2004; Liu et al. 2015), which suggests that it is in the cores of GMCs
where the star formation process is most active. Contrary to the traditional view that GMCs have
universal properties (Solomon et al. 1987; Bolatto et al. 2008), the PAWS survey of molecular gas
in M51 has demonstrated that this is not the case, but rather the opposite: GMC properties strongly
depend on the dynamical environment (Hughes et al. 2013b,a; Colombo et al. 2014), which has mo-
tivated a new paradigm for the dynamical regulation of star formation at GMC scales (Meidt et al.
2AGN feedback is introduced in detail in Sect. 1.2.
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2013). Therefore, to understand the regulation of star formation in galaxies, it is important to study
molecular gas in its interplay with stellar structure and, possibly, nuclear activity.
1.2 AGN and their relation to quenching
Active galactic nuclei are recognised as some of the most energetic sources of the Universe, with the
potential to dramatically influence the evolution of their host galaxy: their bolometric luminosities are
in the range of 105 − 1013 L, in some cases sufficient to outshine their host (Robson 1996). Active
nuclei also play a pivotal role in reconciling cosmological simulations with observations; specifically,
AGN feedback is invoked to explain the lower stellar-to-total mass ratio in the halo of the most massive
galaxies (Moster et al. 2010). Implemented this way, sufficiently strong baryonic feedback (in tandem
with energy input from star formation in low-mass galaxies) can solve the most challenging problems
that cosmological simulations have encountered (‘cooling flow’, ‘too big to fail’, ‘cusp-core problem’;
see Springel 2010 for a review). However, it remains to be confirmed whether the strong feedback
effects introduced ad hoc by simulators bear a direct connection with reality.
Simple arguments of variability timescales, radiative efficiency, and the spatial scales involved in
AGN exclude nuclear fusion as their possible source of energy. Now, it is well accepted that trans-
formation of gravitational energy into radiation must be the main mechanism responsible for produc-
ing these large luminosities, as the result of accretion of gas onto a central supermassive black hole
(SMBH; Hoyle & Fowler 1963; Rees 1977). Indeed, most luminous galaxies in the local Universe
have a SMBH (with mass 106 − 1010 M; Ferrarese & Ford 2005; Gu¨ltekin et al. 2009); the fact that
not all local galaxies host currently active nuclei could be explained as the result of variations in the
availability of fuel, or changes in the efficiency with which the gravitational potential energy of the
infalling gas is transformed into radiation.
AGN present themselves in a number of different flavours. The first difference is motivated by the
width of the high-excitation optical emission lines found in the spectrum of the nuclear source. While
Seyfert 1 galaxies3 show both broad and narrow emission lines, in Seyfert 2 galaxies only the narrow
lines can be directly observed. A variant of Seyfert galaxies with emission lines arising from atoms
which are not so strongly ionised is known as LINER (low-ionisation nuclear emission-line region;
Heckman 1980). In both cases (LINER and Seyfert), in addition, radio emission can be associated
with the nucleus, and typically also arises from plasma jets and extended structures (e.g. lobes, rings)
which produce synchrotron emission. This justifies a further subdivision of the ‘AGN zoo’ into radio-
loud and radio-quiet galaxies (Fanaroff & Riley 1974). Finally, quasars (quasi-stellar radio sources),
QSOs (quasi-stellar objects), and BL Lacertae objects are extremely powerful AGN, in which the
central source often outshines the host galaxy (Schmidt 1963; Stein et al. 1976).
According to the AGN unification model, all these manifestations can be explained as the result of
the variation of a few intrinsic properties (mainly, luminosity and radio emission), and the viewing
angle (Antonucci 1993). The differences between Seyfert 1 and 2 are thought to arise from the obscu-
3These galaxies are named after their discoverer, Carl Seyfert, who first described them back in the 1940s (Seyfert 1943).
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Figure 1.3: Diagram illustrating the unification model for AGN. Depending on the viewing angle, the
same active galaxy appears as Seyfert 1, when both the narrow- and broad-line regions are directly
visible, or as Seyfert 2, when the broad-line region is blocked by the obscuring torus (adapted from
Urry & Padovani 1995).
ration of the innermost regions of the nucleus by a dusty torus which is preventing us from directly
seeing the broad-line region in Seyfert 2 galaxies (see Fig. 1.3). This theory finds strong support in the
observations of the broad-line region in polarised light in the Seyfert 2 case, which can be due to scat-
tering of light by the dusty torus. The rest of the AGN types (radio galaxies, quasars, etc.) could result
from details of the accretion process which are still not fully understood (e.g. amount of fuel available
and its transport to small scales, radiative efficiency of the accretion process, coupling to magnetic
fields). For more details, the reader is referred to the books by Robson (1996) and Osterbrock &
Ferland (2006).
In this thesis, we will pay special attention to AGN feedback through radio jets. This type of
feedback is known as the kinetic or radio mode (introduced by Croton et al. 2006, as opposed to the
radiative or quasar mode; Fabian 2012), and it is naturally associated with radio-loud galaxies. The
emission detected at radio-wavelengths must arise from a highly ionised plasma, which is typically
strongly collimated when it leaves the nucleus (the ‘radio jet’), with velocities close to the speed
of light. In some cases, these jets are seen to abruptly terminate in two lobes (e.g. Centaurus A),
while in others the transition is more smooth, giving rise to a multitude of structures connected to
the jet (e.g. M51, Crane & van der Hulst 1992). It is still unclear how exactly the accretion of gas
to the central SMBH can produce these highly collimated radio jets, but it is believed that it must
be a combination of thermal pressure, centrifugal forces, and the so-called Blandford-Znajek process
(Blandford & Znajek 1977). The latter consist in a spinning black hole in a magnetic field which is
anchored to the rotating accretion disc; it has been successfully implemented in numerical simulations
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(e.g. Fendt & Sheikhnezami 2013). Only recently have simulators started to tackle the problem of the
interaction of the expanding radio plasma with the interstellar medium of the host galaxy (e.g. Wagner
et al. 2012; Cielo et al. 2014). The jet-ISM interaction is important, as it might hold the key to explain
the outflows of gas which are observed in nearby and distant galaxies (involving ionised, atomic,
and molecular gas; e.g. Cicone et al. 2012); we will examine this in more detail later in this thesis
(Chapter 4).
Another critical piece in the puzzle of AGN activity and its potential relation to star formation
suppression is the transport of gas to the centre. Naturally, in the absence of fuel to power the central
engine, feedback effects cannot be sustained in time; therefore, the ability of gas to flow towards the
nucleus (gas inflow) can indirectly control any feedback effects. Studying the mechanisms that drive
gas flows in galaxies affords the interesting possibility of connecting nuclear activity to the large-
scale galaxy structure and secular processes. Dynamical regulation of the rates at which material is
funnelled towards the AGN has been proposed as a mechanism to explain the connection between the
nuclear SMBH and the stellar structure of the bulge; in particular, the tight scaling relations observed
between the SMBH and bulge masses (Ha¨ring & Rix 2004), and between the mass of the SMBH
and the stellar velocity dispersion of the bulge (Ferrarese & Merritt 2000). However, attempts to
relate nuclear activity and gas flows have been fairly inconclusive so far (Garcı´a-Burillo et al. 2007),
possibly due to the different timescales involved, or partially because gas flows are very difficult to
quantify observationally, as we will see in detail in Chapter 3.
1.3 Passive discs: the origin of lenticular galaxies
Disc-dominated lenticular galaxies represent the majority of early-type galaxies in the local Universe
(71.4% of ETGs in RC3; de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991); therefore, far from being exceptional examples,
they constitute one of the most important end-products of galaxy evolution. They have some transver-
sal properties, in the sense that they share with elliptical galaxies red colours and low levels of star
formation (relative to their stellar mass), while they contain large-scale galactic discs, in analogy to
spiral galaxies. In this sense, they have long been regarded as a transition class (Hubble 1936), to the
point that they might constitute a Rosetta stone of galaxy evolution, holding important information
to understand how galaxies transform from late to early morphological types. However, in spite of
their cosmological relevance, the evolutionary tracks that lead to lenticular galaxies are still poorly
characterised.
A number of arguments suggest that, generally speaking, spirals must be the progenitors of lentic-
ular galaxies. We know that at high redshift the gas content of galaxies was much larger than in the
local Universe (Genzel et al. 2015; Popping et al. 2015); in the past, the incidence of discs was also
higher (van der Wel et al. 2011), presumably associated with spiral morphologies (Wuyts et al. 2011).
Therefore, in general terms, evolution is expected to proceed from LTGs to ETGs (Gonc¸alves et al.
2012; Moustakas et al. 2013).
Three independent studies have recently brought further attention to the similarity in properties
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Figure 1.4: Left: Traditional Hubble tuning fork diagram, depicting S0 galaxies between ellipticals
and spirals (Hubble 1936). Right: ATLAS3D comb, reflecting the change in our understanding of S0s,
now forming a whole sequence parallel to that of spirals (Cappellari et al. 2011a,b).
between spiral and lenticular galaxies. Lenticulars cover a large range of bulge-to-disc luminosity
ratios (Laurikainen et al. 2010; Kormendy & Bender 2012), and their rotational support also takes a
range of values similar to that spanned by spiral galaxies (Cappellari et al. 2011b). To reflect these
morphological and dynamical differences among S0s, a modification to Hubble’s tuning fork diagram
has been proposed by these authors, in which lenticulars are subdivided into S0a, S0b, and S0c, and
they are placed in parallel to spirals (see Fig. 1.4). This idea had already been proposed by Spitzer &
Baade (1951) and van den Bergh (1976), and, altogether, it triggers the question as to what extent the
parallelism in properties between spirals and lenticulars is reflecting an underlying genetic connection:
are lenticular galaxies faded spirals?
While there is ample consensus that elliptical galaxies form through mergers of discs (which simul-
taneously quench star formation and give rise to a predominantly spheroidal component, e.g. Toomre
1977; Schweizer et al. 1990), the origin of lenticular galaxies remains a controversial topic. A num-
ber of theories have been put forward to explain their formation, but tension exists both in terms of
observations and simulations, with a number of puzzling and even conflicting results. Next, we will
summarise the most successful mechanisms proposed so far and the observations that support them.
Arguably, the most popular process invoked to explain the emergence of lenticular galaxies is ram-
pressure stripping, which is thought to play an important role in the dense environment of galaxy
clusters. As a spiral galaxy enters a cluster, the intracluster medium can create hydrodynamical (ram)
pressure which is high enough to expel most of the interstellar medium of the infalling galaxy (Gunn
& Gott 1972). Deprived of the fuel to form new stars, the galaxy will undergo a rapid quenching
of its star formation, and the stellar populations will gradually age. Provided that, on average, discs
in spiral galaxies are composed of younger stars than bulges, the fading of the stellar populations
will eventually lead to higher bulge-to-disc luminosity ratios; at the same time, the lack of gas is
expected to lead to the disappearance of spiral arms, and result in a reasonably smooth disc. However,
this mechanism is not expected to affect the stellar kinematics or other structural properties of the
progenitor galaxy.
Along similar lines, the so-called strangulation might also account for the transformation from
spiral into lenticular morphological types (Larson et al. 1980). It relies on the removal of the large-
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scale reservoir of gas from the halo of the galaxy, which would have a slower, more gradual impact
on star formation (because the gas in the galaxy would be retained, and only the reservoir for future
gas supply would be eliminated; see also Bekki et al. 2002). Similarly to ram-pressure stripping,
strangulation is also a simple fading mechanism, but the main difference is that it operates over longer
timescales.
Another alternative that has been proposed is harassment as the result of repeated tidal interactions,
which are expected to be very frequent in the cluster regime (Moore et al. 1996), but can also be
relevant in galaxy groups. Harassment could occur either by the tidal interaction exerted by the cluster
gravitational potential, or by close encounters with companions in the group or cluster (Bialas et al.
2015). As opposed to the mechanisms introduced above, harassment could suppress star formation,
resulting in fading, but it could also imprint some dynamical signatures on the host galaxy. Tidal
torques can also result in significant gas inflow, which can subsequently trigger nuclear starburst or
AGN activity (see Chapter 3).
Mergers have also been considered as mechanisms that can give rise to S0s (Bekki 1998; Bournaud
et al. 2007). As opposed to the simple fading mechanisms, mergers would be especially relevant in
the context of galaxy groups; in massive galaxy clusters, the relative velocities are too high for merg-
ing (Eliche-Moral et al. 2012), but mergers could play a role in pre-processing galaxies before they
enter the cluster domain (Vijayaraghavan & Ricker 2013). So far, minor and intermediate mergers4
have been considered, both isolated and as part of a series. However, major mergers have typically
been ignored so far, under the assumption that they are too destructive to give rise to disc-dominated
lenticular galaxies (even though some studies have pointed to the possibility of preserving discs in
mergers, especially when the gas fractions are high: Robertson et al. 2004; Springel & Hernquist
2005; Hopkins et al. 2009).
One of the strongest arguments in favour of simple fading is the morphology-density relation ob-
served in galaxy clusters. Dressler (1980) showed that, as the cluster-centric distance decreases, the
fraction of S0s becomes larger, and the proportion of spirals decreases at a similar rate; this can be
explained as the result of the loss of gas and subsequent truncation of star formation in the infalling
galaxy as it approaches the densest regions of the cluster. Dressler et al. (1997) claimed that at z ∼ 0.5
the fraction of S0s in clusters was a factor of 2-3 lower than at z ∼ 0, while the fraction of spirals was
a factor of 2 higher. In spite of the admitted incompleteness of the sample, this has been interpreted as
further evidence of spirals transforming into S0s in clusters, now witnessed in time (e.g. through ram-
pressure stripping; but see the objections raised by Andreon 1998 regarding the redshift dependence
of the uncertainties in the morphological types).
In this context, Arago´n-Salamanca et al. (2006) compared the specific frequency of globular clusters
(defined as the number of globular clusters in a galaxy per unit V-band luminosity) in two independent
samples of spiral and lenticular galaxies, concluding that globular clusters are a factor of three more
frequent in S0s. Since the globular cluster specific frequency is fairly constant in spiral galaxies,
the authors take it as a fossil record of how bright an observed S0 galaxy was when it was a spiral,
4We define minor mergers as those with mass ratios higher than 7:1, intermediate mergers in the range 7:1-4:1, and
major mergers as those with mass ratios below 4:1.
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Figure 1.5: Left: highlight from Fig. 10b in Laurikainen et al. (2010), demonstrating the scaling
relation that exists between disc scalelength and bulge effective radius for lenticular galaxies (orange),
even tighter than the equivalent correlation for spiral galaxies. Right: stellar angular momentum (λRe)
plotted against light concentration (R90/R50) for the galaxies observed by CALIFA (Falco´n-Barroso
et al. 2015); both λRe and R90/R50 correspond to an edge-on view.
and show that the reduction in luminosity implied by the change in specific frequency of globular
clusters matches the dimming expected from stellar population synthesis models in about 3 Gyr. This
relies on the hypothesis that the transformation process does not alter the number of globular clusters
significantly, and that they are so old that their relative ageing is negligible. Bedregal et al. (2006) also
showed that the Tully-Fisher relation for S0s in the B band is offset by 1.4 mag from the relation for
spirals (with a scatter of ∼1 mag), which they interpret as further evidence in favour of simple fading.
From their photometric structural decompositions for more than 100 lenticular galaxies in the
K band, Laurikainen et al. (2010) find strong scaling relations for S0s, which they interpret as ev-
idence against a possible merger origin of these systems, supporting simple fading models instead
(see Fig. 1.5, left). They also identify pseudo-bulges in S0s, also known as ‘discy bulges’ because
their profiles have Se´rsic indices closer to n ∼ 1 (typical of discs) than to n ∼ 4 (the so-called de Vau-
couleurs profile of elliptical galaxies, which explains well the light distribution of classical bulges).
The presence of pseudo-bulges in S0s has been used to favour ‘gentle’ processes such as simple fading
and secular evolution instead of mergers (Kormendy & Kennicutt 2004; Laurikainen et al. 2010).
On the other hand, evidence against simple fading includes the fact that S0s in clusters exist outside
the region where gas-stripping mechanisms are expected to be effective, and the observation that
the bulges of S0s are systematically brighter than those of spirals (Dressler 1980). Along similar
lines, the stellar population synthesis models from Bruzual & Charlot (2003) predict a dimming of
0.75 mag in the K band from spirals to S0s due to simple fading. However, Burstein et al. (2005)
compiled a comprehensive census of galaxy magnitudes for a range of distances and environments,
using K band to minimise potential problems with dust, and showed that S0s are not dimmer than
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spirals (in fact, they are slightly brighter on average), which constitutes a strong piece of evidence
against simple fading of lenticulars as a class. One last counter-argument against simple fading has
been recently raised by the CALIFA team: from IFU observations for hundreds of nearby galaxies,
they have determined that there is a systematic offset between spirals and S0s when both specific
angular momentum (λRe) and the light concentration (R90/R50) are simultaneously taken into account;
there is some overlap for early-type spirals (Sa), but the dichotomy becomes extreme between Sb-Sd
and lenticulars (see Fig. 1.5; Falco´n-Barroso et al. 2015). Since simple fading is not expected to
significantly change the angular momentum of the galaxy undergoing the truncation of star formation,
this constitutes an important challenge to that paradigm.
In this thesis, we will explore whether mergers of galaxies can account for this mismatch, with
special attention to major mergers. We will show how, even though major mergers initially destroy the
pre-existing discs, under favourable orbital conditions, the debris from the collision settles down into
a disc soon after coalescence. The remnant would be classified as an S0, and, somewhat surprisingly,
the disc and bulge of the resulting galaxy obey the photometric scaling relations observed in real
lenticulars. The merger mechanism has the great advantage that, in addition, it can successfully
explain the evolution on the plane of specific angular momentum–concentration, in agreement with
the observations from CALIFA.
1.4 The key role of stellar mass
While light is the most direct observable in astrophysics, the evolution of galaxies is largely con-
strained by their mass distribution. In particular, stellar mass determines most of the action in terms
of secular evolution; deviations from axisymmetry (e.g. bars) produce gravitational torques, which
play an important role in redistributing matter and energy in galaxies (Athanassoula 2013). There-
fore, it is important to have an accurate knowledge of the stellar mass surface density in galaxies, and
not only the total integrated mass.
Stellar mass is also closely related to star formation in galaxies through the so-called main sequence
of star formation. Indeed, the relation between star formation rates and stellar mass (Daddi et al. 2004;
Noeske et al. 2007; Elbaz et al. 2007) has been shown to have an intrinsic width of as little as ∼0.2 dex
(Speagle et al. 2014), with a strong evolution of the normalisation factor with redshift (star formation
rates at fixed stellar mass are ∼20 times lower at z = 0 than at z = 2) and probably also more subtle
changes in the slope of the relation across cosmic times. This is essentially the same as the concept of
blue cloud that we introduced in Sect. 1.1 when galaxies are pre-selected to be star-forming.
In conjunction with estimates for total dynamical masses (e.g. from rotation curves), measuring the
stellar mass surface density in galaxies can help us constrain the fraction of baryonic to nonbaryonic
matter in these systems, and infer how dark matter is distributed. Stellar mass is also instrumental to
any calculations of specific star formation rates, which is a useful normalised indicator of how actively
a given galaxy is forming new stars.
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The stellar component of a galaxy can be modelled as the superposition of discrete simple stellar
populations (SSPs), in each of which all stars are characterised by having the same age and initial
metallicity. The initial mass function (IMF) of an SSP describes the distribution of initial masses
for that population of stars; the best-known IMFs are Salpeter (1955), Kroupa (2001), and Chabrier
(2003), with significant differences arising mostly in their low-mass end. On the other hand, the star
formation history (SFH) of a galaxy tells us how many of these SSPs have been formed as a function of
time. Therefore, in principle, if we know the IMF, the SFH and the metallicity enrichment, assuming
that our stellar evolution models are correct, we can predict the amount of light that will be radiated at
a given wavelength for a total stellar mass; alternatively, we can turn this around to deduce the stellar
mass from flux measurements in a given band. This can be achieved thanks to stellar population
synthesis, which combines models of stellar evolution with radiative transfer equations (e.g. Bruzual
& Charlot 2003; Maraston 2005).
However, serious problems appear when one attempts to measure stellar masses in practice: at the
optical wavelengths, the newest generations of stars dominate the emission, and reduce the M/L∗ in
such a way that it becomes difficult to link the observed flux to the total stellar mass (since young
stars bias our view of where most stellar mass is located). Additionally, starlight does not translate
linearly into detected radiation, as it can be absorbed by dust and re-emitted at longer wavelengths;
therefore, a good treatment of dust attenuation (and emission) is essential to correctly estimate stellar
masses. Finally, stellar population synthesis models still face some uncertainties, mostly associated
with the unclear last stages of stellar evolution (such as thermally pulsing asymptotic giant branch
stars, TP-AGB); see Courteau et al. (2014) for a recent review.
Motivated by the quick variations of M/L∗ in the optical as the result of recent bursts of star forma-
tion, the near-infrared (NIR) has been exploited as a more robust window to estimate stellar masses
(Elmegreen & Elmegreen 1984; Rix & Zaritsky 1995; Meidt et al. 2014; Norris et al. 2014). It has
also been recognised that M/L∗ is strongly correlated with colours, and these have been employed to
better constrain the mass due to stars (Bell & de Jong 2001), with the most sophisticated approach
consisting in combining both optical and NIR colours to break the age-metallicity degeneracy and re-
duce the problems associated with dust (Zibetti et al. 2009). Alternatively, spectral energy distribution
(SED) fitting can be performed using multi-wavelength data, but this limits the opportunities to obtain
high-resolution 2D stellar mass maps to relatively galaxies.
The IMF is the most important systematic uncertainty affecting stellar mass measurements. How-
ever, because the slope of the IMF does not change substantially for M∗ > 1M (at least among
Salpeter, Kroupa, and Chabrier), the choice of IMF introduces only a constant offset in the output
stellar mass. Upper limits can be obtained independently from dynamical mass estimates (e.g. from
galaxy rotation curves; Bell & de Jong 2001). Altogether, ignoring the offset due to the IMF, relative
masses between galaxies can be obtained with accuracies of 0.2−0.3 dex, at best, employing the most
sophisticated techniques described above. In Chapter 2, we demonstrate how 3.6 µm imaging from the
Spitzer Space Telescope, together with an algorithm to correct those images for dust emission (from
the 3.3 µm PAH feature and dust continuum) permits to calculate stellar masses with even higher ac-
curacy, and affords the great advantage of allowing for the algorithm to be implemented automatically.
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This has resulted in an increase by an order of magnitude in the amount of resolved stellar mass maps
available so far, which we have made publicly available.
1.5 Quenching in the ALMA/NOEMA era
Astronomy is undergoing a revolution as the result of current advancements in instrumentation. While
HST was an unprecedented breakthrough in the decade of 1990, revealing details that had remained
hidden before, ALMA is called to take over in our days, opening up a comparable new window in the
mm to sub-mm wavelength regime. With completion of the whole array achieved, full capabilities will
be offered to observers in the next few years. More than 50 antennas will be operative in total (7 m-
12 m in diameter each), with baselines that will provide a resolution as high as 10 milliarcseconds.
In parallel, the extension of the Plateau de Bure interferometer from 6 to 12 antennas, becoming the
Northern Extended Millimeter Array (NOEMA), opens up new exciting opportunities in the northern
hemisphere.
Observations in the (sub-)mm band are critical to understand the process of star formation and its
potential quenching, and in general how energy is regulated in the ISM. ALMA and NOEMA provide
access to a myriad of molecular lines, which fall in the different atmospheric bands of the interferom-
eters as the lines get redshifted (depending on how far from us they were emitted). Specifically, in this
thesis we will describe observations of CO(1-0) and HCN(1-0) line emission. These are the lowest-
energy rotational transitions of the CO and HCN molecules, respectively. Most of the molecular gas
in nearby galaxies is in the form of H2, but since this molecule does not have a permanent dipole mo-
ment (because it is linear and symmetric), CO is routinely used to trace molecular gas instead; HCN,
on the other hand, traces a denser phase of molecular gas (critical density ncr ∼ 106 cm−3, as opposed
to CO, ncr ∼ 103 cm−3).
In this context, since many new galaxies will be mapped to unprecedented detail in molecular trac-
ers, it will be useful to obtain measurable quantities such as molecular gas inflow and outflow rates.
Thus, it is important to have a good handle on the methodological limitations and uncertainties that
we will potentially face, as well as any complementary tools that will be required (e.g. stellar mass
maps). In other words, we need to be ready by knowing what to expect. ALMA and NOEMA can
make important contributions to our understanding of the quenching of star formation: observations of
molecular gas in ETGs are now possible (e.g. Young et al. 2011; Alatalo et al. 2014), and the modes of
star formation suppression are now also starting to be explored in detail (e.g. AGN feedback; Garcı´a-
Burillo et al. 2014; Morganti et al. 2015).
Overall, the new instrumental capabilities in the (sub-)mm bands make this a timely thesis, which
does not only aim to address important questions, but also tries to prepare for challenges that are
expected to arise in the immediate future. To a large extent, this thesis can be regarded as an attempt to
lay the foundations for future studies, including some necessary tools (stellar mass maps, Chapter 2),
what we can learn about strategies and limitations from a case study (M51, Chapters 3 and 4), and how
we can profit from synergies between observations and numerical simulations (Chapters 5 and 6).
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1.6 Scope of thesis: questions
Within the context of star formation quenching, the work presented in this thesis is motivated by the
following questions:
1. An important observational tool: stellar mass maps
• How accurately can we estimate stellar masses in nearby galaxies? → Chapter 2
• What type of data do we need? What are our limitations and uncertainties? → Chapter 2
2. AGN feeding and feedback in M51
• Is there evidence for molecular gas inflow towards the active nucleus of M51? What are
the inflow rates and how accurately can we constrain them? → Chapter 3
• How large is the impact of AGN feedback on molecular gas? How exactly is this process
orchestrated? → Chapter 4
3. Creating lenticular galaxies with mergers
• Can major mergers of spiral galaxies simultaneously quench star formation and preserve
discs? → Chapter 5
• Do the scaling relations observed between bulges and discs of lenticular galaxies rule out
(major) mergers as their possible origin? → Chapter 5
• Can mergers explain the mismatch between spiral and lenticular galaxies in terms of spe-
cific angular momentum and light concentration? → Chapter 6
In Chapter 7, we will come back to these points and close the thesis with some conclusions, new
questions that our investigation has triggered, and a outlook into the future.
Chapter 2
Stellar mass maps for nearby galaxies
In this chapter we present a catalogue of stellar mass maps for more than 1500 nearby galaxies,
based on 3.6 µm imaging from the Spitzer Space Telescope. This paper has been published in The
Astrophysical Journal Supplement Series, 219, 5 (Querejeta et al. 2015c), and the catalogue has been
publicly released through IRSA1. The chapter develops an observational tool which will be essential
for future studies; specifically, in Chapter 3, we will use one of these maps of stellar mass surface
density to quantify gravitational torques and gas inflow in the spiral galaxy M51.
1http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/data/SPITZER/S4G
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ABSTRACT
The mid-infrared is an optimal window to trace stellar mass in nearby galaxies and the 3.6 mm IRAC band has
been exploited to this effect, but such mass estimates can be biased by dust emission. We present our pipeline to
reveal the old stellar ﬂux at 3.6 μm and obtain stellar mass maps for more than 1600 galaxies available from the
Spitzer Survey of Stellar Structure in Galaxies (S4G). This survey consists of images in two infrared bands (3.6 and
4.5 mm ), and we use the Independent Component Analysis (ICA) method presented in Meidt et al. to separate the
dominant light from old stars and the dust emission that can signiﬁcantly contribute to the observed 3.6 mm ﬂux.
We exclude from our ICA analysis galaxies with low signal-to-noise ratio (S N 10< ) and those with original
[3.6]–[4.5] colors compatible with an old stellar population, indicative of little dust emission (mostly early Hubble
types, which can directly provide good mass maps). For the remaining 1251 galaxies to which ICA was
successfully applied, we ﬁnd that as much as 10%–30% of the total light at 3.6 mm typically originates from dust,
and locally it can reach even higher values. This contamination fraction shows a correlation with speciﬁc star
formation rates, conﬁrming that the dust emission that we detect is related to star formation. Additionally, we have
used our large sample of mass estimates to calibrate a relationship of effective mass-to-light ratio (M/L) as a
function of observed [3.6]–[4.5] color: M Llog( ) = 0.339( 0.057)-  ´ ([3.6] [4.5]) 0.336( 0.002)- -  . Our ﬁnal
pipeline products have been made public through IRSA, providing the astronomical community with an
unprecedentedly large set of stellar mass maps ready to use for scientiﬁc applications.
Key words: galaxies: evolution – galaxies: formation – galaxies: photometry – galaxies: structure
1. INTRODUCTION
Cosmological studies have revealed a close relation between
stellar mass and star formation rates (SFRs) in galaxies (e.g.,
Daddi et al. 2007; Noeske et al. 2007; González et al. 2011),
which implies that stellar mass controls to a great extent their
growth and evolution. However, even more illuminating than the
total mass of a galaxy is the actual spatial distribution of its
baryonic mass. This snapshot of the present-day gravitational
potential constitutes a fossil record of the evolutionary history
that led to its current state. Therefore, reliable maps of the stellar
mass distribution provide a vital tool to probe the baryonic
physics responsible for shaping galaxies to their present state.
Maps of the stellar mass distribution have played an
important role in understanding many structural and evolu-
tionary effects in galaxies that are thought to be linked to
secular evolution (see Kormendy & Kennicutt 2004, for a
review). For example, stellar mass maps traced by near-IR
imaging have been used to study torques exerted by the stellar
structure (e.g., Zaritsky & Lo 1986; Foyle et al. 2010). They
are also critical to evaluate the role of bars (e.g., Scoville
et al. 1988; Knapen et al. 1995, 2000; Sheth et al. 2005;
Elmegreen et al. 2007; Salo et al. 2010) and to conﬁrm
theoretical predictions for bar formation (Athanassoula 1992,
2013). Studies of the spiral structure (e.g., Elmegreen &
Elmegreen 1984; Elmegreen et al. 1989; Regan &
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Elmegreen 1997) and inner stellar components in galaxies
(e.g., Erwin & Sparke 2002; Falcón-Barroso et al. 2006;
Eliche-Moral et al. 2011) also beneﬁt from the use of the true
underlying stellar mass distribution.
Similarly, knowing how the stellar mass is organized is
essential if we want to understand how the gravitational
potential inﬂuences the gas distribution and dynamics. For
instance, mass maps have been used to infer the gravitational
torques acting on the gas to determine nuclear inﬂows or
outﬂows (see, for instance, Knapen et al. 1995; García-Burillo
et al. 2005; Jogee et al. 2005; Hunt et al. 2008; Haan
et al. 2009). In a recent study, knowledge of the gravitational
torques has been applied to assess the role of dynamics and
stability of giant molecular clouds in the nearby galaxy M51
(Meidt et al. 2013). Therefore, stellar mass maps are an
important tool when it comes to understanding the response of
gas to the underlying gravitational potential.
While several strategies can be used to measure the total
mass of a galaxy (see recent review by Courteau et al. 2013),
unbiased stellar mass maps of galaxies are not trivial to obtain,
and they often involve large uncertainties. Optical images have
been used along with prescriptions to calculate the mass-to-
light ratio (M/L Uº , in the most sophisticated case obtained
using two color images, see Zibetti et al. 2009). Alternatively,
kinematic information can be used to derive the total mass
within a given radius (e.g., Cappellari et al. 2006), which, in
combination with a model for the dark matter halo, can provide
an independent measure of the baryonic mass distribution for a
given galaxy. Newer strategies include ﬁtting stellar population
models to IFU spectral data-cubes, from which an estimate of
surface mass density can be obtained (such as those of
CALIFA, Cid Fernandes et al. 2013). In any case, the
instrumental requirements or the methodological complexities
of these strategies have so far prevented researchers from
obtaining maps of the stellar mass distribution for large
samples (of more than ∼100 galaxies).
In this paper, we apply a novel technique to infrared images,
ﬁrst introduced in Meidt et al. (2012a), which allows us to
automatically produce high-quality mass maps for a large
fraction of the galaxies in the Spitzer Survey of Stellar
Structure in Galaxies (S4G, Sheth et al. 2010). S4G provides
deep imaging for 2352 nearby galaxies (D 40< Mpc) at the
wavelengths of 3.6 and 4.5 mm , probing stellar surface
densities down to M1 pc 2~ - . The near- to mid-infrared
regime provides a very good window to trace stellar mass, as
the light emitted at these wavelengths is dominated by K- and
M-type giant stars, tracing the old stellar populations that
dominate the baryonic mass budget of nearby galaxies (e.g.,
Rix & Rieke 1993). As extinction is a strong function of
wavelength, any stellar light emitted in the mid-infrared is
signiﬁcantly less affected than in the optical or at shorter
wavelengths. Consequently, these data allow us to probe the
mass distribution very well even in moderately inclined
galaxies. While extinction is of little concern, emission from
dust can signiﬁcantly contribute to the ﬂux detected in the 3.6
and 4.5 mm ﬁlters, in particular from the 3.3 mm PAH feature
and hot dust arising from massive star-forming regions or
around active nuclei (Meidt et al. 2012a).
In order to effectively separate the old stellar light from this
dust emission which has a very different spectral energy
distribution from the stars, we use a method based on
Independent Component Analysis (ICA). Our method typically
identiﬁes the main dust contribution at 3.6 and 4.5 mm (diffuse
dust; Meidt et al. 2012a) and also allows one to remove the
localized ﬂux arising from circumstellar dust related to the late
phases of red stars with lower M/L (Meidt et al. 2012b). After
removing this dust emission, we are left with a smooth
distribution of essentially old stars (age t ~ 2–12 Gyr).
According to Meidt et al. (2014) and Norris et al., the age
and metallicity dependence of theM/L at 3.6 mm for old stars is
so modest that even a single M/L 0.63.6Uº = provides a
conversion into mass accurate within ∼0.1 dex.
We have constructed a pipeline (S4G Pipeline 5) to
automatically remove dust emission from the 3.6 mm images
in the large S4G survey of galaxies. Application of an
appropriate M/L (see Meidt et al. 2014) to these cleaned maps
results in stellar mass maps. All the maps of the old stellar light,
along with those of the identiﬁed dust emission, will be made
publicly available through the NASA/IPAC Infrared Science
Archive (IRSA).21
In this paper we explain the details of our pipeline and
analyze some properties of the two components identiﬁed by
ICA for the wide range of galaxies present in S4G. After
presenting the data in Section 2, the ICA method to remove
dust emission is physically motivated and brieﬂy explained in
Section 3, followed by our description of the detailed pipeline
in Section 4. Our iterative approach of ICA is presented here,
along with a brief justiﬁcation of the different steps involved in
the process and an account of the uncertainties. In Section 5 we
describe the conversion to mass maps and the public product
release. Section 6 is an account of the ﬁnal sample and general
properties of solutions, whereas results are presented Section 7.
We close the paper with a summary and some conclusions in
Section 8.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA PROCESSING
S4G (Sheth et al. 2010) has imaged 2352 galaxies using the
Infrared Array Camera (IRAC, Fazio et al. 2004) at 3.6 and
4.5 mm , the bands which are still available within the post-
cryogenic mission of the Spitzer Space Telescope. The selection
of galaxies corresponds to a volume (d 40< Mpc), magnitude
(m 15.5B,corr < mag) and size limit (D 125 > ′), and provides
deep images reaching (AB)(1 ) 273.6 mm s ~m mag arcsec−2
(about M1 pc 2- ).
All the images have been processed using the S4G pipeline,
which consists of ﬁve steps. The ﬁrst four steps are summarized
in Sheth et al. (2010), and will be described in detail in separate
papers (Muñoz-Mateos et al. 2015, Salo et al. 2015). The
process that we present here corrects for emission from dusty
sources in the IRAC bands, and it constitutes the ﬁfth stage of
the S4G pipeline system.
1. Pipeline 1 transforms the raw data into science-ready
FITS images by mosaicking and matching the back-
ground levels, providing a resulting pixel scale of
0.75 arcsec pixel−1 (Regan et al. 2015, in preparation).
The point-spread function (PSF) has a typical FWHM of
1″. 7 and 1″. 6 at 3.6 and 4.5 mm , respectively.
2. Pipeline 2 generates masks, ﬁrst based on SExtractor
identiﬁcations, and then checked and modiﬁed by eye
(Muñoz-Mateos et al. 2015, in preparation).
21 irsa.ipac.caltech.edu
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3. Pipeline 3 takes care of measuring sky levels, determin-
ing the center and obtaining isophotal values (intensity,
surface brightness, ellipticity, position angle; Muñoz-
Mateos et al. 2015, in preparation).
4. Pipeline 4, performs GALFIT photometric structural
decompositions of the sample (Salo et al. 2015, in
preparation).
5. Pipeline 5, presented here, relies on previous pipeline
steps and is the application of the ICA method to separate
the light from old stars and dust.
Additionally, at some points in this paper, and especially for
the analysis of results (Section 7), we will make use of a set of
ancillary information. For distances, whenever available, we
rely on the mean redshift-independent distance provided by the
NASA Extragalactic Database (NED); otherwise, they are
based on the observed radial velocity, also from NED
(compiled by Muñoz-Mateos et al. 2015, in preparation). We
utilize the morphological classiﬁcation at 3.6 μm from Buta
et al. (2010) and Buta et al. (2015). SFRs are derived from
IRAS photometry at 60 mm and 100 mm obtained from NED
following Larsen & Richtler (2000).
3. THE ICA TECHNIQUE
3.1. Expected Sources at 3.6 and 4.5 mm and Their Colors
For nearby galaxies, the light detected in the IRAC 3.6 mm
ﬁlter arises mainly from two components: the photospheres of
(old) stars and from dust emission. Old stars dominate the
stellar ﬂux, as their atmospheres are cold and their blackbody
curves peak close to 3.6 mm ; additionally, due to CO
absorption at 4.5 mm , old K and M giants exhibit blue
[3.6]–[4.5] colors (Pahre et al. 2004; Willner et al. 2004).
Younger (hotter) stars are not expected to contribute
signiﬁcantly to the observed stellar emission. However, due
to their strong UV ﬂuxes, these younger stars can heat their
surrounding dust, which, in turn, re-radiates at longer
wavelengths and can also account for a signiﬁcant fraction of
the light at 3.6 mm (Meidt et al. 2012b). Models show that the
dust emission arises from the PAH bands (speciﬁcally, the
3.3 mm feature) and the continuum radiation from very small
grains (e.g., Li & Draine 2001), and this (hot) dust emission
becomes more prominent near the sites of star formation, where
the presence of young stars leads to stronger radiation ﬁelds.
According to the measurements of Flagey et al. (2006),
PAHs should have colors [3.6]–[4.5]∼ 0.3, including both the
3.3 mm PAH feature and the underlying PAH continuum
detected, e.g., in Milky Way reﬂection nebulae. In the absence
of the PAH continuum, the [3.6]–[4.5] color is bluer (as low as
[3.6]–[4.5]∼ − 0.1), although this scenario will likely be
uncommon here, given unavoidable mixing at our resolution.
For the continuum dust component, we expect [3.6]–[4.5]∼ 1.0,
adopting the power-law approximation f nµn a- to the Wien
side of the dust spectral energy distribution (SED) with 2a = ,
which Blain et al. (2003) suggest better accounts for the
observed dust SED shape than a modiﬁed blackbody in the
near-IR. As shown in Figure 1, the diffuse mixture of PAH and
continuum dust emission will exhibit resulting colors in the
range 0.2 < [3.6]–[4.5] < 0.7.
The relative ﬂux contributions of the PAH and continuum at
3.6 mm can be estimated from the ratio of the 6.2 mm PAH
feature to the 6.2 mm continuum measured by Peeters et al.
(2002). For normal spiral galaxies, this ratio is between
0.72–1.16 (on average ∼1) and can be as low as 0.1 in QSOs
and the nuclei of Seyfert galaxies. The ratio of the 3.3–6.2 mm
PAH features measured in H II regions, star-forming regions
and in planetary nebulae falls in the range 0.15–0.25 (Hony
et al. 2011). With the Blain et al. power-law dust continuum,
this implies that the ratio of the 3.3 mm PAH emission to the
underlying continuum is ∼0.4–0.9, or as low as 0.1 in galaxy
nuclei or other regions dominated by hot dust.
Figure 1 shows the resulting colors for the diffuse dust at
3.6 mm adopting this range of PAH ﬂux fractions for a wide
range of possible PAH colors and assuming a ﬁxed continuum
color. As found by Meidt et al. (2012b), the primary non-stellar
emission detectable with ICA is in the form of this “diffuse
dust” component, i.e., the mixture of PAH and the dust heated
by the ambient interstellar radiation ﬁeld, away from star-
forming regions. As considered later in Section 4.3 and in
Appendix B, some galaxies also exhibit additional emission
from hot dust, isolated in star-forming H II regions. This
dominant component in H II regions, which can be thought of
as the far end of the spectrum exhibited by the “diffuse dust,”
should have [3.6]–[4.5] colors closer to 1.
In the implementation of our S4G pipeline we make use of
the fact that regions containing hot dust (and negligible PAH)
have colors that are distinguishable from the nominal diffuse
dust component. We also make use of the fact that the colors of
the dust and the old stellar population are very different. The
colors for old stellar populations lie in the range
0.2 [3.6] [4.5] 0stars- < - <∣ , according to the observed colors
of giant stars (Meidt et al. 2014). This is consistent with the
observed colors of early-type galaxies, in the absence of
signiﬁcant dust emission (Peletier et al. 2012, and Norris et al.
2015). The non-stellar [3.6] [4.5]- color, on the other hand,
always appears positive in these bands ([3.6] [4.5] 0dust- >∣ ),
although it can span a wider range, as seen in Figure 1.
Table 1 summarizes the colors expected for the different
sources of emission at 3.6 μm. These sources combine together
to produce the observed [3.6]–[4.5] colors plotted in Figure 2.
There we show representative colors for young, relatively
Figure 1. Observed [3.6]–[4.5] color as a function of the relative contribution to
ﬂux from diffuse dust continuum and PAH. The different curves correspond to
different intrinsic PAH colors ([3.6] [4.5] 0.2PAH- = -∣ to 0.5 in steps of 0.1).
For reasonable fractions of such a mixture, we ﬁnd that the resulting dust color
is constrained within the range 0.2–0.7 (see text for details).
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metal-poor, late-type galaxies and their old, metal-rich early-
type counterparts (with bluer [3.6]–[4.5] colors),22 adopting the
dust contamination fractions estimated in Appendix A. The
latter consistently exhibit [3.6]–[4.5] < 0, whereas the addition
of even a little bit of dust emission will move the [3.6]–[4.5]
colors of late-type galaxies above zero.
3.2. ICA
Here, we introduce the ICA method and the nomenclature
that we will use. The method has already been described and
validated by Meidt et al. (2012a), so we will only provide a
short summary here.
Similar to Principal Component Analysis (PCA), ICA is a
means of blind source separation which we use to extract
measurements of the ﬂux and the wavelength-dependent
scaling of individual components from linear combinations of
the input data. But in contrast to PCA, ICA maximizes the
statistical independence of the sources rather than requiring that
the sources are orthogonal (with zero covariance). We use the
fastICA realization of the method developed by Hyvärinen
(1999) and Hyvärinen & Oja (2000), which achieves
statistically independent solutions by maximizing the non-
Gaussianity of the source distributions.
In practice, given N input images (e.g., at N different
wavelengths), ICA will identify at most N underlying distinct
sources that contribute to the ﬂux in each of the N images,
under the assumption that each image is a linear combination of
the sources. Because S4G provides images of each galaxy in
two channels, ICA can identify two distinct components
through solution of the following equation:
x A s· , (1)=
where x is the P2 ´ measurement set, with as many columns
as pixels P in the analysis region, s is the P2 ´ source solution
set, and Ai j, is an invertible 2 × 2 matrix of “mixing
coefﬁcients” determined simultaneously with s.
As ﬁrst considered by Meidt et al. (2012a), ICA provides a way
to distinguish between the old stellar population that dominates the
light in the IRAC bands and additional emission present to varying
degrees (depending on the nature of the source), without a priori
knowledge of the relative proportions of the sources or their colors
between 3.6 and 4.5μm. In six prototypical star-forming disk
galaxies, Meidt et al. (2012a) showed that ICA can identify and
remove the combined PAH and continuum dust emission (tracing
star formation, as observed at longer wavelengths) and localized
emission from dusty asymptotic giant branch (AGB) and red
supergiant (RSG) stars. The ICA correction leaves a cleaned,
smooth map of the old stellar light consistent with expectations for
an old, dust-free stellar population.
Our pipeline implementation of ICA includes an estimate of the
uncertainties on both components by running the ICA sequence 48
times, based on 48 perturbations to the mixing matrix. As an initial
guess for the mixing coefﬁcients we adopt the expected color
range of stars and dust ( 0.2 [3.6] [4.5] 0stars- < - <∣ and
0 [3.6] [4.5] 1.5dust< - <∣ ), but we ﬁnd that ICA solutions
quickly depart from the initial seeds and converge to the ﬁnal
solution. The perturbations to the mixing matrix correspond to
small steps in dust and stellar color in a count-controlled nested
loop. The primary loop implements a change in the stellar color by
0.04 mag, during which the secondary iterates the dust color in
steps of 0.3 mag (at ﬁxed stellar color).
3.3. Notation
For each of the two original input images we obtain two
source images, which we refer to as s1 and s2, providing a total
of four images (which we could in principle name s13.6, s23.6 mm
and s14.5, s24.5 mm ). At either wavelength it will always hold that
s s( 1 2) {original image}+ = . However, since the two source
images at 4.5 mm are scaled replicas of the two source images
at 3.6 mm , with scalings set by the colors of the solutions
([3.6] [4.5] s1- ∣ and [3.6] [4.5] s2- ∣ ), throughout the paper we
will, by default, refer to the 3.6 mm solutions as s1 and s2.
Table 1
Main Sources at 3.6 mm and Their [3.6]–[4.5] Colors
Source Typical [3.6]–[4.5] Range
Old starsa 0.2 0- -
Diffuse dust 0.2 0.7~ -
PAH emissionb ∼0.3
Dust in H II regionsc ∼1.0
Notes. Main sources identiﬁed with ICA, and typical values of their colors.
a Willner et al. (2004), Pahre et al. (2004), Peletier et al. (2012), Meidt et al.
(2014), Norris et al.
b Dominated by PAH emission. Approximate estimation based on Flagey et al.
(2006).
c Representative number based on Blain et al. (2003); it can either correspond
to hot dust, e.g., in H II regions, or, in the most extreme case, to hot dust heated
to large temperatures near an AGN.
Figure 2. Observed [3.6]–[4.5] colors that arise from mixing stars with dust
emission. Stars have colors 0.2 [3.6] [4.5] 0stars- < - <∣ , and dust emission
typically covers the range 0.2 [3.6] [4.5] 0.7dust - ∣ . Here, we show the
resulting color for realistic combinations of dust colors and fractions, for two
ﬁxed stellar colors. One of them is representative of late-type galaxies (LTG,
[3.6] [4.5] 0.04stars- = -∣ ), and the other one is standard of early-type galaxies
(ETG, [3.6] [4.5] 0.12stars- = -∣ ). The fractions of dust emission at 3.6 mm (f)
are also limited to the maximum expected fractions in early- and late-type
galaxies, as estimated in Appendix A. Virtually all possible combinations lead
to global negative colors in the case of early-type galaxies, whereas essentially
all realizations produce positive global colors for late-type galaxies, in which
the contribution from dust can be more signiﬁcant.
22 As a result of CO absorption in the 4.5 mm band, the metallicity dependence
of the [3.6]–[4.5] color identiﬁed by Meidt et al. (2014) is the reverse of that
exhibited by optical or optical-NIR colors; the [3.6]–[4.5] color becomes more
blue with increasing metallicity (see also Norris et al.).
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With this notation, ICA typically separates the emission
arising from old stars (which we identify with s1) from dust
(s2), as is illustrated by Figure 3. The secondary emission that
arises from dust can have a number of physical origins,
covering different color ranges (see Table 1), but is always
redder than old stars in these bands, which allows ICA to
perform the separation into two distinct components.
4. S4G PIPELINE 5
In this section we summarize our approach for applying the
ICA technique to the S4G sample, exploiting the powerful
resources available from S4G (images at 3.6 and 4.5 mm and
pipeline products). We introduce and describe our iterative
implementation of ICA, which is designed to ignore all pixels
that contain emission different from the dominant two (e.g.,
background galaxies, foreground stars), thus allowing ICA to
produce better results.
Given the size and diversity of the sample, it is not surprising
that there are some galaxies for which we cannot expect to
apply ICA under optimal conditions. In the same way that a
low signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) can degrade the quality of color
information that can be extracted from 2D images, low S/N
provides inadequate leverage on the spectral shapes of the two
components between 3.6 and 4.5 mm which is necessary for
ICA to obtain a robust solution. Our testing of the method
conﬁrms that ICA cannot correctly separate images into two
components when the average signal to noise is low.23
Therefore, we have adopted a conservative approach and apply
our pipeline only to those galaxies with average signal-to-noise
above S N 10> .
Obtaining dust-free ﬂux maps in an automatic fashion with
ICA involves a number of steps (masking, second ICA
iteration, thresholding, postprocessing) that will be introduced
and justiﬁed in the present section. For clarity, the steps
involved in the pipeline are presented in a ﬂow chart (Figure 4),
with a reference in italics to the speciﬁc section where they are
discussed.
4.1. Deﬁning the ICA Solution Area
Because our implementation of ICA seeks to maximize the
non-Gaussianity of the source distributions (Hyvärinen &
Oja 2000), ICA is sensitive to extreme outliers in color, even if
these cover only a small region. This means that a few pixels
with very different color from the dominant color can bias the
whole solution (not only the area they cover), yielding an
unrepresentative separation of the original image into two
components. Consequently, properly masking any foreground
stars or background galaxies is particularly important.
We have developed a speciﬁc masking strategy that builds
on masks already available from S4G Pipeline 2, but includes
further corrections to ensure that bright regions belonging to
the galaxy are not masked in a ﬁrst attempt. Pipeline 2 masks
were developed primarily for galaxy photometric decomposi-
tions (Pipeline 4), and that is the reason why this subtle yet
important modiﬁcation is necessary to make the masks
applicable for our purposes here.
Speciﬁcally, we remove from the Pipeline 2 masks any
contiguous regions that are small (maximum area in pixels of
d8000 Mpc2 2) and have colors 0.3 [3.6] [4.5] orig- < - ∣
0.75< , as they tend to be bright regions intrinsic to the target
galaxy (e.g., H II regions). The distance-dependent cut in size
corresponds to a radius of ∼150 pc, covering well even the
largest H II regions (see Whitmore et al. 2011), whereas the
color criterion matches roughly the range spanned by emission
from old stars and dust, leaving out saturated ﬁeld stars and
observational artifacts, which usually exhibit colors outside this
range.
Therefore, the set of pixels to which we apply ICA (the ICA
solution area) is deﬁned to contain all emission out to the edge
of the galaxy and avoid external sources such as ﬁeld stars and
background galaxies. The area is centered on the photometric
center deﬁned in Pipeline 3 and extends out to the
25.5 mag arcsec−2 isophote (Muñoz-Mateos et al. 2015, in
preparation), excluding the masked regions. At this early stage,
Figure 3. NGC 4254 as a prototypical example of the ICA decomposition of the 3.6 mm image into old stars (s1, left) and dust emission (s2, right). This is the
standard case for star-forming disk galaxies, with a dust color of [3.6] [4.5] 0.17s2- =∣ and ﬁnding a color of the old stellar component of [3.6] [4.5] 0.02s1- = -∣ , in
agreement with the values expected for K and M giants. Here, and throughout the paper, s1 maps are shown in square root intensity scale, with I 103.6
max = MJy/sr,
whereas s2 maps are displayed in linear scale, with I 53.6
max = MJy/sr (in both cases I 03.6min = ).
23 Our analysis of the set of galaxies with S/N below 10 conﬁrms that S/N is a
major determinant in the quality of solutions; we ﬁnd that 67% of these cases
have solutions with an s1 component with colors outside the expected range for
old stars. We therefore leave out those galaxies with the poorest data quality,
by deﬁnition.
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we also correct for PSF effects by convolving both images with
the IRAC 4.5–3.6 μm PSF kernel from Aniano et al. (2011).
4.2. Deciding Whether ICA Should be Applied
The expected color for an old stellar population of ages t ~
2–12 Gyr is 0.2 [3.6] [4.5] 0- < - < (see references in
Table 1). Some of the galaxies in S4G have original
[3.6]–[4.5] global colors in that range, which implies that they
are already compatible with an old stellar population. As shown
in Figure 2, an originally blue color is indicative of little to no
dust emission; we therefore do not apply ICA to these galaxies.
We have found that these cases can be best identiﬁed by
calculating the weighted mean of the original color for the
pixels in our ICA solution area; the weights are chosen as the
inverse of the variances (w 1i i
2s= , where is is the original
color error, as described in Section 4.7). By adopting the
weighted mean we avoid the bias of low signal-to-noise
regions, from which color information is less reliable. A total of
376 galaxies in S4G (16% of the sample) have colors originally
compatible with old stars, and are therefore excluded from the
further ICA analysis.
Inspection of the 2D color maps conﬁrms very little
contamination from dust in galaxies where the original negative
color is consistent with that of old stars, although dust may not
Figure 4. Flow diagram showing the different steps involved in S4G Pipeline 5. The blocks shaded in light orange are executed in IDL, whereas the parts in light red
correspond to C++.
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be entirely absent. Still, we prefer not to run ICA in these cases,
since our testing suggests that more uncertainty in the old
stellar light map can be introduced under these circumstances
than if the non-stellar emission is simply retained. In particular,
we have found that when emission from dust becomes
negligible, the separation starts to be dominated by spatial
ﬂuctuations in the original color due to noise. As shown in
Appendix A, a low fractional dust contamination leads to the
largest errors on the stellar ﬂux obtained from the ICA
separation.
4.3. Iterative ICA: Reducing the Number
of Sources of Emission
As described in Section 3.1, the primary non-stellar emission
detectable with ICA is in the form of a “diffuse dust”
component, i.e., a mixture of PAH and dust continuum. Some
galaxies also exhibit secondary non-stellar emission from hot
dust isolated in star-forming H II regions or near an active
nucleus. Even in these cases, it is most common that the diffuse
dust, which is spatially more extensive than the dust in H II
regions, dominates the ICA solution. But as the hot dust
regions are assigned a color that is unrepresentative (and, in
particular, less red than their true color), the ﬂux in this
secondary dust component can be overestimated (see Sec-
tion 4.6 below).
In other cases (e.g., a high number of H II regions, or very
pervasive star formation), ICA will favor the hot dust. While
this may provide the best description of the non-stellar
emission in some galaxies (with genuinely more hot than
diffuse dust), often the emission from the diffuse dust
component is still present, but underestimated by ICA (since
it is assigned a color redder than its intrinsic value). As we are
more interested in isolating dust emission in the disk (tracing
star formation, heating from hot evolved stars, etc.), we prefer
to completely avoid these very red, hot dust-dominated regions
by performing a second iteration of ICA with the correspond-
ing areas masked.
This same iterative process is useful in general for reducing
the number of sources of emission present in the solution area.
Extremely bright nuclear point-like sources have a very similar
effect on ICA solutions as the bright ﬁeld stars and background
galaxies described in Section 4.1. In some cases, they initially
completely dominate the secondary component identiﬁed with
ICA. Ignoring the central source helps ICA identify other types
of secondary sources of emission, as can be seen in Figure 5.
The relative contributions of the additional sources deter-
mines the degree to which ICA identiﬁes a realistic secondary
source. When, for example, the second component is
dominated by the diffuse dust emission, and hot dust appears
in only small localized H II regions, ICA successfully describes
the dominant source (in this case diffuse dust; see Meidt et al.
2012a, and Appendix B). This is close to the optimum
decomposition and is characteristic of most star-forming disk
galaxies. However, when the contributions of the two sources
become comparable (e.g., when they cover similarly sized
areas in the disk), ICA ﬁnds a compromise between the two. In
some cases, this compromise is an acceptable outcome, but it is
often possible to obtain a noticeably improved solution for one
of the components by running ICA again, now with pixels
containing the other source masked. This is conﬁrmed by the
tests described in Appendix A, and, for the interested reader,
the details of this empirically optimized strategy are described
below (Section 4.3.1).
In our automatic pipeline, the second ICA iteration is
determined to be effective when the second ICA s2 is bluer
than the ﬁrst ICA s2 (i.e., the reddest sources have been
removed from the dust map). This is the case for 66% of the
objects, in which [3.6] [4.5] s2- ∣ is effectively reduced after the
second iteration and ICA2 is chosen. The improvement in the
solution for these cases is also associated with a decrease in the
color uncertainties (in 79% of those objects [3.6] [4.5] s2
ICA2- ∣
has a smaller uncertainty than [3.6] [4.5] s2
ICA1- ∣ ). Even in these
cases, the fractional change to the total old stellar ﬂux (and,
thus, total mass) is not dramatic, typically on the order of ∼5%,
but of course this can locally become more signiﬁcant.
We have conﬁrmed that running a third iteration of ICA
would introduce a change which is negligible, smaller than the
uncertainty in 98% of the cases. Therefore, for simplicity, we
have only implemented two iterations in the ﬁnal pipeline.
4.3.1. Technical Details on Second Iteration, ICA2
In practice, all the pixels with original colors redder than the
global color of the dust component ([3.6] [4.5] s2- ∣ ) are
selected. This is, by deﬁnition, equivalent to selecting the
pixels in which oversubtractions in the stellar map have
occurred (i.e., negative values in the stellar map after the ﬁrst
iteration of ICA). To prevent masking any spurious isolated red
pixels (i.e., those that arise from local ﬂuctuations at low
signal-to-noise), the regions identiﬁed as oversubtractions are
radially dilated by 1 pixel. We then check if, after the dilation,
contiguous pixels still correspond to a region with original
integrated color greater than [3.6] [4.5] s2- ∣ . If this is the case,
the given region will be masked for the second iteration.
Additionally, we analyze the distribution of ﬂuxes in the map
of dust and mask all the regions that are above 5s (σ meaning
now the standard deviation in the distribution of the identiﬁed
dust ﬂuxes) if a given contiguous region has an integrated color
that exceeds either [3.6] [4.5] s2- ∣ or an empirically set limit of
[3.6] [4.5] 0.1orig- =∣ .
Finally, to account for the reddest nuclear dust emission,
often related to active galactic nucleus (AGN) activity, we
perform one more modiﬁcation on the masks of the galaxies in
which the ﬁrst ICA solution had an s1 color redder than old
stars ([3.6] [4.5] 0s1- >∣ ). Such a red s1 color indicates that the
spatially dominant diffuse dust emission has not yet been
removed with ICA, as an even redder nucleus is identiﬁed as
virtually the only component by ICA in the s2 map. Therefore,
in the second iteration, we mask the contiguous region in the s2
map which has the highest average ﬂux, provided that it covers
an area smaller than 200 px. This is about the maximum area
we can expect to be covered by the PSF (Aniano et al. 2011)
due to a point source; if the area is larger, we instead mask the
circular region with a diameter of 10 px that maximises the s2
ﬂux contained.
We conﬁrm that most of the galaxies with
[3.6] [4.5] 0s1
ICA1- >∣ can be attributed to AGN activity (55%
of these are classiﬁed as AGN in Simbad, whereas the global
fraction of such AGN-classiﬁed galaxies in S4G is only 8%; see
Véron-Cetty & Véron 2010). A substantial portion of the
remaining 45% has, conversely, been identiﬁed to have nuclear
star formation (so-called H II nuclei). In any case, masking that
central region allows ICA to identify the more extended dust
emission, and in 70% of the objects, this second iteration
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makes the s1 color match the expected values for an old
stellar population (shifting from [3.6] [4.5] 0s1
ICA1- >∣ to
[3.6] [4.5] 0s1
ICA2- <∣ ).
4.4. Determining Signiﬁcant Secondary Emission:
Thresholding
ICA provides a solution for each pixel in the solution area
using information from all other pixels in the area. But not all
pixels contain a genuine secondary source; consequently, some
low-level noise is systematically introduced throughout the
analysis area. These low-level pixels can either be positive or
negative, since ICA does not impose non-negative solutions,
and they are clearly artiﬁcial, as they ﬂuctuate nearly uniformly
around zero. To prevent arbitrary removal (or addition) of ﬂux
from the stellar map, we conservatively impose a minimum
ﬂux of s2 above which the emission is arguably genuine. We
base our threshold on the map of propagated uncertainties,
which we are able to compute following the recipe described
and justiﬁed below.
4.4.1. Technical Details on Thresholding
We deﬁne the threshold relative to the map of propagated
uncertainties, with the additional simple assumption that the
noise randomly introduced by ICA is symmetric about zero. In
principle, there is no mechanism within ICA that should
asymmetrically bias the noise toward positive values, and this
is conﬁrmed by the histograms of the ﬂux distribution of s2
over areas where no dust emission is expected (e.g., in the
outermost part of the galaxy). For a randomly selected sample
of galaxies, these histograms are indeed very symmetric
distributions centered around zero (some are shown in Figure 6
for illustrative purposes).
In light of the symmetric distribution of noise around zero,
we adopt a variable threshold, which we set to M times the
propagated map of uncertainties, where M is deﬁned by the
95th percentile in the noise distribution measured from the
negative pixels in s2 divided by the average propagated noise:
flux threshold
95th percentile of negatives
average propagated noise
map of propagated noise. (2)
= æè
ççç-
ö
ø
÷÷÷÷
´
As we assume that the distribution of negative pixels is
representative of the global noise distribution, such that a
symmetrical cut in the 95th percentile toward positive values
removes all negative noise and also 95% of the artiﬁcially
introduced positive noise. What is left is primarily the
signiﬁcant emission in s2.
The ﬂuxes at these threshold locations are returned back to
the map s1, which, as a result, once again becomes identical to
the original image for those positions. We note that some
genuinely identiﬁed low-level dust emission may be returned to
the stellar map. (At low ﬂux values, where the distributions of
genuine dust emission and noise overlap, there is no way to
uniquely determine their true contributions.) In effect, we
modify the picture of the old stellar light map supplied by the
original image by removing ﬂux only if we are conﬁdent that it
corresponds to dust emission. This prevents the introduction of
additional structure by artiﬁcially removing ﬂux consistent with
noise.
Figure 5. Example of how a second iteration of ICA with extreme color and ﬂux outliers masked can reveal different components. Here, the ﬁrst (top) and second
(bottom) iterations are presented for NGC4258, a LINER galaxy. The left map corresponds to the old stellar ﬂux (s1), the central column represents the dust map (s2),
and the right column shows the mask used in each case (regions attenuated by 5 mag against the original 3.6 mm image). For the ﬁrst iteration, ICA ﬁnds a dust color
of [3.6] [4.5] 0.697s2
ICA1- =∣ and a stellar color of [3.6] [4.5] 0.028s1ICA1- = -∣ . The second iteration effectively makes the dust color less red ([3.6] [4.5] s2ICA2- =∣
0.138), and the ﬁnal stellar color is then [3.6] [4.5] 0.063s1
ICA2- = -∣ .
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4.5. Choosing the Best Solution
Because ICA optimally separates two sources in two images,
the second iteration, for which the number of sources has been
reduced, supplies in principle our best solution. In practice, this
translates into a dust color which becomes less red after the
second iteration, as a combination of hot dust, evolved star
regions and possibly red nuclei have been masked, to converge
on a color representative of the spatially dominant diffuse dust
emission.
However, when the second iteration returns solutions that are
unphysical (i.e., the ICA colors of one or both sources fall
outside the range of colors expected for old stars or dust
emission, or the identiﬁed dust color turns redder after the
second iteration), then we take this as an indication that the
solution has been biased by the masking of noisy pixels rather
than by a true additional secondary source. The solution from
the ﬁrst iteration is chosen in this case (34% of the cases).
4.6. Solution Postprocessing
Independently of the choice of solution, a posteriori
processing is necessary, as the light from old stars will be
over- or under-estimated in pixels containing dust properties
that deviate from the dominant ones. There are two cases when
we choose to adjust a posteriori the information in map s1. In
the ﬁrst case, when pixels contain dust with redder colors than
the ICA [3.6] [4.5] s2- ∣ color and these are unmasked, the
solution overestimates the true secondary ﬂux in these pixels.
This manifests itself in oversubtractions on the stellar ﬂux map,
which we ﬁnd to be an acceptable price to pay for the high
quality with which a larger fraction of the dust emission can be
described with ICA. In these cases we opt to linearly
interpolate over the regions of oversubtraction, which are
typically small, effectively ﬁlling them in with information
about the old stellar light from neighboring pixels.
A second case arises when those red regions have been
masked in the second iteration (i.e., regions with the reddest
dust emission). Since we do not want to leave that extra ﬂux in
the stellar map, we also linearly interpolate over all those
masked regions (since they are typically of the order of a few
pixels). The map of dust emission is then adjusted in this case,
by taking the difference between the original image and the
adjusted old stellar map.
Naturally, the colors of the sources are also recalculated after
these slight ﬂux modiﬁcations.
4.7. Quantifying Uncertainties
Several uncertainties combine to set the level of accuracy
that we can obtain in our maps of the distribution of old stellar
light, due to both systematic and measurement errors. For
Figure 6. Histograms showing the ﬂux distribution on areas of s2 where virtually no dust emission is expected (i.e., the noise distribution). It follows a highly
symmetrical distribution around zero, based on which we deﬁne a threshold to remove noise from our ﬁnal maps (threshold set by the red vertical line, the 95th
percentile of the negative noise distribution).
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clarity, Table 2 summarizes the typical values of the different
uncertainties involved.
The 3.6 and 4.5 mm images on which we base our separation
have photometric uncertainties, which propagate through the
ICA method into the ﬁnal maps we produce. The original
photometric uncertainties are quantiﬁed via the sigma maps
( 1s , 2s ) that we obtain from the S4G weight maps and,
according to Equation (1), they propagate in to the following
uncertainties:
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where ZP 280.9 179.7= , cs1 [3.6] [4.5] s1= - ∣ , cs2 =
[3.6] [4.5] s2- ∣ , and sky1D and sky2D refer to the uncertainties
in the determination of the sky for a given galaxy in each of the
bands. In particular, there are two sky uncertainties computed
within S4G Pipeline 3: one reﬂects Poisson noise, while the
other refers to the large-scale background errors (rms
calculated within and among different sky boxes; Muñoz-
Mateos et al. 2013, see also Muñoz-Mateos et al. 2009 for a
detailed discussion). Our global estimate of the sky error is
calculated as sky sky skyPoisson
2
large scale
2D = D + D , which
has a typical (median) value of 0.013MJy/sr for both bands.
Here, we neglect any uncertainties associated to the photo-
metric zero points.
There is also uncertainty intrinsic to the ICA method, namely
the reliability or uniqueness of a solution identiﬁed in any
given measurement set. Our algorithm includes a quantiﬁcation
of the uniqueness of the solution by performing ICA on each
measurement set N times, each time with a different initial seed
matrix of mixing coefﬁcients (bootstrapping). Perturbations to
the initial seed are ﬁxed for all galaxies in the sample and
represent N possible realistic mixtures of old stars and dust
emission. Optimally, ICA quickly converges to its ﬁnal
solution independent of the initial seed (Meidt et al. 2012a).
The range of ﬁnal mixing coefﬁcients sets the uncertainty on
the ﬁnal average solution, and this ICA color uncertainty
corresponds typically to values of order ∼0.07 mag. The ICA
tests presented in the appendices conﬁrm the meaningfulness of
these uncertainties.
The s1 color change associated with the second iteration is
typically of the order of ∼0.04 mag. Interestingly, in 88% of the
cases, this color change is well constrained by the initial ICA
bootstrap uncertainty (i.e., the change occurs within the s1
color error bar). Taking this into account, and considering the
typical values listed in Table 2, we can state that the ICA
boostrap error is the dominant source of uncertainty, and
provides a good estimate of how accurate our solutions are (see
Appendix B).
4.8. Quality Flagging
To account for the varying quality of solutions, ﬂags are
provided along with the ﬁnal products. Flagging has been
independently performed by two of the authors (Sharon Meidt,
Miguel Querejeta) and an external classiﬁer (Emer Brady),
according to well-deﬁned criteria.
1. Is the physical distribution of the identiﬁed dust in
accordance with the signatures that appear in the
color map?
2. Are there signiﬁcant oversubtractions in the map of old
stellar ﬂux?
3. Are there any artifacts that prevent ICA from obtaining a
correct solution?
Three quality ﬂags have been established: 1—excellent, 2—
acceptable, 3—bad, and the statistical mode is chosen as the
ﬁnal classiﬁcation (cases in which all three classiﬁers disagree
have been revised and individually discussed). Depending on
the speciﬁc application of the mass maps, only those galaxies
classiﬁed as either 1 or both 1 and 2 will be suitable; also, some
of the solutions classiﬁed as 3—bad correspond to galaxies in
which the input data was contaminated by artifacts (e.g., mux
bleeds or saturated PSFs), and a personalized case-by-case
treatment of the masks can potentially improve the quality of
those solutions (but we have not done it to avoid introducing a
subjective component, and for homogeneity of the pipeline
results).
It should be noted that, within the group of more than 1200
galaxies that constitute our ﬁnal science sample (Section 6),
very few have the bad quality ﬂag, “3” (only 3.5%). This is, to
a great extent, because we have conservatively excluded from
the analysis all galaxies with low S/N, which systematically
lead to solutions of poorer quality.
5. STELLAR MASS MAPS AND PRODUCTS RELEASED
The dust-free ﬂux maps that we produce with our Pipeline 5
can be directly converted into mass maps by choosing the
appropriate M/L and assumed distance. In Section 5.1 we refer
to a possible strategy to choose M/L, including the necessary
conversions into appropriate units. In Section 5.2 the product
release of S4G Pipeline 5 is described.
5.1. Converting to Stellar Mass Maps
Using the IRAC zero magnitude ﬂux density at 3.6 and
μ4.5 m, ZP 280.9μ3.6 m = Jy and ZP 179.7μ4.5 m = Jy (Reach et
al. 2005), and the corresponding absolute magnitude of the
Sun, M 3.243.6 = mag (Oh et al. 2008), we obtain the
Table 2
Uncertainties Involved in the Pipelinea
Uncertainty Typical Value (mag)
Error of original global color 0.001
ICA bootstrapping error 0.074
Propagated photometric error [3.6] [4.5] s1- ∣ 0.028
2nd iteration change on [3.6] [4.5] s1- ∣ 0.036
Note.
a Typical values understood as the median values of the distributions.
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following relationship for the μ3.6 m IRAC band:
L1 MJy sr 704.04 pc . (5)2= 
Starting from an ICA-corrected ﬂux surface density measure-
ment S μ3.6 m in Spitzer units of MJy/sr, the stellar mass
contained by a pixel (0.75′′) can be obtained as
M
M
S D M L
M L
9308.23
MJy sr Mpc
.
(6)
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For a detailed discussion on how to choose the optimal
3.6 mm M/L, the reader is referred to Meidt et al. (2014) and
Norris et al.. Here we adopt a single M/L = 0.6 (assuming a
Chabrier IMF), which according to both sets of authors can
convert the 3.6 mm old stellar ﬂux (with dust removed) into
stellar mass with an accuracy of ∼0.1 dex. Given that the
dependence on age and metallicity of the M/L at 3.6 mm is
relatively small for old stellar populations, Meidt et al. (2014)
advocate for this constant M/L and its uncertainty assuming a
universal age–metallicity relation, together with the constraint
on metallicity (and thus age) provided by the [3.6]–[4.5] color.
Following an independent, empirical strategy, Norris et al.
argue for a comparable value, without invoking such an
argument. A M/L of 0.6 is also found to be representative in
stellar population synthesis models, extended to the wavelength
range of 2.5–5 μm using empirical stellar spectra by Röck et al.
5.2. Public Data Products
To give users the opportunity to choose their preferred
distance and M/L, we release the map of the old stellar ﬂux
(map s1), along with the dust map (s2). To allow for the choice
of a spatially varying M/L, we also provide a color map for the
old stars. This color map conserves the original [3.6]–[4.5]
color in all pixels without non-stellar emission (i.e., where
s2 = 0 after thresholding), and [3.6] [4.5] s1- ∣ elsewhere.
Additionally, the quality ﬂags, colors and integrated ﬂuxes of
each component are made public in a table format.
Our recommended post-processing strategy is explained in
Section 4.6, which includes interpolation over masked areas.
However, a myriad of interpolation techniques exist, and some
users may even prefer to leave all the original ﬂux unchanged
for those regions. Therefore, we also provide the masks used,
making it possible for different strategies to be applied. In a
ﬁnal step, for aesthetical purposes, dust maps have been
smoothed in the areas of signiﬁcant dust emission using a
Gaussian kernel of 2 pxs = and conserving total ﬂux between
s1 and s2, but unsmoothed maps are available upon request.
The release of Pipeline 5 products takes place on the NASA/
IPAC Infrared Science Archive (IRSA).
6. FINAL SAMPLE WITH ICA SOLUTIONS
In Section 4 we introduced an initial cut in signal-to-noise to
make sure that we apply ICA in a regime in which it can
perform correctly. Excluding all galaxies with S N 10< made
667 objects be initially discarded. Additionally, it was
explained in Section 4.2 that 376 galaxies from S4G (16.3%
of total) have original colors which are already compatible with
an old stellar population. On those objects, and using the
weighted mean of the original color to discriminate, we do not
apply ICA, given that the fractional contamination from dust is
low (typically below 15%~ ). We have shown (see Appendix
A) that uncertainties become large under those conditions, and
we risk incurring a larger error by inaccurately removing the
dust emission present, if any, than not correcting for it.
In fact, the group of 376 galaxies with original blue colors to
which we do not apply ICA is clearly dominated by early-type
galaxies. The majority (201 galaxies) are ellipticals or S0s, and
the rest are predominantly early-type spirals. For those early-
type galaxies, based on scaling relations from longer
wavelengths, we can assume a maximum fraction of ﬂux due
to dust of 15%~ , which constrains the maximum global error
due to not applying a dust correction (see Appendix A).
Once galaxies with low signal to noise and original blue
colors have been excluded, the optimized algorithm explained
in Section 4 has been applied to the rest of the S4G sample,
which includes galaxies across the whole Hubble sequence,
covering a wide range of masses and SFRs. This extends the
work by Meidt et al. (2012a) to a much broader range of galaxy
types and observational characteristics. Table 3 summarizes the
different groups of galaxies that we have just mentioned.
We ﬁnd that, after applying ICA, 1251 galaxies have s1
colors compatible with those expected for old stars,
0.2 [3.6] [4.5] 0s1- < - <∣ . The former range matches the
colors expected for K and M giants (see Meidt et al. 2014, and
as observed in old, dust-free E/S0 galaxies, Peletier et al. 2012,
and in globular clusters, Norris et al.). Only 37 galaxies have
ﬁnal s1 colors that do not match the range expected for old
stars. Adding the (mainly early-type) galaxies to which we did
not apply ICA because they already had original colors
compatible with old stars, this means that we have a total of
more than 1600 galaxies with good mass maps.
Figure 7 shows the distribution of the galaxies in our ﬁnal
ICA-corrected catalog according to distance, morphological
type and SFRs, proving that it covers a representative range in
all three properties. For reference, the distribution of galaxies to
which we did not apply ICA due to original colors compatible
with old stars is overlaid in red, and an empty black line shows
the global distributions for the entire S4G.
Table 3
Fraction of S4G Galaxies to Which ICA has been Applied
Group/Class
Number of
Galaxies Fractiona Criterion
All S4G 2352 L L
Good P3 dataa 2308 100% L
Low S/N: discarded 644 28.0% S N 10<
Little dust: ICA not
applied
376 16.3% [3.6] [4.5] 0orig,weighted- <∣
ICA applied 1288 55.8% [3.6] [4.5] 0orig,weighted- >∣
1. s1 compatible
with old stars
1251 54.2% 0.2 [3.6] [4.5] 0s1- < - <∣
2. s1 incompatible
with old stars
37 1.6% rest
Total good
mass maps
1627 70.5% L
Note.
a At the time of running our pipeline, not all of S4G galaxies had Pipeline 3
(P3) data available; the ones that failed at P3 are typically those with the
poorest data quality, and even if some have been added later on, we prefer not
to include them in the analysis, as they are few and likely problematic. The
fraction of total is therefore referred to the 2308 galaxies with good P3 data at
the moment we ran this Pipeline 5.
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7. RESULTS
7.1. Trends with Hubble Type
Here we explore how the stellar ﬂux fraction (s1/total) changes
as a function of Hubble type (Figure 8). We can see that the
observed 3.6 mm ﬂux becomes a poorer tracer of stellar mass as
the Hubble type increases, because dust emission becomes more
signiﬁcant. This contamination from dust increases slightly toward
late-type galaxies, as shown by the running medians, and seems to
decrease again for the latest Hubble types.
The reason for this ﬁnal decline in contamination is probably
due to the fact that very late-type galaxies tend to have less dust
as they have lower metallicity. For standard spiral galaxies
(Sa-Sc), the stellar component contributes ∼70%–80% of the
ﬂux (i.e., as much as 20%–30% is coming from dust), with
both upper and lower outliers. Moreover, these are only global
estimates, and these values can be signiﬁcantly higher in
individual star-forming regions, as shown by Meidt et al.
(2012a). To account for completeness, we include as lower
limits the galaxies to which ICA was not applied due to original
blue colors (compatible with old stars, which implies little dust
emission): they are shown as gray arrows marking the upper
limit of 15% contamination that is estimated in Appendix A
(and the arrow thickness is proportional to the number of
galaxies per bin).
7.2. Trends with SFR
In an attempt to investigate the main driver behind the
varying ﬂux fraction due to old stars at 3.6 mm , in Figure 9 we
Figure 7. Histograms showing the distances, morphological types and star formation rates spanned by the galaxies in our science sample (blue). Overplotted in red is
the distribution of the galaxies to which ICA was not applied (compatible with old stars). The global S4G distributions are shown by the empty black histograms.
Figure 8. Fraction of total observed 3.6 mm ﬂux arising from old stars as a function of Hubble type. The open circles located at F F 0.85stars total » correspond to the
galaxies with original blue colors to which ICA was not applied; they are included here as lower limits for reference (maximum expected contamination of 15%, see
Appendix A; thickness and darkness of arrows are proportional to the number of galaxies in each bin). We see that contamination becomes more severe toward later T,
tracking an increase in dust content until the latest types, where dust and PAHs are fewer. The gray squares joined by a continuous line represent the running medians
in each bin, excluding lower limits, while the squares joined by a dotted line are the equivalent considering the lower limits.
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plot that same quantity (F F3.6,stars total) as a function of the
speciﬁc star formation rates (SSFRs), and ﬁnd a declining
correlation. We calculate SSFRs as the SFRs divided by our
stellar mass, which is derived from the 3.6 mm ﬂux corrected
for dust with a M/L = 0.6, and integrated within the
25.5 mag arcsec−2 isophote. The SFRs come from IRAS 60 and
100 mm ﬂuxes (the weighted average of the values reported in
NED), following the recipe from Larsen & Richtler (2000).
Therefore, the subsample shown in Figure 9 is all S4G galaxies
with ICA solutions compatible with old stars (within their
uncertainties) and with availability of SFRs, which makes a
total of 819 galaxies. Galaxies with higher SSFRs have on
average higher fractional contamination from dust, which
makes the fractional ﬂux due to stars drop (see running median
in Figure 9).
Finally, there is no obvious trend of dust emission fraction
with SFR alone: the SFR relative to the total mass of the galaxy
(SSFR) is a better ﬁrst-order indicator of how much ﬂux is
arising from dust and not from old stars at 3.6 mm .
7.3. Global Stellar Mass Estimates at 3.6 mm
We have successfully isolated for old stellar emission the
3.6 mm images of more than 1600 galaxies in S4G, which
provides us with an unprecedentedly large sample of stellar
mass estimates for nearby galaxies. This statistically powerful
tool allows us to produce an empirical calibration of the M/L
and its scatter as a function of observed original color of the
galaxy.
Our empirical effective M/L as a function of [3.6]–[4.5]
global color is shown in Figure 10. This is the M/L required to
convert the uncorrected 3.6 micron ﬂux—including both stellar
and non-stellar emission—into stellar mass, calculated by
dividing the stellar mass implied by the s1 map for each galaxy
by the total original luminosity in the analysis area. The stellar
mass is calculated by multiplying the total luminosity in the s1
map by a constant mass to light ratio M L0.6   (Meidt
et al. 2014), and divided by the total original luminosity within
our area of analysis. It is important to note here that the
abscissa is the original integrated color that would be available,
for instance, to an observer that cannot spatially resolve a
galaxy; this is different from the weighted mean color (based
on the pixel-to-pixel photometric uncertainty) that we used to
discriminate which galaxies to apply ICA to in the ﬁrst step of
our pipeline.
Overplotted in Figure 10 as a thick, continuous line is the
regression to the data points in the range
0.1 [3.6] [4.5] 0.15- < - < , which provides the calibration
M Llog( ) 0.339( 0.057) ([3.6] [4.5])
0.336( 0.002). (7)
= -  ´ -
- 
We can also express this in the following equivalent form,
which provides stellar mass in terms of the measured 3.6 and
4.5 μm ﬂux densities (expressed in Jy) and the distance (in
Mpc):
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The decreasing trend in Figure 10 suggests that color is indeed
a good ﬁrst-order indicator of the level of contamination and,
therefore, of the M/L for a given galaxy. The impact of
contamination on the M/L is demonstrated by the color-coding
based on SSFRs: since high SSFRs are typically associated
with redder galaxies (see color coding in Figure 9), this
provides a physical connection to the trend found in Figure 10.
Figure 9. Fractional contribution from old stars to total 3.6 mm ﬂux as a function of speciﬁc star formation rate: there is a clear trend between fractional s1 and SSFR,
as it can be seen by the almost monotonic drop of the running mean (the width of the running median is the bin size, and height measures the standard deviation of
points in each bin). The points represent all galaxies with ICA solutions compatible with old stars and SFR measurements available (a total of 819 galaxies).
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Galaxies in which star formation is relatively more prominent
(higher SSFRs) have more dust emission in these bands,
leading to redder colors and thus also requiring a lower M/L to
convert the light into mass.
While Figure 10 suggests that the color can be used to
constrain the effective M/L, there is still considerable scatter at
ﬁxed [3.6]–[4.5] color. We therefore recommend adopting an
uncertainty of∼0.2 dex on our empirical relation, which also
accounts for the 0.1 dex uncertainty associated with our
adopted stellar M/L (see Section 5.1). (We note, however, that
a method that can correctly remove dust emission, such as the
one that we have presented here, should be the preferred
approach for esimating stellar masses.)
Our relation between the effective M/L and [3.6]–[4.5] color,
calibrated using our optimal stellar mass estimates, compares
well with other relations in the literature. As part of the WISE
Enhanced Resolution Galaxy Atlas, Jarrett et al. (2013) also
found a declining correlation between W1 and W2 color (the
3.4 and 4.6 mm WISE bands) andM/L at 3.6 mm , based on their
observational stellar mass estimates of a few (∼15) galaxies.
Figure 11 shows that the slope that we ﬁnd is considerably
shallower, based on a sample nearly 100 times larger. In this
plot we show M LD in order to highlight the IMF-independent
Figure 10. Our empirical mass-to-light ratio is obtained by multiplying the total ﬂux in our dust-free maps by the M/L3.6 mm = 0.6 (M L ) suggested by Meidt et al.
(2014), and dividing it by the total original 3.6 mm ﬂux inside the ICA solution area. This is plotted against the original [3.6]–[4.5] color (obtained from the integrated
3.6 and 4.5 mm ﬂuxes within our area of analysis, which makes this differ from the weighted mean color that we used to discriminate to which galaxies we apply
ICA). The galaxies with original negative weighted mean colors to which we did not apply ICA are shown with gray open circles for reference, with a constant M/L
3.6 mm = 0.6 (M L ). The color-coding shows that there is some trend with SSFR, as it could be expected from Figure 9: it is the dustiest galaxies with highest SSFRs
that most signiﬁcantly diverge from the constant value ofM/L = 0.6. Running medians are shown on top, in color intervals of 0.025 (the vertical length is the standard
deviation of points in each bin). The linear ﬁt is obtained using FITEXY in the range 0.1 [3.6] [4.5] 0.15- < - < .
Figure 11. Linear ﬁt to the effective M/L measured after removing dust
emission from the S4G galaxies is plotted, along with the running medians,
relative to the purely stellar M/L3.6 mm = 0.6 (M L ) from Meidt et al. (2014).
Here, we compare against the trend found by Jarrett et al. (2013), which is
shown with a dotted line, and the color-dependent M/L3.6 mm from Eskew et al.
(2012), with a dashed line. For this comparison, all relations have been
normalized so that log(M/L) = 0 at [3.6]–[4.5] = 0.
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slopes of each relation and avoid differences in vertical offset
due to choice of the IMF.
We also ﬁnd good agreement with the stellarM/L estimated by
Eskew et al. (2012). Using a different method, based on spatially
resolved star formation histories (SFHs) in the LMC, they
calibrated a conversion between 3.6 and 4.5 mm ﬂuxes and
stellar mass. This can be translated into an equivalent color-
dependent M/L ( M Llog 0.74= - ([3.6] [4.5]) 0.236- - ),
which is overplotted on Figure 11, also normalized so that log
(M/L) = 0 at [3.6]–[4.5] = 0.
It is remarkable that, in spite of the very different method used,
their declining slope is very similar to the ﬁt to our data. Finally,
it is also worth mentioning that McGaugh & Schombert (2014)
recently point to a constant M L 0.473.6 m =m , with a scatter of
0.1 dex, which is also compatible with our result.
8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a pipeline to obtain maps of the ﬂux
from old stars for the 3.6 mm images in the Spitzer Survey of
Stellar Structure in Galaxies (S4G). Following two different
approaches, Meidt et al. (2014) and Norris et al. have shown
that the M/L for old stars at 3.6 mm varies modestly with the
age and metallicity of the population, so that a constant M/L is
applicable with an uncertainty of ∼0.1 dex. Therefore, when
only old stars contribute to the ﬂux at 3.6 mm , a simple re-
scaling of the corresponding dust-free S4G image effectively
constitutes a stellar mass map. However, this is complicated by
the fact that dust emission usually contributes a signiﬁcant
fraction of that ﬂux (∼10%–30%); therefore, a way to
automatically correct for this dust emission is highly desirable.
At the core of our method is the application of an
ICA technique, ﬁrst presented in Meidt et al. (2012a), to
remove dust emission from these bands. We simultaneously
use the information from the 3.6 and 4.5 mm images, which
are uniformly available for the whole S4G sample.
Old stars (age t ~ 2–12 Gyr) have colors in the range
0.2 [3.6] [4.5] 0stars- < - <∣ , whereas dust corresponds to
[3.6] [4.5] 0dust- >∣ , and this difference in SED allows ICA
to separate both components. Our method results in an
unbiased view of the ﬂux from old stars, which can then be
readily used to chart the stellar mass distribution.
Some galaxies in S4G have original colors which are
already compatible with an old stellar population, but they
are the exception rather than the rule (376, 16% of the
sample). These are preferentially early-type galaxies, and
they have little dust emission: we therefore do not run ICA on
them. We also exclude from the ICA analysis all galaxies
with average signal to noise below S N 10< , to make sure
that we apply our pipeline in a regime in which ICA can
perform correctly.
For 1251 galaxies (54% of the overall sample), ICA is able
to ﬁnd a trustworthy separation into dust emission and old stars.
For these galaxies, stars typically contribute 70%–90% of the
ﬂux at 3.6 mm , with dust contamination peaking at T 5~ . This
dust contamination shows a strong correlation with SSFRs,
conﬁrming that the dust emission that we are correcting for is
mostly related to star formation.
We have also proﬁted from the statistical power of such a large
sample of accurate mass estimates to calibrate a relationship
between the observed [3.6]–[4.5] color and the empirical
M L/ 3.6 mm that should be applied to obtain the same stellar
masses as we measure. Our regression line is M Llog( )=
0.339- ( 0.057) ([3.6] [4.5]) 0.336( 0.002), ´ - -  for an
assumed M/L M L0.63.6 m =m   for the old stellar population.
The correlation shows a large scatter, however, which points out
the necessity to apply a method like the one we have described if
higher precision is required, or if one is interested in the spatial
distribution of such stellar mass.
In conclusion, we have produced maps which reliably trace
the old stellar ﬂux for a large fraction of the S4G sample. These
maps, which trace the distribution of stellar mass, will be made
publicly available through IRSA (along with the S4G archive),
providing a powerful tool for the astronomical community.
Additionally, we have outlined a strategy to remove dust
emission from mid-IR images, and analyzed the requirements
for a successful application. This could be relevant for similar
studies that aim to exploit Spitzer archival data, and,
eventually, with the advent of the James Webb Space
Telescope, this technique should prove very useful to push
spatially resolved galaxy mass estimations further to higher
redshifts.
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APPENDIX A
ROBUSTNESS OF ICA SOLUTIONS FOR S4G IMAGES
In order to quantify the conditions under which ICA
retrieves robust solutions, we have constructed a set of models
representing realistic distributions of stars and dust in nearby
galaxies. These models cover a range of dust colors and
fractional dust ﬂux contributions, and also allow for the
inclusion of a third component that emulates hot dust in H II
regions. We consider the latter of such models in order to
demonstrate the improvement to solutions possible when a
second ICA iteration is applied in the presence of a second non-
stellar source (three sources in total; see Section 4.3).
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A.1 Input Parameters and Models
We conduct our tests by creating two-dimensional realistic
distributions of the emission from old stars and dust. As input
models we utilize the spatial distributions of the components s1
(old stellar light) and s2 (dust emission) identiﬁed with ICA
for four galaxies that cover a range in morphology. For these
speciﬁc galaxies, the s1 and s2 components were shown to be
representative of old stars and dust in Meidt et al. (2012b).
Based on these, our model input maps at 3.6 and 4.5 mm are
generated in the following way: (a) the color of old stars is
ﬁxed at [3.6]–[4.5] = −0.12; (b) the color of dust is varied
between [3.6]–[4.5] = 0 and [3.6]–[4.5] = 0.6; (c) the fractional
contribution of dust emission to the total ﬂux is varied from 5%
to 40%.
In each case, we veriﬁed that the resulting colors of each of
the combined s1+s2 models are consistent with the observed
colors in the S4G sample, which cover the range
0.05 [3.6] [4.5] 0.20- < - < (if we exclude the 5% tail at
the upper and lower ends).
A.2 Controlling Parameters
We run a total of 60 tests per galaxy, covering the total dust
color range 0.2 [3.6] [4.5] 0.7-⩽ ⩽ in steps of 0.1, and
varying the fractional contribution of dust by 10%, 20%,
30%, and 40%. We also explore the dependence on the dust
spatial distribution by repeating each battery of experiments on
four different galaxy models; for reference, models 1 through 4
are based on NGC 2976, NGC 3184, NGC 4321, and
NGC 5194, respectively.
A.2.1 Relative Color Difference Between s1 and s2
As explained above, we have ﬁxed the stellar color to
[3.6] [4.5] 0.12stars- = -∣ . In testing we have found that only
the relative difference between the colors imposed for the dust
and stars impacts the colors determined by ICA for a given
model; tests with a stellar color −0.02 return identical results to
those presented below when the [3.6] [4.5] dust- ∣ in the model is
also shifted by 0.10.
A.2.2 Fractional Contribution of Dust Emission
The maximum fractional contribution of dust to the total ﬂux
that we impose, 40%, is motivated by the fact that we do not
expect larger dust contributions in real galaxies. Following
Bendo et al. (2008), we obtain an estimate of the PAH ﬂuxes at
8 mm based on 160 mm measurements from Galametz et al.
(2012). We then calculate the possible range corresponding to
those values at 3.6 mm following Flagey et al. (2006). That
provides the possible dust ﬂuxes at 3.6 mm , and for that sample
of galaxies, we also obtain the total 3.6 mm ﬂuxes from NED
(as the weighted mean of the available values, using the quoted
uncertainties). This allows us to set an upper limit of 40% to
the fractional contribution of dust ﬂux for star-forming spirals
(but that is a rare upper limit; the typical values range 20%–
25%). Using the fact that I160 mm correlates well with the
f fdust stars parameter, we can make use of the fractions f fdust stars
from Skibba et al. (2010) to conclude that the fractional
Figure 12. Difference between the s1 (left) and s2 (right) colors identiﬁed by ICA and the original color of stars and dust in the models as a function of dust input
color. Models where ICA would not have been applied due to original blue colors are shown in gray.
Figure 13. Difference between the corrected stellar ﬂuxes found by ICA and
the stellar ﬂux imposed on each of model, as a function of the imposed dust
color. Symbol sizes are proportional to the dust contamination fraction, and
different colors correspond to models based on different galaxies. Gray circles
are those models that lead to original (weighted) mean colors that are negative,
which means that we would not have applied ICA to them.
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contribution of dust ﬂux for early-type galaxies (T 0⩽ ) is a
factor of 3 lower than for late-type galaxies, which corresponds
to an upper limit of 15%» .
In addition, in Section 4.2 we introduced our criterion to
exclude galaxies with original blue colors from the ICA
analysis, as it is an indication that those galaxies are already
compatible with an old stellar population. To account for this,
in Figure 13 we identify the models in which that criterion is
met with a different color.
A.3 Findings
The difference between the stellar and dust colors imposed
on each model and the s1 and s2 colors found by ICA are
shown in Figure 12, as a function of the dust color of the
model. To improve the visibility of the plotted data points, we
introduce a small artiﬁcial random scatter around each discrete
dust color value (a random dithering within ±0.05). The
symbol size of each point is proportional to the dust fraction,
while the colors denote the original galaxy on which the
models are based (highlighting the effect of two-dimensional
dust distribution). Most striking is the clear trend for increased
scatter in the ICA-determined dust colors (and stellar colors,
although less so) when the “intrinsic” dust colors are redder.
ICA underestimates the dust color more severely for low
contamination fractions, and, conversely, it tends to over-
estimate the stellar color (but not as much) at the highest
contamination fractions.
However, as shown in Figure 13, this large uncertainty in
dust and stellar colors does not necessarily imply larger
uncertainties in the estimation of ﬂuxes. Plotted there is the
difference between the stellar ﬂux imposed on the model and
the total ﬂux in the s1 map retrieved by ICA for all possible
combinations of dust colors and contamination fractions in our
model grids. Flux uncertainties in both components are
sensitive to the relative stellar and dust ﬂuxes (i.e., the level
of dust contamination) but this tends to be balanced by an
additional dependence on the actual difference between the
stellar and dust colors. As we are ultimately interested in the
Figure 14. Plots showing the effect of including a third component of redder colors in the models, and how our second iteration of ICA alleviates that problem. Left
column: ﬁrst iteration, ICA1; right column: second iteration, ICA2. Top: difference between s2 color and the color imposed on the spatially extended dust, as a function
of the color imposed on H II regions; bottom: same difference as a function of the color imposed on the spatially extended dust.
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error in the corrected stellar ﬂuxes found by ICA, Figure 13
suggests that ICA can perform quite well. We note that many of
the models exhibit original (weighted) mean [3.6]–[4.5] colors
that are negative, so that we would not have applied ICA to
them (see Section 4.2). Here we see that it is reasonable to
exclude such galaxies from the analysis given that their low
contamination fraction and/or very low dust colors (both of
which can produce original colors [3.6] [4.5] 0- < ) lead to the
highest uncertainties.
Figure 13 also shows that most models lead to ﬁnal
uncertainties in ﬂux within 10%, with some outliers covering
a band up to 20% of uncertainty. However, these are mainly
associated with the highest contamination fractions in our
models (40%), and such extreme contamination from dust can
be only very rarely expected (it is the upper limit for star-
forming spirals, as argued in Section A.2.2).
Additionally, these tests conﬁrm that the ICA uncertainties
determined through the bootstrap method are reliable measures
of the errors in color. This bootstrap uncertainty is obtained by
running ICA based on 48 different seeds (different starting
points in s1 and s2 colors). According to our models, in 94.6%
of cases the difference in stellar color was well conﬁned by the
bootstrap uncertainty, conﬁrming its meaningfulness.
APPENDIX B
EFFECT OF SECOND ICA ITERATION
Given the possibility that more than one emitting dust
component may be present (and, in particular, for H II regions
in addition to the nominal diffuse dust component), we have
implemented a second iteration of ICA (Section 4.3) aimed at
removing the reddest emitting regions.
Since ICA is sensitive to color outliers, a second iteration of
ICA with the regions with more extreme colors masked allows
us better retrieve the spatially dominant dust component, which
is typically not as red. Our implementation of the second
iteration is conﬁrmed with the following tests, described below.
B.1 Input Models
To test the impact of a third component on ICA solutions
assuming two components (and to conﬁrm the usefulness of
our second ICA iteration), we have included an additional
component with an intrinsically redder color representative of
hot dust in H II regions, i.e., [3.6]–[4.5] = 1. For the spatial ﬂux
distribution, we use truncated De Vaucouleurs proﬁles (de
Vaucouleurs 1948), and place them randomly in the regions of
the galaxy model where the more extended dust emission is
signiﬁcant (higher than the mean dust ﬂux). We vary the total
number of regions (10, 20, 30) and their relative brightness
(5%, 10%, 20% of total dust ﬂux). We also explore a range of
colors, starting from the color of the spatially extended dust
itself, up to a maximum color of 0.6.
B.2 Findings
When run through our pipeline, we can indeed see that our
simulated H II regions get effectively masked, and the second
iteration leads to a dust color closer to the nominal spatially
extended “diffuse dust” in 94.7% of the experiments (see
Figure 14). Moreover, the bootstrap uncertainty is effectively
reduced after the second iteration (from ∼0.8 to ∼0.2 mag),
suggesting that our measure of errors is sensitive to the problem
posed by a third component of intrinsically different color,
which is relieved by the iterative ICA approach that we have
constructed.
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Chapter 3
Molecular gas inflow in M51
In this chapter we quantify the rates of molecular gas inflow across the disc of the spiral galaxy M51.
The transport of gas to the centre is important, as it can explain the feeding of the AGN, and it is
intimately connected to the AGN feedback effects that will be studied in Chapter 4. This paper has
been published in Astronomy & Astrophysics, 588, 33 (Querejeta et al. 2016).
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ABSTRACT
The transport of gas towards the centre of galaxies is critical for black hole feeding and, indirectly, it can control active galactic nucleus
(AGN) feedback. We have quantified the molecular gas inflow in the central R < 1 kpc of M 51 to be 1 M/yr, using a new gravitational
torque map and the molecular gas traced by the Plateau de Bure Interferometer Arcsecond Whirlpool Survey (PAWS). The nuclear
stellar bar is responsible for this gas inflow. We also used torque profiles to estimate the location of dynamical resonances, and the
results suggest a corotation for the bar CRbar ∼ 20′′, and a corotation for the spiral CRsp ∼ 100′′. We demonstrate how important
it is to correct 3.6 µm images for dust emission when gravitational torques are to be computed, and we examine further sources of
uncertainty. Our observational measurement of gas inflow can be compared with nuclear molecular outflow rates and provide useful
constraints for numerical simulations.
Key words. galaxies: individual: M 51 – galaxies: ISM – galaxies: structure – galaxies: kinematics and dynamics – galaxies: nuclei –
galaxies: Seyfert
1. Introduction
The past decades have seen remarkable progress in our under-
standing of active galactic nuclei (AGN), which are associated
with some of the most energetic phenomena in the Universe. It
is now widely accepted that nuclear activity is caused by gas
accretion onto a central supermassive black hole (SMBH; e.g.
Antonucci 1993), and such black holes are expected to exist in
all massive galaxies (Kormendy & Richstone 1995; Magorrian
et al. 1998; Ferrarese & Merritt 2000; Gebhardt et al. 2000;
Ferrarese & Ford 2005; Gültekin et al. 2009; McConnell & Ma
2013). However, fewer than half of the local galaxies that are
massive enough to have an SMBH are currently active (∼43% if
we include Seyferts, low-ionisation nuclear emission-line region
galaxies, or LINERs, and transition objects; Ho et al. 1997b).
It therefore seems natural to associate different levels of nuclear
activity with changes in the availability of fuel: either there is an
intrinsic dearth of gas in quiescent galaxies, or the transport of
the existing gas to the centre is less efficient.
Recent efforts to try and understand gas transport towards the
nuclei of nearby galaxies include the project NUclei of GAlaxies
(NUGA; e.g. García-Burillo et al. 2003, 2005; Combes et al.
2004; Boone et al. 2007; Hunt et al. 2008). It is well known
that asymmetries in the gravitational potential, such as those
caused by bars, drive gas inwards (Mundell & Shone 1999;
Combes 2003; Jogee 2006; Haan et al. 2009); simulations in-
cluding large-scale bars also confirm this (Sparke & Sellwood
1987; Athanassoula 1992b; Shlosman & Noguchi 1993; Heller
& Shlosman 1994; Hopkins & Quataert 2010, 2011). Vertical
instabilities in the bar that result in boxy- and peanut-shaped
bulges can also have a significant impact on the in-plane forces
(Fragkoudi et al. 2015). Other mechanisms have also been sug-
gested to explain inward motions of gas and AGN feeding, in-
cluding secondary bars (Shlosman et al. 1989), nuclear spirals
(Combes et al. 2014), m = 1 perturbations, and nuclear warps
(Schinnerer et al. 2000). Finally, non-gravitational mechanisms
such as viscous torques or dynamical friction of giant molecular
clouds against stars have also been invoked to explain gas flows:
these can become important near the very centre (Lynden-Bell
1969; Lynden-Bell & Kalnajs 1972; Combes 2002; Combes
et al. 2004; García-Burillo et al. 2005).
If there is indeed a connection between asymmetries in the
gravitational potential and AGN fuelling, and if such an effect is
sustained over long enough timescales, an increase of AGN ac-
tivity in barred galaxies might naturally be expected. However,
from an observational perspective, no clear connection between
Article published by EDP Sciences A33, page 1 of 19
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bars and AGN activity has been found so far (e.g. Knapen
et al. 2000; Laine et al. 2002; Cisternas et al. 2013). A pos-
sible explanation for this discrepancy would be the existence
of some time delay that is still poorly understood (sometimes
dubbed the timescale conspiracy). In particular, it might well
be that a hierarchy of mechanisms combine, involving differ-
ent timescales, which overall conceal the underlying connection
(Shlosman et al. 1990; Combes 2001, 2003; Wada & Koda 2004;
García-Burillo et al. 2005). Only recently have observations and
simulations begun to achieve the sufficient spatial resolution to
track the journey of molecular gas in its last phases of infall to-
wards the central SMBH, showing that a cascade of possibly
transient gravitational torques, dynamical friction effects, and
filamentary structures can be efficient in transporting the gas to
the very centre (Combes et al. 2013, 2014; García-Burillo et al.
2014; Emsellem et al. 2015).
Given the complex interplay of processes suggested so far,
it is important to study the feeding of AGN in galaxies with gas
imaging at high enough resolution in terms of physical scales,
which constrains our targets to nearby galaxies. The grand-
design spiral M 51 is an ideal target in this sense because of its
proximity and the low inclination of the disc (7.6 Mpc and i ∼
22◦; Ciardullo et al. 2002; Colombo et al. 2014). Additionally,
as was shown by García-Burillo et al. (2009) and van der Laan
et al. (2011), one of the key points that limit the accuracy in
the determination of the radial gas flows is the availability of
short-spacing corrections for interferometric molecular gas data.
M 51 is one of the few galaxies with very high spatial resolu-
tion, short-spacing corrected CO(1–0) data (the Plateau de Bure
Interferometer Arcsecond Whirlpool Survey, PAWS, has a res-
olution of 1′′, ∼40 pc; Schinnerer et al. 2013; Pety et al. 2013).
M 51 hosts an active galactic nucleus (Seyfert 2, Ho et al. 1997a)
that is associated with a radio jet (Crane & van der Hulst 1992),
an outflow in the ionised component (Bradley et al. 2004), and
also a molecular gas outflow (Scoville et al. 1998; Matsushita
et al. 2004, 2007, 2015). For the purpose of estimating planar
gas flows, we here ignore the molecular gas emission that is not
consistent with disc motions. This emission has a significant im-
pact only in the central ∼3′′ ∼ 120 pc.
A number of alternatives exist for measuring radial gas flows
in nearby galaxies. Based on gas kinematics (traditionally from
radio data), the velocity field can be decomposed into its Fourier
components, and their radial variations can be used to search for
evidence of gas inflow or outflow (e.g. Wong et al. 2004). Also
based on gas kinematics, the gas streaming motions can be esti-
mated from analytical solutions for gas orbits in a model that is
fitted to the data (e.g. Boone et al. 2007). A third option is to ob-
tain the gravitational potential from near-infrared (NIR) images,
and weight the implied gravitational torques with the gas distri-
bution to obtain a statistical estimate of gas flows (García-Burillo
et al. 1993, 2005; Quillen et al. 1995; Haan et al. 2009; Meidt
et al. 2013).
In practice, it is hard to extract quantitative measurements
from the kinematic method (see Haan et al. 2009), and mod-
elling tends to rely on too many assumptions and simplifications,
which make it only useful for studying some specific effects (e.g.
van der Laan et al. 2011). Additionally, a decomposition of the
velocity field becomes increasingly degenerate at low inclina-
tions (the line-of-sight velocities can be difficult to interpret),
which is the case for M 51. In our attempt to quantify gas in-
flow, we therefore opted for the third method. Another motiva-
tion for measuring full torque profiles based on accurate stellar
mass maps is that it allows us to estimate the position of dynam-
ical resonances; most importantly, to identify the number and
location of corotation radii in the disc, as we show in Sect. 6.2.
A complementary, qualitative discussion of the streaming mo-
tions in M 51, in the line of the first method, and also based on
the PAWS dataset, can be found in Colombo et al. (2014).
In the upcoming ALMA and NOEMA era, high-resolution
maps of molecular gas will become accessible for an increasing
number of nearby galaxies. One of the most important questions
to answer is whether the gas that is detected in those galaxies
is losing or gaining angular momentum, possibly contributing to
the feeding of AGN or nuclear star formation, which can indi-
rectly control possible feedback effects. In this context, it is im-
portant to understand the limitations of the observational meth-
ods used to calculate gas flows and have the appropriate tools
for it, including accurate stellar mass maps, whose importance is
emphasised in this paper. Additionally, observational estimates
of gas flows play the important role of helping theorists impose
constraints on models and simulations of galaxy secular evolu-
tion, black hole growth, and AGN feedback.
With the high-resolution map of CO from PAWS and our
stellar mass map (based on 3.6 µm Spitzer IRAC imaging), we
are in a position to determine the rates of gas flows in M 51
with unprecedented accuracy. Our major goals are 1) to esti-
mate the inflow rate of molecular gas towards the nucleus; 2) use
the torque profiles to reasses the location of resonances in M 51;
and 3) provide an updated study of the uncertainties involved
in the observational quantification of gravitational torques and
gas flows for nearby galaxies. With these objectives in mind,
the paper is organised as follows. After presenting the data in
Sect. 2, we explain the steps involved in the method to calculate
torques and gas flows in Sect. 3. The results on torques, inflow,
and dynamical resonances are presented in Sect. 4 and discussed
in Sect. 6. The dominant sources of uncertainty are examined in
Sect. 5, while the details of the tests carried out to quantify them
are deferred to Appendix A. We close the paper with a summary
and conclusions in Sect. 7.
2. Data
Our study relies on NIR imaging from the Spitzer Survey of
Stellar Structure in Galaxies (S4G; Sheth et al. 2010) and the
molecular gas emission traced by PAWS (Schinnerer et al. 2013;
Pety et al. 2013). For the purpose of determining the location
of dynamical resonances, the information provided by PAWS is
complemented with The HI Nearby Galaxy Survey (THINGS;
Walter et al. 2008) and the HERA CO Line Extragalactic Survey
(HERACLES; Leroy et al. 2009).
2.1. Near-infrared data: stellar mass distribution
Near-infrared emission is often exploited as a stellar mass tracer
in nearby galaxies because the light at these wavelengths mainly
arises from the old stars that dominate the baryonic mass bud-
get (Rix & Rieke 1993; Quillen et al. 1994). Additionally, NIR
images have the advantage that the effect of extinction is min-
imised, and biases in the mass-to-light ratio that are due to young
O and B stars are also attenuated. For these reasons, the NIR,
and, in particular, the first Spitzer IRAC band (centred at 3.6 µm)
has been argued to be an optimal window to trace stellar mass
(e.g. Meidt et al. 2014; Norris et al. 2014; Querejeta et al. 2015).
However, emission from dust can also contribute signifi-
cantly to the NIR flux, especially locally, as shown by Meidt
et al. (2012) and Querejeta et al. (2015). Specifically, for M 51,
the dust emission contributes as much as 34% of the total flux at
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3.6 µm, and the correction is especially critical in star-forming
regions (reaching ∼80%, Querejeta et al. 2015). Therefore, we
used the 3.6 µm image of M 51 corrected for dust emission us-
ing the independent component analysis (ICA; Querejeta et al.
2015). After the stellar flux in the 3.6 µm IRAC band is correctly
identified, even a single mass-to-light ratio M/L ≡ Υ3.6 = 0.6 is
applicable with an uncertainty of .0.1 dex (Meidt et al. 2014;
Norris et al. 2014).
2.2. CO data: molecular gas distribution
We used the molecular gas amount and distribution probed by
the CO(1–0) map of M 51 from PAWS to perform weighted az-
imuthal averages of the torques and determine how much gas
participates in radial flows. PAWS offers an exquisite angular
resolution of 1′′ (∼40 pc) and covers the central 9 kpc of the
galaxy (with uniform azimuthal coverage out to R = 85′′ ∼
3 kpc). The importance of performing short-spacing corrections
to interferometric data for torque-based flow studies has only re-
cently been fully recognised (e.g. van der Laan et al. 2011). Our
PAWS map includes short-spacing corrections based on IRAM
30m single-dish data, which by definition recovers all the flux.
We transformed the measured flux into the molecular hydrogen
(H2) gas surface density using the Galactic conversion factor
XCO = 2 × 1020 cm−2 (K km s−1)−1 (Schinnerer et al. 2013); the
adopted value has no consequence for the measured torque pro-
files (since the gas map will only serve to weight the azimuthal
average of the torques), although it does affect the measured net
inflow rate. For more details on the data reduction, we refer to
Pety et al. (2013).
Within the PAWS field of view, the gas is predominantly
molecular, and this becomes even more so towards the cen-
tre. Since we are interested mostly in the central region, where
atomic HI gas is largely depleted (HI surface density lower than
CO by a factor of 5–10 inside R < 3 kpc, Schuster et al. 2007),
and for uniformity reasons, we assumed the gas distribution to
be the one traced by the CO observations from PAWS. But we
use the information provided by HI (from the THINGS sur-
vey, at 6′′ spatial resolution) and by CO at lower resolution
(HERACLES, 13′′) in Sect. 4.4 to extend the torque analysis
to the outer regions of the disc and estimate the positions of
resonances.
3. Measuring gravitational torques and gas inflow
rates
We focus on the gravitational torques exerted by the stellar po-
tential on the gaseous disc. By definition, a torque is a vectorial
quantity, τ, parallel to the axis of the rotation that it would tend
to produce: τ = r × F , the cross product of the position vector
and net force acting on a given (test) particle. From this opera-
tive definition, the equivalent identity τ = dL/dt can be derived;
therefore, the torque measures the derivative of the angular mo-
mentum with respect to time. Since gas needs to lose (gain) an-
gular momentum to move inwards (outwards), torques applied
on the gas distribution provide the necessary link to determine
gas flows. Our strategy is to first obtain the gravitational poten-
tial using Fourier transforms of the mass distribution (3.6 µm im-
age corrected for dust emission), and, subsequently, the torques
implied by that potential are weighted with the molecular gas
distribution to determine the gas inflow (outflow) rates as a func-
tion of radius. The code we use is partially based on PyPot
(Haan et al. 2009).
3.1. Deprojection
Our input is the stellar mass surface density projected on the
plane of the sky (the “stellar mass map” from the ICA method
described in Sect. 2.1). Therefore, to obtain the gravitational po-
tential, we first need to deproject this map into the true plane of
the galaxy. We did this using the accurate inclination and posi-
tion angle (PA) kinematic measurements obtained for M 51 by
Colombo et al. (2014). Their results constrain these values to
inclination i = (22 ± 5)◦ and PA = (173 ± 3)◦. In Sect. 5 we
examine the effect of deprojecting the image according to the
extreme values of i and PA allowed by these uncertainty limits.
Another subtlety that needs to be considered is the fact that
a bulge (or any departures from a disc) will become artificially
elongated by the deprojection. In the case of M 51, the central
structure that has traditionally been called the “bulge” has a disc-
like Sérsic index (n = 0.995, Salo et al. 2015), and it could in
principle have been a pseudo-bulge (or “discy bulge”); however,
it has a very similar orientation and extent (PA = 130◦, Re =
16.2′′, Salo et al. 2015) as what we will identify as the nuclear
bar, suggesting that it is the same stellar structure. Moreover, the
low Sérsic index implies that it is flattened parallel to the plane
of the galaxy. Therefore, provided that the deviation from a plane
is very small, the size is modest, and the inclination of M 51 is
small, it seems justified to ignore the structure of the nuclear bar
for the deprojection.
3.2. Obtaining the gravitational potential
Our technique is based on the idea that the gravitational poten-
tial, Φ(r), can be written as the convolution of the mass den-
sity, ρ, and the function 1/r (e.g. Binney & Tremaine 1987,
Sect. 2.8):
Φ(r) = −G
∫
ρ(r′)d3r′
|r − r′| · (1)
However, to access the true 3D mass density distribution, it is
necessary to consider the non-negligible thickness of the galaxy
stellar discs. To account for this, we assumed a vertical profile of
constant scale-height (in agreement with observations of edge-
on galaxies, Wainscoat et al. 1989; Barnaby & Thronson 1992),
which allows us to write
Φ(x, y, z = 0) = −G
∫
Σ(x′, y′)g(x − x′, y − y′)dx′dy′, (2)
where g(x, y) is the modified convolution function,
g(x, y) =
∫ +∞
−∞
ρz(z)dz√
x2 + y2 + z2
· (3)
In particular, we expect the galaxy to have a vertical distribu-
tion similar to an isothermal disc, ρz(z) = ρ0 sech2(z/h), with
h ∼ 1/12Hdisc (Wainscoat et al. 1989; Barnaby & Thronson
1992). We chose Hdisc = 100′′, based on the Galfit photomet-
ric decomposition of M 51 performed by Salo et al. (2015).
An important technical detail is that the convolution is car-
ried out using fast Fourier transforms (FFT) that are computed
on a (2n × 2n) mesh to avoid periodic images (Hohl & Hockney
1969): the original image occupies one quarter of the grid, and
all remaining three quarters are invalid. This means that we ini-
tially pad the image with zeroes and eliminate those invalid areas
after performing the FFTs.
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Fig. 1. Top: relative strength of the first two Fourier modes in the gravi-
tational potential (Qm=1,2) as a function of radius, compared to the total
strength of the non-axisymmetric perturbation QT. Bottom: phases of
the first two Fourier modes in the gravitational potential φm=1,2, mea-
sured counter-clockwise from the major axis of the galaxy on the de-
projected image (represented here in radians from −pi to pi).
3.3. Harmonic decomposition of the gravitational potential
To assess the radial contribution of the different Fourier modes,
we performed a harmonic decomposition of the potential,
Φ(R, θ) = Φ0(R) +
∑
m
Φm(R) cos(mθ − φm(R)), (4)
where Φm(R) and φm(R) are the amplitude and phase of the m-
mode.
We followed Combes & Sanders (1981) and calculated the
strength of the mth Fourier component, Qm(R), as
Qm(R) =
mΦm(R)
R|F0(R)| , (5)
which is the amplitude of the mth harmonic component nor-
malised by the mean axisymmetric radial force, F0(R). Finally,
we also computed the maximum tangential force in terms of the
mean radial force,
QT(R) =
FmaxT (R)
F0(R)
=
1
R
(
∂Φ(R,θ)
∂θ
)
max
dΦ0(R)
dθ
· (6)
The top panel of Fig. 1 shows the relative strength of the first two
modes (m = 1, 2) as a function of radius, compared to the total
strength of the non-axisymmetric perturbation QT; the bottom
panel shows the corresponding phases, φm=1,2. These results are
discussed in Sect. 4.1.
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Fig. 2. Position-velocity diagram of the PAWS 1′′ cube, taken along a
position angle of 272◦ crossing the nucleus. There is highly redshifted
CO emission near the nucleus (R < 2.5′′), with velocities exceeding
100 km s−1. This molecular gas is outflowing, not participating in disc
motions, and it has been removed from the moment-0 map used to esti-
mate the molecular gas distribution in the disc.
3.4. Torques from the potential
We obtained the forces per unit mass as the gradient of the po-
tential in Cartesian coordinates,
Fx,y(x, y) = −∇x,yΦ(x, y), (7)
and, subsequently, we used these forces (the components of
the local force along each of the Cartesian axes) to obtain the
torques,
τ(x, y) = xFy − yFx. (8)
It is important to emphasise that these are torques per unit mass
(i.e. torques per unit gas mass, since we are interested in stellar
gravitational torques on the gaseous component), and we mea-
sured them in units of km−2 s2. Therefore, multiplying the τ(x, y)
in a given pixel by the total gas mass contained in that pixel (e.g.
traced by CO) will provide the change rate of angular momen-
tum with respect to time experienced by the gas (τ = dL/dt).
Figure 3 shows the gravitational potential and the torques
that stem from our ICA-corrected stellar mass map, deprojected
according to the PAWS measurements of PA and ellipticity.
3.5. Gas flows
Torques applied on gas are, by definition, a measure of the
change of angular momentum per unit time (τ = dL/dt).
Naturally, angular momentum loss of the gas is associated with
inflow, whereas increasing its angular momentum corresponds
to radial outflow. Multiplying the torque map by the present-
day gas distribution (e.g. from PAWS) provides the instanta-
neous view of angular momentum loss and gain across the
galaxy. However, this is not necessarily representative, overall,
of the net effect experienced by a given gas cloud. We followed
García-Burillo et al. (2005) and computed an azimuthal aver-
age of the torques, weighted with the local gas column den-
sity, N(x, y),
τ(R) =
∫
θ
[N(x, y) · (xFy − yFx)]∫
θ
N(x, y)
· (9)
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Fig. 3. Top panel: original 3.6 µm image of M 51; dust emission identified with ICA (subtracted from the original image to produce the stellar
mass map); gravitational torques, τ(x, y), based on the uncorrected 3.6 µm image of M 51 (assuming a constant M/L); same gravitational torques,
τ(x, y), based on our ICA dust-corrected stellar mass map of M 51. Bottom panel: blow-up of the maps above, showing the area close to the
nucleus. The red ellipse displays the shape of the nuclear bar, determined from the ellipticity and PA profiles measured by Muñoz-Mateos et al.
(2015) at the radius where the bar ends (R = 20′′: ε = 0.262, PA = −42.6◦); this agrees excellently well with an isocontour of F = 10 MJy/sr in the
original 3.6 µm image. The red dashed lines are the approximate axes of symmetry of the bar, which coincide with a change of sign in the torques,
following the expected butterfly pattern. The blue contours indicate CO emission from PAWS, from 50 to 250 K km s−1 in steps of 50 K km s−1.
All images are shown in the plane of the sky; north is up (even if, naturally, torques are calculated in the plane of the galaxy). The scale bar shown
in the leftmost images applies to the whole row. (The 3.6 µm image is shown in square-root scale to emphasise low-level structure in the range
(0, 10) MJy/sr; the dust map is displayed in linear scale, (0, 3) MJy/sr; the torque maps are also shown on a linear scale, (−1000, 1000) km2 s−2,
with negative torques in black and positive torques in white.)
To weight the torques, we used the PAWS CO(1–0) map of M 51
corrected for outflow motions (Sect. 2.2) and convolved to the
spatial resolution of the stellar mass map (PSF3.6 µm = 1.7′′).
At R = 4 kpc, HI starts to dominate over CO (Schuster et al.
2007), therefore we used HI traced by THINGS to extend the
profiles to larger radii. We deprojected the gas maps using the
same parameters as for the stellar mass map, following Sect. 3.1.
To calculate the fuelling efficiency, we normalised the az-
imuthally averaged torques τ(R) at each radius by the angular
momentum and rotation period. This provides an estimate of the
average fraction of gas specific angular momentum transferred
by the stellar potential in one rotation (Trot),
∆L
L
=
dL
dt
∣∣∣∣∣
θ
· 1
L
∣∣∣∣∣
θ
· Trot = τ(R)Lθ · Trot, (10)
since τ(R) is, by definition, the azimuthally averaged time-
derivative of the specific angular momentum of the gas. The az-
imuthal average of the angular momentum was assumed to be
Lθ = R · vrot. The inverse of Eq. (10), L/∆L, represents the num-
ber of rotation periods needed to transfer all the angular mo-
mentum of the gas; a large L/∆L would imply that the gas dis-
tribution and potential do not vary too much on the timescale of
a rotation, which justifies the approximation introduced above.
Finally, based on this, we express the gas inflow/ouflow rate per
unit length as
d2M(R)
dRdt
=
dL
dt
∣∣∣∣∣
θ
· 1
L
∣∣∣∣∣
θ
· 2piR · N(x, y)|θ, (11)
which provides the result in units of M yr−1 pc−1. This can be
integrated radially, using radial bins of width ∆r, to obtain a net
inflow/outflow rate up to a given radius R,
dM(R)
dt
=
R∑
r=0
[
d2M(r)
drdt
· ∆r
]
. (12)
If measured close enough to the nucleus, dM/dt in Eq. (12)
provides an estimate of the instantaneous AGN feeding rate.
Figure 4 presents these results.
3.6. Subtracting the outflow component
Our method to estimate gas flows based on the gravitational
torques assumes planar motions for the molecular gas. The reg-
ular kinematics of molecular gas in M 51 and the relatively con-
stant CO line width (Pety et al. 2013) are indicative that this
assumption is reasonable. However, near the nucleus, significant
molecular emission is clearly deviating from disc motions: this
has been argued to be a molecular gas outflow (Scoville et al.
1998; Matsushita et al. 2004, 2007, 2015), and it becomes clear
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Fig. 4. Results of the gravitational torques (weighted with the molecular gas distribution), angular momentum transfer, and resulting gas flow, both
in radial bins and integrated out to radius R for our ICA dust-corrected stellar mass map (solid black line) and the original 3.6 µm image (dashed
blue line). Positive values imply radial gas outflow, negative values denote an inflow. The innermost bin has been shaded to emphasise that it is
subject to high uncertainties.
in the position-velocity diagram shown in Fig. 2. To correct for
it, we subtracted the CO(1–0) emission that is not associated
with disc motion by constructing a new moment-0 map (using
3σ clipping, Pety et al. 2013) in which we neglected the flux
from pixels in the central R = 2.5′′ in channels of velocities
that correspond to the outflow (40–180 km s−1). We verified that
the final torque profiles do not change significantly if this cut is
modified by ±10 km s−1; this implies that our model is reliable.
4. Results
4.1. Stellar potential
Figure 1 shows the Qm values for the first two Fourier modes
(m = 1, 2) in the stellar gravitational potential of M 51. These
represent the strength of each mode in the potential as a function
of radius (compared to the total non-axisymmetric contribution,
QT). There is a clear dominance of the m = 2 mode all the way
out to R = 20′′, which can be attributed to the influence of the
nuclear bar; indeed, the bar has a length of Rbar ≈ 20′′ (Comerón
et al. 2010). The area of influence of the bar is therefore similar
to its size as measured on NIR images, as expected.
The bar is considerably strong, reaching a maximum
Q2 ∼ 0.1 at a radius of 10′′ ∼ 400 pc. In addition, the phase of the
m = 2 bar in Fig. 1, which we find is relatively constant around
φ2 ∼ pi/2 rad (oscillating between 1.5 and 1.7, with an average
of 1.63 radians), corresponds to a disc-plane bar orientation1 of
135◦ measured counterclockwise from the major axis of M 51
or, equivalently, a sky-plane orientation of PA = −47◦ (given
the projection of the disc). This agrees well with the PA value
of −43◦ given by the profiles of Muñoz-Mateos et al. (2015) at
a radius of R = 20′′ and the bar angle of −41◦ measured by
Menéndez-Delmestre et al. (2007) from NIR imaging.
4.2. Torque map of M 51
Figure 3 shows the torques implied by the stellar mass map. In
all these maps, black corresponds to negative torques and white
1 In our Fourier expansion we assumed positive amplitudes,
Φm(R) cos[mθ − φm(R)] with Φm(R) > 0, which implies that the ma-
jor axis of the bar, where the potential is lowest, is given by 2θ− φ2 = pi
(or an integer multiple of pi). Therefore, θ = pi/2 + φ2/2 ∼ 3pi/4 = 135◦
on the plane of the galaxy.
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implies positive torques; with our sign convention (right-hand
rule), negative torques make the gas lose angular momentum
(inflow), while positive torques transfer additional angular mo-
mentum to the gas (outflow). The blow-up shown in the bottom
panels demonstrates the good agreement between the morphol-
ogy of the nuclear bar (delineated in red) and the butterfly pattern
in the torque map: torques change signs according to four quad-
rants that are delimited by the axes of symmetry of the bar, as
expected. The nuclear bar extends out to a radius of R = 20′′ ∼
800 pc (Comerón et al. 2010). As we show in Sect. 4.3, there is
evidence for gas inflow inside R = 22′′ ∼ 880 pc, which, judg-
ing from the butterfly pattern visible in the torque map, can be
clearly interpreted as the effect of the bar.
The right panels of Fig. 3 stress the difference with the torque
map stemming from the uncorrected 3.6 µm band (i.e. stellar
mass distribution obtained multiplying the 3.6 µm image with
a single M/L); the change is even more evident in the radial
profiles in Fig. 4. The presence of dust emission leads to a sig-
nificantly different distribution of torques, which results in no
consistent gas inflow in the central area (in spite of the mor-
phological evidence for a nuclear bar). One of the side-effects
of correcting the 3.6 µm image for dust emission using ICA is
that small oversubtractions appear in areas of very red original
[3.6]–[4.5] colours, which manifest themselves as small holes or
dipoles in the torque map. However, in Appendix A.1 we show
that these small oversubtractions due to the ICA correction only
have a weak effect when they are azimuthally averaged, while
the difference with the uncorrected 3.6 µm image is large.
In addition to the butterfly pattern associated with the nuclear
bar, the torque maps in Fig. 3 display a second butterfly pattern
at larger radii, which is tilted with respect to the nuclear butter-
fly pattern (especially obvious at R & 80′′ ∼ 3 kpc). Comparison
to a smooth mass model of M 51 demonstrates that this is prob-
ably due to an oval distortion in the disc. For a perfectly ax-
isymmetric (circular) disc, no butterfly pattern is expected; but
in the case of M 51, the disc is photometrically elongated along
an axis of PA = 39◦ (Salo et al. 2015), while kinematics imply
that the orientation of the (molecular) disc is such that PA = 172◦
(Colombo et al. 2014). Provided that the disc is not significantly
warped inside r . 6 kpc (Colombo et al. 2014), the most natu-
ral interpretation for such a configuration would be that the disc
is not circular, but rather oval, which might be expected as a
consequence of the interaction (a global m = 2 mode induced
by the encounter with NGC 5195; see also Meidt et al. 2013).
Simulations from Dobbs et al. (2010) also support the idea that
the disc is not strongly warped inside 5 kpc and that there is an
oval at r ∼ 2 kpc, with aspect ratio 2:1 (see also Shetty et al.
2007, on the possibility of a warp in M 51).
4.3. Inflow rate in M 51
Our best estimate of the gas flows is presented in Fig. 4. The
top-left panel shows that the (gas-weighted) azimuthally aver-
aged torques are consistently negative from the centre all the
way out to R = 22′′, which implies secular molecular gas in-
flow in the central ∼1 kpc of the galaxy (down to our resolution
limit of 1.7′′ = 63 pc). After this, in the range R = (22−37)′′,
torques become positive, which is indicative of radial molecular
gas outflow along the plane of the galaxy; then, from R = 37′′
to R = 73′′, torques are again continuously negative, implying
inflow. This means that there is evidence for secular transport
of the gas from R = 2.7 kpc down to our resolution limit with
the exception of the range R = (22−37)′′, which seems to be
a dynamical barrier for gas transport; precisely in this region
the molecular ring is located (R ∼ 30′′ Meidt et al. 2013),
which can be explained as the accumulation of molecular gas
as a consequence of these gas flows (e.g. Buta & Combes 1996;
van der Laan et al. 2013). This seems to be the same structure as
the inner pseudo-ring identified by Comerón et al. (2014) around
R ∼ 20′′ (which is star-forming, Comerón 2013). It becomes es-
pecially obvious in the dust component separated by the ICA
correction of the 3.6 µm image (second panels of Fig. 3, at the
end of the ellipse that delineates the bar). As a transition region
between the nuclear bar and the radius where spiral arms end,
the molecular ring is not as strong and dominant as rings in other
galaxies; in this sense, it can be associated with the zero-crossing
occurring around R ∼ 40′′ in the torque profile, which coincides
with the radius at which the spiral arms terminate.
The top-right panel represents the fraction of the angular mo-
mentum of the gas at a certain radius that is lost in one rota-
tion. The fact that dL/L takes a maximum value of the order of
0.2 (20%) justifies the assumption (implicit to azimuthal aver-
aging) that the gas distribution does not change by much in one
rotation. Out to R = 22′′, ignoring the innermost bin, the av-
erage dL/L is ∼10%, which means that the gas will lose all of
its angular momentum on a timescale of ∼10 rotations, that is,
in about 200 Myr (Trot(R = 12′′) = 22 Myr). This timescale is
also relatively short compared to the dynamical timescale of the
interaction of M 51 with NGC 5195 (∼1 Gyr), which allows us
to assume that the gravitational potential of M 51 will not have
changed by much in that period.
The bottom left panel of Fig. 4 shows the instantaneous flow
rates implied by the gravitational torques across the disc of the
galaxy, the bottom right panel shows the “integrated” inflow
rates (i.e. summing the contributions of all bins out to radius R).
The “integrated” inflow rate out to R = 22′′ is ∼5 M/yr, which
means that on a timescale of one year, a total of about 5 M of
gas participates in net inflow motions in that particular radial ex-
tent of the galaxy. Closer to the AGN (considering only the first
or first two bins, 3–6′′), this rate decreases to ∼1 M/yr, with
the caveat that the innermost bin is compromised by the outflow
and by increasingly large systematic uncertainties (see Sect. 5).
In Appendix A.6 we confirm these results using the gravitational
potential computed from an HST 1.9 µm image (instead of the
stellar mass map). The inflow rates and resonances are basically
coincident with those presented here, and significant divergen-
cies only appear in the inner R . 5′′, where uncertainties be-
come increasingly large and data are becoming inconclusive as
a result of the additional impact of the central AGN.
4.4. Dynamical resonances in M 51
We used our new map of gravitational torques to reassess the
locations of the main dynamical resonances in the disc of M 51.
Meidt et al. (2013) have used the technique of constructing radial
profiles of the azimuthally averaged torques to assess the posi-
tions of resonances in M 51 with PAWS. Here we also used a
3.6 µm-based stellar mass map (distinct from the earlier version
of Meidt et al. 2013, as discussed in Sect. 6), but we extended the
analysis out to larger radii using the more extensive area probed
by the HERACLES and THINGS maps of the molecular and
atomic gas distributions (Walter et al. 2008; Leroy et al. 2009).
This avoids potential biases due to the non-circular shape of the
PAWS field of view, which leads to incomplete azimuthal cover-
age at radii R > 85′′.
In the framework of the density wave theory, the response
of gas to the gravitational potential is expected to change at
corotation (CR). The torque profile obtained at highest angular
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resolution using the PAWS map exhibits an abrupt change of
sign (from negative to positive torques) at R = 22′′, which can
be associated with the CR of the nuclear bar (RCR,bar; see also
Meidt et al. 2013; Colombo et al. 2014). Comerón et al. (2010)
obtained a bar radius of Rbar = 20′′ (800 pc) based on ellipse fit-
ting, which implies a ratio of RCR,bar/Rbar ≈ 1.1. This agrees with
expectations for fast bars (e.g. Athanassoula 1992a) and is also
well compatible with the values measured by Rautiainen et al.
(2008) for galaxies of similar morphological type (SABbc). As
we commented above, the inner star-forming ring identified by
Comerón et al. (2014) around R ∼ 20′′ overlaps the molecular
ring and is located next to the corotation of the bar, suggesting
that it is indeed a resonant ring.
Inner torque variations locating the bar corotation are not as
obvious in the lower resolution profiles obtained with THINGS2
or HERACLES (the latter of which covers the bar with only two
resolution elements). However, we expect these maps to offer
a more reliable measure of gravitational torques at larger radii,
where the gravitational torques can be estimated with full (0–
2pi) azimuthal information. A second zero-crossing from neg-
ative to positive torques is visible in the THINGS profile near
100′′ (Fig. 5, bottom panel), which we suggest is indicative of
corotation for the spiral pattern; this interpretation is reinforced
by a similar crossing in the HERACLES profile (with an offset
of only 5′′, i.e. fully compatible given the HERACLES resolu-
tion of 13′′). The final change of sign at R ∼ 150−160′′ probably
marks the outer Lindblad resonance (OLR) of the spiral.
These findings qualitatively agree with the results of the har-
monic decomposition of the PAWS line-of-sight velocity field
performed at 1′′ resolution by Colombo et al. (2014). These au-
thors observed a change in dominance from the s1 to the s3 har-
monic coefficients around R ∼ 100′′, which we associate with
the location of corotation. As first shown by Canzian (1993),
a change from m = 1 to m = 3 mode is expected at coro-
tation, which will reflect on a change in dominance of the s1
and s3 terms of the Fourier harmonic decomposition of the ve-
locity field (even if the behaviour of those harmonic terms is
more complex in spirals than in bars; e.g. Wong et al. 2004).
We strongly recommend combining the information contained
in torque profiles with other (kinematic and morphological) ev-
idence to accurately identify resonances. In particular, while
corotation is expected to result in a zero-crossing in the torques,
other resonances might also have an imprint in the form of a
change of sign. Our estimates for the bar and spiral corota-
tion radii in M 51 are also consistent with the values indepen-
dently estimated by Zhang & Buta (2012) (RCR1 = 25′′ and
RCR2 = 110′′).
A very useful tool to interpret the results on dynamical res-
onances and analyse possible couplings is a so-called angular
frequency plot, in which the angular frequency corresponding to
circular rotation is plotted (Ω = Vrot/R) along with the epicyclic
curves (e.g. Ω ± κ/2, Ω ± κ/4). In Fig. 5, we show those curves
as derived from the three-parameter rotation curve of M 51 cal-
culated in Meidt et al. (2013). For a direct comparison, the
middle and bottom panels of Fig. 5 show the torque profiles
(weighted by PAWS and THINGS/HERACLES, respectively)
and some coloured circles indicating the corotation positions that
we have inferred (red for the bar, blue for the spiral). The inter-
sections of the zero-cossings with the angular frequency curve Ω
in the top plot indicate the corresponding pattern speeds (since
Ω(RCR) = ΩP). The dashed coloured lines show the range of
possible values due to 1.5 times the resolution of each survey
2 Additionally, HI is almost completely depleted in the inner regions.
Fig. 5. Top panel: angular frequency plot based on the rotation curve of
M 51 calculated in Meidt et al. (2013): Ω (solid black), Ω ± κ/2 (dotted
black), Ω ± κ/4 (dashed black). The red circle indicates the crossing of
the estimated corotation radius of the bar (CRbar = (22 ± 2.5)′′) with
the angular frequency curve Ω, which implies a bar pattern speed of
ΩbarP = (185 ± 15) km s−1 kpc−1 (horizontal red line). The blue circle
shows the analogous crossing of the suggested corotation radius of the
spiral (CRsp = (102 ± 10)′′), implying a pattern speed for the spiral
of ΩspiralP = (53 ± 5) km s−1 kpc−1 (horizontal blue line). Middle panel:
torque profile weighted by the PAWS gas distribution (same as Fig. 4,
reproduced here for comparison). As a result of the smaller field of
view of PAWS, the profile stops at R = 85′′. Bottom panel: torque pro-
file weighted by the gas emission traced by THINGS (solid line) and
HERACLES (dashed line).
(2.5′′ for PAWS; 10′′ for THINGS), in an attempt to give an idea
of how those observational uncertainties translate into a range of
possible pattern speeds and overlapping resonances.
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Table 1. Dynamical resonances of M 51 from our torque analysis.
Resonance Radius (′′) Radius (pc)
Bar corotation 22 ± 2.5 830 ± 90
Bar outer Lindblad resonance 50 ± 5 1800 ± 180
Spiral corotation 102 ± 10 3800 ± 370
Spiral ultra-harmonic resonance 55 ± 5 2000 ± 180
Spiral outer Lindblad resonance 165 ± 15 6100 ± 550
The pattern speed of the bar (for a CRbar = (22 ± 2.5)′′)
would be ΩbarP = (185 ± 15) km s−1 kpc−1 (horizontal red line).
Analogously, for our suggested corotation radius of the spiral
(CRsp = (102 ± 10)′′), the spiral pattern would rotate with an
angular frequency of ΩspiralP = (53 ± 5) km s−1 kpc−1 (horizon-
tal blue line). Placing the main corotation of the spiral around
R ∼ 100′′, as suggested by our torque analysis, has interest-
ing implications in terms of coupled resonance patterns. On the
one hand, if a single (or dominant) pattern speed applies to the
whole spiral, the crossing of ΩspiralP = (53 ± 5) km s−1 kpc−1 with
the Ω + κ/2 curve would imply an OLRsp ∼ (150−180)′′, in
agreement with torques (last zero-crossing around (150−160)′′).
The inner ultraharmonic resonance of the spiral (UHR, or 4:1)
is given by the crossing of that same pattern speed with the
Ω−κ/4 curve, which results in UHRsp ∼ (50−60)′′; this is com-
patible with the OLR of the bar (Ω + κ/2 curve crossing with
ΩbarP ∼ 185 km s−1 kpc−1), which points to a possible dynamical
coupling of the two structures (on resonance coupling, see e.g.
Tagger et al. 1987; Font et al. 2014). These measurements are
summarised in Table 1.
Determining the location of the ILR is often more challeng-
ing in the discs of spiral galaxies, given the characteristic rapid
changes in the shape of the innermost parts of rotation curves.
In M 51, the shape of the Ω−κ/2 curve at radii r . 30′′ is very
sensitive to the exact parameterisation of the rotation curve we
adopt. Given this uncertainty in the inner shape of the Ω − κ/2
curve, we note that the resonant overlap of the bar CR and spiral
ILR might be possible (although this is difficult to claim with
great certainty); this would further support the resonant nature
of the inner pseudo-ring around R ∼ 20′′.
Based on all this, we propose a scenario in which M 51
has two main corotations: one associated with the nuclear
bar, approximately at CRbar ∼ 20′′, and one for the spiral
around CRsp ∼ 100′′. There are only two clear zero-crossings
(from negative to positive) in the extended torque profiles using
THINGS and HERACLES. These are consistent with the s1/s3
radial profiles from the harmonic decomposition of the PAWS
and THINGS velocity fields.
4.5. Use of a dust correction map to estimate flows
and resonances
In Sect. 2.1 we outlined the interest of correcting the 3.6 µm
image for dust emission using an ICA technique. Here, we
briefly examine the possibility of using the dust correction map
(s2) produced by the ICA separation as a tracer of the ISM.
The s2 map is uniformly available for more than 1500 nearby
galaxies, whereas obtaining interferometric observations of the
gas at equivalent resolution remains prohibitively expensive.
Therefore, while speculative, the dust correction map s2 is po-
tentially a very powerful alternative.
As discussed in detail in Querejeta et al. (2015), the s2 map
contains all the non-stellar emission present at 3.6 µm, which
is essentially a diffuse mixture of PAH and continuum dust
emission. Therefore, it indirectly traces star formation (by hot
dust and PAH emission), which is expected to correlate to some
degree with the presence of molecular gas. In M 51, we can test
how good this correlation is by directly dividing the s2 map by
the CO map from PAWS. The ratio of s2 to CO is fairly uniform
in the spiral arms and star-forming ring (0.009–0.033), while in
the area of the bar it suddenly rises to 0.1–0.3, which means that
it is a factor of 10 higher. This large difference provides a first
clue that the dust map s2 may not be a reliable tracer of molecu-
lar gas in the central region of M 51.
Figure 6 confirms that the discrepancy between the torque
profiles weighted by CO (PAWS) and by the map s2 is especially
large towards the area of the nuclear bar. However, even without
a one-to-one agreement, the correspondence with HI is consid-
erably better (the resulting torque profiles are good to about a
factor of .2). This suggests that the dust map s2 provided by
the ICA separation can be used in a first-order approximation as
a tracer of the ISM to weight the torques with, but this needs
to be done with caution. In areas where the interstellar radiation
field is strong (like the nuclear bar of M 51), the s2 map can
display significant flux even if CO emission is minimal, which
could account for the differences we see between CO and s2 in
the central region of M 51. Additionally, we recommend using
s2 as a tracer of the gas distribution only at low resolution; at
high resolution is it less reliable because spatial offsets between
tracers of the gas and star formation start to become evident.
5. Dominant sources of uncertainty
We note that some sources of uncertainty have been consid-
ered previously (most notably, by Haan et al. 2009), but many
have not, including uncertainties intrinsic to the determination of
the stellar mass distribution. We start by summarising the main
sources of uncertainty involved in the torque and gas flow calcu-
lation and then consider their relative importance.
1. Projected stellar mass distribution:
– Importance of ICA dust correction: bias due to dust emis-
sion in 3.6 µm image.
– Effectiveness of ICA dust correction: imperfections in the
stellar map introduced by ICA.
– Variations in stellar M/L.
2. 3D mass distribution and torques:
– Deprojection: accuracy in PA, inclination.
– Vertical disc structure: implications of assuming an isother-
mal disc and variations in disc scaleheight.
– Centring of stellar mass map.
– Centring of gas map.
3. Choice of ISM tracer:
– Implications of neglecting HI in the central region.
– Large-scale smooth component (short spacings).
– Variations in XCO.
– Effect of resolution (1′′, 3′′, 6′′).
– Use of dust correction map to estimate radial gas flows.
In the next subsections and in Appendix A, we present a number
of tests to quantitatively assess the impact of these uncertainties
on torques and inflow estimates. The results of these tests are
summarised in Table 2. We used the torques derived from our
best ICA dust-corrected stellar mass map and the molecular gas
distribution traced by PAWS as our fiducial result. For the var-
ious tests, we computed the relative difference with respect to
the fiducial result, and the weighted mean is presented as an es-
timate of the relative uncertainty. We used the weighted average
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         PAWS 1.7” vs ICA-s2                     THINGS 6” vs ICA-s2                HERACLES 13” vs ICA-s2
Saturday 19 September 15
Fig. 6. Torque profiles using PAWS (1.7′′ resolution), THINGS (6′′), and HERCALES (13′′) compared to the equivalent profiles using the ICA
s2 component (dust map) at matched resolution. The thick black line is the fiducial profile (using the actual gas distribution), the thin blue line
corresponds to s2. The agreement is not one-to-one, but s2 can be used as a first-order approximation in the absence of gas information at high
enough resolution.
Table 2. Effect of the uncertainties in different input parameters on gravitational torques and inflow rates for M 51.
Uncertainty due to... ∆t (%) ∆t for R < 22′′ (%) ∆(d2M/dr dt) (%) ∆(d2M/dr dt) for R < 22′′ (%)
Uncorrected, original 3.6 µm image 101.3 70.7 93.2 73.0
Inclination (±5◦) 51.7 39.3 45.3 50.1
Position angle (±3◦) 34.6 6.7 21.0 19.0
Radially varying M/L 21.4 27.8 20.5 27.5
Shift of stellar mass map (0.75′′) 20.3 71.2 34.3 80.6
Shift of gas image (0.75′′) 12.6 27.2 17.5 33.7
Stellar disc scale-height (±20%) 5.1 10.8 6.4 11.0
Stellar disc vertical function (sech2 vs. sech) 2.4 5.4 3.1 5.6
PAWS: 1.7′′ vs. 3′′ 38.3 32.6 26.1 22.2
PAWS: 1.7′′ vs. 6′′ 43.9 32.0 64.0 72.0
PAWS: 1.7′′ vs. 13′′ 84.5 111.2 90.1 103.3
PAWS 6′′ vs. THINGS 6′′ 79.7 65.6 85.8 85.1
PAWS 13′′ vs. HERACLES 13′′ 32.2 40.0 41.0 34.0
to avoid divergencies associated with values close to zero, which
would unrealistically bias the mean difference; for this reason,
the corresponding fiducial profiles, τ(r) or d2M/dr dt were used
to provide those radial weights.
As shown by Meidt et al. (2014) and Norris et al. (2014),
the 3.6 µm band minimises to a large extent the uncertainties in
mass estimation, in the sense that it minimises extinction prob-
lems and allows for a single M/L to be applicable (with an un-
certainty of 0.1 dex, smaller than the 0.2–0.3 dex associated with
prescriptions based on optical colours, which are often used to
calibrate other NIR bands, e.g. Zibetti et al. 2009). However,
mass estimates based on 3.6 µm require proper accounting for
dust emission, which can contribute as much as ∼30% of the
flux globally in star-forming spirals. We assess the relevance of
that critical correction for dust emission when the stellar mass
distribution is calculated using a 3.6 µm image in Sect. 5.1. This
is the most critical uncertainty that had not been considered be-
fore, along with the resolution of the gas tracer, which we study
in Sect. 5.2. The former has an impact of the order of ∼100% in
the case of M 51 (a factor of 2), while the latter acts to “wash
out” the signatures of the torque profiles, leading to much flatter
profiles, and resulting in a difference of also ∼100% when the
resolution is degraded from 1′′ to 13′′.
The uncertainties on the position angle of the disc (PA), its
inclination (i), and the correct centring of the stellar mass map
and the gas map are likewise important, as has been shown by
Haan et al. (2009). In Appendix A we confirm that these effects
are significant for the configuration of M 51 and that they show a
radial dependence that causes the inner bins to be more strongly
subject to centring errors and bins at large radii more uncer-
tain because of errors in the deprojection parameters (PA, i).
Fortunately, we have access to precise measurements of the i
and PA (Colombo et al. 2014), and the astrometry of our im-
ages (stellar mass map and gas map) was carefully calibrated
to <1′′ (Schinnerer et al. 2013). The relevance of short spacing
corrections on the interferometric gas maps was also stressed by
García-Burillo et al. (2009, see their Fig. 20) and van der Laan
et al. (2011, see their Fig. 12). Errors can be as high as a factor
of 2 for some radii in the case of missing short spacings; this
study, however, did not suffer from this problem because our
PAWS map includes short spacing information that ensures the
recovery of all the flux (see Pety et al. 2013).
For completeness, we also show in Appendix A that other
possible uncertainties listed in Table 2, such as the vertical disc
structure (function and scaleheight) or the radial variation of
M/L, are clearly subdominant, with an impact .10%. In prin-
ciple, a radially varying M/L could have an impact of as much
as ∼20−30% (as listed in Table 2), but this is an upper limit for
galaxies with strong abundance gradients; for M 51, the mea-
sured metallicity gradient is very shallow (0.02± 0.01 dex kpc−1
Bresolin et al. 2004). We can therefore safely conclude that
M/L variations within its disc will not pose a large problem for
measuring torques and gas flows.
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Fig. 7. Change in the torques that is due to the use of a gas map with different spatial resolutions. The thick blue line corresponds to the PAWS
CO(1–0) intensity map at the resolution of the stellar mass map (1.7′′), the blue line in the profiles from left to right correspond to the same
PAWS map smoothed to 3′′, 6′′ and 13′′.
Finally, we also demonstrate in Appendix A.1 that the uncer-
tainty introduced by oversubtractions in the stellar mass map (a
drawback of assuming only two sources with ICA) is modest. In
fact, these oversubtractions are not a concern in the area of the
nuclear bar, while the ICA correction clearly is important in that
region because a considerable amount of dust emission needs to
be accounted for. In Appendix A.6 we double-check the validity
of the ICA-corrected stellar mass map by comparing it with the
gravitational potential obtained from an independent band (HST
1.9 µm).
5.1. Importance of ICA dust correction
Querejeta et al. (2015) showed that the difference between the
uncorrected 3.6 µm images and our ICA dust-corrected stellar
mass maps is not only caused by hot dust in HII regions, but
also by diffuse dust heated by the interstellar radiation field.
Specifically, we identified considerable dust emission with ICA
for M 51 in the area of the nuclear bar (within R < 22′′ ∼ 1 kpc).
As much as 26% of the 3.6 µm light is due to dust emission
within the central R < 22′′ covered by the nuclear bar (see
Fig. 3), and the ratio of dust emission (as identified with ICA)
to CO (via PAWS 1′′) increases from an average of ∼0.02 in the
PAWS field of view to ∼0.2 in the area of the nuclear bar (a factor
of 10).
The average change in the torque profile is a factor of 2 when
the dust correction is not taken into account (100%, over the
whole extent of the profile; 70% if we only consider the area
of the nuclear bar, within R < 22′′). Moreover, while the cal-
culation based on the original, uncorrected 3.6 µm image led to
positive profile values in the inner region (r < 7′′ = 250 pc; see
Fig. 4), suggesting a radial outflow that would impede the flow
of gas to the AGN, the ICA dust-corrected stellar mass map im-
plies molecular gas inflow down to our resolution limit, leading
to a qualitatively different interpretation. This stresses the im-
portance of correcting 3.6 µm images for dust emission when
the images are used to trace the distribution of stellar mass and
gravitational torques are to be calculated.
5.2. Effect of the gas tracer resolution (1′′, 3′′, 6′′, 13′′)
In Fig. 7 we analyse the impact of spatial resolution on the pro-
files. Changing the resolution of the gas tracer will have an ef-
fect on the τ(r) torque profiles because the torques are weighted
by the gas distribution when computing the azimuthal averages.
However, the effect becomes even stronger when measuring gas
flows because in this case the gas column density is directly part
of the equation; this is why we show the profile d2M / dr dt in-
stead of τ(r) in Fig. 7.
To determine the resolution effect, we compared the differ-
ent versions of the PAWS map, 1′′ = 40 pc, 3′′ = 120 pc and
6′′ = 240 pc (tapered), and 13′′ = 520 pc (smoothed), corrected
for the nuclear outflow component as described in Sect. 3.6.
For reference, we recall that the nuclear bar has a radius of
Rbar ≈ 20′′ and the spirals arms traced by CO have a typi-
cal width of around ∼10′′. We verified that the results do not
change if (instead of tapering) we smooth the PAWS moment-
0 map with the corresponding Gaussian kernel (FWHM = 3′′,
6′′, 13′′). We note that 6′′ and 13′′ are the angular resolutions
provided by the THINGS HI and HERACLES CO surveys. For
consistency in terms of resolution, we also smoothed our stel-
lar mass map to match these resolutions following an analogous
procedure.
Degrading the resolution from 1.7′′ to 3′′ is associated with
only a modest change of the gas flow rates (26%). However, the
average change is large when we move to 6′′ (64%) and becomes
even more so at a resolution of 13′′ (90%). This stresses that
a map of the gas distribution is necessary that probes the ade-
quate spatial scales; if the resolution of the gas tracer is too low
(&200 pc), the torque profiles are artificially smoothed and im-
portant structure becomes lost.
5.3. Typical final uncertainty
As we have seen, the factors that would most severely hamper
the analysis of gravitational torques are the absence of dust cor-
rection in the 3.6 µm images and using a gas map with poor res-
olution; these two are not a concern for our analysis. The next
most significant sources of error are the uncertainty in the de-
projection parameters (PA, i), which can introduce an error of as
much as ∼30–50%. Similarly, the incorrect centring of the NIR
image can have a very strong effect on the torques, but we con-
firmed our astrometry to an accuracy better than 1′′, therefore the
error should typically be smaller than ∼20% (the innermost bin
is a special case discussed below). The centring of the gas im-
age is even less problematic because the associated uncertainty
is smaller and our astrometry is even more accurate.
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As shown in Appendix A (Fig. A.2), the uncertainty intro-
duced by an error in the determination of deprojection parame-
ters (PA, i) has a clear radial dependence, becoming particularly
important in the outer regions of the galaxy (∼100% at a radius
of 3 kpc). In the inner 1 kpc, only the uncertainty due to errors
in i could be significant, ∼40% (the uncertainty due to errors in
PA is below ∼10%). Conversely, for the centring of the NIR im-
age, the radial dependence of the uncertainty is reversed, with
larger errors for smaller radii (up to ∼50% in the first bin). As a
consequence of this, the innermost bin is subject to considerably
high uncertainties, which add to potential complications associ-
ated with the outflow component that we subtracted in Sect. 3.6.
Appendix A.6 also suggests divergencies in the inner R . 5′′
when using an independent band to compute the gravitational
potential (HST 1.9 µm). Therefore, the innermost bin has to be
treated with caution, and we have shaded it in Fig. 4.
6. Discussion
The feedback from AGN plays a critical role in reconciling ob-
servations with cosmological simulations of galaxy evolution,
prevents galaxies from over-growing, and it might hold the key
to the tight scaling relations observed between the mass of su-
permassive black holes and their host galaxies. However, this
important process is ultimately regulated by the availability of
fuel in the nucleus, and consequently, the transport of gas across
the galaxy is a crucial process. The gas might be accreted and
continuously replenished from the circumgalactic medium, but
in the absence of effective mechanisms to transport it to the cen-
tre, the fuel will never reach the AGN.
In this context, we have studied the gas transport in the disc
of M 51, making use of our stellar mass map (based on 3.6 µm
imaging and corrected for dust emission with ICA). We have
shown that the use of a proper stellar mass map is critical, as is
the use of a gas tracer at sufficiently high spatial resolution (see
Table 2, which summarises the tests that we have presented in
Sect. 5). Even if the analysis of all the possible sources of uncer-
tainty might sound pessimistic, the radical improvement of in-
strumental capabilities and the advancement of techniques allow
us to enter a regime where this can be overcome. With ALMA
and NOEMA, maps of the molecular gas distribution at suffi-
ciently high spatial resolution are expected to be easily achiev-
able. Moreover, in the mid-term future, the advent of JWST
should make it possible to obtain proper stellar mass maps us-
ing our technique or others with even higher resolutions and for
more galaxies.
6.1. Inflow rates
The main result of the paper is that torques imply consistent
molecular gas inflow from R = 22′′ ∼ 1 kpc down to our res-
olution limit when the ICA-corrected stellar mass map of M 51
is used (but we note that the inner bin, R < 3′′, is subject to large
uncertainties; see also Appendix A.6). Torques become positive
after R = 22′′, implying radial outflow, and become negative
again at a radius of R = 37′′. This agrees with the presence of
a nuclear molecular ring, which could have formed through the
accumulation of molecular gas as a consequence of the flow pat-
tern that we have discussed, and which would imply a dynamical
barrier for gas transport. There must be other mechanisms (vis-
cous torques, instabilities, etc.) that allow the gas to overcome
this barrier and access the area of the nuclear bar, but they prob-
ably operate over longer timescales, and that is the reason for the
formation of the overdense molecular gas in the shape of a ring.
We find that as much as ∼5 M/yr of molecular gas are in-
volved in net inflow motions in the central 1 kpc of M 51. In
its way towards the centre, part of this amount of gas will form
stars and never reach the nucleus; for reference, the integrated
star formation rate within the central 20′′ is around 0.5 M/yr
(Kennicutt et al. 2007). At the smallest scales accessible to us
(R ∼ 3′′ ∼ 110 pc), the inflow rate is ∼1 M/yr. Even if we
ignore this innermost bin because of the increasingly large un-
certainties, the second and third bins imply virtually the same
inflow value, which suggests that the result is robust. These net
inflow rates should be regarded as a lower limit, since we did
not attempt to account for viscous torques or other dissipative
effects (cloud-cloud collisions, shocks, etc.). However, these ef-
fects usually operate on much longer timescales, therefore the
global value is expected to be close to the value that we have
derived using torques. After gas has reached a radius of 100 pc
(the outer edge of our innermost bin), dynamical friction effects
are expected to quickly bring the gas close enough to the SMBH
(Combes 2002).
This observationally estimated inflow rate is an important
number, for instance, to compare with the rates obtained using
simulations of M 51 or other grand-design spiral galaxies. In par-
ticular, the simulation of the M 51 system presented in Dobbs
et al. (2010) allows us to measure the flow of molecular gas and
compare this to our observations. As we show in Appendix B,
the interacting system evolves towards a more centrally concen-
trated molecular gas distribution, while an analogous model in
isolation does not show such a trend. The change in H2 surface
density in the simulation implies molecular gas inflow at a rate of
∼2 M/yr, which is similar to our observational findings. From a
future perspective, gathering similar inflow rates for more galax-
ies will permit accessing valuable statistics, which might help to
impose constraints on cosmological simulations.
6.2. Dynamical resonances
Our analysis of the new gravitational torque profiles for M 51
has led us to suggest that the galaxy has two main corotations:
one associated with the nuclear bar, approximately at CRbar ∼
20′′, with a pattern speed of ΩbarP = (185± 15) km s−1 kpc−1, and
one for the spiral pattern near CRsp ∼ 100′′, implying a pattern
speed of ΩspiralP = (53 ± 5) km s−1 kpc−1. The other resonances
associated with these two corotations are summarised in Table 1.
The corotation of the spiral occurs much farther out than the
crossing near R = 60′′ suggested by Meidt et al. (2013) as a
potential location for the spiral corotation, which should be con-
sidered superceded by our more robust determination at 100′′.
Meidt et al. (2013) also used the technique of constructing radial
torque profiles to assess the positions of resonances, but there
are a number of factors that account for the difference between
both results. First, the torque map of Meidt et al. (2013) was
compromised by remaining non-stellar emission, which only our
improved strategy has been able to identify (through an iterative
implementation of ICA, see Querejeta et al. 2015). The differ-
ence in the dust fraction identified with ICA is from 8% (Meidt
et al. 2013) to 34% (Querejeta et al. 2015). We note that, specif-
ically, the region from 40−80′′ is characterised by a high in-
cidence of HII regions along the spiral arms (hence the large
change of the torque profile in that area given our second iter-
ation of ICA, which is designed to better accommodate for the
multi-source mix of hot dust and PAHs).
Secondly, the new tests that we performed here have shown
that the torque profiles based on PAWS are not meaningful
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outside 85′′; even if PAWS provides information out to a ra-
dius of R ∼ 120′′, the coverage is not uniform in the range
R ∼ 85−120′′ because of the rectangular field of view of the
survey. Even at a radius of R ∼ 90′′ (only 5′′ beyond the last
possible circular aperture) the difference between the two pro-
files can be as much as a factor 2, and this only deteriorates as
the radius increases and the sampling is more incomplete. We
therefore opted to limit our measurements with the PAWS data
to within R < 85′′ and extracted measurements of torques at
larger radii with THINGS, which covers a full 0−2pi radians out
to R ∼ 20 kpc, albeit with lower spatial resolution.
We also used HERACLES, which traces molecular gas (as
opposed to THINGS, tracing atomic gas) to confirm the analysis
out to larger radii; this should allow us to avoid the biases that
we just discussed that are due to the non-circular shape of the
PAWS field of view. In principle, there might be important differ-
ences between THINGS and HERACLES, not only because of
the different spatial resolution, but also because HI and CO emis-
sion are not exactly co-spatial (see Schinnerer et al. 2013), and
they also have significant kinematic differences (Colombo et al.
2014). However, despite tracing different phases of the ISM and
having different resolutions, the bottom panel of Fig. 5 shows
that the corresponding torque profiles are reasonably similar, and
they have major negative–positive zero-crossings at similar po-
sitions (R ∼ 20′′, the CR of the nuclear bar; R ∼ 100′′, the pro-
posed CR of the spiral). The qualitative agreement between both
profiles (and the analysis of s1/s3 terms) reinforces the scenario
that we proposed here.
Additionally, our estimates for the two (bar and spiral) coro-
tation radii in M 51 are consistent with the values independently
estimated by Zhang & Buta (2012) (RCR1 = 25′′ and RCR2 =
110′′). The corotation of the bar also agrees with Colombo et al.
(2014), who suggested a radius of RbarCR = 20
′′ that was confirmed
visually and analytically with a clear change from m−1 to m+ 1
modes in the residual velocity field (Canzian 1993). Their pro-
posed resonances for the spiral, however, mostly relied on the
torque result from Meidt et al. (2013), which suffered from the
problems mentioned above. It is interesting to note that their pro-
posed m = 3 mode could play the role of dynamically coupling
the bar with the spiral structure, explaining the position of the
inner pseudo-ring around R ∼ 20′′.
From a broader perspective, these results raise interesting
questions about the nature of spiral structure. The interaction
with the companion NGC 5195 has been suggested to drive dy-
namical changes over relatively short timescales (∼100 Myr −
−1Gyr), which might contradict the naïve picture of a long-
lasting density-wave spiral. For example, Dobbs et al. (2010) did
not find a single global pattern speed for M 51 in their numeri-
cal simulation and instead suggested a picture in which the spi-
ral arms are the result of tidally induced local kinematic density
patterns that wind up (i.e. the pattern speed varies with radius).
In their simulation, corotation can only exist beyond a radius of
7 kpc (probably around 10 kpc, close to the satellite NGC 5195).
Salo and Laurikainen (2000) also used numerical simulations to
show that the close passage of the companion removes any pre-
vious hints of spiral structure, suggesting that the spiral appear-
ance that we see today is relatively new and might not persist
very long.
In this context, we need to be very cautious when interpreting
the observational torque profiles in terms of resonances because
ILR, OLR and other resonances can also have an imprint in the
form of a change of sign. The fact that the THINGS profile only
shows two crossings from negative to positive is reassuring, but
it could be that the second one is not corotation, but rather an
inner resonance of the spiral that might have corotation much
farther out, even outside our fields of view. This possibility can-
not be ruled out with our data.
7. Summary and conclusions
We have used the new 3.6 µm dust-corrected stellar mass map
from Querejeta et al. (2015) to construct a gravitational torque
map for M 51, which, in conjunction with the PAWS dataset, has
allowed us to estimate radial gas flows in this galaxy.
1. There is plenty of molecular gas inflow in the central area of
M 51: ∼5 M/yr in the central 20′′ ∼ 1 kpc, ∼1 M/yr as we
approach our resolution limit (60 pc from the nucleus). This
inflow is driven by the nuclear bar.
2. Torques suggest a corotation of the bar at R ∼ 20′′ and coro-
tation of the spiral at R ∼ 100′′.
3. We demonstrated the importance of correcting 3.6 µm im-
ages for dust emission when estimating torques. For these
purposes, differences can reach a factor of 2. In the case of
M 51, even the qualitative result of whether or not there is in-
flow in the central kpc changes as a consequence of the dust
correction in the central area.
4. We also assessed the difference due to varying M/L and un-
certainties in inclination, PA, etc., showing that the effect
of M/L is modest, and confirming the results from Hopkins
et al. (2009) for the other parameters (largest uncertainty due
to centring of NIR image and deprojection parameters).
5. We considered different ISM tracers for the azimuthal
weighing of the torques. We showed that the spatial reso-
lution of the molecular gas is critical (better than ∼100 pc
needed), and the contaminant map s2 can be used at most
as a first-order approximation to identify the presence of dy-
namical resonances and gas flows.
In conclusion, this study provides the first estimation of radial
gas flows in M 51, with an inflow rate that can be checked against
simulations and can be compared with outflow rates. We also
carefully analysed the limitations in the calculation of gravi-
tational torques, which should be useful when planning simi-
lar studies in other galaxies; this will be especially relevant as
ALMA and NOEMA become fully operative. In particular, we
stressed the importance of using proper stellar mass maps when
estimating radial gas flows in nearby galaxies, in addition to
the strong limitation imposed by the resolution of the available
molecular gas observations. Thanks to the efforts of S4G and the
public data release of accurate stellar mass maps through IRSA
for more than 1500 nearby galaxies, with the spatial resolutions
achieved with ALMA and NOEMA, these estimations should be
feasible in the opening ALMA and NOEMA era.
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Appendix A: Sources of uncertainty involved
in torque and gas flow estimations
A.1. Imperfections introduced by the ICA dust correction
As commented in Meidt et al. (2012) and Querejeta et al. (2015),
the choice of only two components for the ICA separation can
introduce some imperfections in the output stellar mass map.
These come mostly in the form of oversubtractions correspond-
ing to HII regions, where the [3.6]–[4.5] colour of the hot dust is
considerably redder than the average dust colour found by ICA;
when the 3.6 µm image is separated into two components using
the scaling given by the stellar and dust colours solved for by
ICA, the regions of intrinsically redder colour than average will
be overestimated in terms of dust, leading to an oversubtraction
in the stellar component. The problem can be alleviated by a so-
phisticated interpolation technique or by masking these regions.
However, here we show that for the purpose of estimating gas
flows based on the corresponding gravitational torque map, the
impact of leaving these imperfections in the stellar mass map is
not very large. Moreover, as becomes evident from Fig. A.1, the
oversubtractions are completely absent from the region of the
bar, which means that they would not affect the inflow claim that
we have made for the central R < 1 kpc.
An inspection of our M 51 stellar mass map with attention to
the areas of very red colours ([3.6]−[4.5] > 0.2, which is similar
to imposing a sufficiently high Hα flux) shows that the ‘over-
subtractions’ have average sizes of ∼6 px in diameter (minimum
∼3 px, maximum ∼12 px in diameter; i.e. ∼2−9′′ ∼ 80−320 pc;
see Fig. A.1). The contrast of these oversubtractions, measured
as the minimum value in the centre of the oversubtraction di-
vided by the average value in the immediate surroundings, is
typically ∼0.7 (a contrast value of 1 would indicate no oversub-
traction at all; the contrast of 0.7 means that the oversubtractions
typically involve a ∼30% depression with respect to the local
flux); we have also confirmed that the standard deviation of the
contrast from one region to another is small (.0.1).
In an attempt to quantify the impact of these oversubtrac-
tions, we used a smooth, multi-component Galfit model of M 51
(Peng et al. 2010) and imposed a random distribution of oversub-
tractions that scale to the local flux (one of these realisations is
also illustrated in the right panel of Fig. A.1). The imperfections
were modelled as de Vaucouleurs profiles that were subtracted
from the smooth model, with the central peak brightness of each
oversubtraction being a fraction of the local flux (contrast of
0.7), and with a scale length that reflects the typical range of
scale lengths covered by the oversubtractions in the ICA dust-
corrected stellar mass map (we assumed a normal distribution
for the sizes, with a mean of 6 px and a standard deviation of
2 px). We performed a battery of 40 such experiments, in which
the oversubtractions are placed randomly in the disc, wherever
the model shows significant flux (>0.6 MJy/sr). This leads to a
typical change in the torque profile of ∼10% (0.13 ± 0.06). We
also checked that forcing the positions of the oversubtractions to
“cluster” by allowing them only to be placed where the colour
map [3.6]−[4.5] > 0.2 (or, equivalently, very high Hα flux) does
not have a dramatic effect on the torque profiles: the final un-
certainty in the torque profile increases, but is still below 25%.
We imposed a total of 20 oversubtractions, but we checked that
doubling this amount (40 oversubtractions) also keeps the final
errors below 20%.
Therefore, the uncertainty introduced on the final torque pro-
files by the imperfections associated with the ICA correction
is of the order of ∼10% and is reasonably bound to be below
20% even under the most unfavourable conditions. This is much
smaller than the change implied by the ICA correction itself
(>80%), which shows that the benefit and importance of using
the dust-corrected stellar mass map clearly outweighs the draw-
back associated with these oversubtractions.
A.2. Variations in stellar M/L
As identified by MacArthur et al. (2004), the most significant
changes in ages and metallicity within spiral galaxies are ra-
dial, with a fairly smooth variation as a function of radius. The
change is such that the inner regions are older and more metal-
rich, while the outer regions are younger and more metal-poor.
Even if we assume that the radial change in M/L that is due to
these age and metallicity gradients is the maximum variation al-
lowed by the Meidt et al. (2014) conversion value (from 0.48 at
R = 0 to 0.75 at R = Rmax, spanning the 0.6 ± 0.1 dex uncer-
tainty), this introduces only a modest change in the final torque
profile (∼20%), as is also visible in the bottom right panel of
Fig. A.3.
We note that our assumption is very conservative because the
age and metallicity gradients within a given galaxy are in gen-
eral much smaller than the changes from galaxy to galaxy, for
which the Meidt et al. (2014) uncertainty accounts. Moreover,
the measured metallicity abundance gradient in M 51 is very
shallow (0.02 ± 0.01 dex kpc−1 Bresolin et al. 2004). Therefore,
we can safely conclude that M/L variations within the disc of a
galaxy will not pose a large problem for measuring torques and
gas flows, and even less so for M 51.
A.3. Deprojection: accuracy in PA and inclination
Figure A.3 shows the effect of varying the deprojection parame-
ters, inclination, and PA of the disc within the range covered by
the error bars of the observational measurements (i = 22 ± 5,
PA = 173 ± 3; Colombo et al. 2014). Our underlying assump-
tion is that the molecular gas disc traced by CO is coplanar with
the stellar disc, which seems to be a justified assumption; this
leads to a considerable reduction of the uncertainties in these pa-
rameters (derived from kinematics) with respect to what could
be obtained from photometry. For the particular configuration
of M 51, the change implied by the uncertainty in inclination
and PA is significant, ∼50% and ∼35%, respectively, when the
whole extent of the profiles is considered. We note, like Haan
et al. (2009) have pointed out, that there is a radial dependence of
the resulting errors. Specifically, for the deprojection parameters
(PA, i), the impact of the uncertainties becomes larger for larger
radii; in the area of the nuclear bar, the uncertainties decrease
to 39% and 7% for i and PA, respectively. However, the errors
in PA and i can become dominant at large radii (>2–3 kpc): this
radial dependence of the errors is demonstrated in Fig. A.2.
A.4. Vertical disc structure
We assumed that the vertical structure of the stellar disc corre-
sponds to an isothermal disc with constant scale height; this is
confirmed by observations (Wainscoat et al. 1989; Barnaby &
Thronson 1992) and expected theoretically if the disc is in equi-
librium. The vertical distribution of mass can be described by
the following function:
ρz(z) = ρ0 sech2(z/h). (A.1)
We also checked that using other functions, such as sech in-
stead of sech2, provides almost exactly the same answer; the
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            stellar mass map (ICA)                             [3.6]-[4.5] colour map                model with oversubtractions
Saturday 19 September 15
Fig. A.1. Left: stellar mass map of M 51, shown on a scale that emphasises the oversubtractions associated with the ICA dust correction; the red
contours are the regions of M 51 where the [3.6]–[4.5] colour is very red, basically corresponding to HII regions ([3.6]−[4.5] > 0.2). The blue
circles mark the positions of field stars, with the clear signature of concentric circles in the colour map due to a saturated PSF. Middle: [3.6]–[4.5]
colour map of M 51; compare the lack of very red regions in the central R < 22′′ ∼ 1 kpc with their presence in the spiral arms. Right: one
of the 40 random realisations of the model with oversubtractions as described in the text (Sect. A.1), which we use to assess the effect of these
imperfections on gravitational torques.
PA (±3o) inclination (±5o) offset in mass map (0.75”)
Friday 18 September 15
Fig. A.2. Radial dependence of uncertainties associated with PA (±3◦), inclination (±5◦) and an offset of 1px in the centring of the NIR image.
The continuous black line shows the effect on torques, the dotted line corresponds to the effect on the local flow rates, and the dashed blue line is
the average tendency (effect on torques averaged over of regions of ∼400 pc).
changes are .10% in any case. The scale height is estimated
as h ∼ 1/12Hdisc (Wainscoat et al. 1989; Barnaby & Thronson
1992), for which Hdisc = 100′′ from the Galfit photometric de-
composition of M 51 (Salo et al. 2015). We also considered pos-
sible variations in the disc scale-height: as long as the variation
in the scale height is kept below 20%, the effect is negligible
(average change of 5% on the torque profile). Even a very large
change in the scale height, of the order of 50%, would only have
an effect of ∼30% on the torques.
A.5. Centring of gas and stellar mass maps
As has discussed by Haan et al. (2009), one of the most critical
points limiting the accuracy of the torques is the proper centring
of the NIR image. Figure A.3 shows the difference introduced by
an offset of 0.75′′ and demonstrates the clear radial dependence
of the error: it decreases with distance. The implied difference
in the central 22′′ (880 pc) is 71%, while it drops to only 20% if
we consider all radii out to 90′′ (3 kpc). This is also illustrated
by Fig. A.2, in which the average radial dependence of the un-
certainties is made explicit.
For the 3.6 µm image and the stellar mass map based on it,
the astrometric accuracy is lower than 1′′, as inferred from a
comparison with the shifted SINGS 3.6 µm image (Schinnerer
et al. 2013) using foreground point sources as the matching ref-
erence. This is reassuring because even if offsets in the stellar
mass map are one of the main sources of uncertainty, in our case
this uncertainty should be constrained to be clearly below 1′′,
which involves a maximum average effect of ∼20%. However,
as a result of the radial dependence that we have already noted,
the inner bins will be subject to a larger uncertainty.
As also pointed out by Hopkins et al. (2009), the centring
of the gas map (e.g. moment-0 map of molecular gas intensity
distribution) is not as crucial as the centring of the NIR image.
This is because an error in the gas centring will only slightly
modify the weights of the azimuthal average, while an incorrect
centring of the stellar mass map will result in artificial torques.
We confirm for the case of M 51 that the uncertainty introduced
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    uncorrected 3.6μm image            offset in mass map (0.75”)           offset in gas image (0.75”)
                  PA                                         inclination                           radially varying M/L
Fig. A.3. Change in the torque profiles due to a number of systematic uncertainties. The thick black line is our fiducial profile, based on the ICA
dust-corrected 3.6 µm image. From top left to bottom right, the thin blue lines are the profiles based on the uncorrected 3.6 µm image (i.e. difference
due to dust emission at 3.6 µm); an offset in the centring of the stellar mass map of 0.75′′; an offset in the centring of the gas map (CO traced by
PAWS) of 0.75′′; a variation in the position angle of the disc corresponding to the extremes of the error bars given by Colombo et al. (2014); a
variation in the inclination of the disc corresponding to the extremes of the error bars given by Colombo et al. (2014); and the difference in mass
distribution associated with the maximum possible radially varying M/L.
by an offset of 1 px (0.75′′) in the centring of the gas map is
∼10%. Given the accuracy of the astrometry in the PAWS map
(<1′′), this should not be a problem.
A.6. Confirming torques with 1.9µm imaging
As an additional sanity check, here we employ a 1.9 µm im-
age to re-assess the gravitational potential and the inflow rates.
We used the HST 1.9 µm continuum narrow-band image from
Scoville et al. (2001), a 3 × 3 mosaic of the central region of
M 51 (uniformly sampled only out to R ∼ 50′′) obtained with
the F190N filter on the NICMOS 3 camera (continuum next to
the Paα line); for details on data reduction see Scoville et al.
(2001). The inflow rates and resonances are essentially identi-
cal as those presented in Sect. 4.3. Only in the central R . 5′′
do the results using this HST image differ, but this has already
been flagged as a problematic region associated with very high
uncertainties.
Given the importance of image centring for torque com-
putations (Appendix A.5), we corrected the HST/F190N mo-
saic to an absolute astrometric frame of reference following
the technique described in Schinnerer et al. (2013), Sect. 7.3;
this results in an astrometric offset of 1.3′′ (∆x = +0.729′′,
∆y = −1.08′′). We assumed a constant mass-to-light ratio,
M/L1.9 µm = 0.2 M/L, chosen so that the stellar mass ra-
dially matches our stellar mass map in the range 5−20′′. In
Fig. A.4 (left) we show the radial surface brightness profile
for HST/F190N, compared with the uncorrected 3.6 µm, and
the ICA-corrected 3.6 µm (stellar mass map). The slopes of
the stellar mass map and the HST/F190N image are basically
identical (−0.044 and −0.045), while the slope of the 3.6 µm im-
age differs significantly (−0.032). The vertical offset determines
the M/L1.9 µm necessary to match both profiles, M/L1.9 µm =
0.2 M/L (a factor of 3 lower than M/L3.6 µm = 0.6 M/L);
equivalently, this can be obtained as the ratio of the magnitude
zero points, since the HST/F190N and ICA-corrected M/L3.6 µm
profiles expressed in magnitudes clearly overlap (ZP3.6 µm =
280.9 Jy, ZPF190N = 835.6 Jy, leading also to a factor 3 differ-
ence).
Figure A.4 (left) highlights a clear excess of emission in the
centre, especially large in the case of the HST/F190N band, with
respect to a simple Sérsic profile (which shows as a straight line,
given that the vertical axis is logarithmic). This excess could be
associated with a young stellar population, or it might be con-
tamination from the AGN. The fact that we find [3.6]−[4.5] > 0
for this region rules out the possibility of a massive central
“bulge” or other old inner components. In either case, this will
bring the results closer to what we measure with the stellar mass
map because for young stars the M/L would be considerably
lower in the central region and, for an AGN, the excess emission
should be ignored.
We recomputed the torques and inflow rates assuming that
all emission seen at 1.9 µm arisrd from an old stellar popula-
tion (which would provide a very conservative upper limit, as
just argued), and we present the main plots in Fig. A.4 (right).
The agreement between the two profiles is very good, except
in the region where the HST image displays the “bump”. In
principle, the higher spatial resolution afforded by HST (0.2′′)
should allow us to confirm whether inflow persists down to
R = 1′′ (limited by the resolution of PAWS), instead of R = 1.7′′
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Fig. A.4. Left: radial surface brightness profiles for the HST/F190N narrow-band image of M 51, the uncorrected 3.6 µm, and the ICA-corrected
3.6 µm (stellar mass map) in units of log(Fν/[MJy/sr]). The linear fits in the range 5−20′′ highlight the good agreement with the expectation from
a simple Sérsic profile in this region and show that F190N and the stellar mass map have basically identical slopes. The small inset panel shows
the equivalent surface brightness profiles in magnitude units (Vega): after accounting for the different zero points, the HST/F190N profile perfectly
matches the levels of the stellar mass map. Right: radial torque profile (top) and accumulated inflow rates (bottom) for the gravitational potential
based on HST/F190N (blue), compared with our fiducial stellar mass map (black). The blue profile should be regarded as an (extreme) upper limit,
in which the “bump” in the central region of HST/F190N is entirely attributed to old stars (which is highly unlikely, as argued in the text). The
reason for divergencies out to R . 5′′ in the top plot (torques) to propagate farther out in the bottom plot (inflow) is that the bottom profile displays
cumulative flow rates, and an offset in the inner bin will shift the whole profile up or down.
(current resolution limit with Spitzer). However, as we have em-
phasised in Sect. 5.3, we would be approaching the dangerous
regime where uncertainties become extremely large. Therefore,
we highlight again the point that we made before, and consider
the inflow measurements highly uncertain in the very central re-
gion (R . 5′′).
Appendix B: Hydrodynamical simulations of gas
inflow in M 51
Dobbs et al. (2010) performed N–body and gas simulations
of the interaction of M 51 and its companion NGC 5195 and
demonstrated that the interaction leads to spiral structure that
is remarkably similar to the actual M 51. Here we repeat a sim-
ilar calculation to examine the radial variation of H2 during the
encounter, and whether the model predicts a molecular inflow
comparable to that observed.
We show here a simulation similar to that shown in Dobbs
et al. (2010), but with some important differences. We used the
same orbit for the two galaxies, taken originally from Theis &
Spinneker (2003), and again fully modelled the gas, stars, and
dark matter halo using the sphNG code. We used one million
particles for the gas, 100 000 particles each for the halo and stel-
lar disc, and 40 000 for the bulge. However, we included a much
more massive gas disc (with total gas mass ∼5 × 109 M) to
better represent the high surface densities in M 51. We did not
include gas self-gravity, however, so the gas does not undertake
gravitational collapse, and the simulation is much easier to run.
This also means that we were able to fully model the cold phase
of the ISM, including H2 chemistry, effectively. Self-gravity was
of course included for the stellar and dark matter components
of the simulations. Also, unlike Dobbs et al. (2010), the sim-
ulation here is not isothermal, but includes cooling down to a
temperature of 10 K and heating (following Glover & Mac Low
2007 and Dobbs et al. 2008), so that the molecular cold HI and
warm HI phases of the ISM are modelled. The formation of H2
(Dobbs et al. 2008) was also included. The final difference be-
tween the simulation here and that of Dobbs et al. (2010) is that
the companion galaxy was modelled fully with smooth particle
hydrodynamics and not with a point mass. However, the com-
panion galaxy is not well resolved, with only 150 000 particles
in total. Modelling the companion galaxy has little effect, apart
from the fact that the time of the simulation that best matches
the current day is slightly earlier. For comparison we also ran a
simulation of an isolated galaxy with the same initial conditions
as our M 51 galaxy.
In Fig. B.1 we show the structure of the M 51 galaxy at a
time of 292 Myr, corresponding roughly to the present day. The
companion is also shown in the figure. The structure is fairly
similar to that in Dobbs et al. (2010). The gas shows slightly
more structure because it can cool to lower values. Figure B.2
shows radial profiles of the atomic, molecular, and total gas for
the isolated example (top panel) and the interacting galaxy (mid-
dle and lower panels). For the isolated galaxy, the profiles are
relatively similar after the first 80 Myr of evolution until the end
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Fig. B.1. Column density for a simulation of the M 51 galaxy interact-
ing with its companion (NGC 5195). The colour bar is in logarithmic
scale, with units of g cm−2. The time shown is 292 Myr, corresponding
roughly to the present day.
of the simulation. The disc is predominantly molecular within
6 kpc, and atomic outside 6 kpc. For the first 150 Myr, the radial
profiles of the interacting galaxy evolve similarly to the isolated
case, although the molecular gas tends to always be more con-
centrated. For the time between 150 and 300 Myr, the molecu-
lar radial profile is notably more concentrated, with molecular
surface densities in excess of 100 M pc−2 in the central region
(where all the gas is molecular). The molecular surface density
profile is consistent with observations by Leroy et al. (2008).
The interaction of the simulated M 51 clearly makes the gas,
in particular the molecular gas, more concentrated, which means
that effectively there is inflow towards the centre. We can com-
pare the increase in gas in the centre with the observed inflow
rates by making a rough estimate of the change in gas mass
in the central 2 kpc. The change in gas mass for a given radial
ring is
inflow =
(Σˆ2 − Σˆ1)A
(T2 − T1) , (B.1)
where Σˆ2 is the mean surface density at T2, Σˆ1 is the mean
surface density at T1, and A is the area of the ring. Here we
consider that the area is that of a circle of radius 2 kpc. The
timescale for the interaction is somewhat difficult to judge, but
the profiles show evident deviations between the isolated and
interacting galaxies from 150 to 300 Myr, therefore we took
T2 = 300 Myr and T1 = 150 Myr. This yields an inflow rate
for H2 of 2.1±0.5 M yr−1. This value agrees very well with the
observed inflow of M 51, suggesting that the interaction of M 51
might be responsible for the observed CO inflow.
Fig. B.2. Radial profiles are shown for the molecular, atomic, and total
gas surface densities. The top panel shows the profiles for an isolated
galaxy example (set up otherwise in the same way as our model M 51
galaxy), and the middle and lower panels show the profiles when our
M 51 galaxy interacts with a companion.
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Chapter 4
AGN feedback in M51
In this chapter we address the role of AGN feedback on molecular gas in the spiral galaxy M51. These
feedback effects are indirectly controlled by the gas inflow rates that we determined in Chapter 3;
feedback has strong implications in terms of regulating star formation. This paper is currently under
revision from the co-authors, and will be submitted to Astronomy & Astrophysics soon.
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ABSTRACT
AGN feedback is invoked as one of the most relevant mechanisms that shape the evolution of galaxies. Our goal is to understand the
interplay between AGN feedback and the interstellar medium in M51, a nearby spiral with a modest AGN and a kpc-scale radio jet
expanding through the disc of the galaxy. For that purpose, we combine molecular gas observations in the CO(1-0) and HCN(1-0)
lines from the Plateau de Bure interferometer with archival radio, X-ray, and optical data. We show that there is a significant scarcity of
CO emission in the ionisation cone, while molecular gas emission tends to accumulate towards the edges of the cone. The distribution
and kinematics of CO and HCN line emission reveal AGN feedback effects out to r ∼ 500 pc, covering the whole extent of the radio
jet, with complex kinematics in the molecular gas which displays strong local variations. We propose that this is the result of the
almost coplanar jet pushing on molecular gas in different directions as it expands; the effects are more pronounced in HCN than in
CO emission, probably as the result of radiative shocks. Following previous interpretation of the redshifted molecular line in the
central 5′′ as caused by a molecular outflow, we estimate the outflow rates to be M˙H2 ∼ 0.9 M/yr and M˙dense ∼ 0.6 M/yr, which
are comparable to the molecular inflow rates (∼1 M/yr); gas inflow and AGN feedback could be mutually regulated processes. The
agreement with findings in other nearby radio galaxies suggests that this is not an isolated case, and probably the paradigm of AGN
feedback through radio jets, at least for galaxies hosting low-luminosity active nuclei.
Key words. galaxies: individual: NGC 5194 – galaxies: ISM – galaxies: structure – galaxies: nuclei – galaxies: Seyfert – galaxies:
jets
1. Introduction
1.1. AGN feedback
Feedback from star formation (SF) and active galactic nuclei
(AGN) plays a key role in reconciling cosmological simula-
tions of galaxy formation and evolution with observations across
different redshifts (Somerville & Davé 2015). It is often in-
voked to explain the co-evolution of black holes and their host
galaxies (Kormendy & Ho 2013), the mass-metallicity relation
(Tremonti et al. 2004; Kewley & Ellison 2008), the bimodality
in the colours of galaxies (Schawinski et al. 2015), the enrich-
ment of the intergalactic medium (Martin et al. 2010), and it can
prevent galaxies from over-growing in stellar mass (e.g. Croton
et al. 2006). By expelling molecular gas from the host galaxy,
or by changing its ability to form stars, AGN feedback can also
regulate star formation; it can either result in the suppression of
star formation (Alatalo et al. 2014), or in its local enhancement
(Silk 2013).
AGN feedback is necessary to alleviate the tension between
simulations and observations for the most massive galaxies: for
M∗ & 1010 M cosmological simulations start to overpredict the
stellar mass content of galaxies relative to the mass in their dark
matter haloes (Moster et al. 2010). However, feedback is imple-
mented in numerical models in a relatively ad hoc way, adjusting
its intensity so that the output stellar masses match observations;
it remains to be confirmed to what extent these feedback levels
are realistic. There is also some observational evidence for the
relevance of AGN feedback in quenching star formation in mas-
sive M∗ > 1010 M galaxies (e.g. Leslie et al. 2016). We note
that the stellar mass of M51, the galaxy that we study here, is
∼7×1010 M (Querejeta et al. 2015), and therefore it is already
in the regime where AGN feedback is expected to be relevant.
The strongest feedback effects are found in high-redshift galax-
ies, but studying more modest local counterparts such as M51 is
important, as it permits to reveal the physics involved.
In a cosmological context, a number of studies have recently
brought attention to the relevance of AGN-powered outflows
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(see Fabian 2012, for a review); specifically, the last years have
seen a plethora of detections of ionised “winds” driven by AGN
activity, including valuable statistics based on large samples (e.g.
Bae & Woo 2014; Cicone et al. 2016). There is also ample ob-
servational evidence of AGN-driven massive molecular outflows
in relatively distant sources (e.g. Cicone et al. 2012, 2014; Fer-
uglio et al. 2013; Dasyra et al. 2014; García-Burillo et al. 2015);
however, few nearby counterparts have been studied, and the de-
tails of feedback are still poorly understood. Notable exceptions
AGN-driven include M51 (Matsushita et al. 2004, 2007, 2015b),
NGC 4258 (Krause et al. 2007), and since the advent of ALMA,
IC 5063 (Morganti et al. 2015) and NGC 1068 (García-Burillo
et al. 2014).
Careful analysis of the ALMA 0.5′′ (100 pc) resolution
CO(2-1) data of the radio galaxy IC 5063 (Morganti et al. 2015)
favours a scenario of a cold molecular gas outflow driven by an
expanding radio plasma jet; this results in a high degree of lat-
eral expansion, in agreement with numerical simulations of ra-
dio jets expanding through a dense clumpy medium (e.g. Wagner
& Bicknell 2011; Wagner et al. 2012). However, the high incli-
nation of the disc of IC 5063 (i ∼ 80◦) complicates the analysis,
and does not allow one to directly map the distribution of molec-
ular gas relative to the jet.
A massive (Mgas ∼ 3×107 M) AGN-driven outflow of dense
molecular gas has also been detected by ALMA using high den-
sity tracers in the inner 400 pc of NGC 1068, revealing a very
complex scenario (García-Burillo et al. 2014). These observa-
tions suggest that the outflow is efficiently regulating gas ac-
cretion in the circumnuclear disc (r . 200 pc), and they em-
phasise the importance of characterising the amount of dense
(n(H2)> 104−5 cm−3) molecular gas that is expelled through this
process in order to obtain a complete multiphase picture of AGN
feedback.
From a theoretical perspective, the mere existence of fast
molecular outflows is problematic, as large velocities are ex-
pected to result in the dissociation of the molecular gas. Cooling
into a two-phase medium has been proposed as a mechanism to
explain how molecular gas survives outflows (Zubovas & King
2012, 2014). The numerical simulations from Wagner & Bick-
nell (2011) and Wagner et al. (2012) also demonstrate the pos-
sibility of AGN feedback via radio plasma jets impinging on a
clumpy ISM, showing how the interaction between jet and gas
can result in significant lateral expansion, away from the purely
radial outflow that one would naïvely expect if gas is entrained
by the jet.
1.2. The nucleus of M51
The grand-design spiral galaxy M51 constitutes a unique setup
due to its proximity (7.6 Mpc; Ciardullo et al. 2002) and the
low inclination of the disc (i ∼ 22o; Colombo et al. 2014b).
Its well-studied Seyfert 2 nucleus (Ho et al. 1997; Dumas et al.
2011) is seen as two radio lobes that are filled with hot X-ray
gas (Terashima & Wilson 2001) and an outflow of ionised gas
(Bradley et al. 2004). In the context of the AGN unification pic-
ture from Antonucci (1993), the fact that only narrow lines are
visible (and no broad lines), which determines the Seyfert 2 na-
ture of M51, would be explained by obscuration from a dusty
torus almost perpendicular to our line of sight; the orientation of
the radio jet (inclined 15◦ with respect to the plane of the disc;
Cecil 1988), if perpendicular to the torus, as expected, supports
this idea. We assume that the AGN location is given by the nu-
clear maser emission position determined by Hagiwara & Ed-
wards (2015), RA=13:29:52.708, Dec=+47:11:42.810, which is
less than ∼0.1′′ away from the radio continuum peak (Turner &
Ho 1994; Hagiwara 2007; Dumas et al. 2011).
Even if the potential impact of the AGN on the surrounding
molecular material has been a matter of debate, high-resolution
observations have demonstrated that both CO and HCN are par-
ticipating in an outflow (Scoville et al. 1998; Matsushita et al.
2007), with an extraordinarily high HCN/CO ratio (> 2) in the
immediate vicinity of the AGN (Matsushita et al. 2015b).
In Querejeta et al. (2016), we have studied the molecular gas
flows across the full disc of M51, probing the transport of gas to
the nucleus. Combining our stellar mass map (Querejeta et al.
2015) with the high-resolution CO gas distribution mapped by
PAWS (Schinnerer et al. 2013; Pety et al. 2013), we have found
evidence for gas inflow, with rates which are comparable to the
amount of outflowing gas (∼1 M/yr), as we will show.
Our goal is to understand the interplay between nuclear ac-
tivity and the ISM in the nucleus of M51, relating it to the molec-
ular gas inflow rates that we have already measured. Thus, we
present a multi-wavelength study of the inner ∼1 kpc of M51,
the region affected by the radio plasma jet. In order to study
the stratification in the response of the molecular gas to AGN
feedback in M51, we have obtained new Plateau de Bure inter-
ferometric observations of dense gas tracers for the central 60′′
(2 kpc) of the galaxy. We have detected and imaged three lines
(HCN, HCO+, HNC), but here we will focus on the brightest
one, HCN, and compare it to the bulk molecular gas traced by
CO from PAWS. HCO+ and HNC will be analysed in a forth-
coming publication.
The paper is structured as follows. We describe the new and
archival data used in the analysis in Sect. 2. The main results
are presented in Sect. 3, and discussed in Sect. 4. Finally, Sect. 5
consists of a summary, conclusions, and some open questions.
2. Observations and data reduction
2.1. Dense molecular gas tracers
We have observed the HCN(1–0), HCO+(1–0), and HNC(1–0)
lines in the central ∼2 kpc of M51 with the IRAM Plateau de
Bure Interferometer (PdBI) in C and D configurations, and cor-
rected for missing short spacings with single dish observations
from the IRAM 30m telescope (Bigiel et al. submitted). The
PdBI observations in D configuration were carried out between
20th August and 13th September 2011 using 5 antennas, with
system temperatures between 70 and 130 K, and precipitable wa-
ter vapour between 4 and 8 mm. The PdBI observations in C
configuration were performed on 1st and 20th November 2011,
and 21st November 2014 with 6 antennas, yielding system tem-
peratures between 60 and 250 K, and precipitable water vapour
between 5 and 8 mm. During our observations, the wide-band
correlator (WideX) operated in parallel to the narrow-band cor-
relator, simultaneously recording a bandwidth of 3.6 GHz with a
native spectral resolution of 1.95 MHz (6.6 km/s), and allowing
us to access all of our lines of interest simultaneously. MWC349
was used as the flux calibrator (except for 1st and 20th November
2011, when 1415+463 was used instead). Various quasars were
used as the bandpass calibrators for the different sessions (3C84,
3C273, 3C279, 3C345, 3C454.3, 0923+392, 2013+370), and
the quasars 1415+463 and J1259+516 were used as amplitude
and phase calibrators (except for 20th November 2011, when
1418+546 and 1150+497 were used). The observations were re-
duced using GILDAS (calibrated with CLIC, and mapped with
MAPPING; Pety 2005).
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Single-dish observations for the central 4.2′ × 5.7′ field of
view (9 × 13 kpc) were obtained with the IRAM 30m tele-
scope in July and August 2012 (integrating a total of 75 hours).
The observations were carried out under typical summer con-
ditions with the 3mm-band EMIR receiver, with a bandwidth
of 15.6 GHz and a spectral resolution of 195 kHz, and reduced
following the standard procedures in CLASS (Bigiel et al. sub-
mitted). We carried out short spacings correction (SSC) of our
interferometric data with the single-dish observations from the
30m telescope, which were reprojected to the centre and channel
width of the PdBI observations. The single-dish data were com-
bined with the PdBI observations applying the task UV-short in
GILDAS.
CLEANing was performed using the Hogbom algorithm
within MAPPING, with natural weighting. This leads to a final
HCN(1-0) datacube with a synthesised beam (spatial resolution)
of 4.81′′ × 3.94′′ (PA= 71◦), which corresponds to 178× 146 pc,
and a 1σ noise level of 0.431 mJy/beam. We have also per-
formed an alternative cleaning with ROBUST weighting, and
we obtain a resolution of 3.66′′ × 3.25′′ (PA= 68◦), with a 1σ
noise level of 0.460 mJy/beam. We have chosen a pixel size of
1′′, which produces a cube of 256×256 pixels and 120 frequency
channels of 2.07 MHz (∼7 km/s) each.
2.2. CO data from PAWS
We make use of the bulk molecular gas emission probed by the
CO(1-0) map of M51 from PAWS (Schinnerer et al. 2013; Pety
et al. 2013). The spatial resolution is 1′′ (37 pc) and covers the
central 9 kpc of the galaxy, reaching a brightness sensitivity of
0.4 K (1σ rms), over 5 km/s channels. Our PAWS map includes
short-spacing corrections based on IRAM 30m single-dish data,
which by definition recovers all the flux. For more details on the
data reduction, the reader is referred to Pety et al. (2013). We
note that, for the central region that we are interested in, gas is
clearly predominantly molecular (HI surface density lower than
CO by a factor of more than 10 inside r < 1 kpc; Schuster et al.
2007).
2.3. HST archival data
We complement the information provided by the molecular gas
emission with a number of archival datasets. We make use of
Hubble Space Telescope (HST) observations from Bradley et al.
(2004), kindly provided to us by the author. This includes a
continuum-subtracted [OIII] image from WFPC2/F502N, and
a [NII] + Hα image from WFPC2/F656N. We note that the
WFPC2/F547M image has been subtracted from both images
(see Bradley et al. 2004, for details).
We also utilise HST Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS)
mosaics in the F435W (B-band), F555W (V-band), F658N (Hα
narrow-band), and F814W (I-band), from Mutchler et al. (2005).
These have been corrected to an absolute astrometric frame of
reference as described in Schinnerer et al. (2013), and we refer
the interested reader there for more details.
2.4. Radio and X-ray archival data
The ancillary data that we use also include radio observations
with the Very Large Array (VLA), already described in Dumas
et al. (2011). The whole disc of M51 was mapped at 3.6, 6, and
20 cm, combining multiple configurations of the interferometer
(ABCD for 20 cm). The map at 20 cm provides the highest res-
olution (1.4′′ × 1.3′′, with a 1σ rms sensitivity of 11 µJy/beam),
and we will primarily focus on that image. For comparison,
we will also show an X-ray map, for the integrated emission
in the 0.3-1 keV band. The final image is a coadded version of
all archival datasets available through the Chandra archive prior
to 2011, using CIAO (Fruscione et al. 2006), and post-processed
using adaptive smoothing.
3. Results
3.1. Impact of the kpc-scale radio jet on the molecular gas
distribution
3.1.1. The jet geometry in M51
The radio continuum image of M51 (Fig. 2) shows a num-
ber of structures in the inner 1 kpc, all of them visible at
3.6 cm, 6 cm, and 20 cm (Dumas et al. 2011). The radio con-
tinuum peaks very close to the inferred position of the AGN
(RA=13:29:52.708, Dec=+47:11:42.810; Hagiwara & Edwards
2015). High-resolution VLA imaging by Crane & van der Hulst
(1992) detected the presence of a nuclear radio jet, which ex-
tends 2.3′′ (85 pc) from the nucleus towards the south, with a
projected width of ∼0.3′′ (11 pc); the jet connects to a bright
extra-nuclear cloud (XNC) in the south, of ∼5′′ in diameter,
which also shows strong optical ionised line emission. This
has been confirmed by Bradley et al. (2004), who also detected
a counter-jet in the north, which is curved and shorter (1.5′′,
55 pc), and thus is probably the relic of previous nuclear activity.
Interestingly, this potential counter-jet points in the approximate
direction (∆PA . 10◦) of a bright radio component 27.8′′ to-
wards the north. This “N-component” is also elongated in the
direction of the nucleus, and using a statistical approach, Ram-
padarath et al. (2015) have shown that this component is most
likely associated with past nuclear activity (and not the chance
alignment of a background radio galaxy). A large loop of ra-
dio emission is also detected ∼9′′ north of the nucleus (a ring or
“C”-shaped structure), with a diameter of ∼10′′; this structure
is in the direction of, but not directly connected to, the north-
ern counter-jet. The radio images from Dumas et al. (2011) also
show a faint southern radio loop that connects to the XNC (∼8′′
in diameter); to our best knowledge, this southern loop has not
been described so far in the literature. On larger scales, the radio
continuum emission traces the spiral arms of the galaxy. In the
following, we will loosely use the expression radio jet to refer
to the radio plasma emission that stems from the nuclear area,
which includes the northern loop and the southern XNC, and not
only the inner collimated ∼4′′ jet structure. Fig. 14, in which
we summarise the main results from this paper, shows an ide-
alised version of the radio plasma structures that we have just
described.
From sophisticated modelling of the superposed ionised gas
kinematic components in the XNC, Cecil (1988) suggested that
the (southern) jet forms an angle of 15◦ with respect to the disc
of M51 (see Appendix C). This inclination of the jet is consis-
tent with the Seyfert 2 nature of the AGN. Therefore, due to the
low inclination of the jet, extended interaction with the ISM is
possible. Fig. 1 illustrates the orientation of the jet and the disc.
We note that, even though it has been assumed so far that the
southern jet must be closer to us than the northern counterpart
(e.g. Bradley et al. 2004), we think that this is not necessarily
true. The fact that the ionised region is more luminous and ex-
tended in the south could seem, at first sight, indicative of the
southern ionisation cone being closer to us (and therefore, less
susceptible to extinction from the optically thick disc). However,
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Fig. 1. Left: geometry of the kpc-scale radio jet in M51 relative to the disc and to the observer (the inclination of the jet is inferred from
Cecil 1988, and the inclination of the disc, from Colombo et al. 2014). Right: orientation and opening angle of the narrow-line region (NLR) from
Bradley et al. (2004), assuming that it is aligned with the jet. We follow Cecil (1988) and Bradley et al. (2004) in placing the southern jet closer
to us; however, while the inclination of the jet with respect to the disc is well constrained to be low, in the text we discuss the possibility of the
northern side of the jet being the one that is closer to us.
the collimated radio jet is longer and brighter in the southern di-
rection (including the southern XNC, which is much brighter
at 20 cm radio continuum than the northern loop); this is prob-
ably the consequence of an alternating one-side nuclear activ-
ity cycle, perhaps because dense clumps are currently blocking
the plasma ejection towards the north of the AGN (Rampadarath
et al. 2015). This could explain why the optical ionised emission
lines are stronger in the south, and it does not necessarily imply
that the southern jet is closer to us (in fact, if spherical, the XNC
would “block” the whole molecular thin disc; see Fig. 14).
In Fig. 2, the radio emission is compared to X-rays. Ra-
dio and X-rays trace, to first order, the same structures (see
also Terashima & Wilson 2001). The ionised emission mapped
through the [OIII] line corresponds to the brightest structures in
Hα, namely those next to the nucleus (inner ∼3′′) and the point
of contact of the jet with the XNC, shown to be undergoing an
oblique shock (Cecil 1988). Bradley et al. (2004) showed that
the ionised gas along the jet, in the central . 3′′, is probably
involved in an outflow (although there are important outliers in
velocity, which they interpret as gas that is possibly behind the
the jet, and participating in a lateral flow away from the jet axis).
3.1.2. Molecular gas in the vicinity of the radio jet
When we superpose our PAWS CO(1-0) intensity map at our
best resolution (1′′, Fig. 3) on top of the radio emission, an inter-
esting spatial correlation between radio and molecular emission
becomes apparent. We highlight as red shaded areas the contigu-
ous regions with CO(1-0) fluxes above 60 K km/s (in the PAWS
moment-0 map at 1′′ resolution). The curvature of the molecu-
lar gas features labelled as A, B, and E agree surprisingly well
with the iso-intensity contours from the radio emission tracing
the jet. The blobs D, G, and H also seem to accumulate towards
the edges of the jet, while C and F overlap with the jet (at least
in projection). Overall, this gives the impression of CO gas be-
ing “blocked” by the jet, or alternatively, that the jet is adapting
its shape according to the molecular gas distribution, which pre-
vents it from expanding in certain directions. A simple argument
of timescales shows that galactic rotation is much slower than the
propagation of the jet, supporting the picture where the molecu-
lar gas distribution is modulating the appearance of the jet, and
not the way around. This agrees with numerical simulations of
radio jets propagating through a clumpy molecular medium, in
which the jet deforms in an attempt to find the path of minimum
resistance (Wagner & Bicknell 2011; Wagner et al. 2012). How-
ever, this does not mean that the molecular gas is insensitive to
the interaction with the jet, as we will show in Sect 3.2; there is
probably reciprocal interaction between the jet and the molecu-
lar gas distribution.
Now, we briefly consider the timescales involved in the AGN
feedback process. We can assume that the collimated jet prop-
agates at a velocity close to the speed of light (around ∼0.9c
or even higher, as inferred from observations of other jets and
comparison to simulations, e.g. Fendt & Sheikhnezami 2013).
However, the bubbles and other features of radio plasma that
are connected to radio jets expand and dissipate over timescales
which are still unclear, or at least largely depend on local condi-
tions (Braithwaite 2010).
At R = 9′′ (the location of the northern radio loop), the
rotation velocity of the molecular gas is 107 km/s (Meidt et
al. 2013), which implies an approximate rotation period of
Trot(R = 9′′) = 19 Myr; at 2.5′′, where the southern collimated
jet hits the XNC, the rotational velocity is 53 km/s, leading to
Trot(R = 2.5′′) = 11 Myr. Therefore, even if we assume that
the southern radio XNC and the northern loop expand at a mod-
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the kpc-scale radio jet (Dumas et al. 2011); X-ray emission in the nucleus, from Chandra, integrating emission within 0.3-1 keV; narrow-line region
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Fig. 3. From left to right: VLA 20 cm continuum image showing the kpc-scale radio jet in M51; molecular emission in the same region, traced
by the CO(1-0) line imaged by PAWS at 1′′ resolution, with green and red contours delineating the NLR (see Fig. 2); same image of molecular
emission with some regions identified (quantitatively defined as contiguous regions with CO fluxes above 60 K km/s). The radio image is shown
in linear scale from 5 × 10−5 to 5 × 10−4 Jy/beam, with three contours at levels 1.5, 3.0, and 4.5 × 10−4 Jy/beam (also reproduced on the maps of
molecular emission). The CO(1-0) image is shown in linear scale between 0 and 300 K km/s.
erate speed of ∼0.1c, their propagation timescales would be of
the order of ∼10 000 yr, three orders of magnitude shorter than
the rotation timescales. Therefore, it seems appropriate to con-
sider the picture of a static distribution of molecular gas relative
to which the jet and the plasma structures expand; only in the
case of very slow plasma propagation ( 0.01c) would galactic
rotation start to become relevant.
In Table 1, we quantify the velocity dispersions in the differ-
ent phases of molecular gas for some regions labelled on Fig. 3.
We did this by establishing some masks, defined as the positions
with CO flux values above 60 K km/s on the 1′′-resolution inten-
sity map (the red shaded regions from Fig. 3), and we calculated
the average of the moment-2 map1 for CO and HCN in those
positions. We confirmed that computing luminosity-weighted
1 The moment-2 maps are the luminosity-weighted standard deviation
of the velocity values in each pixel; to avoid being biased by outliers in
velocity due to noise, we previously imposed a flux threshold of 5σ for
each velocity channel.
Table 1. Average velocity dispersion in the different phases of molecu-
lar gas for the regions labelled on Fig. 3.
FWHM = 2.35σ (km/s)
Jeta No jetb Discc N A B E
CO(1-0) 1′′ 28 18 15 68 39 22 21
CO(1-0) 4′′ 46 24 17 90 57 29 34
HCN(1-0) 4′′ 84 44 22 125 82 44 46
Notes. (a) Jet area defined based on 20 cm VLA image, as the continu-
ous region inside r < 16′′ with fluxes F > 0.3 mJy/beam.
(b) Defined as the complementary region to the jet, out to r < 16′′.
(c) Region out to r < 40′′, excluding the jet.
mean values instead of simple averages leads to very similar re-
sults. We also define a jet region (fluxes F > 0.3 mJy/beam on
the 20 cm VLA image out to r < 16′′, before spiral arms start),
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and the complementary region (no jet, F ≤ 0.3 mJy/beam on the
20 cm map). For reference, we also calculated a control value as
the average velocity dispersion out to r < 40′′, the limit of the
HCN field of view (excluding the jet).
The velocity dispersions of the molecular gas are clearly
higher in the area of the jet than in the same radial range out-
side the jet (an average of 1.5 − 2× higher; 2 − 4× higher when
compared to the mean dispersion in the disc out to r < 40′′).
Another important conclusion is that the dense gas traced by
HCN shows the largest dispersions, as much as 1.5 − 2× larger
than CO at matched resolution (4′′); this difference becomes less
extreme (only 1.2×) when we consider the whole extent of the
disc mapped in HCN (r < 40′′). This is probably indicative of
shocks playing a relevant role in the area of the jet and its im-
mediate surroundings. Focusing on the specific regions labelled
on Fig. 3, the nucleus (N) is the area with the largest line widths
(as much as ∼100 km/s at 4′′ resolution). The ridge labelled A,
which extends north-west from the nucleus, is the second region
with largest velocity dispersions; it is located next to the ionisa-
tion region, as we will show in Sect. 3.1.3. Regions B and E have
similar dispersion values, but still considerably higher than the
average disc values (especially in HCN, a factor of 2× higher).
The other regions (C, D, F, G, H), not listed in the table, have
dispersions comparable to B and E, and follow the same trend in
terms of HCN being always the broadest line.
3.1.3. Quantifying the lack of CO in the ionisation cone
In Fig. 4, we show a number of contours overlaid on the CO(1-0)
intensity map from PAWS (moment-0) at 1′′ resolution. Red and
green contours delimit the narrow-line region (NLR), which has
an approximate projected biconical shape: in green, Hα + [NII],
and, in red, the [OIII] line (Bradley et al. 2004). In white, the
radio jet is shown (20 cm from VLA; Dumas et al. 2011), sur-
rounding the XNC that forms part of the ionisation cone (∼5′′
south from the nucleus), and with the characteristic loop in the
north (∼9′′). This ionisation cone is aligned with the axis of
the radio jet, as expected from the AGN unification picture (An-
tonucci 1993).
We find a relative depression in CO emission coinciding with
the ionisation region (Fig. 4). While the outflowing ionised gas
resembles approximately a bicone, this is not the case for CO (as
often assumed for distant unresolved sources); at least in M51,
CO accumulates along the edges of the jet. Furthermore, we can
quantify this scarcity: in the area shaded in blue the mean CO
flux is 11 K km/s, whereas the over-concentration of CO emis-
sion towards the edge of the ionised region (shaded in red) is
114 K km/s, a factor of 10× higher. Even when comparing to the
average flux within the starburst ring (44 K km/s) the blue area is
under-luminous by a factor of 4. This supports the new scenario
proposed by Morganti et al. (2015) for jet-ISM interaction, in
which the jet impinging on a clumpy molecular medium pushes
the molecular gas, not only radially, but also laterally. This im-
portant result gets diluted when we consider the PAWS cube at
the current resolution of our dense gas tracers (4′′; Fig. 5). With
that lower spatial resolution, the difference in CO emission be-
tween the jet area and the surroundings is only 41 to 68 K km/s.
In fact, a similar mean flux ratio is measured in HCN at 4′′ res-
olution (12 vs 22 K km/s), so an equivalent scarcity of dense gas
might exist in the ionisation region.
There are a number of reasons that could explain the rel-
ative dearth of CO emission in the ionisation cone, including
photodissociation by the intense radiation field from the AGN,
mechanical evacuation through the expanding plasma, or differ-
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Fig. 6. Map and radial profiles of the ratio of CO/HCN fluxes. The
profile shows the median values of the CO/HCN in radial bins (black
line), while the blue dashed line is the ratio of fluxes in the first Gaus-
sian (disc), and the red dashed line is the ratio of fluxes in the second
Gaussian (peculiar component); see Sect. 3.2.2.
ent excitation conditions. We will discuss these in more detail in
Sect. 4.
3.1.4. Dense and bulk molecular gas distribution
To investigate the dense versus bulk molecular gas distribution
in the jet region, we construct a map with the line ratios of the
corresponding tracers: HCN(1-0) and CO(1-0). Fig. 6 shows the
map of CO/HCN ratio and its radial profile. The line ratio map is
calculated by dividing the intensity maps (moment-0) of CO and
HCN smoothed to the same spatial resolution (4′′), as shown
in Fig. 5, and expressing them in units of brightness tempera-
ture (K). In agreement with Matsushita et al. (2015b), we find
that the CO/HCN ratio decreases significantly towards the nu-
cleus, reaching values as low as ∼1. Matsushita et al. suggest
shocks and infrared-pumping as the most probable causes of the
abnormally high HCN brightness near the AGN position. We
probe a much larger area than Matsushita et al. (2015b), and
we find that the line ratio increases almost monotonically as we
move towards the edge of our field of view, as expected from
the gravitational potential (higher stellar surface density in the
centre leads to more dense gas); however, it is interesting to note
that there is a plateau and a change in the slope of CO/HCN as
a function of radius around r ∼ 8′′ (300 pc), which could be re-
flecting a change in the excitation conditions. This suggests that
the radiative effects proposed by Matsushita et al. (2015b) are
not restricted to the immediate area connected with the molecu-
lar outflow (r . 3′′), but might be relevant in the entire region
affected by the radio jet. The geometry of the line ratio map also
reveals a connection between the HCN/CO spatial distribution
and the radio jet, although beam smearing effects do not allow
us to analyse this in detail.
The dashed lines in Fig. 6 correspond to the separation into
disc and peculiar kinematic components that we describe in
Sect. 3.2.2. Indeed, as expected, the lowest CO/HCN line ratios
are associated with the kinematically peculiar component (red
dashed line), while the regularly-rotating disc component typi-
cally shows higher line ratios for a given radius. More molec-
ular transitions are needed to further constrain the mechanisms
involved, ideally including isotopologues of CO and other dense
gas tracers (for instance, if photodissociation is significant, 13CO
should be even more under-luminous).
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Fig. 5. Comparison of our PAWS CO intensity maps at 4′′ and 1′′ resolution, and our current best map of HCN at 4′′. This stresses how much
the analysis could be hampered by the lower resolution.
3.2. Kinematics of the molecular gas affected by the radio jet
In Sect. 3.1 we demonstrated that there is a spatial anticorrelation
between CO emission and the ionisation cone, and also that HCN
emission seems to be enhanced in the area covered by the radio
jet. This constitutes tantalising evidence of the impact of the
radio plasma jet on molecular gas. Here we look for kinematic
signatures of this impact in both the CO and HCN line profiles.
Differences between the profiles of CO and HCN for a given
position can be used as a diagnostic tool to identify the areas
that are affected by mechanical or radiative feedback from the
AGN. Some examples are given in Fig. 7. As we show next
in Sect. 3.2.1, these relative differences in the CO versus HCN
profile shapes become important in the area covered by the ra-
dio plasma jet, with a superposition of complex velocity compo-
nents.
In addition, contrary to the simple profile found across the
disc of M51 (FWHM ∼ 25 km/s), secondary CO and HCN peaks
are detected up to ∼500 pc away from the nucleus, and a very
broad line (FWHM ∼ 150 km/s) in the area encompassing the
actual AGN (Fig. 7). These multiple components, identified and
discussed in Sect. 3.2.2, also point to a complex kinematic inter-
play with the AGN.
3.2.1. Differences in HCN-CO line profiles
In addition to significant local variations in terms of flux (Fig. 6),
the CO and HCN emission lines also show very important local
variations with respect to each other in their line shapes. Even if
we scale the CO cube to match the peak brightness temperature
of HCN in each pixel, the profiles often diverge. The HCN line
is always broader and often skewed with respect to CO in those
divergent positions (see Fig. 7 for some examples). Given that
HCN traces a denser phase of the molecular gas, and it is more
easily excited by shocks and other radiative transfer effects, it
is tempting to hypothesise that these divergencies between the
CO and HCN lines are revealing a non-linear response of the
different molecular gas phases to the feedback from the AGN.
To test this hypothesis, we quantified the difference in the
profile shape between the CO and HCN lines as a function of
position. For that, we first rescaled the CO intensity map to
match the peak brightness temperature of HCN on a pixel-by-
pixel basis (at matched resolution, 4′′); then, we obtained a cube
with the difference of both profiles, and calculated the moment
maps for that HCN-CO cube. To ensure that the moment maps
are not driven by noise, we first implemented a threshold cutoff
to the HCN and CO cubes, establishing a limit of 5σ on each
channel in each pixel to identify significant emission. Scaling
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Fig. 7. PAWS moment-0 map at 1′′ resolution with an indication of the positions where different spectra have been taken. The top row
highlights some peculiar components in CO: contrary to the typical CO line of 20-30 km/s ( 1©), important secondary components appear as we
approach the nucleus ( 2©) and a very broad line (& 100 km/s, 3©) in the immediate surroundings of the AGN. The agreement of the main line
with the expectation from a TiRiFiC model is remarkable (vertical red dashed line, implementing a Spekkens & Sellwood bar); the distinction
between disc and outflow contribution is robust. The bottom row shows some differences between the CO and HCN profiles for three positions:
while the agreement is excellent far from the radio jet ( 4©), there are significant departures as we approach the outer envelope of the jet ( 5©),
and the differences can become extreme as we approach the nucleus ( 6©). We note that in these line profiles the velocity axes span the range
(-250, 250) km/s, with major tickmarks separated by 100 km/s and minor tickmarks every 10 km/s; the fluxes are in arbitrary units.
CO to the peak of HCN or the other way around should lead to
exactly the same velocity offsets; however, the relative “offset
intensities” could in principle change. We have confirmed that
scaling HCN to the peak brightness temperature of CO in each
pixel, and even rescaling both cubes to an arbitrary peak temper-
ature of 1 K everywhere, leads to exactly the same velocity (as
expected by construction), and very similar “offset flux” distri-
bution, with the maximum flux clearly occurring across the jet
and leading to an analogous qualitative interpretation. We have
also checked against an alternative HCN cube cleaned using ro-
bust weighting; in spite of the slightly better resolution (3.5′′, at
the expense of non-uniform noise), the offset maps are virtually
identical.
The resulting intensity map (Fig. 8 left, moment-0) captures
the extra emission in the HCN line with respect to CO; it will
be zero wherever the HCN profile is a scaled replica of the CO
line (same velocity centroid, width, and shape), and non-zero in
those positions where HCN diverges from CO, typically because
the HCN line is broader and/or skewed. While, in principle, it
could happen that negative flux is obtained for some positions
(as the CO line could be broader than HCN), we note that this is
not significant in the inner 25′′ ∼ 1 kpc.
The velocity map shown in Fig. 8 (right, moment-1) repre-
sents the intensity-weighted average velocity in the scaled CO
cube subtracted from HCN. Therefore, this will only diverge
from the original CO velocity centroid if the extra emission
in HCN is kinematically asymmetric, or in other words, if the
HCN line profile is skewed with respect to that of CO. This can
be expected if the dense gas emission traced by HCN is pref-
erentially associated with energetic and dissipative phenomena
such as shocks. However, due to our limited resolution, it can
also happen that multiple kinematic components blend along the
same line of sight (by the ∼4′′ beam), and this could result in
zero bulk velocity offset with respect to CO due to mere super-
position; however, even in this situation, the HCN profile will
show wings with respect to CO on both sides (the HCN line will
have overall larger line width), which will result in detectable
extra emission in the HCN-CO intensity map (Fig. 8 left). For
clarity, in the final velocity map we blank all pixels where this
integrated extra emission is less than 1 K km/s (referred to the
HCN flux scale).
At first glance, what is most remarkable about the HCN-CO
line profile differences in Fig. 8 is that the highest extra flux in
the central area closely follows the structure of the radio plasma
jet. While there are holes near the very centre (because CO is ex-
tremely under-luminous in the ionisation cone, see Sect. 3.1.3),
the areas of large HCN-CO offsets coincide with strong radio
continuum emission, particularly towards the edges of the north-
ern loop, the sides of the radio continuum peak (AGN position),
and the edges of the southern XNC. Overall, this is indicative of
HCN emission being affected by the radio jet out to distances of
∼ 12′′ ∼ 450 pc.
In spite of this strong spatial agreement, kinematically
the situation is more complex. The right panel of Fig. 8
shows very strong local variations, typically covering the range
(-30, 30) km/s. Even though these velocities are not extremely
high, we note that they could be reflecting much larger underly-
ing velocity components, because: (a) the moment-1 map shows
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the intensity-weighted average of the velocities, to the point that
negative and positive velocity offsets can cancel each other; and
(b) since M51 is seen almost face-on, any lateral planar motions
will project to the line of sight as small velocity components.
For example, typical moment-1 values around 20 km/s in the
northern loop correspond to HCN profiles which have signifi-
cant emission kinematically offset by more than 50 km/s, which
accounting for projection effects could translate into intrinsic ve-
locities above 100 km/s.
In M51, the line of nodes coincides approximately with the
north-south axis (PA= −7◦), and the radio jet axis is also not
far from the line of nodes (PA= −18◦). Even though the in-
clination of M51 is not very large (i = 22◦), the near side of the
galaxy is the east side (left in our figures; Colombo et al. 2014b).
Any motions parallel to the line of nodes will have no projected
components along our line of sight; therefore, we are essentially
insensitive to radial propagation along the jet from the perspec-
tive of kinematics. On the other hand, any motions of lateral
expansion associated with the jet will result in detectable pro-
jected velocity components. Assuming that the jet propagation
is coplanar with the disc of M51, we would expect preferentially
blueshifted components in the east (the near side, pointing to-
wards us), and redshifted in the west (the far side, directed away
from us). However, this is not what we see in the right panel of
Fig. 8, at least in the northern loop; we find preferentially red-
shifted velocities in the east, and blueshifted in the west. This
apparent contradiction can easily be explained if the plane of the
jet is tilted with respect to the midplane of the molecular disc;
this could easily result in the observed kinematics as the conse-
quence of lateral expansion, as illustrated by Fig. 9.
Assuming that the northern loop is a relatively flat structure,
the complex kinematics could also be partially explained as the
result of motions perpendicular to the plane of the galaxy: the
loop could be pushing the molecular gas up and down in the
galactic disc, and not only laterally in the plane of the galaxy. In
any case, the resulting projected velocities will largely depend on
the relative position of the affected molecular clouds or clumps
vertically, relative to the galaxy midplane, which can contribute
to the observed HCN-CO velocity distribution.
In general, the kinematics of HCN-CO could be reflecting
at least two different possibilities: (a) the response to the radio
jet traced by the difference between HCN and CO line shapes
is highly stochastic, with intrinsically large variability with po-
sition; (b) we see different red- and blueshifted components su-
perposed in the same line of sight due to our limited resolution
(∼4′′), because the (possibly coherent) structures involved are
close to each other in projection, and are blended by the beam.
Even though our limited resolution does not allow us to distin-
guish between (a) and (b), in both cases the data would imply
significant lateral expansion. The data conclusively proves that
the molecular gas is affected by the AGN through the radio jet to
distances of at least ∼12′′ (450 pc) in the north, and ∼7′′ (260 pc)
in the south, with rapid phase changes or different excitation con-
ditions, which involve deprojected velocity offsets between HCN
and CO of & 100 km/s.
Even though we cannot resolve HCN into small structures
(< 4′′) with our current dataset, the rapid local variations in the
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Fig. 9. Cartoon illustrating how a relatively small tilt between the plane of the jet-loop structure and the disc of M51 can result in net redshifted
or blueshifted velocities on alternating sides of the galaxy (because M51 is almost face-on). The differences between HCN and CO kinematics in
Fig. 8, with hints of redshifted material in the east of the northern loop and blueshifted in the west, could be indicative of the situation suggested
by the right panel of this cartoon.
velocity offset with respect to CO make us hypothesise that the
HCN emission comes from a clumpy medium (at least as clumpy
as the bulk molecular gas traced by CO). This possibility should
be confirmed with data at higher resolution.
3.2.2. Identification of multiple Gaussian components in
molecular line profiles
In Fig. 7 we show some examples of the differences in CO line
shape for three different positions in the central area of M51. In
addition to significant offsets between HCN and CO, many posi-
tions show evidence for multiple components. With the goal of
characterising those multiple components, we perform a kine-
matic separation of different Gaussian contributions, on a pixel-
by-pixel basis, for each of the cubes (CO, HCN). For each line
profile (i.e. each pixel), we iteratively fit 1, 2, or 3 Gaussians,
minimising χ2. In the fitting process, we use the peak velocity
as the starting fitting point for the first Gaussian, whereas for
the second and third, we allow the fits to start from a number of
equispaced spectral positions (a total of 20 starting points) that
cover the whole velocity axis.
To determine which Gaussian fits are significant, we rule out
a posteriori any fitted Gaussians which correspond to a region of
the profile which does not have at least three adjacent channels
above 5σ2. This is to avoid spurious fits to noise (since noise is
spatially correlated, but fully uncorrelated among adjacent chan-
nels). This is an extreme threshold, and it is chosen to avoid
potential degeneracies due to fitting multiple Gaussians when
we are dominated by noise (Sect. 4), and to highlight the most
significant components. Even when the emission itself follows
a perfect normal distribution, if noise is not negligible compared
to the peak of the Gaussian, it can happen that a random dip
in the profile which originates from abrupt channel-to-channel
noise variations will result in χ2 being minimised by fitting two
Gaussians instead of one; therefore, the kinematic decomposi-
tions performed this way face some practical difficulties, and
2 We calculate σ as the standard deviation of the signal in line-free
channels: channels 5–29 for PAWS-CO (195 km/s< v < 315 km/s);
channels 5–38 for HCN (84 km/s< v < 315 km/s).
that is why we prefer to show maps with a very high threshold.
We verified that lowering this threshold does not qualitatively
change our conclusions.
About 30% of the pixels with significant CO emission at
r . 1 kpc are better described by multiple Gaussian components
than a single Gaussian profile. The equivalent fraction for the
HCN cube is 22%. We make the conservative assumption that
the Gaussian that carries most flux is the one associated with
the disc. We confirm that this is a reasonable hypothesis with a
TiRiFiC synthetic kinematic model that implements a rotating
disc and a Spekkens & Sellwood (2007) bar for M51 (see Ap-
pendix A); only in the very centre (r . 5′′ = 200 pc) do signif-
icant divergencies (∆v > 10 km/s) appear between the centre of
the first Gaussian and the velocity centroid from TiRiFiC. The
divergencies in the inner r . 5′′ are expected, as this is the region
where the line profile becomes extremely broad, and it starts to
become impossible to kinematically separate disc from outflow
(Fig. 7). In Appendix B, we estimate the maximum possible con-
tribution from a hypothetical disc component in this central re-
gion, and we will include this upper limit for r ≤ 5′′ in the maps
and analysis from now on.
3.2.3. Results of the decomposition into Gaussians
As demonstrated by Fig. 10, the main CO line associated
with the disc has a very restricted range of widths, typically
20 km/s.FWHM. 30 km/s; this line is in agreement with the
idealised model we constructed with TiRiFiC, presented in
Appendix A. When we look at the width of the main line
(the one that carries most flux) we observe a very strong bi-
modality: in the central ∼5′′, we find an extremely broad line
(FWHM. 150 km/s), whereas outside that region, its width is
more moderate (but still larger than the typical disc line). Addi-
tionally, for many positions, we identify multiple Gaussian kine-
matic components, following the technique described in the pre-
vious section. The width of these second components typically
ranges from ∼10 km/s to ∼40 km/s in CO, with many more high-
dispersion outliers than in the first Gaussian; the widths in HCN
show an even more even distribution, covering the whole range
20 − 140 km/s almost uniformly (see Fig. 10).
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Fig. 11. Flux and velocity centroid of the Gaussians fitted on a pixel-by-pixel basis to the CO and HCN profiles (Sect. 3.2.2). The top row
shows the integrated flux of the first (main) and second Gaussians, while the bottom row shows the corresponding velocity centroids. The white
isovelocity contours displayed on the velocity maps cover the range [-60, 60] km/s, in intervals of 20 km/s. The colourbar and scales covered are
shown in the right (in parenthesis for HCN). All maps show the same field of view, 30′′ × 33′′, with large tickmarks indicating a separation of 5′′.
For the molecular emission that departs from the disc expec-
tations, there is also a clear dichotomy in terms of flux: out to 5′′,
the second component, presumably associated with the outflow,
clearly dominates in flux (> 5× larger than the upper limit for
the disc contribution), and it shows up as a coherent, continuous
structure (Fig. 11). Outside 5′′, however, the peculiar compo-
nents appear as small islands, probably associated with specific
molecular clouds or cloud complexes. This is not too surprising
if, instead of a coherent entrainment of the molecular material
by the AGN, the effects we detect result from the radio jet push-
ing the gas in the disc laterally as it expands. In that case, due
to projection, we will find different kinematic components (in
some parts blueshifted, in others, redshifted) much more patchy
in nature. This reflects a similar situation to what we interpreted
from the HCN-CO velocity differences (Sect. 3.2.1).
Specifically, in the areas where gas seems to accumulate
next to the ionised region (for instance, those shaded in red in
Fig. 4), we find multiple peculiar components, which change
very rapidly with position (this becomes visible in the CO cube
at 1′′ resolution, where changes are of the order of 1′′, poten-
tially indicative of shocks). For example, the faint radio loop in
the south, which connects to the XNC on its western side, seems
to be associated with a coherent secondary component in CO,
which extends ∼5′′ parallel to the northern limit of the loop. This
region does not correspond to a significant HCN-CO profile dif-
ference, though, and does not appear in the maps of Fig. 8 (this
is because, in fact, HCN also shows this secondary blueshifted
component, but it is not above the high S/N threshold imposed
on the maps of Fig. 11).
Overall, this also allows us to refine our calculation of the
amount of gas that shows significant departures from planar disc
motions. By adding up the contributions from the second and
third Gaussians over each of the pixels, we arrive at a fraction of
95.5% for CO in the inner 20′′ due to peculiar kinematic com-
ponents, and as much as 99.9% in the inner 5′′ (for HCN, these
values are 29.7% and 79.6%, respectively). This is mostly driven
by the large amount of flux that deviates from the expectations
for regular rotation in the inner ∼5′′.
3.3. Complex structures at the base of the jet
Now we focus on the central 3′′ (110 pc) of M51 to probe the
effects of feedback in the immediate vicinity of the AGN. We
use position-velocity diagrams for CO and HCN (Sect. 3.3.1) to
verify that our data are consistent with the molecular gas outflow
proposed by Matsushita et al. (2007), and to estimate the molec-
ular gas and dense gas outflow rates. We also present evidence
for an intriguing structure with very blue optical colours in the
central 1′′.
3.3.1. Dense and bulk molecular gas outflow rates
Position-velocity diagrams are one of the most straight-forward
tools to probe departures from regular motions in galaxies; when
taken along the kinematic minor axis, an approximately flat pro-
file is expected (constant projected velocity), while any orthog-
onal velocity components will stand out as outliers in the profile
(e.g. outflows). In M51, such departures from regular rotation
in the molecular gas become clear in the position-velocity plots
of Fig. 12, with redshifted components reaching v ∼ 150 km/s in
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Fig. 10. Histograms showing the width of the fitted Gaussians, for CO
(top) and HCN (bottom). The left histograms show the distribution of
widths for the first Gaussian, which follows regular motions as expected
for a rotating disc, while the right histograms display the width distribu-
tions for the second Gaussian, which show significant departures from
the velocity expectations for the disc.
both the bulk molecular gas identified through CO emission and
the dense gas traced by HCN.
Under the simplistic assumption of a biconical outflow (see
Sect. 3.1 for details on the geometry), we can follow Feruglio
et al. (2010) and Maiolino et al. (2012) to obtain an estimate of
the outflow rates. In the case of a uniformly filled multi-conical
outflow:
dM
dt
= 3 × Vout × Mgas/Rout × tan(α), (1)
where Mgas is the total molecular gas involved in the outflow, Vout
and Rout are characteristic values of the velocity and radius of the
outflow, and α is the inclination angle of the outflow with respect
to the disc. This is more conservative (it results in lower out-
flow rates) than assuming a biconical shell-like geometry, which
would correspond to:
dM
dt
= Vout × Mgas/dRout × tan(α), (2)
where dRout is the thinness of the shell instead of the character-
istic radius (and, in general, dRout  Rout; Maiolino et al. 2012).
We estimate the outflowing gas mass based on the molecular
emission that shows clear departures from the disc kinematics in
Fig. 12; we add up the emission from the central r . 2.5′′ over
channels associated with outflow velocities (more than 30 km/s
apart from the systemic velocity). We assume a conversion fac-
tor αCO ∼ 12 × αCO,MW = 2.2 M (K km s−1 pc2)−1, following
the careful LVG analysis from Matsushita et al. (2007) for the
centre of M51. We assume a similar reduction relative to the
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Fig. 12. Integrated intensity map of our PAWS (PdBI Arcsecond
Whirlpool Survey) CO(1-0) cube at 1′′ resolution, with an indication
of the slit used for the p-v diagrams shown next. Position-velocity dia-
grams extracted along a PA= 273◦, for CO (1′′ resolution) and HCN
(4′′), in which the redshifted wings of the outflow become manifest
(with a blueshifted counterpart hinting in HCN).
Galactic value for the factor that converts HCN luminosity to
dense gas mass, αHCN ∼ 12 × αHCN,MW = 5 M (K km s−1 pc2)−1,
based on the Milky Way measurement from Gao & Solomon
(2004). The CO conversion factor is in agreement with Israel
(2009a,b), Blanc et al. (2013) and Sandstrom et al. (2013), who
found that XCO can be up to a factor 2 − 10× lower than XMWCO in
the central ∼1 kpc of a set of nearby galaxies with solar metallic-
ity. The HCN conversion factor is compatible with the measure-
ments from García-Burillo et al. (2012) for other active galaxies,
and the reduction of αHCN with respect to the Milky Way value
is also necessary to prevent the dense gas mass from exceeding
the total gas mass. This results in a total outflowing molecu-
lar gas mass of MCO = 4.1 × 106 M, and a dense gas mass of
MHCN = 2.7 × 106 M.
We choose Rout ∼ 1′′ = 37 pc as the typical outflow ra-
dius (calculated as the luminosity-weighted average); Vout ∼
100 km/s is the characteristic velocity of the material that shows
departures from the disc. The angle α is largely unconstrained,
as the central area is mostly unresolved and we cannot determine
the exact geometry. However, if we make the assumption that the
outflow is parallel to the radio jet, we can constrain α = 15◦
(based on Cecil 1988, as described in detail in Appendix C).
This results in the following estimate for the outflow rate of bulk
molecular gas, under the conservative assumption that it fills the
cone:
dM (H2)
dt
= 0.9 M/yr, (3)
and the following value for the outflow of dense gas:
dM (HCN)
dt
= 0.6 M/yr. (4)
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This suggests that the molecular outflow is predominantly
made up of dense gas. The values expressed as a function of α
are M˙H2 = 0.3 M/yr × tan(α) and M˙HCN = 0.2 M/yr × tan(α).
In Sect. 4 we discuss how these values compare to those found
for other nearby and distant molecular outflows.
The p-v diagrams that we have just presented show, overall,
a lack of blueshifted counterpart to the observed redshifted ve-
locities. There are different reasons that could explain this, but
the most simple one is to assume that it is associated with asym-
metric AGN activity (a hypothetical one-side activity cycle that
would explain why the jet is stronger in the south). Indeed, the
structure that Matsushita et al. (2007, 2015b) resolve near the
nucleus, and argue that it is undergoing an outflow, is elongated
towards the south, where the jet is stronger, and corresponds to
redshifted velocities. In this dynamical picture, it is conceiv-
able that, while only the redshifted component is seen now, a
blueshifted counterpart might have existed in the past. We note
that there are hints of a blueshifted component in HCN; examin-
ing the HCN profiles in the central area we have confirmed that
this is real emission, and the fairly Gaussian HCN line shows
a longer blue tail near the nucleus (this is also seen in the gra-
dient in the velocity field of Fig. 11). However, higher angular
resolution data is required to unambiguously address this issue.
3.3.2. Dust extinction and nebular emission in the nucleus:
the central “bump”
Figure 13 shows the radial surface brightness profile of the cen-
tral r < 20′′ of M51 for different optical bands (HST V-band
and I-band). The central r . 5′′ cannot be fitted with the same
Sérsic profile as the rest of the disc, and the central excess of
light with respect to the Sérsic component is ∼1 mag. We pro-
pose that this excess of light probably stems from a combination
of two effects: (a) unobscured stellar continuum relative to the
surroundings because dust has been largely evacuated in r . 5′′;
and (b) in the centremost r . 2′′, nebular emission likely has a
significant contribution in the optical bands, reflecting on a fea-
ture of distinct blue optical B − V and V − I colours (Fig. 13).
This structure is responsible for the bump that the optical sur-
face brightness profiles show close to the nucleus.
The very blue optical colours (B − V = 0.3, V − I = 0.9)
could be indicative of a young stellar population. The excess of
light was already attributed to a nuclear star cluster by Grillmair
et al. (1997), who showed that an east-west dust lane is cross-
ing the centre (the position of the excess light). Fitting a King
profile they estimate an upper limit to the core radius of this al-
leged stellar cluster, rc = 0.3′′ (14 pc). According to Lee et al.
(2011), the V − I and B−V colours can indeed be explained by a
(very) young stellar population (. 10 Myr, labelled “P2” in their
paper); therefore, if the cluster hypothesis is true, this is likely a
stellar cluster in the process of getting born. This is slightly con-
tradictory with the fact that star formation tracers do not show
evidence for a significant amount of recent star formation in the
centre of M51 (Kennicutt et al. 2007; Fang et al. 2015), and also
the fact that the centre shows [3.6]-[4.5] near-infrared colours
characteristic of non-stellar emission (see Querejeta et al. 2016).
Additionally, when inspected carefully, the shape of the colour
maps is not consistent with the expectations for a relaxed stellar
system (even though the partial obscuration due to the central
dust lane and the finite resolution of the HST images can con-
tribute to the observed appearance, at least partially). We have
extracted a central spectrum from the VIRUS-P IFU dataset of
M51 presented in Blanc et al. (2009) and run Gandalf to identify
the stellar populations that best explain the spectrum in the cen-
tral IFU pointing (RA=13:29:52.673, Dec=+47:11:43.62). We
find no significant evidence for young stars, with an overall lu-
minosity weighted age of 8.9 Gyr; however, the spatial resolu-
tion of this dataset (5.5′′) is insufficient to conclusively rule out
a small young stellar population in the very centre (1′′).
Alternatively, the inner bump could be due to scattered light
from the AGN (e.g. Obied et al. 2016). If scattered light is the
reason, one would in principle expect (bi)conical geometry, and
not the arc-like structure that we see ∼1′′ north of the AGN posi-
tion; however, scattering cones often show significant asymme-
tries (Obied et al. 2016). This hypothesis was already suggested
by Lee et al. (2011). If indeed due to scattered light, the rea-
son why we see this emission only in the north of the AGN, and
with such an peculiar shape, could be because the radiation is
scattered by a gas cloud of higher density which has that specific
shape; this would also help explain why the ionisation region in
the north is not as extended as in the south of the AGN (an im-
portant part of the ionising optical radiation would be scattered
by this structure, preventing ionisation further north). Polarisa-
tion studies would be useful to confirm whether the excess op-
tical emission in the centre of M51 is indeed due to scattered
light from the AGN. Probing the true nature of this structure is
beyond the possibilities of our current data, but this intriguing
structure reinforces the idea that the processes taking place near
the nucleus of M51 are many and complex.
4. Discussion
We have presented a number of results related to the active nu-
cleus of M51. Overall, these pieces of information delineate a
complex situation, in which processes that operate on different
spatial scales are interconnected. In the central . 3′′ (110 pc)
next to the AGN, molecular gas has been suggested to be en-
trained by the nuclear radio jet (Matsushita et al. 2007), which
is collimated out to a distance of r . 2.3′′ (85 pc) in the south
(r . 1.5′′ = 60 pc in the north). Both in CO(1-0) and HCN(1-0)
emission we find extremely broadened lines in this central area,
preferentially redshifted (∆v ∼ 100 km/s, σ ∼ 150 km/s), and
with increasing HCN/CO line ratios which approach unity near
the centre. In the optical, a very bright and blue structure ∼1′′
(37 pc) north of the AGN becomes apparent through HST imag-
ing, but its nature and potential interplay with the outflowing
(or inflowing) gas remains elusive. At the scales spanned by
the ionised optical emission lines (Hα, [NII], [OIII]), out to ∼1′′
(37 pc), we find a clear scarcity of CO emission (×10 lower flux),
which we probe down to 1′′ scales; the ionisation cone seems
to be associated with a dearth of bulk molecular gas, whereas
clouds of CO accumulate towards the edges of this ionisation
cone. At larger spatial scales, including the northern radio-
emitting loop, and the boundaries of the southern XNC, we find
evidence of the radio jet impacting the surrounding molecular
material. This manifests itself in the form of multiple kinematic
components, an enhanced HCN/CO ratio, and strong deviations
between the HCN and CO line profiles; the HCN line is typically
broader and more skewed (even at matched resolution). We re-
call that in this paper we refer by radio jet to all the structures
involved in the presumably expanding plasma, which produce
synchrotron emission and are detected at radio wavelengths (3.6,
6, 20 cm); the collimated radio jet itself is ∼4′′ (150 pc) long,
and ∼0.3′′ (12 pc) wide: it connects to the XNC in the south,
and points towards the “C”-shaped loop in the north (but is not
directly connected to it). The cartoon in Fig. 14 shows the differ-
ent components that we will discuss and their relative sizes, in
an attempt to illustrate the geometry and the scales involved.
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Fig. 13. From left to right: radial profile of surface brightness in the HST I-band and V-band, in units of mag/arcsec2; V − I colour map of the
same field of view shown before, 30′′ × 33′′, with large tickmarks indicating a separation of 5′′ (in linear scale from 1.0 to 1.6); blowup of the
central area, where the “bump” is originating from (overlaid with Hα contours in white; the black contours correspond to the radio jet traced by
20 cm continuum).
4.1. Under-luminous CO in the ionisation cone
There are several possibilities to explain the scarcity of CO emis-
sion in the area covered by the jet relative to the edges. First,
CO gas could simply be photodissociated by the strong radia-
tion from the non-stellar nuclear source, the AGN, as it enters
the ionisation cone; this seems plausible, as energetic arguments
also point to the radiation field from the AGN as the most likely
source of ionisation leading to the Hα, [OIII], and [NII] optical
emission (Bradley et al. 2004). Another possibility that is com-
patible with our observations is that the CO-emitting clouds have
been mechanically evacuated by the expanding radio plasma jet.
The fact that the southern side is presently more active (the col-
limated radio jet is longer towards the south, brighter, and more
straight) is probably the consequence of an alternating one-side
activity cycle (Rampadarath et al. 2015). It is also possible that
radiative transfer mechanisms are leading to reduced CO(1-0)
emission in that ionised area or, conversely, radiative transfer ef-
fects that result in enhanced emission at the edge of the cone.
Having said that, the masing effects identified by Matsushita
et al. (2015b) are only expected to be relevant sufficiently close
to the AGN (García-Burillo et al. 2014). In any case, all three hy-
potheses (photoionisation, mechanical evacuation, or radiative
transfer effects) would explain why there is more ionised opti-
cal emission in the south, and also why the scarcity of CO(1-0)
is more severe on that side. Finally, it is also possible that the
magnetic field created by the expanding, probably relativistic jet
plays a role in accumulating molecular clouds towards its edges
(e.g. by ambipolar diffusion, as proposed by Krause et al. 2007
for NGC 4258).
The sharp picture that PAWS provides at 1′′ (Fig. 4) rules out
a possible chance alignment of ionised gas, radio jet, and lack
of CO emission. Of course, in other galaxies projection effects
could conceal this effect, even if the ionisation cone or jet has
indeed evacuated or photo-dissociated the bulk molecular gas:
if the cone is narrow enough, or if it is more inclined than in
M51, it can well be that molecular clouds are detected flowing
in front or behind the ionisation cone, and being unable to tell
their relative height in the disc when seen in projection. M51
offers the unique setting of being seen almost face-on, with the
jet almost exactly coplanar with the disc, and a wide opening-
angle ionisation cone (74◦; Bradley et al. 2004) which blocks
most of the molecular (thin) disc, and it is thus ideal to test the
relative distribution of molecular gas, ionisation cone, and radio
jet. What we have shown is that, at least in the area with strong
ionised optical line emission, which overlaps with the radio jet,
M51 is largely depleted of CO(1-0) emission.
Naturally, from our result on a single galaxy, one cannot
claim that this is a typical behaviour: the current situation in
M51 can certainly be special. However, the other few cases
where it was possible to spatially resolve the interplay between
radio jets and molecular gas also point in the same direction.
Krause et al. (2007) showed that in NGC 4258 a funnel almost
completely devoid of CO(1-0) exists along the radio jet, with
molecular gas accumulating at the edge of the jet in two parallel
CO ridges (2.8 kpc in length, and separated by 175 pc from each
other). Similarly to M51, the jet has a low (15 − 30◦) inclination
to the disc. Interestingly, in NGC 4258, ionised gas emission
traced by Hα also peaks in the centre of the funnel, where CO
is lacking; the same situation as we find in M51. From their
careful analysis of the position-velocity diagram of IC 5063 ob-
tained with ALMA, Morganti et al. (2015) propose a scenario
which would also go in the same direction. They detect signa-
tures of lateral expansion in this edge-on galaxy, and through
comparison with numerical simulations by Wagner & Bicknell
(2011) and Wagner et al. (2012), they suggest that a radio jet
expanding through a porous medium is responsible for their ob-
servations; as it expands, the jet would look for paths of least re-
sistance, and clear molecular gas from its way. Finally, García-
Burillo et al. (2014), who study NGC 1068 with ALMA using
multiple molecular transitions, also find a “hole” in the molecu-
lar emission next to the AGN, which could be indicative of gas
having been evacuated; however, this cannot be claimed robustly
in NGC 1068 due to the geometry of the system and projection
effects.
It would be extremely interesting to confirm whether HCN
emission also shows the same behaviour and equally avoids the
ionisation cone in M51. Unfortunately, we cannot conclusively
prove this with our current 3 − 4′′ HCN dataset (Fig. 5). In fact,
we find similar HCN flux levels between the ionisation cone and
surroundings as we do for CO when matched to 4′′ resolution.
Therefore, it is possible that a similar spatial distribution applies
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Fig. 14. Cartoon showing the scales relevant to the different processes involved in AGN feedback in the nucleus of M51. The striped areas
delinate the main elements of the radio plasma jet (synchrotron emission); the nuclear collimated jet was resolved by Crane & van der Hulst
(1992), and the rest of the structures have been identified on the maps from Dumas et al. (2011). The left panel corresponds to a face-on view,
whereas the right panel shows a possible edge-on deprojection.
to the dense gas, which would not be surprising because both
photoionisation and mechanical evacuation are in principle ex-
pected to affect both phases of the molecular gas similarly. How-
ever, higher-resolution observations of the whole ionisation cone
in HCN are required to confirm this conjecture.
4.2. HCN-CO differences along the jet
We have calculated the difference between HCN and CO pro-
files, after scaling them to match the same peak brightness tem-
perature, as a diagnostic tool to identify potential regions in
which molecular gas is impacted by the radio jet. The agree-
ment of this HCN-CO offset emission with the area covered by
the radio jet is very good, and we interpret this as direct evi-
dence that the AGN is impacting molecular gas through the ra-
dio plasma jet; at the same time, the fact that this effect becomes
visible when looking at the difference between CO and HCN
profile shapes implies that this is a differential effect, with en-
hanced HCN excitation which could reveal a larger impact of
AGN feedback through radio jets on the dense gas than on the
bulk molecular gas.
Kinematically, the situation highlighted by the HCN-CO ve-
locity map is complex, with a quickly varying net velocity offset
between CO and HCN. This can be the result of intrinsically
rapid positional variations in the differential response imprinted
on the gas traced by HCN and CO; alternatively, perhaps a rel-
atively smooth variation results in the observed map due to pro-
jection and beam dilution effects. New observations at matched
1′′ are required to disentangle beam dilution from other effects
and build a sharper picture of the feedback kinematics in the dif-
ferent phases of molecular gas in M51.
But not only is the response of HCN different from CO;
when looking at the two tracers individually, we also find distinct
kinematic components in their line profiles for some regions.
These differences have motivated our attempt to automatically
separate the emission into multiple Gaussian contributions. The
first (main) Gaussian component reflects the intensity distribu-
tion and velocity field expected for a differentially rotating disc;
the second component, however, shows a velocity gradient from
north-east (blueshifted) to south-west (redshifted), probably the
result of galactic rotation of shocked gas in combination with
the outflow. There are some intrinsic difficulties in performing
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Gaussian separations on a pixel-by-pixel basis, especially when
the properties of the second components change quickly with
position (as in M51), and do not have a very high signal-to-noise
ratio. However, the mere presence of these secondary compo-
nents, and the fact that they are so susceptible to local changes,
is already telling us something important: similarly to the effects
that we identified when analysing the differential HCN-CO kine-
matic behaviour, the analysis of the CO and HCN profile shapes
independently points to a complex feedback situation, compati-
ble with the jet pushing laterally (which due to projection leads
to quickly changing red- or blueshifted components). It is also
important to emphasise that both effects are not always redun-
dant: in some positions, CO and HCN show important relative
differences, while none of them has a second Gaussian compo-
nent (HCN is typically broader or skewed). In other positions,
we see multiple components, but no difference between the HCN
and CO lines: they are scaled replicas, and both have multiple
components which coincide in velocity and shape.
The radio jet is far from being a smooth structure when in-
spected closely, showing kinks, asymmetries, and irregularities;
the molecular gas distribution is also far from smooth, and rather
clumpy (Leroy et al. 2013; Colombo et al. 2014a). Therefore,
if the expanding jet is pushing on the clumpy gas, we can ex-
pect quickly varying kinematic components, especially if the im-
printed velocities are essentially coplanar with the galaxy. In
other words, the complex kinematic response in the molecular
gas might reflect the underlying non-smooth distribution of the
ISM (and the geometrical irregularities of the radio jet itself).
Altogether, this is clear evidence that the molecular gas is
impacted by the radio jet, out to scales of ∼500 pc, even in a
system with an AGN as weak as the one in M51.
4.3. Consequences of AGN feedback
One of the most important consequences of AGN feedback as
we see it in M51 is that it will contribute to inject turbulence on
the molecular disc, which has the potential of making the gas
unable to form new stars. With our new observations, we have
found that velocity dispersion is enhanced at least out to r ∼ 5′′,
further out than the nuclear outflowing structure identified by
Matsushita et al. It is worthwhile noting that what we resolve
as multiple Gaussian components would be attributed to mere
turbulence when observed at lower resolution (e.g. from single-
dish data, or from interferometric observations with lower reso-
lution); therefore, we speculate that part of the increased veloc-
ity dispersion measured in other galaxies at lower spatial resolu-
tion could ultimately be resolved into independent components
which vary rapidly from position to position. Increased turbu-
lence from AGN feedback is now recognised as an agent which
can regulate star formation, with quantitative measurements of
such star formation suppression existing for some early-type
galaxies such as NGC 1266 (Alatalo et al. 2011; Nyland et al.
2013; Alatalo et al. 2014).
The increase of turbulence and the appearance of strong
kinematic effects as jets propagate through a molecular medium
are expected on theoretical grounds, especially at the interaction
points between jets and dense gas clouds (e.g. Wilson 1992).
Here we find that the feedback is spatially extended, and does not
only involve the collimated nuclear jet, but also the large-scale
plasma structures. We also find that HCN is more affected than
CO, perhaps due to different excitation conditions (enhanced ra-
diative transfer effects triggered by shocks).
Observations of more molecular species could help confirm
the precise role of shocks. The flux measurements of the differ-
ent CO transitions (the “CO ladder”) from Herschel/SPIRE fits
by Schirm (2015) for the nucleus of M51 show a characteristic
flattening at high-J values; an analogous situation has been found
in Mrk 231 and NGC 6240, and explained using PDR, XDR, and
shocks (van der Werf et al. 2010; Meijerink et al. 2013). This
suggests that, probably, both XDR and shocks are important in
the nucleus of M51; to perform a more quantitative analysis in
this sense, however, observations of additional molecular transi-
tions will be essential, ideally at sufficiently high spatial resolu-
tion to probe the different regions that we have identified in this
paper.
4.4. Nuclear outflow
As we have already pointed out, there is a strong bimodality be-
tween the line profiles (both CO and HCN) in the central ∼5′′
and the rest of our field of view. In the central area, it be-
comes essentially impossible to isolate different Gaussian contri-
butions, and all we find is a very broad approximately Gaussian
line, which is preferentially redshifted. This explains the strong
flux at redshifted velocities in the p-v diagrams of Fig. 12. In
HCN, a small blueshifted counterpart also becomes clear, sym-
metrical with respect to the centre. When looking at the variation
of velocity with position within this area, we also find a notice-
able velocity gradient in the northeast-southwest direction (from
blue- to redshifted), especially clearly traced by HCN (Fig. 11).
This is compatible with the velocity gradients found by Mat-
sushita et al. (2007, 2015b), who attribute them to a molecular
gas outflow; the emission they observe is coming from a number
of resolved clumps. Our continuous gradient could be the re-
sult of an intrinsically smooth velocity variation (with part of the
flux missed by the Matsushita et al. interferometer-only obser-
vations, see below), or because we are smoothing the structures
that Matsushita identifies, producing a continuous appearance.
Even though Matsushita et al. (2015) do not quote the inte-
grated fluxes for CO(1-0) and HCN(1-0), we can estimate them
from their Fig. 2 and Fig. 6 to be ∼10 Jy km/s and ∼5 Jy km/s, re-
spectively, in the inner r < 3′′. With our maps, which include
short-spacing corrections and therefore recover all the flux, we
measure 25.0 Jy km/s in CO(1-0) and 7.2 Jy km/s in HCN(1-0)
for the same region (r < 3′′); therefore, Matsushita et al. seem to
be missing ∼50% of the flux in CO and ∼30% of the flux in HCN
for the central area. Comparing our HCN map with and without
the short spacing correction out to r < 20′′, we confirm that the
interferometer recovers 43% of the total HCN flux from the 30m
single-dish telescope; in CO, 37% of the flux is recovered by the
interferometer at 1′′ resolution, and about 50% at 3 − 6′′ reso-
lution (Pety et al. 2013). This means that, while part of the dif-
ferences observed between Matsushita et al. and this work could
stem from the different resolutions achieved, part could also be
due to the lack of flux coming from diffuse structures, which get
filtered by the interferometer.
Now, we briefly discuss the geometry of the outflow identi-
fied by Matsushita et al. (2007), and how it fits in the global pic-
ture of AGN feedback that emerges from our work. The over-
lay with the radio jet map shown by Matsushita et al. (2015a)
makes it clear that the structures S1 and S2 (first identified by
Scoville et al. 1998) lie at opposite sides of the radio jet (next
to the estimated position of the AGN), whereas S3 lies 1.5′′ to-
wards the north, precisely where the putative counter-jet seems
to dissolve (see Fig. 14). Even though Matsushita et al. (2007)
and Matsushita et al. (2015a) claim good agreement between the
molecular outflow and the ionised outflow, this is in tension with
the ionised gas observations: Bradley et al. (2004) assume that
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the entrained ionised component is Cloud 1, which is blueshifted
in the south, as expected from the geometry for a radial outflow
if we assume that the southern cone is closer to us (Bradley et
al. 2004). However, the gradient that Matsushita et al. measure
goes exactly in the opposite direction, with redshifted velocities
in the south. This apparently contradicting result can be rec-
onciled if we reverse the assumed geometry of the jet, so that
the southern cone is pointing away from us, as we briefly com-
mented in Sect. 3.1 and Sect. 4.2. This possibility would also
explain the entrainment of a higher amount of the ionised clouds
identified by Bradley et al. (2004); instead of only Cloud 1 be-
ing compatible with entrainment along the jet, at least Clouds 4,
4a, and 3 would be. We note that the HCN blueshifted counter-
part identified in the p-v diagram on Fig. 12, which lies ∼1′′ at
the east of the nucleus (as opposed to the prominent redshifted
material at the west), might be indicative of a dense molecu-
lar outflow which is perpendicular to the jet, propagating in the
plane of the galaxy. This idea would be supported by the velocity
gradient from north-east to south-west that we found in Fig. 11;
if true, we would be resolving an outflow perpendicular to the
line-of-nodes.
With our observations, we can also estimate the kinetic en-
ergy and momentum of the molecular gas that is presumably out-
flowing. These have already been estimated by Matsushita et al.
(2004, 2007); however, our estimates should be more accurate,
as they include short spacings corrections, and therefore recover
all the flux. The kinetic luminosity is given by:
Lkin =
1
2
× dM
dt
×
(
Vout
cos(α)
)2
, (5)
and the momentum flux can be obtained as:
dP
dt
=
dM
dt
× Vout
cos(α)
. (6)
Following the conservative assumptions made in Sect. 3.3.1
(multi-conical outflow uniformly filled by molecular gas), for
M˙H2 = 0.3 M/yr× tan(α) and M˙dense = 0.2 M/yr× tan(α), tak-
ing again Vout = 100 km/s as the characteristic velocity, for CO
we obtain Lkin = 2.35 × 1040 erg/s (1.5 × 1040 erg/s for HCN),
dP/dt = 1.6×1033 g cm s−2 (for HCN, 1.0×1033 g cm s−2). Mat-
sushita et al. (2007) provide the related quantities kinetic energy
and momentum instead; our equivalent measurements would be:
Ekin = 3 × 1054 erg, P = 2.4 × 1047 g cm s−1, whereas the re-
sults from Matsushita et al. (2007) were Ekin = 3 × 1052 erg,
P = 8× 1045 g cm s−1. Therefore, the differences are very signif-
icant (our results being about two orders of magnitude higher).
These values are still an order of magnitude lower than the ener-
getics involved in NGC 1068, for example (Lkin = 5× 1041 erg/s,
dP/dt = 6 × 1034 g cm s−2; García-Burillo et al. 2014).
The star formation rate in the centre of M51 is very low,
SFR(r < 3′′) ∼ 0.01 M/yr in the central area involved in the
putative outflow (Kennicutt et al. 2007; Fang et al. 2015). Given
that the star formation rate is two orders of magnitude lower than
the outflow rate, it is in principle not possible that the outflow is
driven by a nuclear starburst. The bolometric luminosity of the
AGN is Lbol ∼ 1044 erg s−1 (Woo & Urry 2002); therefore, on
energetic grounds, it is well possible that the AGN is driving the
outflow. The question is how: in principle, gas could be expelled
directly by radiation pressure, but as we have seen, CO emission
seems to avoid the ionisation cone (which also seems to apply
to the central ∼3′′, judging from our moment-0 map, and the
higher resolution maps from Matsushita et al.). Consequently, it
looks like entrainment through the radio jet is the most probable
mechanism. However, while the energy of the jet is estimated to
be 6.9 × 1051 erg, the momentum is only 2 × 1041 g cm s−1 (as-
suming a jet velocity of 0.9c; Crane & van der Hulst 1992). As
already discussed by Matsushita et al. (2004, 2007), the energy
is sufficient, but the power of the jet is too low to explain this
coupling directly; perhaps a continuous transfer between energy
and momentum could explain this apparent mismatch. Finally,
another possibility would be to abandon the idea of a molecular
outflow, and interpret the velocity gradient observed as evidence
of molecular gas inflow.
4.5. Relation between inflow and AGN feedback
In Querejeta et al. (2016) we have shown that there is molecu-
lar gas inflow down to our resolution limit of 1.7′′ (although the
inner region, r . 3′′ is highly uncertain). This molecular gas in-
flow can be explained by the gravitational torques exerted by the
∼1.5 kpc-long stellar bar. However, in this paper we have shown
that in the innermost region of M51 the interplay between AGN,
molecular gas and stars becomes very complex. The apparently
chaotic response of molecular gas to AGN feedback through ra-
dio jets could actually explain the discrepancies between AGN
activity and large-scale inflow (for example, the lack of corre-
lation, or only weak correlation, between presence of bars and
AGN activity; Knapen et al. 2000; Laine et al. 2002; Cisternas
et al. 2013). Overall, this would contribute to limit the amount of
gas that can reach the SMBH, and, thus, control the AGN duty
cycles. A scenario in which gas can easily make it to the cen-
tral ∼100 pc through secular evolution mechanisms, but is then
trapped in a number of cyclical motions triggered by the omni-
directional pressure from the radio jets is well compatible with
our data. It is quite remarkable that the inflow rate estimated
in Querejeta et al. (2016) in the central ∼3′′ coincides so well
with the outflow rate estimated here, ∼1 M/yr. This could be
coincidence, of course, but it could also be reflecting some self-
regulating balance between inflow and outflow.
It is worth briefly discussing the uncertainties involved in the
outflow rates that we have calculated here. First and foremost,
these rates rely on a strong methodological assumption, namely
that all the molecular gas observed to have peculiar velocities
near the centre is flowing out, and that it is doing so by uniformly
filling a multi-conical volume. Judging from what we have seen
in Sect. 3.1.3, this hypothesis is highly questionable for M51 (as
optical ionised emission does fill an approximate bicone, but CO
emission seems to accumulate towards its edges). Additionally,
a number of systematic uncertainties are inevitably part of the
estimation of outflow rates: the uncertain XCO (which could eas-
ily vary by a factor of ∼2), the range of velocities selected, and
the characteristic radius of the outflow, which cannot be easily
determined. This means that, all in all, the outflow rate should
only be regarded as an approximation to the order of magnitude.
The outflow rate in NGC 1068 (∼60 M/yr; García-Burillo
et al. 2014) is an order of magnitude higher than our estima-
tion for M51 (∼1 M/yr); interestingly, the AGN bolometric lu-
minosity is also one order of magnitude higher. The outflow
rate in M51 is closer to that found by Combes et al. (2013) in
NGC 1433, ∼7 M/yr (for a Lbol ∼ 1043 erg s−1); the datapoint
for M51 would appear as a lower outlier in the outflow rates–
bolometric luminosity compilation from García-Burillo et al.
(2015).
Of course, for (much) more active galaxies, such as those ob-
served by Cicone et al. (2014) at intermediate and high redshifts,
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the estimated outflow rates can be several orders of magnitude
higher than what we find in M51. The question that immedi-
ately arises is whether the manifestations of AGN feedback in
M51 are intrinsically different from those at play in very active
galaxies, or if they are to some extent scaled versions. Specif-
ically, we wonder if our finding that molecular gas seems to be
largely depleted in the ionisation cone of M51 is also applica-
ble to active galaxies undergoing powerful outflows. If CO is
photoionised in M51, with such a low-luminosity AGN, it seems
surprising that CO could survive in galaxies with even more in-
tense nuclear radiation fields. In any case, it would be necessary
to spatially resolve more spectacular outflows (with the handicap
that they tend to be much more distant) to confirm the tantalising
evidence provided by M51 and other nearby galaxies.
5. Summary and conclusions
We have studied AGN feedback effects in a nearby spiral galaxy,
M51, which hosts a low-luminosity active nucleus (Lbol ∼
1044 erg s−1) and a kpc-scale radio jet. The first important con-
clusion is that even with such a modest AGN, the effects of feed-
back can be significant out to a distance of ∼500 pc.
The particular spatial configuration of M51 has allowed us to
directly witness the interplay between the radio jet and molecu-
lar gas, because the galaxy is almost face-on and its radio jet is
expanding through the disc, at least in the inner 1 kpc (the jet has
an inclination ∼15◦ with the plane of the galaxy). The area of the
jet where optical ionised lines are detected, the ionisation cone,
is largely depleted of molecular gas as traced by CO(1-0) at 1′′
resolution. Instead, CO emission seems to accumulate towards
the edges of the ionisation cone. This is an important result, as
it indicates that molecular gas may not survive under the strong
radiation field produced by the AGN, and questions the applica-
bility of (bi)conical outflow models to more distant, unresolved
molecular outflows.
We find evidence for multiple components and disturbed
kinematics in the molecular gas across the whole extent of the
radio plasma jet. This becomes particularly clear when looking
at the different kinematic response shown by CO and HCN, trac-
ers of the bulk and dense phases of molecular gas, respectively.
Therefore, relative differences between CO and HCN prove to
be a useful diagnostic tool when it comes to probing feedback
effects from radio jets. Mechanical shocks are the most likely
explanation for the observed differences between both tracers.
We also find increased turbulence (higher velocity dispersion) in
the molecular gas across the whole region covered by the radio
jet.
The situation found in M51 is analogous to that recently ob-
served in other nearby galaxies with similarly modest radio jets
(e.g. Krause et al. 2007; Morganti et al. 2015), and agrees with
numerical simulations of radio jets expanding through a clumpy
medium (Wagner & Bicknell 2011; Wagner et al. 2012). There-
fore, a new paradigm seems to be emerging, in which feedback
through radio jets has complex implications for molecular gas
(and, therefore, for star formation), probably pushing it in dif-
ferent directions and increasing its turbulence. It seems that out-
flows are not the only important consequences of AGN feedback;
in addition to potential removal of molecular gas, injecting tur-
bulence and therefore preventing molecular gas from forming
new stars is an important part of the AGN response.
Overall, we have shown that the feedback from the AGN in
M51 is a multi-scale phenomenon. In addition to the large-scale
impact on molecular gas across the radio jet area, the central 5′′
(180 pc) display a more extreme version of feedback, which has
been interpreted as a molecular outflow before (Matsushita et al.
2007). We have estimated the corresponding outflow rates with
our data, M˙H2 ∼ 0.9 M/yr and M˙dense ∼ 0.6 M/yr, and dis-
cussed geometrical caveats. It is worth noting that the typical
velocities of this “outflow” (100 km/s) are well below escape ve-
locity; therefore, this will ultimately also contribute to increase
turbulence and recirculate molecular gas in the galaxy, but not
really to expel a significant amount of gas from the host.
It would be important to confirm whether similar multi-scale
mechanisms operate in more active galaxies, which do indeed
have significant amounts of gas at velocities large enough to es-
cape their host. However, this will prove to be observationally
challenging, as those very active sources tend to be more dis-
tant, and therefore much longer integration times are required
to achieve the same sensitivity with current-day interferometers;
ALMA and NOEMA should be able to undoubtedly contribute
in this direction.
One of the important conclusions from our study is that
both high spatial and spectral resolution are necessary to ob-
tain a complete picture of feedback effects, as multiple veloc-
ity components and kinematic differences between tracers can
only be robustly characterised when sufficient velocity resolu-
tion is available. In a similar way, we have confirmed that the
response of tracers of gas at different densities (CO, HCN) are
not redundant, and provide important hints as to what regions
are impacted by the radio plasma jets. Therefore, future observa-
tions should go in the direction of high-resolution, multi-species
observations of active nuclei, probing sufficiently large spatial
regions to cover the various spatial effects involved.
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Fig. B.1. Width of the first fitted Gaussian (the one that carries most
flux, Sect. 3.2.2) as a function of radius.
Appendix A: Kinematic model of the central region
of M51
Here we use a synthetic kinematic model of the CO(1-0) cube of M51
(PAWS at 3′′ resolution) to verify that the emission assigned to the first
Gaussian does indeed correspond to the disc kinematic component. For
that, we have constructed a TiRiFiC model (Józsa et al. 2007) of M51,
implementing a differentially rotating disc and an idealised m = 2 bar
(Spekkens & Sellwood 2007). We start imposing the rotation curve
of M51 parametrised by Meidt et al. (2013), and allow for the surface
brightness and amplitudes of the m = 2 bar to be fitted in radial bins of
3′′, out to a radius of r = 22′′ (where the bar ends; Comerón et al. 2010).
Additionally, we allow for the PA and inclination of the disc to vary as a
function of radius; this is because the tilted-ring strategy from TiRiFiC
assumes a circular disc which projects into ellipses, but, as argued in
Querejeta et al. (2016), there seems to be an oval in the central region of
M51, probably as the result of the interaction with NGC 5195. Fig. A.1
shows the velocity centroid of the final TiRiFiC model, compared to
the velocity centroid from PAWS (at 3′′ resolution). We note that the
TiRiFiC model becomes meaningless in the inner ∼5′′, as the emission
is dominated by the molecular outflow, and therefore the amplitudes of
the bar in that innermost region cannot be constrained with our dataset;
this area is marked with a white dashed circle on Fig A.1.
The TiRiFiC model confirms that the velocity centroid of our
“Disc Gaussian” is in good agreement with the smooth disc-bar ve-
locity model that we have constructed, as shown by the right panel of
Fig. A.1. The velocity difference between Gaussian fit and model is
typically 5 km/s, and virtually always below 10 km/s (the limits of the
green region of the colourbar we use), except in the central r . 5′′, as
commented above.
Appendix B: Maximum disc contribution in r . 5′′
Here we estimate the maximum contribution from a regularly rotating
disc component to the molecular emission in the central ∼5′′ of M51.
Indeed, as we move towards the centre of the galaxy, there is a point at
which one can no longer distinguish the Gaussian line associated with
the disc from the outflowing component, which becomes more and more
dominant in flux (Sect. 3.2.2). This is obvious from Fig. B.1, where it
becomes clear that the width of the first fitted Gaussian increases dra-
matically below r . 5′′ (r . 7′′ for HCN). In this central region, we
estimate the maximum possible contribution from the disc (as illus-
trated in Fig. B.2) following a simple argument. We assume that the
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Fig. A.1. Velocity field of our TiRiFiC model compared to the velocity field from PAWS (moment-1, at 3′′ resolution). The isovelocity contours
correspond to the range [-60 km/s, 60 km/s] in increments of ∆v = 15 km/s. The right panel shows the velocity difference between the first Gaussian
fit (Sect. 3.2.2) and the velocity centroid from our TiRiFiC model, highlighting their good agreement except in the central r . 5′′.
disc component has approximately the same line width as outside that
central region: as we have seen (Fig. B.1), the line width at r & 5′′ is
well confined between 20–30 km/s for CO (r . 7′′ for HCN, widths
in the range 30–40 km/s); therefore, we assume an intermediate char-
acteristic width of 25 km/s for the hypothetical disc contribution in this
central area (35 km/s for HCN). Then, we interpolate its velocity cen-
troid linearly in this small region, along 16 different azimuthal regions,
starting from the average value in the immediate vicinity (at r = 5′′ or
r = 7′′), and imposing that the central position must coincide with the
systemic velocity of the galaxy (vsys = 472 km/s). We have confirmed
that varying the number of azimuthal zones or extending the maximum
radius out to which we interpolate does not affect the velocity centroids
significantly (∆v . 5 km/s). The peak of this Gaussian is given by the
maximum height allowed by the actual line profile at the interpolated
velocity centroid (Fig. B.2). The flux of this interpolated Gaussian is
assigned, as an upper limit, to the first Gaussian (“disc”), and the re-
maining flux, as a lower limit, to the second Gaussian (“outflow”).
Appendix C: Outflow Geometry
The angle α that is part of the formula to calculate the outflow rate
(Eq. 3.3.1) is well-constrained for M51. From careful modelling of the
observed kinematics in the southern XNC, Cecil (1988) concluded that
the shock working surface that they analyse is inclined ∼20◦ to the line
of sight. This result is robust, in any case well-bounded between 20◦ and
25◦, and compatible with a number of additional constraints (disc scale-
height, observed velocities, etc.). It is important to emphasise, though,
that to our best knowledge there is no compelling reason to assume that
the southern cone is near us, as we discuss in Sect. 3.1, Sect. 4.2. In any
case this implies that, if the axis of the jet is perpendicular to the shock
working surface, as expected, the angle between the jet and the line of
sight must be 70◦.
We are now in a position to deproject this value (and assess un-
certainties) and provide the true value of the inclination of the jet with
respect to the plane of the disc. The scalar product of a (unitary) vector
pointing along the axis of the jet and a (unitary) vector normal to the
plane of the galaxy is:
j · n =
 cosαsinα cos φ− sinα sin φ

cos i0sin i
 = sin ξ (C.1)
For the geometry assumed in Fig. 1 (corresponding to the orienta-
tion of M51), where α is the (smallest) angle between the jet and the
line of sight, φ is the projected azimuthal angle between the jet axis and
the line of nodes, and i is the inclination of the galaxy with respect to the
line of sight (i = 0 for face-on), and ξ is the (smallest) angle between the
jet axis and the plane of the galaxy (from the definition of scalar prod-
uct, j ·n = |j| |n| cos ĵn, with ĵn = 90◦−ξ). In the case of M51, adopting
the orientation of the jet measured by Bradley et al. (2004) (PA= 163◦,
with a projected opening angle of 74◦), and the inclination of the galaxy
determined by PAWS (Colombo et al. 2014b) this expression reduces
to:
j · n =
 cos(70
◦)
sin(70◦) cos(10◦)
− sin(70◦) sin(10◦)

cos(22
◦)
0
sin(22◦)
 = sin ξ (C.2)
Which implies an angle of 15◦ between the jet and the plane of the
galaxy. As a sanity check, we can make use of the gaseous disc scale-
heights measured by Pety et al. (2013) and the extent of the narrow-line
emission clearly associated with the biconic jet (Bradley et al. 2004) to
obtain an independent estimation of the angle between the outflow and
the plane of the galaxy. We assume that the narrow-line emission comes
from the interaction between radio jet and thin gaseous disc, roughly ex-
tending vertically up to the scale-height of the molecular gas traced by
PdBI at that radius. In the maps from Bradley et al. (2004), both the ra-
dio emission and the NLR emission closely follow a (projected) biconic
geometry, and drop off quite sharply at a (projected) radius of 4”. This
corresponds to a (deprojected) radius of 148 pc, and at this radius, the
scale-height of the thin disc is ∼35 pc. If the limit of the NLR and radio
continuum correspond to this scale-height, this would imply an angle of
13◦, in good agreement with the value of 15◦ implied by Cecil (1988).
This is also in agreement with the fact that M51 is a Seyfert 2 galaxy;
thus, the inclination of the jet could not be much higher or we would,
otherwise, see the broad line region.
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Fig. B.2. In the central r . 5′′ it becomes extremely hard to separate a line associated with the disc from the extremely broad outflowing
component that dominates its flux. This is a visual illustration of how we estimate the maximum emission from disc, assuming that its emission
line has the same width as in the rest of the disc, ∼25 km/s, and that its velocity centroid can be linearly interpolated in this small region from
the surroundings. We perform this interpolation along 16 different azimuthal regions, forcing the central position to coincide with the systemic
velocity, 472 km/s.
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Chapter 5
Making discs passive with major mergers: photometry
In this chapter we use numerical simulations to show that major mergers of spiral galaxies can result
in lenticular galaxies, in agreement with photometric observations. While discs are initially destroyed
by the merging process, the debris from the collision settles into a disc shortly (∼1 Gyr) after the full
merger. The resulting lenticular systems follow the observed photometric scaling relations of real
lenticulars, and even host pseudo-bulges. Therefore, major mergers are viable candidates to make
discs passive, rapidly suppressing star formation. This work has been published in Astronomy &
Astrophysics, 573, 78 (Querejeta et al. 2015a).
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ABSTRACT
Context. Observations reveal a strong structural coupling between bulge and disc in S0 galaxies, which seems diﬃcult to explain if
they have formed from supposedly catastrophic events such as major mergers.
Aims. We face this question by quantifying the bulge-disc coupling in dissipative simulations of major and minor mergers that result
in realistic S0s.
Methods. We have studied the dissipative N-body binary merger simulations from the GalMer database that give rise to realistic,
relaxed E/S0 and S0 remnants (67 major and 29 minor mergers). We simulate surface brightness profiles of these S0-like remnants in
the K band, mimicking typical observational conditions, to perform bulge-disc decompositions analogous to those carried out in real
S0s. Additional components have been included when needed. The global bulge-disc structure of these remnants has been compared
with real data.
Results. The S0-like remnants distribute in the B/T – re – hd parameter space consistently with real bright S0s, where B/T is the bulge-
to-total luminosity ratio, re is the bulge eﬀective radius, and hd is the disc scalelength. Major mergers can rebuild a bulge-disc coupling
in the remnants after having destroyed the structures of the progenitors, whereas minor mergers directly preserve them. Remnants
exhibit B/T and re/hd spanning a wide range of values, and their distribution is consistent with observations. Many remnants have
bulge Sérsic indices ranging 1 < n < 2, flat appearance, and contain residual star formation in embedded discs, a result which agrees
with the presence of pseudobulges in real S0s.
Conclusions. Contrary to the popular view, mergers (and in particular, major events) can result in S0 remnants with realistically
coupled bulge-disc structures in less than ∼3 Gyr. The bulge-disc coupling and the presence of pseudobulges in real S0s cannot be
used as an argument against the possible major-merger origin of these galaxies.
Key words. galaxies: bulges – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: formation – galaxies: interactions – galaxies: structure
1. Introduction
Traditionally regarded as a transition class between ellipticals
and spirals, S0 galaxies have deserved relatively marginal atten-
tion for decades, but have recently made their way to centre stage
in the context of astronomical research. It was Hubble (1936)
who classified these lentil-shaped passive galaxies (lenticulars)
as some kind of primordial spirals devoid of spiral arms and star
formation; therefore, in his well-known tuning-fork diagram S0s
are depicted in between elliptical and spiral galaxies. As part of
an increasing interest in these astronomical objects, three inde-
pendent studies have drawn attention to the fact that lenticulars
constitute a heterogeneous family of galaxies, with structural
and rotational properties more similar to those of spirals than
to ellipticals (see Laurikainen et al. 2010; Cappellari et al. 2011;
Kormendy & Bender 2012).
Strenuous eﬀort has been devoted in the last few decades, via
observations and modelling, to try to understand the processes
that give rise to and transform these galaxies. In any case, there
are observational constraints that any evolutionary mechanisms
should preserve. Laurikainen et al. (2010, L10 hereafter) have
? Table 3 is available in electronic form at http://www.aanda.org
recently studied the photometric scaling relations in a sample of
175 early-type galaxies containing almost 120 S0s. They have
found noticeable correlations between the bulge and disc pho-
tometric parameters in S0s (in particular, between their scale-
lengths and magnitudes), clearly pointing to a strong bulge-disc
structural coupling in these galaxies. This result imposes a strong
constraint to any mechanisms that try to explain the origin and
evolution of lenticulars.
Observations support the idea that gas stripping due to ram
pressure in clusters can eﬀectively transform spirals into S0s
(Crowl et al. 2005; Crowl & Kenney 2006, 2008; Rasmussen
et al. 2008; Vollmer et al. 2008, 2009, 2012; Sivanandam et al.
2010; Million et al. 2010; Abramson et al. 2011). If we also
consider that the fraction of lenticular galaxies decreases with
redshift, whereas the fraction of spirals increases, it is tempting
to conclude that lenticulars come out of spirals which have had
their gas stolen (see e.g. Aragón-Salamanca et al. 2006).
Nevertheless, according to Wilman et al. (2009), S0s are at
least as common in groups as they are in clusters, and clearly
more common in groups than in the less dense field. Moreover,
cluster S0s are usually located within groups in the cluster, and
usually exhibit traces of past mergers (Rudick et al. 2009, 2010;
Janowiecki et al. 2010; Mihos et al. 2013). The dominant galaxy
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evolution mechanims in groups are tidal interactions and merg-
ers (Mazzei et al. 2014a,b), so the gas stripping mechanism can
only account for the origin of a fraction of S0s.
Similarly, internal secular evolution is often invoked to ex-
plain how S0s emerge out of spirals. This is supported by the
fact that many S0s host pseudobulges (Laurikainen et al. 2006;
Graham 2013, L10) i.e. bulges with bulge-to-total luminosity
ratios and concentrations typical of late-type spiral galaxies
(B/T < 0.2 and n ∼ 1), which often contain embedded discs, in-
ner spiral patterns, nuclear bars, some star formation, and which
present rotational support more similar to spiral galaxies than
to classical bulges (see Kormendy & Kennicutt 2004). These
properties seem incompatible with the smooth spheroidal struc-
ture that usually results from major merger events. So, they are
usually attributed to the evolution induced by bars and other
internal components in the galaxies, which direct material to-
wards the centre, enhancing the bulge component (Pfenniger &
Norman 1990). However, the bulges that emerge out of gas-free
bar models do not show concentrations and sizes compatible
with the parameters observed in real S0s (see the comparison in
Eliche-Moral et al. 2012, 2013, EM12 and EM13 henceforth).
Current hierarchical models of galaxy formation assume that
the bulges of S0s formed by means of a major merger of early
discs or by a sequence of minor merger events, followed by a
later disc rebuilding out of the left-over gas and stripped stars
(Somerville & Primack 1999). This scenario seems compatible
with the fact that most S0s reside in groups and with observa-
tions reporting merging relics in many S0s (see references above
and in EM12).
Concerning the minor merger mechanism (mass ratios
above 7:1), these are known to induce gentle transformations
to the global structure of the progenitor (Aguerri et al. 2001;
Eliche-Moral et al. 2006, 2011; Moster et al. 2010). In fact,
recent simulations of gas-free intermediate and minor mergers
onto S0s show that these events can preserve or even enhance
the structural bulge-disc coupling by triggering internal secular
evolution in the surviving disc (EM12; EM13). So, in principle,
minor mergers are consistent with bulge-disc coupling.
On the contrary, the bulges and discs of S0s formed through
major mergers (mass ratios below 4:1) are expected to be struc-
turally decoupled, as the encounters must destroy the original
structure of the progenitors, rebuilding the remnant bulges and
discs through independent processes (bulges from the merger
and discs from later material reaccretion). This expected bulge-
disc decoupling in major mergers directly contradicts the ob-
servations of nearby S0s commented above (see Laurikainen
et al. 2009, L10). Nevertheless, recent observational and theo-
retical studies support the idea that major mergers must have
been relevant for the evolution of present-day massive E-S0s
since z ∼ 1.5−2 (Eliche-Moral et al. 2010a,b; Bernardi et al.
2011a,b; Tiret et al. 2011; Weinzirl et al. 2011; Prieto et al.
2013). Therefore, the question is whether this popular view of
major mergers as catastrophic events that destroy any bulge-disc
coupling in a galaxy is realistic or not. Recent studies show that
discs can survive even 1:1 mergers, mostly depending on the ini-
tial gas content (Hopkins et al. 2009), but whether major merg-
ers can account for the bulge-disc structural coupling observed
in real S0s has not yet been explored.
We address this question using N-body dissipative simula-
tions of major galaxy mergers provided by the GalMer project
(Chilingarian et al. 2010). We have also analysed the mi-
nor merger simulations onto an S0 progenitor available in the
database. These simulations consider diﬀerent morphological
types and mass ratios for the colliding galaxies, covering a wide
range of orbital parameters. We have identified the encounters
that end up in relaxed remnants with realistic S0-like morphol-
ogy, to determine whether the photometric structures of these
merger-built S0s are compatible with those observed for real S0s
or not. In a forthcoming paper (Querejeta et al., in prep.), we
will analyse in detail whether our S0 remnants can additionally
reproduce the photometric scaling relations reported by L10 for
real S0s.
A brief description of the models is presented in Sect. 2. The
methodological approach is summarised in Sect. 3. In Sect. 3.1
we explain the criteria used to identify what encounters result
in E/S0 or S0 galaxies. Then, we simulate realistic 1D surface
brightness profiles of the remnants in the K band and perform
multi-component decompositions (Sects. 3.2 and 3.3). In Sect. 4,
we compare the characteristic photometric parameters of the
bulges and discs derived from the decompositions of the S0-like
remnants with the parameters of real S0s. Model limitations are
commented in Sect. 5. The discussion and final conclusions de-
rived from this study are presented in Sects. 6 and 7, respectively.
We assume a concordance cosmology (ΩM = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7,
H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, see Spergel et al. 2007), and magnitudes
are provided in the Vega system.
2. Description of models
Part of the HORIZON collaboration, GalMer1 is a public
database containing ∼1000 hydrodynamic N-body simulations
of galaxy mergers with intermediate resolution, sampling var-
ious mass ratios, morphological properties of the progenitors,
and orbital characteristics. The project and the database are thor-
oughly described in Chilingarian et al. (2010), so we will just
provide a brief summary here.
A representative sample of galaxy morphologies is consid-
ered, ranging from giants to dwarfs (g, i, d) and from ellipticals
to spirals (E0, S0, Sa, Sb, Sd). The orbits diﬀer in the relative
orientation of the spins of the progenitors with respect to the or-
bital angular momentum, the pericentral distance, and the initial
motion energy. The stellar mass ratios of the encounters range
from 1:1 to 20:1 depending on the progenitors (see Table 1). Up
to date, the database contains 876 giant–giant interactions and
126 gS0–dwarf encounters. As we are interested in S0-like rem-
nants, we have initially considered all the merger experiments
within the database as possible candidates to give rise to an E/S0
or S0. We will comment on the selection of the dynamically re-
laxed S0-like remnants in Sect. 3.1.
The progenitor galaxies are modelled using spherical non-
rotating dark-matter haloes, with optional stellar and gaseous
discs, and central non-rotating bulges. The E0 progenitor lacks
any stellar or gaseous discs, the S0 initial model does not have
a gaseous disc, and the Sd progenitor is bulgeless. The bulge-to-
disc ratios are 2.0, 0.7, and 0.4 for the S0, Sa, and Sb progen-
itors, respectively; the ratio of dark to baryonic matter ranges
from 0.43 (gE) to 3 (gSd). Haloes and bulges are constructed us-
ing Plummer spheres with characteristic mass and radius MBulge
and rBulge for the bulge and MHalo and rHalo for the dark mat-
ter halo, as indicated in Table 2. The discs follow Miyamoto &
Nagai (1975) density profiles, with masses and vertical and ra-
dial scalelengths as described in the same Table. The total num-
ber of particles is 120 000 for each giant galaxy and 48 000 for
the dwarfs, distributed among each galaxy component depend-
ing on the morphology, except for the gS0 progenitor, which has
1 GalMer project: http://galmer.obspm.fr
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Table 1. Mass ratios of the GalMer merger experiments.
Major mergers (giant – giant)
XXXXXXXXType 1
Type 2 gE0 gS0 gSa gSb gSd
gE0 1:1 – 1.5:1 3:1 3:1
gSa – – 1:1 2:1 2:1
gSb – – – 1:1 1:1
gSd – – – – 1:1
Minor mergers (gS0 – dwarf)
XXXXXXXXType 1
Type 2 dE0 dS0 dSa dSb dSd
gS0 7:1 10:1 10:1 20:1 20:1
Notes. The present study has considered all merger simulations avail-
able from the GalMer database up to February 2014 (876 major events
and 126 minor ones, 1002 experiments in total). The stellar mass ratios
of the encounters depend on the morphological type of the progenitors,
as indicated in this table.
480 000 particles. This means that we have a total of 240 000 par-
ticles in the major merger experiments and 528 000 in minor
merger ones (see Table 2). The gS0 progenitor is barred at
the start of the simulation, whereas the other giant progeni-
tors are not. Total stellar masses in the giant progenitors range
∼0.5−1.5×1011 M. Therefore, the final stellar mass of the rem-
nants ranges between ∼1–3 × 1011 M in the major mergers and
∼1.2–1.3 × 1011 M in the minor ones, depending on the eﬃ-
ciency of the star formation induced by the encounter and on the
masses of the progenitors. This will be relevant when comparing
to real data in Sect. 4.
The simulations make use of a TreeSPH technique, using
the code described in Semelin & Combes (2002). Gravitational
forces are calculated using a hierarchical tree method (Barnes &
Hut 1986), the resulting forces are then softened to a Plummer
potential, and finally use smooth particle hydrodynamics to fol-
low gas evolution (Lucy 1977; Gingold & Monaghan 1982). The
softening length is fixed to  = 280 pc in the giant-giant encoun-
ters, and to  = 200 pc in giant-dwarf runs. All experiments have
been evolved for a total time period of 2.95−3.50 Gyr.
One of the most important features of these simulations is
that they take into account the eﬀects of gas and star forma-
tion. Gas is modelled as isothermal (Tgas = 104 K), and star
formation is implemented using the method described in Mihos
& Hernquist (1994): a prescription for the star formation rate
(SFR) is first defined, assuming the Schmidt-Kennicutt law, and
then the formation of stars out of the gaseous component is im-
plemented via hybrid particles, which contain a gas and stel-
lar fraction that vary with time (depending on the conditions in
the surroundings). Enrichment of the interstellar medium (ISM),
stellar mass loss, metallicity changes, and energy injection out
of supernova explosions are also considered.
For each combination of progenitors, a wide set of orbits
is sampled. The initial distance between galaxies is always set
equal to 100 kpc, but initial velocity is allowed to take up the
discrete values 200, 300, 370 and 580 km s−1. Secondly, for each
case, both retrograde and prograde orbits are taken into account.
Orbits with diﬀerent pericentre distances are also simulated (8,
16, and 24 kpc). Finally, six possible values of inclination are
considered: i = 0, 33, 45, 60, 75, and 90◦.
We refer to the simulations using a notation that aims to
make the initial conditions of the encounter explicit. We first re-
fer to the morphology of the primary galaxy, followed by the
morphology of the secondary (g, i, d for giant, intermediate and
dwarf; E0, S0, Sa, Sb, Sd for the corresponding Hubble types);
then an “o” followed by the numerical identifier of the orbit
used in the GalMer database, which is unique for each combi-
nation of orbital parameters under consideration. For example,
gS0dSao6 means that a dwarf Sa (galaxy 2) is accreted by a gi-
ant S0 (galaxy 1), following the orbit identified as number 6 in
the database (i.e. the one with an orbital inclination of 33◦, peri-
centre of 16 kpc, initial motion energy of 2.5 × 104 km2 s−2, and
retrograde spin-orbit coupling).
The GalMer database provides the simulations in FITS bi-
nary tables, one per stored time step of the total computed time
period (intervals of 50 Myr are considered). The tables contain
the mass, position, velocity, and other relevant properties for
each particle in the simulation at each time. Figure 1 represents
the time evolution of the stellar and gaseous component of the
accretion of a dwarf Sb by a giant S0 galaxy, obtained using the
snapshots previewer of the GalMer database.
We stress that the GalMer database only contained giant –
giant major merger encounters and minor mergers over a giant
S0 progenitor when the present study was carried out.
3. Methodology
We have first identified all the merger simulations that end up
in a dynamically-relaxed remnant with morphology, structure,
kinematics, SFRs and gas content typical of E/S0 and S0 galax-
ies (S0-like galaxies hereafter). The selection of the sample of
S0-like relaxed remnants will be presented in detail in Eliche-
Moral et al. (in prep.), so we only provide a short summary in
Sect. 3.1.
We have simulated realistic surface brightness profiles in the
K band for these S0-like relaxed remnants, mimicking the ob-
serving conditions of recent samples of nearby S0s with which
we have compared the products of our merger simulations (see
Sect. 3.2). We then worked out structural decompositions for
such remnants (Sect. 3.3), to ultimately perform a detailed com-
parison of the resulting photometric parameters with those ob-
tained for real galaxies (Sect. 4). This will allow us to assess
whether a major merger origin of S0s is compatible with the ob-
servational constraints imposed by real S0 data or not. We have
also included in this analysis the relaxed S0 remnants resulting
from the minor merger experiments available from the GalMer
database (gS0 – dwarf encounters).
3.1. Identification of S0 remnants
3.1.1. Preselection of relaxed, apparently disc-like remnants
From the initial sample of 1002 merger simulations available
from GalMer, we rejected all merger experiments that do not re-
sult in a one-body remnant at the end of the simulation. Using the
previewer of the database, three co-authors independently iden-
tified visually the models that resulted in final stellar remnants
with disc components and apparently relaxed morphologies. A
total of 215 major merger experiments and 72 minor merger ones
were selected as candidates to give rise to relaxed S0 remnants at
the end of the simulation. We then determined which remnants
have really reached a relaxed dynamical state, obtaining two fi-
nal subsamples of 173 major merger and 29 minor merger mod-
els. Time periods from full merger to the end of the simulation
range between ∼1 and ∼2 Gyr.
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Fig. 1. Time evolution of the stellar and gaseous material in the minor merger model gS0dSbo99 (left and right panels, respectively). Time is
shown at the bottom left corner of each frame. At each snapshot, the line of sight has been set to θ = 30o and φ = −90o and nearly centred on
the giant S0. The field of view has been increased in the frames corresponding to t = 0 to show the original location of the dSb satellite. In this
experiment, only the dwarf galaxy contains gas at the start of the simulation. This simulation has been run for a total period of 3 Gyr. The snapshots
have been obtained with the previewer of the GalMer database.
Table 2. Masses, scalelengths, scaleheights, and number of particles of the diﬀerent components in the progenitor galaxies.
Characteristic parameters gE0 gS0 gSa gSb gSd dE0 dS0 dSa dSb dSd
(a) MBulge [2.3 × 109 M] 70 10 10 5 0 7 1 1 0.5 0
MHalo [2.3 × 109 M] 30 50 50 75 75 3 5 5 7.5 7.5
rBulge [kpc] 4 2 2 1 – 1.3 0.6 0.6 0.3 –
rHalo [kpc] 7 10 10 12 15 2.2 3.2 3.2 3.8 4.7
(b) M?,Disc [2.3 × 109 M] 0 40 40 20 25 0 4 4 2 2.5
Mg,Disc/M?,Disc 0 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0 0 0.1 0.2 0.3
a?,Disc [kpc] – 4 4 5 6 – 1.3 1.3 1.6 1.9
h?,Disc [kpc] – 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 – 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16
ag,Disc [kpc] – – 5 6 7 – – 1.6 1.9 2.2
hg,Disc [kpc] – – 0.2 0.2 0.2 – – 0.06 0.06 0.06
(c) Nhybrid – – 20 000 40 000 60 000 – – 8000 16 000 24 000
Nstellar 80 000 320 000 60 000 40 000 20 000 32 000 32 000 24 000 16 000 8000
NDM 40 000 160 000 40 000 40 000 40 000 16 000 16 000 16 000 16 000 16 000
Notes. Rows: (a) Plummer sphere parameters used to model the bulges and haloes of the progenitor galaxies, as a function of the considered
morphological types: MBulge is the (stellar) mass of the bulge, MHalo is the total mass of the dark matter halo, while rBulge and rHalo are their
corresponding eﬀective radii. (b) Parameters of the Miyamoto-Nagai density profiles used to model the gaseous and stellar discs of the diﬀerent
progenitors: the sub-index ? denotes the stellar disc, and the sub-index g refers to the gaseous disc, M is mass, a is eﬀective radius, and h is the
vertical scalelength. (c) Number of hybrid particles (initially fully gaseous), collisionless stellar particles, and dark matter particles used for each
progenitor galaxy.
3.1.2. Simulation of realistic images of the remnants
Visual classification has proven to be more reliable than quanti-
tative criteria when it comes to identifying faint structures (such
as external discs or spirals, see Abraham et al. 1999; Bamford
et al. 2009), so we have performed a visual morphological
classification of the final remnants. Our intention was to make
sure that we have selected the remnants that would be classi-
fied as E/S0 or S0 types by observers, to incur a fair comparison
with real data. Therefore, we simulated realistic photometric im-
ages of the remnants in several broad bands (B, V , R, I, and K)
mimicking mean properties of current observational surveys of
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nearby galaxies, and then classify them morphologically attend-
ing to these images. In Eliche-Moral et al. (in prep.), we show
several examples of how relevant accounting for the observa-
tional eﬀects is to distinguish between E and S0 remnants.
The stellar mass of each particle (∼(3.5−20.0)×105M) was
converted into light flux in the diﬀerent photometric bands con-
sidering the M/L ratio in the band of a stellar population with the
average age and metallicity of the stellar content within the par-
ticle at each time. We considered star formation histories (SFH)
characteristic of each morphological type according to obser-
vations, and using the stellar population synthesis models by
Bruzual & Charlot (2003). A Chabrier initial mass function and
the Padova 1994 evolutionary tracks have been used (Bertelli
et al. 1994).
For the collisionless stellar particles, we have assumed SFHs
that are characteristic of real galaxies of the same morphological
type as the progenitor that initially hosted the particle (E, S0,
Sa, Sb, or Sd), according to the parametrisations described in
Eliche-Moral et al. (2010a). Old stellar particles do not have an
assigned age in the GalMer simulations, so we have assumed
the typical age of the old stellar population located in the outer
discs of nearby S0 galaxies (∼10 Gyr, see Sil’chenko et al. 2012;
Sil’chenko 2013), independently of the type of the progenitor the
particle initially belonged to. The SFH experienced by the hybrid
particles is diﬀerent for each particle. We have approximated the
SFH of each one by a simple stellar population model (SSP) with
the average age and metallicity of the mass in stars contained in
the particle.
We have also simulated the eﬀects of the typical observing
conditions of current surveys of nearby S0 galaxies in our pho-
tometric images, mimicking their characteristic limiting magni-
tudes, signal-to-noise, spatial resolution, and seeing values in
each band. We have added photonic noise considering that the
limiting magnitude in each band corresponds to S/N = 3 in
the reference observational samples. A distance of 30 Mpc has
been considered to all our remnants, as it is the average dis-
tance of the S0 galaxies within the Near-InfraRed S0 Survey2
(NIRS0S; Laurikainen et al. 2011), which is the reference ob-
servational sample that we will base our comparisons on (see
Sect. 4). Assuming this distance, we have transformed intrinsic
physical lengths in the remnants into sky projected angular ones
and we have implemented the eﬀects of the cosmological dim-
ming, assuming a concordanceΛCDM cosmology. We have not
simulated dust extinction eﬀects in these artificial images.
3.1.3. Visual identification of S0-like remnants
It is often diﬃcult to distinguish between ellipticals and face-
on lenticulars, due to the absence of prominent spiral arms; in
such cases, only a break in the surface-brightness gradient can
allow us to conclude that we are dealing with an S0 (Wilman
et al. 2009). Therefore, we have simulated images in each band
for face-on and edge-on views to make the identification of S0s
easier. By assumption, the face-on view of each remnant cor-
responds to the direction of the total angular momentum of its
baryonic material. We have defined the edge-on view as the per-
pendicular direction contained in the XY plane of the original
coordinates system of the simulation. Some examples of the ar-
tificial face-on and edge-on images in the K band for some rem-
nants are shown in Fig. 2.
2 More information on NIRS0S available at: http://www.oulu.fi/
astronomy/nirs0s/
The classification was performed visually by five co-authors
independently. The morphological type assigned to each rem-
nant is the median value of the five classifications. A complete
agreement between all classifiers was obtained in 85% of the
major merger remnants, ensuring the robustness of the classi-
fication. In the sample of 173 relaxed major merger remnants
with possible detectable discs, we finally identified 106 Es, 25
E/S0s, and 42 S0s, which correspond to the following percent-
ages: 61.3% of Es, 14.4% of E/S0, and 24.3% of S0s. We note
that the elliptical galaxies in this subsample harbour a disc com-
ponent detectable in their density maps, but not in realistic broad
band images. All remnants from the minor merger simulations
(gS0 – dwarf encounters) are still S0s after the encounter, ac-
cording to all co-authors.
The morphology of the remnants has been analysed in de-
tail. None of the S0-like major-merger remnants exhibits a strong
bar. All minor mergers result in barred galaxies, but the progen-
itor gS0 has already a strong bar at the start of the simulation.
The E/S0 and S0 remnants usually have lenses, ovals, and in-
ner discs detectable in the images. We confirmed the morpho-
logical classification by analysing realistic simulations of their
1D surface brightness profiles in the V , R, and K bands (for more
information, see Sect. 3.2). All of them presented clear bulge-
disc structures. We have also derived the final rotational support,
SFRs and final gas content of these S0-like remnants, and we
have compared them to typical values measured in real S0s. We
find remnants to be consistent with S0s also according to these
properties.
Our S0-like remnants have a median (B − R) colour of
∼0.9, whereas local ETGs of similar masses typically have
(B − R) colours of ∼1.5 (Bell & de Jong 2001). This diﬀerence
in the (B−R) colour is due to the youth of the starbursts induced
by the encounters in the centres of the remnants. This makes the
average K-band M/L ratios used in our models to be ∼2 times
smaller than the typical ones in quiescent early-type galaxies,
and thus our remnants are ∼1 mag brighter in K-band than real
S0s with similar stellar masses. In any case, blue central struc-
tures are quite common in nearby E-S0 (in fact, they are usually
considered as evidence of recent merging, see Kannappan et al.
2009; Huertas-Company et al. 2010; Wei et al. 2010), and the
remnants would exhibit analogous colours to those observed in
present-day S0s with ∼1−2 Gyr of additional passive evolution.
There are other sources of uncertainty in the determination of
the M/L ratios used in the models, which are inherent to the as-
sumptions adopted to estimate them, such as the age assigned
to the collisionless stellar particles, the SFHs, or the considered
IMF. We will take this into account for the interpretation of the
results in Sect. 4.
3.2. Simulation of realistic surface brightness profiles
3.2.1. Simulating the conditions of NIRS0S
We have simulated realistic surface brightness profiles of our
S0-like remnants reproducing the typical observing conditions
in the photometric band of the NIRS0S data, in order to compare
the parameters of the bulges and discs in our remnants with those
exhibited by real S0 galaxies contained in that sample (L10).
The K-band images in NIRS0S have an average depth of
μK ∼ 22 mag arcsec−2 for a limiting signal-to-noise ratio of
S/N = 3. We have adopted this limiting surface brightness
for the same S/N to simulate the surface brightness profiles.
The projected spatial resolution has been set to the average of
NIRS0S data (∼0.7′′). It is equivalent to ∼100 pc for the distance
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Fig. 2. Simulated K-band images and radial surface brightness profiles of some S0-like remnants from our sample of major and minor mergers.
The simulations assume D = 30 Mpc, μK,lim = 22 mag arcsec−2 for S/N = 3, and a spatial resolution of 0.7′′. First two rows of panels: simulated
K-band images of the final remnants for face-on and edge-on views. The horizontal arrow at the top left of each panel represents a physical
length of 5 kpc. The field of view is 50 kpc × 50 kpc. We have used diﬀerent logarithmic greyscales to highlight the structure of the outer discs
(first row of panels) or of the central bulges (second row of panels). Third row of panels: simulated radial K-band surface brightness profiles
and multicomponent decompositions performed to them. Dotted horizontal line: limiting surface brightness of the images. Dotted vertical lines:
minimum and maximum radii considered in the fit. Black empty circles: data considered in the fit. Green filled circles: data excluded from the fit.
Red dotted-dashed line: fitted Sérsic bulge. Blue dashed line: fitted exponential disc. Green long-dashed line: additional Sérsic component required
in the fit (representing components such as ovals, bars, lenses, or embedded inner discs). Solid light green line: total profile resulting from the fit.
Fourth row of panels: residuals of the fits as a function of radial location in the galaxy. (A colour version is available in the electronic edition.)
considered for our remnants (D = 30 Mpc, see Sect. 3.1), which
is even lower than the softening length used in the simulations
( = 280 pc in the major mergers and  = 200 pc in minor
events). Therefore, the minimum spatial resolution is ultimately
set by  in each case. As commented in Sect. 3.1, we have also
included photonic noise to the data considering the limiting mag-
nitude indicated above for S/N = 3. No dust extinction eﬀects
have been included, as they are expected to be negligible in the
K band.
L10 obtained their parameters from 2D multi-component de-
compositions to deep K-band images of the galaxies, not from
1D surface brightness profiles. We will discuss next why this
strategy is problematic when applied to the simulated images
from GalMer, and will justify our decomposition method based
on 1D azimuthally-averaged surface brightness profiles. In any
case, as we will see in 3.2.3, the 1D profiles clearly show a
“three-zone” structure very similar to that found in observations
like NIRS0S.
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Fig. 2. continued.
3.2.2. Optimal decomposition method: 1D vs 2D
We initially reproduced the procedure from L10 by carrying out
multi-component decompositions to our artificial K-band im-
ages for face-on views of the remnants using GALFIT3, a highly
eﬃcient algorithm for 2D fitting of analytic functions to digital
images of galaxies (Peng et al. 2002, 2010). However, we found
several problems when comparing with real data.
One of the problems was that the decompositions required
too many components in the centre to reproduce the original im-
age realistically (∼3–5 subcomponents beside the bulge and the
disc, see an example in Fig. 3), whereas the decompositions per-
formed to the S0 galaxies in NIRS0S required ∼2 at most (L10).
Real S0s exhibit a more diﬀused and smooth appearance than
3 GALFIT home page: http://users.obs.carnegiescience.
edu/peng/work/galfit/galfit.html
our remnants in K-band images, in the sense that they look less
structured in inner components at the central regions. However,
we know that the basic structure of the bulges and discs in our
S0-like remnants are consistent with those observed in real S0s
in optical bands (Eliche-Moral et al., in prep.), so the problem
was not that the central structure in our remnants was unrealis-
tic, but that the bulge substructures were much more noticeable
in our simulated K-band images than in real cases. Therefore, the
flux of the bulge component in the remnants got divided into sev-
eral subcomponents in our 2D decompositions. As commented
in Sect 3.1, this eﬀect would probably disappear by simply al-
lowing the remnants to evolve passively for a few Gyr more.
The fact that we have not included dust extinction in our
simulated images may also have an eﬀect here, as it would con-
tribute to blur the appearance of the bright and young inner com-
ponents formed at the centre of the remnants. In fact, dust lanes
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Fig. 2. continued.
are frequent central features in nearby S0s (Annibali et al. 2010;
Finkelman et al. 2010). Additionally, present-day massive S0s
must have evolved passively for much longer periods of time
than our remnants (Fritz et al. 2009; Eliche-Moral et al. 2010a;
Sil’chenko et al. 2012; Davidzon et al. 2013; Prieto et al. 2013;
Choi et al. 2014); so nearby S0s tend to be dynamically more re-
laxed and mixed, and their young stellar populations are dimmer.
Consequently, we would expect present-day S0s to look more
fuzzy than our S0-like remnants.
In addition, the simulated remnants present an inherent
grainy appearance at the galaxy outskirsts due to the high mass
of the stellar particles in the simulation (∼(3.5−20.0)× 105 M).
At large radii, light accumulates at the pixels where the particles
are located, instead of displaying a homogeneous distribution in
space (see Fig. 2). Since light distributed in disjointed pixels can-
not be identified as a unique component by fitting codes such as
GALFIT, the scalelength of the outer discs in our remnants is
significantly underestimated.
Figure 3 illustrates this problem for the remnant of
gSbgSbo70. The original K-band image, the best GALFIT
model, and its residuals are shown on the left panels. We used
five Sérsic components to generate a model with a similar ap-
pearance to the original image, trying to minimise the residu-
als. However, we had to fix the outer disc parameters to those
obtained from the exponential fit to the 1D surface brightness
profile, because the light (mass) was distributed in isolated pix-
els towards the outskirts, making it diﬃcult for GALFIT to fit
a continuous light distribution there. This is noticeable in the
pixels with positive residuals at large radii and the extended cir-
cular region with negative residuals (which is tracing the mod-
elled disc). This problem also aﬀected the inner disc region (fit-
ted with the fourth GALFIT component). The central panels of
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Fig. 3. Comparison between the best GALFIT multi-component decomposition of the 2D K-band image of the remnant gSbgSdo70 and the
corresponding 1D decomposition. Left panels: artificial K-band image of the remnant for a face-on view (top), 5-component model obtained with
GALFIT (free of noise, middle), and residuals resulting from the subtraction of the model to the image (bottom). The same logarithmic greyscale is
used in the two upper panels, whereas the linear greyscale in the bottom panel emphasises the background noise at the outskirts. The field of view
corresponds to 100 kpc× 100 kpc, and the green circle represents R = 25 kpc in the galaxy. Middle panels: azimuthal average of the GALFIT model
(green solid line) compared to the 1D surface brightness profile (circles). The five axisymmetric Sérsic components required by the modelling are
plotted in the top panel: a nuclear component (component 1, red dotted-dashed line), a thin inner disc with n = 1.37 (component 2, orange dotted
line), a lense with n = 0.35 (component 3, green dotted-dashed line), a fixed extended lense component with n = 0.5 (component 4, light blue
long-dashed line), and the outer exponential disc, fixed to the result obtained in the 1D fit (dark blue dashed line). The residuals are plotted as a
function of radius in the bottom panel. Right panels: for comparison, 1D decomposition obtained fitting the azimuthally-averaged K-band surface
brightness profile. The legend is the same as in Fig. 2. (A colour version is available in the electronic edition.)
Fig. 3 show the 1D profile derived by azimuthally averaging the
2D GALFIT model, compared to the 1D surface brightness pro-
file of the remnant. The model clearly loses light in the inner disc
(traced by component 4 in the GALFIT model). The problem of
the too complex structure of the bulges in the simulated images
is also illustrated by this panel. The GALFIT model loses light
in the centre compared to the 1D surface brightness profile (we
note also the positive residuals at the centre of the remnant, in
the leftmost panel).
We found that these problems could be solved by per-
forming multi-component decompositions based on 1D face-on
azimuthally-averaged surface brightness profiles instead of per-
forming them on 2D photometric images. The 1D profiles al-
ready average the 2D spatial information at each radius, blurring
the complex central structure of the remnant bulges. They also
improve the signal-to-noise at the outskirts compared to 2D sur-
face brightness maps, avoiding the problem of the granularity of
the discs in the artificial images. In the right panels of Fig. 3, we
show how the decomposition performed directly on the 1D sur-
face brightness profile of model gSbgSbo70 overrides the prob-
lems of the structured appearance of the bulge and the grainy
structure of the disc in the 2D artificial images.
Therefore, we have simulated realistic surface brightness
profiles of our S0-like remnants in the K band, mimicking the
observing conditions of the NIRS0S data, to perform 1D multi-
component decompositions.
Our major merger remnants are quite axisymmetric, and 1D
and 2D decompositions have been proven to provide similar pho-
tometric parameters in such case (within typical observational
errors, see de Jong 1996; Courteau et al. 1996; MacArthur et al.
2003; Peng et al. 2010). This ensures that the comparison be-
tween the photometric decompositions performed to NIRS0S
and to our remnants is fair. However, all remnants in the mi-
nor merger experiments are still barred at the end of the simu-
lation (in fact, the original gS0 progenitor is already barred). In
these cases, the 1D decompositions provide a description of the
azimuthally-averaged light distribution of the bar.
3.2.3. Constructing 1D surface brightness profiles
We have converted the projected radial mass density profiles of
the remnants into surface brightness profiles in the K band, fol-
lowing an analogous procedure to the one described in Sect. 3.1
for simulating photometric images (see details there). We have
derived azimuthally-averaged 1D surface density profiles of the
stellar remnants in face-on views, so we do not have to apply any
correction for galaxy inclination to the obtained profiles.
We plot the azimuthally-averaged surface brightness profiles
of some remnants in Fig. 2. All the remnants exhibit typical
bulge-disc structures. The majority of them clearly show “three-
zone” profiles proving the existence of additional subcompo-
nents in the centre, such as the lenses in models gE0gSao16
and gSbgSbo70, the nuclear bar in experiment gS0dSao105,
or the inner disc in model gSdgSdo42 (compare their profiles
with their images in the figure). This is very frequent in real
S0s (L10; Laurikainen et al. 2011; Sil’Chenko et al. 2011). The
remnants coming from gas-rich progenitors usually have sev-
eral tidal satellites orbiting around, which are responsible for the
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Fig. 4. Artificial K-band photometric images of remnant gSdgSdo51
(E/S0), for the face-on and edge-on views defined on the basis of the
total stellar angular momentum (see Sect. 3.1). The remnant contains
a high-rotating embedded disc, very inclined with respect to the main
outer disc, which dominates the total stellar spin of the galaxy. This
is biasing the “face-on view” towards a face-on view of this embed-
ded inner disc, instead of a face-on view of the outer disc. The field of
view in all panels corresponds to 50 kpc× 50 kpc. The arrows indicate a
physical length of 5 kpc. (A colour version is available in the electronic
edition.)
peaks that appear in their surface brightness profiles (as it occurs
in gSdgSdo42).
In some merger experiments with very inclined orbits, the
remnant contains high-rotating inner discs, completely embed-
ded in the light distribution of the bulge, which are very inclined
with respect to the orientation of the main disc of the remnant. In
these cases, the face-on view derived from the total angular mo-
mentum of the stars in the galaxy (as commented in Sect. 3.1)
was biased to show a face-on view of this inner disc, not of the
external remnant disc. In these cases, the line of sight was cor-
rected to provide a true face-on view of the main remnant disc.
One example is shown in Fig. 4.
3.3. Photometric decompositions of the remnants
We have performed multi-component decompositions to the
simulated 1D surface brightness profiles in the K band to com-
pare with the results by L10. The majority of remnants had pro-
files that required an additional component besides the bulge and
the disc to be adequately modelled (see Sect. 3.2.3). To account
for this, we performed bulge+disc (B+D) and bulge+[inner
component]+disc (B+C+D) decompositions for all S0-like rem-
nants, and selected the one that reproduced better the total galaxy
profile in each case.
3.3.1. Fitting functions
For the bulges, we assumed the traditional Sérsic profile (Sersic
1968; Caon et al. 1993; Prieto et al. 2001; Baes & Gentile 2011),
IB(r) = Ie,B exp
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣−bn ⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝( rre
)1/n
− 1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (1)
where re is the bulge eﬀective radius, Ie,B is the surface bright-
ness at re, and n is the Sérsic index. The factor bn is a func-
tion of the parameter n, which may be approximated by bn =
1.9992 n−0.3271 in the range 1 < n < 10 with an error < 0.15%
(Graham 2001). We had to constrain n to the observational range
of values during the fitting (1 ≤ n ≤ 4, see L10), because
many remnants had small nuclear bars and ovals embedded in
the bulges (which biased n towards n ∼ 0.2−0.5) or central cusps
resulting from the merger-induced starbursts (which led to unre-
alistically high n values n & 5). In two models (gSdgSdo1 and
gSdgSdo74), we had to force n = 4 since the beginning to obtain
reasonable decompositions.
The exponential law adequately describes the global radial
profiles of most remnant discs down to the limiting magnitude
considered (see Fig. 2), but many discs in our remnants exhibit
breaks at deeper magnitudes (see Borlaﬀ et al. 2014). We have
thus adopted a simple Freeman exponential profile to model the
discs in the remnants (Freeman 1970),
ID(r) = I0,D exp
(
− rhd
)
, (2)
where hD is the disc scalelength (radius at which the surface
brightness is reduced by 1/e) and I0,D, its central surface bright-
ness.
The additional inner components have been fitted including
another Sérsic component,
IC(r) = Ie,C exp
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣−bn,C ⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝( rre,C
)1/nc
− 1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (3)
where re,C is the eﬀective radius of the additional inner com-
ponent, Ie,C is its surface brightness at re,C, and nc is its Sérsic
index. According to observations, lenses, ovals, and bars have
Sérsic profiles with nc < 1, while embedded inner discs typically
have nc ∼ 1 (Laurikainen et al. 2005, 2009; Sil’chenko 2009,
L10). We left the Sérsic index nc as a free parameter in the fits
and checked that the fitted values agreed well with the morphol-
ogy of the inner components visible in the artificial photometric
images.
3.3.2. Fitting strategy
We performed the B+D and B+C+D fits (depending on the pro-
file) using a Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear fitting algorithm to
locate the χ2 minimum solution by iterative changes to the pa-
rameters in Eqs. (1)–(3). We initially consider a minimum fitting
radius of rmin = 0.3 kpc (which is approximately the highest
softening length used in the simulations). However, most rem-
nants had nuclear compact sources or discs embedded within the
spheroidal light distribution of the bulge, which have been pro-
duced by merger-induced nuclear starbursts and which are still
very bright in K band at the end of the simulation (see some
examples in the second row of panels in Fig. 2). These nuclear
components have their observational counterparts in real early-
type galaxies (see e.g. Erwin & Sparke 2002; Balcells et al.
2007a; Laurikainen et al. 2009). Compact sources steepen the
profile at the centre (artificially raising n of the fitted bulge),
while young nuclear discs bias n towards n ∼ 1 in the central
regions. We have thus excluded the innermost regions from the
profiles aﬀected by these nuclear components by raising rmin in
the fit, only if there was another component that clearly dom-
inated the profile in the centre and extended beyond this min-
imum radius (i.e. if the compact source or nuclear disc was
embedded in a spheroidal bulge-like component). Some exper-
iments also give rise to core-type profiles in the centres of the
remnants, that deviated downwards the inward extrapolation of
the bulge Sérsic profile (observational analogues can be found
in Kormendy et al. 2009; Dullo & Graham 2013). We have ex-
cluded these regions from the fits by raising rmin too.
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The maximum radius (rmax) in all fits has been set to the ra-
dius of the isophote corresponding to the limiting surface bright-
ness in the images (μK ∼ 22 mag arcsec−2). In some major merg-
ers involving a gE0 progenitor, an outer spheroidal envelope of
stellar material from the gE0 remains in the remnant, dominat-
ing the surface brightness at the external radii over the disc pro-
file (cf. gE0gSao16 in Fig. 2). Sometimes, these outskirts biased
the slope of the fitted disc towards a shallower solution, so we
slightly decreased rmax in these cases to avoid that problem. A
similar procedure was adopted when a tidal satellite induced a
peak in the profile near rmax that was clearly biasing the fitted
slope of the disc.
We performed several tests changing rmin, rmax, and the ini-
tial guesses of the parameters by up to a factor of 10 to check the
robustness of the obtained solutions. We found that the B+D fits
were reasonably stable, whereas the addition of an extra com-
ponent in the centre strongly degenerated the solutions, in the
sense that there were two to four diﬀerent sets of components
that adequately reproduced the global surface brightness pro-
file and provided similar minima of χ2. The strong degeneracy
of multi-component decompositions is also usual when dealing
with real galaxies (see e.g. L10). However, it was easy to dis-
card many of these solutions and select the most appropriate one
simply by considering the edge-on morphology of the galaxy
and the radial profile of the residuals of each fit (see Fig. 2). We
consider the fits with the lowest χ2 values and inspect visually
the results and the artificial images, which makes it relatively
straightforward to select the most appropriate decomposition.
When a given model had two feasible solutions, the scalelengths,
characteristic surface brightness, and the total magnitudes of the
bulges and discs diﬀered by ∼10−20% at most, lying within the
typical observational errors. This means that the fitted values of
these parameters can be considered robust, as well as the bulge-
to-total (B/T ) and disc-to-total (D/T ) ratios derived from them.
On the contrary, n changed noticeably between the diﬀerent pos-
sible solutions. The errors of the fitted parameters were obtained
through the bootstrap method (Efron & Tibshirani 1993; Press
et al. 1994) accounting for the errors of the surface brightness
profiles. We performed Monte Carlo simulations (N = 100)
of the surface brightness profiles considering the errors associ-
ated with each data point (related to particle counting) and per-
formed a B+D or B+C+D decomposition to each realisation.
We then estimated the standard deviation of the photometric pa-
rameters obtained from the N fits with respect to the nominal
values derived by fitting the original profile. We used 3σ rejec-
tion in this computation to discard outliers resulting from some
failed automatic fits. This procedure of estimating errors for the
fitted photometric parameters includes to some extent the un-
certainties due to the degeneracy of very similar solutions. As
commented above, this degeneracy aﬀected noticeably the bulge
Sérsic index. This is the reason why we have obtained relatively
large errors for n in some models.
All our S0-like remnants were well described by a B+D or
B+C+D profile. Figure 2 shows the multi-component decom-
positions performed to the radial surface brightness profiles of
six S0-like remnants in the K band. We plot the residuals of
each fit as a function of radius in the galaxy at the bottom pan-
els. Very few remnants were better reproduced by a B+D fit
than by a B+C+D decomposition (one example of B+D fit is
model gSagSao9 in Fig. 2). The additional component included
in the B+C+D fits may represent a lense or oval (as in model
gSbgSbo70 in Fig. 2), an embedded inner disc (as in model
gSdgSdo42, see the same figure), or an azimuthally-averaged bar
(see model gS0dSao105 in the figure).
In Table 3 we list the bulge and disc photometric parameters
derived from the multicomponent decompositions performed to
our S0-like remnants that have been analysed in the present
study, as well as the main characteristics of these decomposi-
tions: number and type of components included (i.e. whether it is
B+D or B+C+D), rmin and rmax considered in each case, and χ2
of the fit in mag2. χ2 is typically below ∼1 mag2 in total for the
whole fitted radial range in most cases. It rises up to ∼3 mag2 in
the cases with tidal satellites within the fitted radial profile. The
decompositions performed to the original progenitors are also
listed in Table 3.
4. Results
In order to quantify to what extent major mergers destroy, pre-
serve, or rebuild bulge-disc coupling, here we compare the pho-
tometric parameters derived for our relaxed S0-like remnants
with real observational data. We have also included the minor
merger models that give rise to a relaxed S0 remnant in the com-
parison. In particular, we check the overlap of our parameters in
various photometric planes with those obtained by Laurikainen
et al. (L04 hereafter 2004), Weinzirl et al. (2009, W09 hence-
forth), and L10 from near-infrared observations of spirals and
S0s. For reference, we also compare our results with the dry mi-
nor mergers simulated by Aguerri et al. (2001, A01 hereafter)
and Eliche-Moral et al. (2006, EM06 henceforth; EM12; EM13).
4.1. Bulge-disc structural coupling
We start by analysing the coupling between the scalelengths of
discs and bulges. Figure 5 shows the distribution of the final
S0-like remnants in the log(hd)-log(re) plane. Each filled circle
represents the fate of a diﬀerent merger event, with the colour
code going from red to purple reflecting that later Hubble-type
progenitors are involved (and, consequently, it roughly corre-
sponds to a sequence of increasing gas content). With less sat-
urated colours and smaller symbols, at the background, the ob-
servational results from L04, W09, and L10 are depicted. For
reference, the remnants of the collisionless simulations of minor
mergers onto an S0 are also shown with grey diamonds (A01;
EM06; EM12; EM13). These collisionless models are scalable,
i.e. they can be moved diagonally in this diagram just consid-
ering a diﬀerent length unit. We have also overplotted the least-
squares linear fits performed to the observational distributions of
spirals and S0s, whenever the Pearson correlation coeﬃcient ρ
is larger than 0.5.
Observationally, all disc galaxies, from S0s to spirals, pop-
ulate a diagonal region in the plane log(hd)-log(re), as it can be
seen in Fig. 5. Scatter exists, but it is still remarkable that bulges
of a certain size predominantly exist in galaxies with a given
disc scalelength. Moreover, it is important to emphasise that the
distributions of the diﬀerent types of galaxies overlap: a similar
increasing tendency seems to hold for all kinds of disc galaxies,
with a steeper slope in the case of S0s.
The merger remnants that we are studying cluster towards
the upper-right corner of the plane (Fig. 5), but this is because we
are dealing with remnants which have masses similar to the most
massive S0s in the NIRS0S sample, at the upper end of the sizes
and luminosities of observed lenticulars. This is natural, as the
masses of the progenitors ranged ∼0.5–1.5 × 1011M (Sect. 2).
The distribution of scalelengths for the bulges and discs of our
remnants overlaps with that of the largest S0s; even the scatter
introduced by the diﬀerent types of encounter is compatible with
the scatter of real galaxies.
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Fig. 5. Location of our S0-like remnants in the log(hd)-log(re) plane,
compared to the observational results (L04; W09; L10) and previous
simulations of dry minor mergers (A01; EM06; EM12; EM13). Details
on the symbols and colour-coding used can be found on the legend.
The linear fits performed to the observational distributions of S0 and
spiral galaxies are overplotted in the diagram with solid lines only when
Pearson’s correlation coeﬃcient is greater than 0.5, in this case only for
S0s (ρS0 = 0.59, ρSp = 0.21). (A colour version is available in the
electronic edition.)
For the largest bulge eﬀective radii, from Fig. 5 it seems like,
on bulk, lenticulars have slightly larger disc scalelengths than
spirals. It is precisely towards this upper side of the observa-
tional distribution of S0s where our remnants are located. The
S0 remnants of our minor mergers cover a rather small area of
the log(hd)-log(re) plane, and they lie close to the results from
previous studies based on dry minor merger simulations (A01;
EM12). The diﬀerent sets of major mergers, however, span a
much larger range of values, reproducing well the scatter ob-
served in real S0s. Finally, it is also interesting to note that the
experiments with the largest gas fractions are the ones that show
the largest deviations in positions on the plane. Our S0-like rem-
nants exhibit a bulge-disc coupling in terms of sizes that is con-
sistent with the one observed in real S0s.
In Fig. 6, we plot the distribution of real and simulated S0s
in the MK(disc)-MK(bulge) plane. The linear fits performed to
the distributions of real S0s and spirals indicate that the total
K-band magnitudes of their bulges and discs correlate linearly,
although the linear trend of the S0s is tilted with respect to the
one of spirals. All our remnants accumulate towards the upper
end area covered by the brightest real S0s. More importantly,
the remnants from both minor and major mergers fulfill well the
observational constraint of bulge-disc coupling also in terms of
luminosity: the magnitude of the disc takes up a value which is
Fig. 6. Distribution of our S0-like remnants in the
MK(disc) − MK(bulge), compared to the observational distribu-
tions of nearby S0s and spirals (L04; W09; L10) and to previous
simulations of dry minor mergers (A01; EM06; EM12; EM13). The
linear fits performed to the observational distributions of S0 and spiral
galaxies are overplotted in the diagram with solid lines (Pearson
ρS0 = 0.76, ρSp = 0.70). The symbols represent the same models and
observations as in the previous figure; consult the legend in Fig. 5. (A
colour version is available in the electronic edition.)
proportional to the bulge magnitude within some scatter (shared
both by simulations and observations).
We have again overplotted the collisionless minor merger
models by A01 and EM12 in Fig. 6 for comparison. They can
be moved diagonally in the plane considering a diﬀerent mass
unit (i.e. luminosity unit), up to the region where our dissipa-
tive minor mergers are located. Therefore, the inclusion of gas
and star formation eﬀects does not seem to be relevant to pre-
serve the bulge-disc coupling in satellite accretions onto gas-
poor progenitors.
As commented in Sect. 3.1, our remnants are brighter than
real S0s of analogous masses in the NIRS0S sample by a fac-
tor of ∼2, due to recent merger-driven starbursts. If the rem-
nants were allowed to relax passively for an additional period
of ∼1−2 Gyr, their colours would become more similar to those
of nearby S0s and the remnants would experience a dimming
of ∼1 mag in the K band. Assuming that the average M/L ra-
tios of the bulge and the disc are similar, the remnants would
move diagonally towards fainter magnitudes up to ∼1 mag in
Fig. 6, nearly following the line fitted to the distribution of real
S0s. Therefore, a global dimming of the remnants by ∼1 mag in
K-band would keep the agreement between real and simulated
S0s in the MK(disc)-MK(bulge) diagram.
Figures 5 and 6 prove that the S0-like remnants resulting
from major and minor mergers present a bulge-disc coupling
consistent with observations in terms of scalelengths and lumi-
nosities. In the minor merger experiments, the global structure
of the main progenitor disc is mostly preserved at the end of the
simulation in all cases. In the right panels of Fig. 7, we show the
time evolution of the stellar surface brightness profile of the gS0
progenitor in the minor merger experiment gS0dSao103 (blue).
We have overplotted the additional contribution from accreted
stellar material coming from the dSa satellite at each time, as the
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MAJOR MERGER MINOR MERGER
Fig. 7. Time evolution of the surface brightness profiles of the stellar material in two models that result in an S0-like remnant, centred on the mass
centroid of the most massive (primary) progenitor at each time. Left panels: for the major merger gSagSdo42. Right panels: for the minor merger
gS0dSao103. The contribution of the stellar material of each progenitor to the total profile at each time is marked with a diﬀerent colour (blue:
primary progenitor; green: secondary progenitor). We have plotted with red dashed lines the original surface brightness profile of the primary
progenitor in all panels, to stress that minor merger events essentially preserve the profile, whereas major encounters completely rebuild the bulge
and disc profiles in the remnants out of material from both progenitors. The limiting surface brightness that we consider is shown with a horizontal
dotted line. We also indicate the first and second pericentre passages, as well as the moment when the full merger is reached. (A colour version is
available in the electronic edition.)
disruption process evolves (green). The original surface bright-
ness profile of the gS0 progenitor is shown in all panels for com-
parison (red dashed line). At the end of the simulation, the total
profile due to the stars from the gS0 and the dSa in the rem-
nant is very similar to the original profile of the gS0 progen-
itor at all radii down to the limiting magnitude under consid-
eration. Therefore, in minor mergers, the changes experienced
by the bulge and disc structures are small in general, mostly
driven by internal secular processes induced by the encounters
(see EM13), so it is not surprising that bulge and disc preserve
their coupling at the end of the accretion. The original bar that
the gS0 progenitor has at the start of the simulation in the minor
merger experiments is strengthened at each pericentre passage of
the satellite that takes place before the full merger (see Fig. 1).
The bulges and discs in the S0-like remnants resulting from
major mergers exhibit a realistic structural coupling, even if the
progenitor discs are basically destroyed in such major encoun-
ters. In the left panels of Fig. 7, we show the time evolution of
the stellar surface brightness profile for the gSa progenitor in the
major merger model gSagSdo42. Here, we also highlight with
diﬀerent colours the contribution to the total profile at each time
of the stars coming from each progenitor, as well as the orig-
inal profile of the gSa galaxy (red dashed line). At the end of
the simulation, the distribution of the stellar mass coming from
the gSa progenitor (blue) is completely diﬀerent at all radii from
its original profile. There has been considerable mass migration
from intermediate radii to the core and to the outskirts. The ma-
terial originally belonging to the gSd has also been accreted at
diﬀerent radii, rebuilding a new bulge+disc structure. Then, in
major mergers, the processes after the bulge relaxation and the
disc rebuilding seem to force both components to keep a struc-
tural connection. This suggests that the bulge-disc coupling of
all disc galaxies (and not just of S0s) may arise from fundamen-
tal physics. This would explain why both S0 and spiral galaxies
exhibit a similar bulge-disc coupling in terms of sizes and lu-
minosities (despite having diﬀerent evolutionary pathways), as
well as why the S0 galaxies resulting from events as violent as
major mergers do still fulfill this coupling.
These results confirm, both from the sizes point of view and
from the perspective of the luminosity, that the analysed S0-like
remnants show a similar coupling between their bulges and discs
to that observed in real S0s. This proves that, contrary to the
widespread belief, major mergers can produce S0 remnants with
coupled bulge-disc structures analogous to those observed in real
S0s.
4.2. Trends of the bulge and disc scalelengths with B/T
The correlation between re/hd and B/T or n in spirals has un-
dergone significant debate in the last couple of decades: the
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apparent lack of observed correlation in the earlier studies lead
some authors to claim that the Hubble sequence was scale-free
(de Jong 1996; Courteau et al. 1996; Graham 2001; MacArthur
et al. 2003; Balcells et al. 2007b); on the contrary, others found
a slight increasing trend in those planes, suggesting that earlier
Hubble types (with higher B/T ) tend to host bulges of relatively
larger sizes (Graham & Prieto 1999; Gadotti 2009; Mosenkov
et al. 2010). L10 found a slight decreasing trend of re/hd with
the morphological galaxy type T (de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991)
from T = −3 (SO−) to T = 2 (Sa), which becomes essentially
constant from T = 2 to T = 6 (Sa to Sc; see their Fig. 5).
Independently of whether re/hd exhibits significant trends
with B/T and n or not, we have studied if our S0-like remnants
overlap with real S0s in the re/hd-B/T and re/hd-n planes. In
Fig. 8 we first plot re/hd as a function of the B/T ratio, com-
pared to observational data (top panel). From the linear fit to
observational S0s and late-type spirals we notice that, in spite
of the large scatter, there is a similar increasing trend in both
galaxy types, but with a systematic oﬀset upwards in the case of
spirals. When we overplot our remnants in this plane, it becomes
clear that we are mostly reproducing the S0s, preferentially over-
lapping the area around the linear fit to lenticulars rather than
the late-type spirals. There are only three outliers exhibiting the
highest re/hd values, corresponding to gas-rich major mergers.
In any case, the scatter in the resulting re/hd of the remnants as
a function of B/T is large, but the distribution of the simulated
S0s is consistent with the increasing trend that the observational
S0s seem to follow (within the scatter).
It is also remarkable that the S0-like remnants resulting from
our major merger experiments span the observational ranges of
re/hd and B/T values in the top panel of Fig. 8, although their
stellar masses cover a relatively narrow range (∼1−3× 1011 M).
This means that major mergers can give rise to S0 galaxies with
very diﬀerent global properties starting from similar progenitors,
just depending on the initial conditions of the encounters.
The intermediate and bottom panels of Fig. 8 can shed some
light on the origin of the systematic shift between spirals and
S0s in the re/hd-B/T plane, and explain why our remnants end
up covering the area they do. The intermediate panel shows that
spirals tend to have systematically larger bulge eﬀective radii for
a given bulge-to-total luminosity ratio. The distributions over-
lap, but most of our remnants tend to align where most S0s lie,
on average corresponding to smaller re than their spiral counter-
parts. It is also interesting to note that remnants with the largest
dispersions (which still lie close to some of the S0 outliers in the
plane) are those with the highest gas fractions. For completeness,
the bottom panel shows the relation between hd and B/T , but no
linear fit to observations is attempted here, since the Pearson cor-
relation coeﬃcients are low. In any case, it is reassuring to find
that the merger remnants that we are studying populate an area
which is observationally covered by lenticulars.
In conclusion, the S0-like remnants resulting from major and
minor mergers are consistent with the distribution of real S0s in
the re/hd, re, and hd versus B/T planes.
4.3. Pseudobulges resulting from major mergers
Figure 9 shows the distribution of our S0-like remnants in the
n-B/T and re/hd-n planes (left and right panels, respectively),
compared to the distributions of real S0s and spirals and to pre-
vious simulations of dry minor mergers. The left panel indicates
that real galaxies distribute diagonally in the n-B/T plane, with
earlier types tending to accumulate towards higher B/T and n
values. Half of our major merger remnants exhibit bulges with
Fig. 8. Distribution of re/hd, re, and hd versus B/T for our S0-like rem-
nants resulting from major and minor mergers, compared to real obser-
vations of S0s and spirals (L04; W09; L10) and to previous collision-
less simulations of minor mergers (A01; EM06; EM12; EM13). The
linear fits to the observational distributions of S0 and spiral galaxies
are overplotted with solid lines only when Pearson’s correlation co-
eﬃcient exceeds 0.5 (here, in the top and middle panels: top panel:
ρS0 = 0.64, ρSp = 0.63; middle panel: ρS0 = 0.60, ρSp = 0.55; bottom
panel: ρS0 = 0.0021, ρSp = −0.20). The symbols represent the same
models and observations as in the previous figures; consult the legend
in Fig. 5. (A colour version is available in the electronic edition.)
concentrations (n) and light contents relative to the total (B/T )
compatible with the observations of S0 galaxies, whereas the
other half exhibit too low n values for their B/T ratios. All mi-
nor merger remnants present less concentrated bulges (i.e. lower
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Fig. 9. Distribution of Sérsic indices n with B/T and re/hd in our S0-like remnants (left and right panels, respectively), compared to the observa-
tional parameters from real S0s and spirals (L04; W09; L10). We also represent the locations of previous simulations of dry minor mergers (A01;
EM06; EM12; EM13). The dotted lines indicate the location of n = 1, 2, and 4 in each diagram. The symbols represent the same models and
observations as in the previous figures; consult the legend in Fig. 5. (A colour version is available in the electronic edition.)
n) than real S0s with similar B/T . These models accumulate in
a clump below the diagonal distribution of real galaxies at n ∼ 1
and 0.3 < B/T < 0.8. L10 showed that real S0s tend to ex-
hibit lower n values than popularly thought (they usually have
n . 2, instead of the widespread belief of typical n > 3 bulges).
However, although our remnants tend to exhibit n < 2 bulges
accordingly to L10 results, many of them are too displaced from
the location of real S0s in the n-B/T diagram (see Fig. 9).
The low n values of the remnants coming from a minor
merger are an artefact of the initial conditions. The original
gS0 is already oﬀset from the location of S0s in this diagram
(B/T = 0.2 and n = 1, see Table 3). Therefore, even though all
minor mergers onto this progenitor induce an increment of the
concentration (n) and relative luminosity of the bulge (B/T ), this
bulge growth is not enough to counteract the initial conditions.
So, these minor merger experiments would probably give rise to
S0s with higher n for similar B/T ratios if the gS0 progenitor al-
ready had a more realistic Sérsic index. The dry minor mergers
simulated by A01 and EM12 provide more realistic n values for
their B/T , just because the original S0 progenitor used in these
encounters laid onto the observational cloud since the beginning.
In major mergers, the reason for the oﬀset in Sérsic indices
is related to the collapse of gas particles towards the centre. In
some cases, gas accumulates at the remnant centre, giving rise to
inner discs of ∼3−4 kpc size made of newborn stars. These flat
central structures made of young stars dominate the light distri-
bution and bias the bulge Sérsic index towards n ∼ 1. However,
in other cases, the inner discs made of young stars are too small
(∼2 kpc) to explain the n ∼ 1 bulges which dominate the profile
out to R ∼ 5 kpc, and which are basically made up of old stars.
In these cases, the explanation of the bulge flattening may arise
from gas dynamics. Gas particles are known to transfer angu-
lar momentum to the old stellar particles during the encounter,
providing rotational support to them and flattening their spatial
distribution. This might lead to the n ∼ 1 bulges built out of old
stellar material. One example is shown in Fig. 10. The contri-
bution of the new stars (light blue) in the final remnant of gS-
bgSbo9 (black) only dominates the light distribution at the core
of the galaxy (R < 1 kpc), which has been excluded from the
decomposition. The region of the n ∼ 1 bulge (red dashed line)
basically consists of old stellar material, from R ∼ 1 kpc out to
R ∼ 5 kpc, where the lense component starts to dominate.
This situation would probably change if the models were al-
lowed to relax for a longer time period, as relaxation usually
entails dynamical mixing and reduces rotation. The bulge could
potentially puﬀ up and raise its Sérsic index. Moreover, these in-
ner discs made up of young stars are expected to fade by ∼1 mag
in K in ∼1−2 Gyr (see Sect. 3.1); in that case, they would neg-
ligibly contribute to the surface brightness profile at the centre.
Most present-day massive S0s have passively evolved for much
longer time periods than these particular models (Davidzon et al.
2013; Choi et al. 2014), so this is a natural explanation of why
such low n are rare in the local universe.
Many S0s host pseudobulges, i.e. bulges with B/T < 0.4 and
n ∼ 1, with high levels of star formation and disc-related phe-
nomena, such as spiral patterns or bars (see Laurikainen et al.
2006, L10). The properties of these bulges have usually been at-
tributed to a secular origin, mainly to bar evolution. Our models
demonstrate that a major merger can give rise to an S0 galaxy
hosting a pseudobulge without requiring any bars (none of our
major merger remnants develops a significant bar, see Sect. 3.1).
In the right panel of Fig. 9 we plot re/hd as a function of
the Sérsic index. Although many of our remnants exhibit too
low n values compared to real S0s, the large scatter in re/hd
at each n value of observational data masquerades the oﬀset of
these models in n with respect to real S0s. However, there is a
clump of models with n ∼ 1 and re/hd > 0.4 that clearly devi-
ates from the rest of models in this plane. All these S0-like rem-
nants come from gas-rich major encounters with very inclined
orbits. The existence of very young (and thus bright) inclined
inner discs in the centres of these remnants biases re towards
higher values than expected for their hd. Cosmological simu-
lations indicate that encounters with very inclined orbits have
been rare in the Universe, so it is understandable that these en-
counters populate a region of the plane only sparsely covered by
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Fig. 10. Bulge-lense-disc decomposition performed to an S0-like rem-
nant with an n ∼ 1 bulge (model gSbgSbo9). Solid black line: total
surface brightness profile in the K band. Red solid line: contribution of
the old stars to the total profile. Light blue solid line: contribution of the
young stars to the total profile. Red dashed line: fitted bulge (n ∼ 1.0).
Green dashed line: fitted lense component. Blue dashed line: fitted disc.
We have overplotted the limiting magnitude and the minimum and max-
imum radii considered in the decomposition (dotted straight lines). The
subframes of each panel show the artificial K-band images of the rem-
nant for face-on and edge-on views, using a logarithmic greyscale to
highlight the substructures at the centre (in particular, the flattened, disc-
shaped bulge). The field of view is 50 kpc× 50 kpc. (A colour version
is available in the electronic edition.)
observations (Zentner et al. 2005; Gómez-Flechoso et al. 2010;
Benjouali et al. 2011).
Figure 11 is an alternative way of checking that our merg-
ers reproduce the upper end of the observed S0 mass spectrum,
and that, for such sizes, our remnants preferentially correspond
to the lowest observed Sérsic indices. When the disc and bulge
scalelengths are plotted against the Sérsic index, we see that the
remants reproduce the upper half of the observational cloud in
the re-n and hd-n planes. Our results agree well with previous
collisionless simulations of dry minor mergers in both diagrams.
The lower half of the observational distributions of S0s in these
two photometric planes could be probably reproduced by merg-
ers onto less massive progenitors than those used here.
Finally, any trends with gas content and even mass ratios
seem to be subdominant as to where galaxies end up in all
the photometric diagrams shown in Figs. 5−11. It is true that
the most gas-rich major merger models disseminate more in the
planes, whereas the minor mergers cover much tighter areas (just
because they share the same main progenitor). The minor merger
remnants are surrounded by those of our major merger events.
Therefore, the mass ratio or gas content alone lack the predic-
tive power to dictaminate the specific region of these planes into
which remnants will fall.
Summarising, these simulations show that major mergers
can build up S0s hosting pseudobulges without requiring the
development of a bar, as already shown by EM13 for dry mi-
nor merger events. The presence of gas and star formation are,
however, essential to explain the formation of S0s with disc-like
bulges through major merger events.
5. Limitations of the models
GalMer models survey a wide set of initial conditions, but they
are also limited. Here we comment on the limitations inherent to
the present models.
1. Mass ratios of encounters and progenitor masses.
GalMer models cover a significant range of mass ratios (1:1
to 20:1, see Table 1), but they are fixed for each pair of pro-
genitor morphologies, so the eﬀects of diﬀerent mass ratios
cannot be analysed for a given set of initial conditions (and
in particular, for a given couple of progenitor types). In fact,
intermediate mergers (with mass ratios from 4:1 to 7:1) are
not present in the database, but many studies suggest that
intermediate encounters and multiple minor mergers may
have been as relevant for the evolution of S0 galaxies as ma-
jor merger events (see Maller et al. 2006; Bournaud et al.
2007; Wilman et al. 2013; Tapia et al. 2014, and references
therein).
More than the limitations in terms of mass ratios, the reason
why our remnants only cover the largest observational S0s is
that at least one of the progenitors is always a giant galaxy, of
initial stellar mass M? & 5×1010 M. Therefore, it would be
interesting to complement the present study with examples
from the intermediate-merger regime and with galaxies of
more modest initial masses.
2. Gas and star formation eﬀects.
Dissipative eﬀects have been proven to be essential for es-
tablishing the global structure and kinematics of merger rem-
nants (see e.g. Jesseit et al. 2007; Di Matteo et al. 2007; di
Matteo et al. 2008). A major advantage of GalMer models
is that they include the dynamical eﬀects of gas and star for-
mation, providing a more realistic picture of the merger event
than collisionless models, but it also entails a series of con-
straints.
Firstly, we must bear in mind that our S0-like remnants
correspond to the outcome of a merger between progeni-
tor galaxies that are analogous to those found in our local
Universe. At higher redshifts, where the actual encounters
that led to present-day S0s took place, the gas fractions were
even higher. For instance, the gas fraction can be up to ∼50%
of the total stellar mass at z ∼ 1 (Papovich et al. 2005; Genzel
et al. 2008; Tacconi et al. 2008; Förster Schreiber et al. 2009;
Law et al. 2009). As we will argue in the discussion, this in-
creases the likelihood of forming an S0-like remnant, rein-
forcing the relevance of our results. In any case, expanding
the present analysis to simulations with larger gas fractions
would be helpful to interpret this point.
Secondly, the conversion from mass into light is not a trivial
issue. We have adopted a number of simplifications: (a) we
assign a single age to every old stellar particle (10 Gyr);
(b) we assume a given SFH per morphological type, typi-
cal of each progenitor, and independent of the location of
the particles within the galaxy; (c) for gas particles trans-
forming into stars, we approximate the SFH by a SSP model.
There is some observational evidence of variation in the age
of stars contributing to K-band, both from galaxy to galaxy
and across individual galaxies (van Dokkum & Franx 2001;
MacArthur et al. 2004; Sil’chenko et al. 2012); however, this
is still a highly-debated issue from the observational point of
view, and trying to adopt more complex distributions of stel-
lar ages and/or SFHs would only introduce additional un-
certainties and complicate further the interpretation of our
results. In any case, with the present conversion of mass
into light, we account for the morphological appearance of
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Fig. 11. Distribution of our S0-like remnants in the log (re)-log (n) and log (hd)-log (n) planes (left and right panels, respectively), compared to the
observational distributions of S0s and spirals (L04; W09; L10). The location of previous collisionless simulations of minor mergers is also shown
(A01; EM06; EM12; EM13). The vertical dotted line indicates the location of n = 1, 2, and 4 in each diagram. The symbols represent the same
models and observations as in the previous figures; consult the legend in Fig. 5. (A colour version is available in the electronic edition.)
remnants, including the important eﬀects of the recent star-
burts in the structure of the central bulge (see Sect. 4.3).
3. Total simulation time.
The models have been evolved for up to 3.5 Gyr, involv-
ing relaxing periods of ∼2 Gyr at most. Even though we
have checked that all the remnants analysed were dynami-
cally relaxed at the end of the simulation, the stellar mate-
rial acquired during the merger may have not had enough
time to be properly mixed. This may be the reason for the
over-structured bulge that we found in 2D decompositions
in comparison to NIRS0S galaxies (Sect. 3.2). Moreover,
the youth of these substructures made them brighter than
usual even in the K band. Stellar populations with these ages
would decrease their flux by up to ∼1 mag in the K-band
during the next ∼1−2 Gyr (Prieto et al. 2013), becoming
completely smooth within the global bulge light distribution.
Anyway, some nearby E-S0 galaxies of lower masses than
those of our S0-like remnants exhibit blue nuclear structures,
which are usually considered as traces of past merging activ-
ity (Kannappan et al. 2009; Huertas-Company et al. 2010;
Wei et al. 2010). Blue colours in massive S0s are also more
common at intermediate redshifts (Fritz et al. 2009).
6. Discussion
It is well known that mergers (even major events) can, un-
der favourable conditions, preserve discs (Springel & Hernquist
2005), but major mergers in particular are expected to produce
remnants with decoupled bulge and disc structures. Contrary to
this widespread belief, we have shown that S0-like remnants re-
sulting from dissipative major and minor mergers exhibit bulge-
disc structural coupling coherent with observations, extending
the results obtained from dry minor merger simulations (EM12;
EM13).
As commented in Sect. 4.1, minor merger events directly
preserve the bulge-disc coupling of the original main progenitor.
EM13 showed that, even in the absence of gas and star forma-
tion, satellite accretions induce internal secular evolution in the
progenitor disc that can even enhance this structural link. The
addition of small amounts of gas to the satellites can only boost
internal secular processes in the main progenitor, as observed in
the minor merger models analysed here. On the contrary, major
mergers destroy the original bulge and disc structures during the
first phases of the encounter, but the final bulge and disc struc-
tures are rebuilt (partially based on the relics of the original pro-
genitor structures) to give rise to S0 remnants that overlap in the
n – B/T – re/hd parameter space with the distribution of bright
S0s. Except for a few outliers, especially in terms of concentra-
tion (Sérsic index n), we otherwise reproduce the tail of the most
massive lenticulars in NIRS0S in the various photometric planes
as the consequence of both major or minor mergers. Therefore,
S0s with realistically coupled bulge-disc structures may result
from the relaxation process that follows certain mergers, even
in such violent events as major mergers. This process occurs
within timescales that are reasonable in a cosmological sense
(just ∼2−4 Gyr), and it is therefore a plausible mechanism to ex-
plain the formation of a fraction of the current population of S0s.
The bulge-disc coupling observed in all disc galaxies may thus
be the consequence of basic physical processes. This would ex-
plain the observational fact that both spirals and S0s present sim-
ilar linear trends (slightly oﬀset or tilted) in photometric planes
such as hd-re, MK(disc)-MK(bulge), or re/hd-B/T .
Our remnants span a relatively narrow range of final stel-
lar masses, ∼1−3 × 1011M, because one of the members of the
encounter is always a giant galaxy, even if both major and mi-
nor mergers are considered. In this context, one advantage of
the merger origin picture is that, even considering such a nar-
row range in stellar masses, they can explain the trends and
dispersions observed in the n – B/T – re – hd planes for up to
one dex. Mergers that diﬀer only slightly in their initial condi-
tions are capable of producing quite diﬀerent sort of remnant
systems, and all of them with bulge-disc structural coupling
consistent with observations. If we also account for the obser-
vational and computational evidence that points to a merger ori-
gin for a significant fraction of S0s (and in particular, for the
most massive ones, see Eliche-Moral et al. 2010a; Bernardi et al.
2011a,b; Méndez-Abreu et al. 2012; Barway et al. 2013; Wilman
et al. 2013; Tapia et al. 2014), it seems unjustified to exclude
major mergers from the current scenarios of S0 formation and
evolution.
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Another relevant point is the role of gas fraction when
producing S0s out of mergers. It has already been mentioned
that our S0-like remnants arise from progenitor galaxies that
are analogous to those found in our local Universe, with gas
fractions typical of present-day spiral galaxies (see Table 2).
However, many authors claim that massive S0s have evolved
passively since z ∼ 0.8, but they seem to have undergone strong
star formation episodes at higher redshifts (Davidzon et al. 2013;
Choi et al. 2014). These results fit in a hierarchical formation
picture in which a significant fraction of present-day massive
S0s derive from mergers of spiral discs occurred at z ∼ 1. In
those early epochs, the typical gas fraction in spirals was higher
than at present, reaching up to ∼50% of the total stellar mass at
z ∼ 1 (Papovich et al. 2005; Genzel et al. 2008; Tacconi et al.
2008; Förster Schreiber et al. 2009; Law et al. 2009). With such
large amounts of gas, the formation of disc components in major
merger events becomes more probable, and so does the probabil-
ity of forming an S0-like remnant instead of an elliptical (Yang
et al. 2009; Hammer et al. 2010, 2013; Puech et al. 2009). Even
the lower gas amounts contemplated by the present models al-
ready point to major mergers producing S0 remnants with cou-
pled bulges and discs; therefore, the buildup of a relevant frac-
tion of present-day S0 galaxies through major mergers at z ∼ 1,
when gas fractions were higher, seems to be quite feasible.
The fact that our results point to a merger origin of some S0s
should not, of course, be overinterpreted. Naturally, it is not rea-
sonable to claim that all lenticular galaxies derive from merg-
ers, and we are far from being able to quantify what amount
of the S0s in the local Universe are the direct consequence of
one or several galaxy encounters. It is widely accepted that,
within the densest environments, eﬀects like ram-pressure strip-
ping or galaxy harassment can explain the gas loss and con-
sequent change of spirals into S0s (Aragón-Salamanca et al.
2006). Moreover, such mechanisms help explain the rise of the
fraction of lenticulars with redshift, and the corresponding de-
cline of spirals (Dressler 1980). However, here we would like
to point out that, whatever that contribution has been, any S0s
deriving from the major merger between two spirals would also
contribute to the trend observed by Dressler of transformation
of spirals into S0s. It is beyond the scope of the present paper
to quantify the relevance of major mergers in terms of creating
S0s (recent estimates indicate that they may have been essen-
tial in the buildup of ∼50% of present massive S0s at most, see
Tapia et al. 2014), but it is a mechanism that surely needs to be
taken into account, and may especially explain the origin of the
S0s that reside in groups and less dense environments. S0s are at
least as common in groups as in clusters, and galaxy interactions
are the dominant evolution mechanism in this regime (Wilman
et al. 2009; Mazzei et al. 2014a,b). Moreover, the role of merg-
ing in “pre-processing” galaxies in filaments before falling into
a cluster and in “post-processing” them during their infall might
also be underestimated at present (see Vijayaraghavan & Ricker
2013; Head et al. 2014).
7. Summary and conclusions
Because galaxy mergers are highly violent phenomena, it has
often been claimed that they cannot possibly give rise to S0
galaxies in which a strong bulge-to-disc coupling holds. Since
such structural coupling has been measured observationally, this
has led most authors to rule out mergers as a possible ori-
gin of S0 galaxies. We have thus studied the bulge-disc cou-
pling in a set of major and minor merger simulations from the
GalMer database that result in E/S0 or S0 types. We have sim-
ulated realistic surface brightness profiles of the remnants in K-
band, mimicking the typical observational conditions, to per-
form structural photometric decompositions analogous to the
ones that would have been obtained by observers. We have fi-
nally compared the distribution of the S0-like remnants with real
S0 galaxies from the NIRS0S survey (Laurikainen et al. 2011) in
photometric planes relating basic parameters of the bulges and
discs. In particular, we have found that:
1. S0-like remnants reproduce well the observed distribution of
real bright S0s in the B/T – re – hd parameter space.
2. Although our remnants span a narrow range of stellar
masses, they reproduce the observational values of re, hd,
re/hd, and B/T over an order of magnitude. Therefore, a
wide variety of final structures consistent with observations
can be achieved from mergers that diﬀer only slightly in their
initial conditions.
3. The majority of the experiments analysed (∼64% of ma-
jor mergers and ∼100% of minor events) exhibit low bulge
Sérsic indices (1 < n < 2), in agreement with the observed
trend of real S0s to host n < 2 bulges.
4. However, nearly one half of the major-merger remnants
present too low n values compared to real analogues. These
remnants host young inner discs formed in the starbursts in-
duced by the encounters, biasing the bulge fit towards n ∼ 1;
the eﬀects of these inner components are expected to vanish
in &2−3 Gyr additional relaxation time.
5. The presence of young disc-like structures in the bulges of
these major merger remnants and their global properties (n <
2 and B/T < 0.4) indicate that pseudobulges can also come
out of major mergers without requiring bar phenomena (as
none of these major merger experiments develops a relevant
bar).
6. While minor mergers tend to preserve the original bulge-disc
coupling of the main progenitor, major mergers are capable
of rebuilding a bulge-disc coupling in the remnants after hav-
ing destroyed the original structures of the progenitors. This
suggests that the mechanisms after the bulge-disc coupling
found in both S0 and spiral galaxies may be associated with
fundamental physics.
Therefore, these simulations demonstrate that realistic S0 galax-
ies with photometric parameters showing a bulge-disc coupling
compatible with the one observed in real objects can emerge out
of galaxy mergers in less than ∼3.5 Gyr, and, in particular, from
major mergers. Considering that mergers are complementary to
other evolutionary mechanisms that probably operate preferen-
tially over regions of diﬀerent density, we conclude that mergers
(and in particular, major ones) cannot be discarded from the for-
mation scenarios of S0s on the basis of the strong bulge-disc
coupling observed in these galaxies or their tendency to host
pseudobulges.
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Chapter 6
Making discs passive with major mergers: kinematics
Here we confirm that the findings from Chapter 5 also agree with recent observational results on
the kinematics of lenticular galaxies. Major mergers of spirals simultaneously make galaxies more
concentrated and lower their rotational support, in agreement with observations from the CALIFA
team. This letter has been published in Astronomy & Astrophysics, 579, 2 (Querejeta et al. 2015b).
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ABSTRACT
The CALIFA team has recently found that the stellar angular momentum and concentration of late-type spiral galaxies are incompat-
ible with those of lenticular galaxies (S0s), concluding that fading alone cannot satisfactorily explain the evolution from spirals into
S0s. Here we explore whether major mergers can provide an alternative way to transform spirals into S0s by analysing the spiral-spiral
major mergers from the GalMer database that lead to realistic, relaxed S0-like galaxies. We find that the change in stellar angular mo-
mentum and concentration can explain the diﬀerences in the λRe–R90/R50 plane found by the CALIFA team. Major mergers thus oﬀer
a feasible explanation for the transformation of spirals into S0s.
Key words. galaxies: interactions – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: kinematics and dynamics – galaxies: elliptical and lenticular, cD
1. Introduction
A kinematic classification of early-type galaxies (ETGs) might
more closely reflect their true physical nature than photometry-
based morphological classifications, which can be biased by in-
clination eﬀects. In this sense, the ratio between ordered and
random motion, V/σ, has long been used as a proxy for the rota-
tional support of a galaxy: disc-like, rotation-dominated galaxies
are intuitively associated with the highest V/σ, while the low-
est values are expected in spheroidal-like, dispersion-dominated
galaxies. With the advent of integral field spectroscopy, the
SAURON and ATLAS3D teams developed an improved param-
eter, λRe, which divides galaxies into two groups: fast and slow
rotators (FRs and SRs, respectively; Emsellem et al. 2007, 2011;
Cappellari et al. 2011a). Based on this kinematic definition, most
spirals and lenticulars (S0s) are classified as FRs, while ellipti-
cals are found in both groups.
In the quest to understand the origin of FRs and SRs, a num-
ber of studies have focused on simulations. Jesseit et al. (2009)
showed that λRe is a good indicator of the true stellar angular
momentum in ETGs, and studied their possible merger origin,
including the eﬀect of gas. They already stated that the mass ra-
tio of the encounter is crucial to determining the outcome as a SR
or FR. This is in agreement with studies pointing to equal-mass
mergers as the most likely origin of elliptical galaxies (Naab &
Burkert 2003; Springel et al. 2005; Hoﬀman et al. 2010; Duc
et al. 2011; Tsatsi et al. 2015). The results from Bois et al. (2011)
also support this idea, and underline the role of spin (within 1:1
and 1:2 mergers, SRs are associated with retrograde and FRs
? Table 1 is available in electronic form at http://www.aanda.org
with prograde encounters). These authors study the incidence
of kinematic misalignments and kinematically decoupled cores,
which are found primarily in SRs; however, they cannot explain
the round SRs observed in ATLAS3D. A similar study with an ex-
haustive exploration of the parameter space was undertaken by
Moody et al. (2014), who conclude that round SRs can emerge
from the accumulation of many minor mergers, while FRs may
be formed through a variety of pathways. The idea that ETGs
might have been sculpted through multiple mergers is not new
(Barnes 1985; Weil & Hernquist 1996; Bekki 2001; Bournaud
et al. 2007), and in fact diﬀerent studies have analysed the ef-
fects of minor and intermediate mergers onto early-type pro-
genitors (see e.g. Bournaud et al. 2004; Di Matteo et al. 2009;
Eliche-Moral et al. 2011; Hilz et al. 2013; Mapelli et al. 2015;
Zinchenko et al. 2015). Using mock kinematic maps extracted
from cosmological simulations, Naab et al. (2014) have recently
confirmed that, even if the formation histories can be complex,
the main results in a cosmological context are in full agreement
with the conclusions drawn from idealised mergers.
As a consequence of the kinematic classification of ETGs,
it has become apparent that most S0s are FRs and have
kinematic properties that make them comparable to spirals
(Cappellari et al. 2011b; Krajnovic´ et al. 2011). Together with
the fact that S0s span a whole range of bulge-to-disc ratios,
this led Laurikainen et al. (2010), Cappellari et al. (2011b), and
Kormendy & Bender (2012) to propose a sequence of S0s paral-
lel to that of spirals (i.e. S0a – S0b – S0c). This recovers the orig-
inal idea of Spitzer & Baade (1951) and van den Bergh (1976),
bringing back the question of whether the classification paral-
lelism reflects an underlying physical connection: are S0s faded
spirals?
Article published by EDP Sciences L2, page 1 of 6
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Observations show that gas stripping, e.g. from ram pressure
in clusters, can eﬀectively transform spirals into S0s (Crowl et al.
2005; Aragón-Salamanca et al. 2006; Crowl & Kenney 2008;
Maltby et al. 2015). This constitutes an example of fading (any
processes resulting in the suppression of star formation), and
it can contribute to explaining the observational morphology-
density relation in high-density regimes (Dressler 1980; Dressler
et al. 1997; but see Cappellari et al. 2011).
However, we know that S0s do not preferentially inhabit
the densest cluster environments; they are equally common in
groups (Wilman et al. 2009; Bekki & Couch 2011), where
mergers and tidal eﬀects dominate (Mazzei et al. 2014a,b).
Additionally, traces of past mergers have been observed in some
S0s (e.g. Falcón-Barroso et al. 2004). Therefore, it seems com-
pelling to study under which conditions S0s could emerge out of
mergers, and their impact on the observed kinematics.
The CALIFA team has recently raised further doubts about
S0s as faded spirals through a new diagnostic diagram: the λRe-
concentration plane (van de Ven et al., in prep.). The population
of late-type spirals (Sb, Sc, Sd) shows a clear incompatibility
with S0s when both angular momentum (λRe) and concentration
(R90/R50) are simultaneously taken into account. Provided that
simple fading is not expected to significantly change the angu-
lar momentum of the galaxy, this contradicts the idea that most
S0s are faded spirals. Here, we study whether major mergers can
explain those diﬀerences using N-body dissipative simulations
from the GalMer database. We will analyse the encounters that
end up in relaxed S0-like remnants, showing that the induced
changes in ellipticity, stellar angular momentum, and concentra-
tion are in agreement with the CALIFA observations.
2. Binary merger models
GalMer1 is a public database of binary N-body merger simu-
lations that sample a wide range of mass ratios, morphologi-
cal types, and orbital characteristics. The progenitor galaxies are
modelled using a spherical non-rotating dark-matter halo, an op-
tional disc and bulge, with a spatial resolution of 0.28 kpc and
∼105 particles per galaxy. The simulations use a TreeSPH code
(Semelin & Combes 2002), and take into account the eﬀects of
gas and star formation, with total simulation times in the range
3−4 Gyr, which typically implies ∼1 Gyr of relaxation after full
merger (see Chilingarian et al. 2010, for more details).
2.1. Lenticular remnants
We consider the major mergers (mass ratios 1:1 to 1:3) involv-
ing all possible combinations of two spiral progenitors (Sa, Sb,
or Sd) that give rise to realistic, dynamically-relaxed S0-like
remnants, based on quantitative criteria that impose structural,
kinematic, SFR, and gas-content parameters typical of lenticular
galaxies (Eliche-Moral et al., in prep.). In addition, we have per-
formed a visual morphological classification to identify which
remnants would have been classified as S0-like by observers (i.e.
as disc galaxies without noticeable spiral arms). To this end, we
have simulated photometric images of the resulting galaxies in
several broad bands (B, V , R, I, and K), mimicking typical con-
ditions of current observational surveys. We use a mass-to-light
ratio which considers the stellar mass, age, and metallicity of
each simulation particle according to Bruzual & Charlot (2003),
with a Chabrier IMF and the Padova evolutionary tracks; for de-
tails, see Borlaﬀ et al. (2014) and Querejeta et al. (2015). This
provides us with a final sample of 67 S0-like remnants, which
will be the focus of this Letter (see Table 1).
1 GalMer project: http://galmer.obspm.fr
2.2. Stellar angular momentum, ellipticity, and concentration
We assume that the simulated merger remnants are observed
at the median distance of the 300 CALIFA galaxies in
Falcón-Barroso et al. (in prep.): Dmedian = 67 Mpc. We also con-
sider the same spatial resolution and field of view as the survey,
PSFFWHM = 1.6′′, Rmax = 35′′ (Sánchez et al. 2012).
We calculate λe according to Emsellem et al. (2011),
λe =
∑
FiRi|Vi|∑
FiRi
√
V2i + σ
2
i
, (1)
where Fi, Ri, Vi, and σi are the flux (using an appropriate mass-
to-light ratio), radius, velocity, and velocity dispersion measured
within each spatial bin out to the eﬀective radius of the galaxy
(R ≤ Re). The ellipticity at the eﬀective radius εe is obtained
from interpolation of the curve of growth of the luminosity-
weighted ellipticities within increasingly larger isophotes.
The Petrosian concentration parameter R90/R50 It is defined
as the ratio of the radii enclosing 90% and 50% of the Petrosian
flux, measured on the 1D azimuthally averaged radial surface
brightness profile in the simulated SDSS r band. According to
Gadotti (2009), there is an equivalence between R90/R50 and
bulge-to-total ratio: R90/R50 = 1.93 + 2.02(B + bar)/T , which
we add on top of our plot for reference. This relation is valid for
(B + bar)/T < 0.6, but then flattens for higher values; thus, the
upper axis in the right panel of Fig. 1 must be interpreted with
caution for (B + bar)/T > 0.6.
3. Results
3.1. Angular momentum versus ellipticity
We compare the distribution of the remnants in the λRe−εe plane
with the real galaxies from the CALIFA survey. The spiral pro-
genitor models lie in the region of FRs, as expected.
Naturally, for a meaningful comparison with observational
data, one has to consider projection eﬀects: the maximum λRe is
attained for an edge-on view, and it is closer to the real angular
momentum (Jesseit et al. 2009); for this reason, we compare our
results with the CALIFA measurements corrected for inclina-
tion. The deprojection of λRe to edge-on follows van de Ven et al.
(in prep.), assuming δ = 0.5 for the global anisotropy (the mean
value of the distribution proposed by Cappellari et al. 2007), but
we check that varying it by±1σ has a<3% eﬀect on the resulting
deprojected values. When deprojecting εe, due to observational
uncertainties in the inclination, the result is unfeasible for a few
cases, in which we assume the maximum εintr = 1.
The left panel of Fig. 1 shows that major mergers can pro-
duce both fast- and slow-rotating S0s (9 out the 67 S0-like rem-
nants are SRs). While only one SR S0s is present in the first
CALIFA kinematic sample, in ATLAS3D, 13 out of the 36 SRs
were S0-like (Cappellari et al. 2011a). We also find that, in
agreement with previous studies, mergers tend to reduce both the
stellar angular momentum λRe and ellipticity εe by an amount
that varies largely depending on the mass ratio, gas fractions,
and orbital characteristics (Jesseit et al. 2009; Bois et al. 2011;
Tapia et al. 2014; Naab et al. 2014). In this diagram, real spi-
rals (especially Sb and Sc) have a very limited overlap with S0s.
Remarkably, the S0-like remnants that we find in these simula-
tions are in excellent agreement with the real S0s, and far from
the progenitor spirals that they originate from. This is a first
hint that a good fraction of S0s could have originated through
a mechanism involving mergers.
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Fig. 1. Stellar angular momentum (λRe) plotted against the ellipticity (εe, left) and concentration (R90/R50, right) for the GalMer simulations
(original models and merger remnants), in comparison to CALIFA galaxies. All the parameters correspond to an edge-on view. The dotted line
in the left plot represents the division between fast and slow rotators, and the top axis in the right plot is from Gadotti (2009), valid only up to
(B + bar)/T < 0.6. See legend at the right for the symbols and colour-coding.
3.2. Angular momentum versus concentration
As mentioned in Sect. 1, the diﬀerences between spirals and S0s
become more striking in the λRe-concentration plane introduced
by van de Ven et al. (in prep.). The right panel of Fig. 1 compares
the distribution of our remnant S0s with that of real galaxies
from CALIFA in λRe versus R90/R50, showing that S0s result-
ing from major mergers are consistent with real lenticulars. In
this plane, Sb and Sc galaxies clearly cluster towards the top-left
corner; Sa galaxies show a larger scatter, extending down diag-
onally towards the bottom-right, where S0 and E galaxies are
located. The number of Sd galaxies in this first CALIFA kine-
matic sample is small, but they also show little overlap with S0s.
The novel and main result presented in this Letter is that
major mergers can transform spiral progenitors on the region of
high λRe and low concentration into realistic S0 systems of lower
λRe and higher concentration, in agreement with the CALIFA ob-
servations. The bulk shift between spirals and lenticulars is sig-
nificant both observationally and according to these simulations.
This confirms that major mergers are a plausible mechanism to
explain this observed change, which is incompatible with simple
fading.
It might seem paradoxical that the progenitor Sa galaxy has a
lower R90/R50 concentration than the Sb galaxy, but this should
not be seen as unrealistic: in the CALIFA sample, many Sa in-
deed show lower R90/R50 than a great deal of Sb galaxies. Even
if B/T and concentration are often invoked as a proxy for the
morphological type, there is not a one-to-one relation between
them (see e.g. Graham & Worley 2008).
Within the S0 merger remnants there are some outliers, es-
pecially in terms of concentration, R90/R50, because for these
remnants the total simulated time after coalescence is short (typ-
ically .0.5 Gyr after full merger). Since we consider a mass-to-
light ratio (M/L) that varies according to the age and metallicity
of the stellar particles in the simulation, when star formation
takes place in the centre (which is very frequent in mergers,
see Barnes & Hernquist 1991), we end up having an unusually
high light concentration due to young stars, which reflects on the
R90/R50 parameter (see also Naab & Trujillo 2006; Hopkins et al.
2009a, on the evolution of surface density profiles for elliptical
galaxies resulting from simulated mergers). In fact, the most ex-
treme concentration outliers (R90/R50 > 4.5) correspond to the
encounters involving the highest initial gas fractions (&20%),
and the highest fractions of merger-triggered star formation (new
stars &15% of total stellar mass). The variation of M/L in sim-
ulations is often overlooked (assuming a constant value), and
this is another important result: if we want to measure concen-
trations for wet merger remnants, the eﬀects of young stellar
populations on the light distribution cannot be ignored, as al-
ready pointed out by Jesseit et al. (2009). After an extra ∼1 Gyr
of relaxation, the central young populations will decrease their
r-band luminosity by at least a factor of 2 (see Querejeta et al.
2015), and this would probably shift the points to the left and
fully overlap the observational values. Additionally, it must be
emphasised that most remnants have reasonable concentrations
even after the short relaxation periods considered (∼90% with
R90/R50 < 4), fully compatible with the observed values for S0s.
The dependence on initial conditions is complex, but we
have found a clear trend for the highest reduction in angular mo-
mentum to be associated with retrograde encounters, in agree-
ment with Bois et al. (2011). In fact, the emergence of SRs is
almost only associated with retrograde mergers (8 out of 9, see
Table 1). We have observed some degree of dependence with the
pericentre distance, with a preference for short pericentres in the
formation of SRs, but the dependence is milder than the corre-
lation with the spin-orbit coupling. Within the range of major
mergers considered, the mass ratio 1:1 to 1:3 does not seem to
aﬀect the outcome significantly. Interestingly, the change in λRe
does not show any systematic dependence on the gas content
or measured SFRs. In terms of concentration, however, there is
some relation with the gas content and newborn stars, as com-
mented above: the highest concentrations are preferentially as-
sociated with the most gas-rich encounters.
4. Discussion
As we have seen, the systematic oﬀset between spirals and S0s
in the λRe-concentration plane reported by the CALIFA team
can be attributed to the eﬀect of major mergers. A number of
studies have already made it clear that disc-like remnants can
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emerge from mergers, even those with equal mass-ratios (Barnes
2002; Springel & Hernquist 2005; Robertson et al. 2004, 2006;
Hopkins et al. 2009b; Moster et al. 2011; but see the doubts
raised by Bournaud et al. 2011 about the need to include su-
personic turbulence in such simulations of gas-rich mergers). In
this sense, in Querejeta et al. (2015) we proved that not only
can discs survive major mergers, but also that they can produce
remnants with disc-bulge coupling in perfect agreement with ob-
servations of S0s (e.g. Laurikainen et al. 2010). Moreover, we
have found that the discs of our S0-like remnants tend to exhibit
antitruncations in agreement with those in real S0s (even repro-
ducing their tight scaling relations, see Borlaﬀ et al. 2014). If we
combine these results with the angular momentum and concen-
tration changes presented in this Letter, major mergers stand out
as a plausible transformation mechanism to explain the origin of
many S0s.
The role of mergers with other mass ratios (intermediate and
minor mergers) and the combined eﬀect of multiple mergers re-
mains to be quantified. Based on the dry minor mergers consid-
ered by Tapia et al. (2014), and the studies by Bois et al. (2011),
Moody et al. (2014) and Naab et al. (2014), we would expect
intermediate and minor mergers to induce more modest changes
on λRe and concentrations, but a series of mergers (which is very
probable in a cosmological context) could add up and produce
a net eﬀect similar to the one that we have presented here. A
major merger origin of a significant fraction of S0s would also
be in agreement with the fact that higher gas fractions are ex-
pected in the early Universe, making it more likely to obtain
disc-like remnants out of major mergers (keeping in mind that
the gas fractions of our progenitors are representative of present-
day spirals).
The fact that our results are compatible with a merger origin
of S0s should not, of course, be overinterpreted. We are claiming
it as a plausible mechanism, but not necessarily the only one, to
explain the observed oﬀset between most spirals and S0s in the
λRe-concentration plane. In fact, some spirals and S0s clearly
overlap (especially Sa galaxies); in these cases, simple fading
cannot be ruled out. Remarkably, from their analysis of pseudob-
ulges, Vaghmare et al. (2015) have recently pointed out that gas
stripping alone is a viable process to transform early-type spirals
into S0s, but not for late-type spirals, which agrees with the over-
lap found by CALIFA. Thus, it is not reasonable to claim that all
lenticular galaxies are the by-products of mergers, but their rel-
ative relevance is probably higher in the transformation starting
from late-type spirals. Additionally, the role of merging in “pre-
processing” galaxies in filaments before falling into a cluster and
in “post-processing” them during their infall should also be con-
sidered (see Vijayaraghavan & Ricker 2013; Head et al. 2014).
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Table 1. Properties of the simulated progenitors and remnants.
No. Model Spin Inclination Pericentre Velocity Mass ratio Gas fraction εe R90/R50 λRe
[deg] [kpc] [km s−1] %
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)
– Original gSa – – – – – – 0.87 2.70 0.79
– Original gSb – – – – – – 0.88 3.21 0.78
– Original gSd – – – – – – 0.91 2.21 0.91
1 gE0gSao1 P 0 8 200 3:2 3 0.37 3.71 0.30
2 gE0gSao5 P 0 16 200 3:2 3 0.41 3.09 0.37
3 gE0gSao16 R 0 8 200 3:2 3 0.52 3.53 0.16
4 gE0gSao44 R 0 16 200 3:2 3 0.47 3.63 0.26
5 gE0gSbo5 P 0 16 200 3:1 4 0.35 3.09 0.24
6 gE0gSbo44 R 0 16 200 3:1 4 0.33 3.38 0.27
7 gE0gSdo5 P 0 16 200 3:1 7 0.31 3.42 0.25
8 gE0gSdo16 R 0 8 200 3:1 7 0.28 2.90 0.20
9 gE0gSdo44 R 0 16 200 3:1 7 0.28 3.64 0.25
10 gSagSao1 P 0 8 200 1:1 8 0.75 3.83 0.43
11 gSagSao5 P 0 16 200 1:1 8 0.67 4.18 0.52
12 gSagSao9 P 0 24 200 1:1 8 0.61 3.33 0.59
13 gSagSbo1 P 0 8 200 2:1 10 0.73 3.82 0.43
14 gSagSbo2 P 0 8 300 2:1 10 0.68 3.84 0.35
15 gSagSbo5 P 0 16 200 2:1 10 0.65 3.85 0.52
16 gSagSbo9 P 0 24 200 2:1 10 0.61 3.39 0.54
17 gSagSbo21 P 75 8 300 2:1 10 0.56 2.97 0.35
18 gSagSbo22 P 90 8 300 2:1 10 0.48 3.52 0.34
19 gSagSbo24 R 45 8 300 2:1 10 0.47 3.05 0.09
20 gSagSbo42 P 75 16 200 2:1 10 0.55 3.56 0.53
21 gSagSbo43 P 90 16 200 2:1 10 0.51 3.70 0.51
22 gSagSbo71 P 90 24 200 2:1 10 0.52 3.45 0.61
23 gSagSdo2 P 0 8 300 2:1 15 0.64 4.80 0.45
24 gSagSdo5 P 0 16 200 2:1 15 0.70 3.86 0.54
25 gSagSdo9 P 0 24 200 2:1 15 0.66 4.44 0.52
26 gSagSdo14 P 75 8 200 2:1 15 0.59 3.67 0.48
27 gSagSdo18 R 75 8 200 2:1 15 0.09 3.06 0.07
28 gSagSdo41 P 45 16 200 2:1 15 0.56 3.46 0.56
29 gSagSdo42 P 75 16 200 2:1 15 0.54 3.06 0.54
30 gSagSdo43 P 90 16 200 2:1 15 0.53 3.11 0.52
31 gSagSdo70 P 75 24 200 2:1 15 0.53 3.93 0.61
32 gSagSdo71 P 90 24 200 2:1 15 0.53 4.38 0.62
33 gSagSdo73 R 45 24 200 2:1 15 0.08 4.61 0.11
34 gSbgSbo9 P 0 24 200 1:1 16 0.69 3.31 0.48
35 gSbgSbo16 R 0 8 200 1:1 16 0.57 3.48 0.10
36 gSbgSbo17 R 45 8 200 1:1 16 0.27 2.81 0.27
37 gSbgSbo19 R 90 8 200 1:1 16 0.25 3.19 0.11
38 gSbgSbo22 P 90 8 300 1:1 16 0.49 3.64 0.15
39 gSbgSbo41 P 45 16 200 1:1 16 0.34 2.96 0.42
40 gSbgSbo42 P 75 16 200 1:1 16 0.41 3.80 0.46
41 gSbgSbo69 P 45 24 200 1:1 16 0.35 2.60 0.56
42 gSbgSbo70 P 75 24 200 1:1 16 0.46 3.63 0.59
43 gSbgSbo72 R 0 24 200 1:1 16 0.55 4.24 0.17
44 gSbgSdo5 P 0 16 200 1:1 23 0.66 4.88 0.50
45 gSbgSdo9 P 0 24 200 1:1 23 0.68 3.38 0.52
46 gSbgSdo14 P 75 8 200 1:1 23 0.35 3.03 0.35
47 gSbgSdo17 R 45 8 200 1:1 23 0.47 2.96 0.36
48 gSbgSdo18 R 75 8 200 1:1 23 0.26 4.14 0.25
49 gSbgSdo19 R 90 8 200 1:1 23 0.30 3.28 0.29
50 gSbgSdo23 R 0 8 300 1:1 23 0.42 3.09 0.18
51 gSbgSdo41 P 45 16 200 1:1 23 0.45 2.91 0.43
52 gSbgSdo69 P 45 24 200 1:1 23 0.42 2.77 0.47
53 gSbgSdo70 P 75 24 200 1:1 23 0.49 3.10 0.55
54 gSbgSdo71 P 90 24 200 1:1 23 0.39 3.18 0.56
55 gSdgSdo1 P 0 8 200 1:1 30 0.54 5.55 0.62
Notes. Columns: (1) ID number. (2) GalMer model code: g[type1]g[type2]o[#orbit]. (3) Spin-orbit coupling of the encounter (P, prograde; R,
retrograde). (4) Initial inclination between the planes of the discs involved in the merger. (5) Pericentre distance of the initial orbit, in kpc.
(6) Absolute value of the initial relative velocity, in km s−1. (7) Stellar mass ratio. (8) Initial gas fraction involved in the encounter. (9) Ellipticity of
the remnant (εe) measured in edge-on view. (10) Concentration of the remnant, R90/R50. (11) Angular momentum of the remnant (λRe) measured
in edge-on view.
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Table 1. continued.
No. Model Spin Inclination Pericentre Velocity Mass ratio Gas fraction εe R90/R50 λRe
[deg] [kpc] [km s−1] %
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)
56 gSdgSdo2 P 0 8 300 1:1 30 0.67 0.54 0.32
57 gSdgSdo5 P 0 16 200 1:1 30 0.67 5.40 0.51
58 gSdgSdo9 P 0 24 200 1:1 30 0.69 3.50 0.50
59 gSdgSdo16 R 0 8 200 1:1 30 0.46 3.16 0.08
60 gSdgSdo17 R 45 8 200 1:1 30 0.36 3.03 0.45
61 gSdgSdo21 P 75 8 300 1:1 30 0.25 3.01 0.37
62 gSdgSdo42 P 75 16 200 1:1 30 0.48 4.85 0.46
63 gSdgSdo45 R 45 16 200 1:1 30 0.06 3.13 0.29
64 gSdgSdo51 R 0 16 300 1:1 30 0.06 5.06 0.18
65 gSdgSdo69 P 45 24 200 1:1 30 0.47 3.06 0.65
66 gSdgSdo71 P 90 24 200 1:1 30 0.28 2.98 0.50
67 gSdgSdo74 R 75 24 200 1:1 30 0.37 3.50 0.33
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Chapter 7
Summary and discussion
In this thesis, we have looked at two basic processes that regulate star formation in galaxies: AGN
feedback and galaxy mergers. Both of them are good candidates to explain the rapid quenching of star
formation, which is likely to be responsible for the observed dichotomy between actively star-forming
spiral galaxies (the blue cloud) and comparatively passive early-type galaxies (the red sequence; see
Chapter 1). In particular, we paid special attention to methodological limitations, and given the im-
portance of knowing the exact stellar mass distribution in galaxies, we developed an algorithm to
automatically construct stellar mass maps for more than 1500 nearby galaxies, a catalogue which we
have made publicly available (Chapter 2). Along the same lines, one of the main conclusions of this
thesis is the need to establish new bridges between simulations and observations, and the importance
of carefully translating between numerical and empirical results.
In the introduction (Chapter 1), we listed a number of specific questions; some of them were major
barriers to our understanding of the interplay between stellar structure, gas flows, and star formation
in galaxies. Here, we come back to the questions raised in the introduction, and assess whether we
have been able to answer them. Afterwards, we will consider new questions and challenges that our
investigation has triggered, and outline possible ways to address them in the future.
7.1 Conclusions of the thesis
7.1.1 An important observational tool: stellar mass maps
• How accurately can we estimate stellar masses in nearby galaxies?
• What type of data do we need? What are our limitations and uncertainties?
Accessing the 2D stellar mass distribution in galaxies is far from trivial, but in Chapter 2 we have
shown that 3.6 µm imaging corrected for dust emission is arguably one of the best possible ways to do
so (if not the best); it allows us to achieve an uncertainty in M/L∗ of .0.1 dex, better than currently
available alternatives. We have emphasised that it is crucial to correct 3.6 µm images of star-forming
galaxies for dust emission when stellar masses are to be computed, as dust typically contributes as
much as 20-30% globally, and it can become the dominant source of emission locally (e.g. in HII
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regions). As a case study, in Chapter 3 we have confirmed and quantified the importance of the
dust correction in the case of the spiral galaxy M51 for the analysis of gravitational torques and gas
transport.
We have shown how a method such as ICA can be used to correct for dust contamination in nearby
galaxies if we have access to two NIR bands, Spitzer/IRAC 3.6 and 4.5 µm. After correcting the 3.6 µm
images for dust emission, this results in an accurate view of the stellar mass surface density. However,
this algorithm cannot be applied blindly, and a number of requirements need to be met: 1) data at
sufficiently high spatial resolution, so that ICA has a representative sample of the different physical
conditions present in the galactic disc; 2) sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio (S/N & 10); 3) good
masks that exclude all sources external to the galaxy; and, 4) galaxies with little dust content need to
be excluded from the ICA procedure. The latter is because galaxies with little dust emission (.10%
of the 3.6 µm flux) can lead to an unphysical separation driven by noise variations when the flux due
to dust per pixel is too low; these cases can be easily excluded in an automated way, as they manifest
themselves empirically as blue original [3.6]-[4.5] colours. Therefore, one important conclusion is
that we cannot always use ICA to correct 3.6 µm images for dust emission, and good-quality data is
an imperative condition for its applicability.
One of the most important challenges that we faced is the fact that more than two physical sources
of emission can contribute to the S4G images. For example, very hot dust in star-forming regions
(e.g. HII regions), or dust close to sublimation temperatures in the immediate vicinity of AGN, have
more extreme [3.6]-[4.5] colours than old stars and the extended dust component, and can thus bias
the ICA solution towards a separation which is not representative of the large-scale dust emission.
However, this problem can be alleviated by an iterative approach in which the first ICA solution
is used to re-define the masks, and then ICA is applied a second time, converging to a meaningful
separation of the two remaining components: the stellar flux and the spatially extended dust emission.
In sum, coming back to the big questions we posed in the introduction, we conclude that we can
estimate stellar masses accurately down to ∼0.1 dex, ignoring the bulk offset in M/L∗ introduced by
the choice of IMF (which can lead to an additional shift of ∼0.3 dex). The main uncertainty at 3.6 µm
is dust emission, but ICA can solve for this under favourable circumstances (data with sufficient spatial
resolution and S/N); ICA cannot be applied if the amount of dust is small (.10% of 3.6 µm flux), but
the bias will be very limited in these cases (comparable to the uncertainty introduced by trying to
correct for it). Therefore, taking the optimistic 0.06 dex uncertainty in M/L∗ from Meidt et al. (2014)
(if all the flux is due to old stars), and adding a representative 10% uncertainty from the ICA correction
itself, we conclude that our mass estimates can be trusted down to a typical uncertainty of 0.1 dex.
Even under the conservative assumption of an 0.1 dex error in M/L∗, and a less favourable scenario
of 20% uncertainty associated with ICA (Appendix of Chapter 2), the resulting stellar mass would
still have a final accuracy well below 0.2 dex. This is comparable to (or even slightly better than)
the results that can be achieved with the most sophisticated alternative techniques (e.g. Zibetti et al.
2009), which typically require ancillary observations and are considerably more time-consuming.
Therefore, the availability of a uniform dataset in the near-infrared (S4G) has allowed us to improve
by an order of magnitude the amount of resolved stellar mass maps of nearby galaxies, leading to
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the public release of a catalogue with an important ancillary value for the astronomical community.
For example, these maps have been or are currently being used for a diverse set of purposes, which
include: computing specific star formation rates in galaxies (Knapen et al. 2015), estimating the
baryonic contribution to rotation curves (Erroz-Ferrer et al. 2016), defining spiral perturbations in
the gravitational potential (Chandar et al. in preparation), and quantifying the mid-plane pressure in
galaxy discs and its impact on molecular gas turbulence (Leroy et al. in preparation).
7.1.2 AGN feeding and feedback in M51
• Is there evidence for molecular gas inflow towards the active nucleus of M51? What are the
inflow rates and how accurately can we constrain them?
• How large is the impact of AGN feedback on molecular gas? How exactly is this process
orchestrated?
We have used the stellar mass map of the nearby AGN host M51 (Chapter 2) to reveal the grav-
itational torques that are currently at play in this grand-design spiral galaxy. In conjunction with a
high-resolution map of the molecular gas distribution (from PAWS) we find evidence for molecular
gas inflow towards the active nucleus of M51. This secular transport of gas towards the nucleus is
happening at an approximate rate of 1 M/yr down to our resolution limit of 1.7′′ = 60 pc. Even
though our radial profiles point to molecular inflow also in the innermost bin (down to R = 0), we
cannot consider that measurement conclusive, as it is subject to increasingly large uncertainties. In
any case, mechanisms such as viscous torques are expected to bring molecular gas down to the AGN
on those small scales, as discussed in Chapter 3.
Additionally, we have shown that this net gas inflow clearly results from the torques exerted by
the nuclear stellar bar of M51, which extends out to R = 22′′ = 800 pc. Simulations of galaxy
mergers, like the ones that we have analysed in Chapters 5 and 6, suggest that tidal forces created
by an infalling companion can reinforce the presence of a bar and drive gas inwards. Therefore, the
present-day feeding of the AGN could be indirectly triggered by the merging process that M51 is
undergoing.
Our analysis of the uncertainties involved emphasise how difficult it is to quantify inflow rates in
galaxies. All in all, we can regard our estimates as accurate to an order of magnitude, but not much
more. We have also identified the most critical aspects when computing torques and estimating gas
flows, and these warnings can be useful for future studies. Linked to the discussion in the previous
section (on stellar mass maps), we have shown that the dust correction applied to 3.6 µm images
is essential to obtain meaningful torques. Since other methods to access the mass distribution in
galaxies lead to similar (or higher) uncertainties, they will also, presumably, face similar problems
when estimating torques. In conclusion, first, a proper stellar mass map is essential to obtain accurate
torques (and, indirectly, gas flows). It is equally important to have a gas tracer at sufficiently high
angular resolution, which restricts the targets for which gas flows can be currently computed to a
handful (but this is expected to change with ALMA and NOEMA, see Sect 7.2). Extrapolating from
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our study of M51 (and with the caveat that this might depend on the properties of each galaxy), we
suggest that a minimum spatial resolution of ∼100−150 pc in the gas tracer is necessary to obtain
reliable gas flow estimates. As already demonstrated by van der Laan et al. (2011), short-spacing
correction of the interferometric data is also a strong requirement to sample the full molecular gas
reservoir. Finally, we have shown that a correct and accurate centring of the NIR image and the gas
map are crucial (in agreement with Haan et al. 2009), which underlines the importance of carefully
determining the astrometry of the images (to less than ∼40 pc); the deprojection of the stellar mass
map also plays a relevant role, but the inclination and PA of the disc can be typically inferred to a
reasonable degree of accuracy from the gas observations (approximately ±5◦, e.g. via modelling of
the velocity field). Summing up, estimating inflow rates can only be done accurately in galaxies with
high-quality observational datasets; this also applies to the dynamical interpretation which can be
inferred from an analysis of the torque map (e.g. presence and location of resonances).
One of the interesting questions from the ICA separation was if the thus derived dust map (s2
component) could be used as a tracer of molecular gas, assuming that the gas-to-dust ratio is ap-
proximately constant in nearby galaxies. This would have opened new horizons, as these maps are
uniformly available for our entire sample (more than 1500 galaxies), and they would have superseded
the shortcoming of gas observations at sufficiently high resolution (∼100 pc) for a large sample of
galaxies. Although tempting, as this would have afforded the advantage of robust statistics, in Chap-
ter 3 we have demonstrated that this is not a viable option: s2 provides only a crude approximation
of the ISM distribution, insufficient when it comes to the subtle task of quantifying torques and gas
flows (given all the limitations discussed above). It is still true that, for other purposes, a first-order
approximation of the ISM distribution could be sufficient, and the s2 map might still prove useful as a
tracer of dust for large samples of galaxies (e.g. as a substitute of Spitzer 8 µm imaging at comparable
resolution).
Taking one step back, now we discuss our results on AGN feeding and feedback in M51, and their
implications for other galaxies. Our analysis clearly shows that AGN feedback on molecular gas
is a multi-scale process, with at least three well-differentiated domains in M51: 1) very broadened
molecular emission lines (∼100 km/s) in the central ∼100 pc, with preferentially redshifted velocities,
which is probably indicative of a molecular gas outflow; 2) lack of CO emission in the area covered
by ionised gas (traced through Hα and [OIII]); and, 3) strong kinematic effects in the molecular gas
extending out to ∼500 pc, the region spanned by the radio jet. This is overall suggestive of lateral
pushing of molecular gas by the radio jet, and not only radial entrainment by the jet; the fact that the
dense gas tracer HCN is more strongly affected points to mechanical shocks. This result nicely con-
nects to recent findings from other nearby radio galaxies (e.g. Morganti et al. 2015), which suggests
that the behaviour observed in M51 is probably not an exception, and rather the dominant mechanism
of feedback through radio jets, at least in low-luminosity AGN. It has only recently been recognised
that injection of turbulence in the galactic gaseous disc could be as important as expelling gas from
the host galaxy in terms of controlling star formation (Alatalo et al. 2014).
Another important conclusion which is revealed when combining the results from Chapters 3 and
4 is that the estimated molecular inflow and outflow rates are comparable in M51 (∼1 M/yr). This
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is suggestive of a picture in which AGN feeding and feedback is a mutually regulated process. It
can well be that, even though gas can make it to the central region (thus, providing energy to feed
the nuclear engine), it is then recirculated by AGN feedback, allowing for the nuclear activity to be
sustained over relatively long timescales. This can be regarded as a ‘maintenance’ feedback mode in
M51, but, of course, in more active galaxies, the effects achieved through this self-regulated process
could be much more spectacular.
Summing up, there seems to be sufficient molecular gas inflow in M51 to currently feed the AGN,
and the feedback effects are considerable, at least in the central ∼1 kpc. Taking into account the fact
that M51 hosts a (very) low-luminosity AGN, if these effects scale with AGN power (which would not
be too surprising; see Garcı´a-Burillo et al. 2014), analogous feedback effects could be very significant
in other galaxies. Our study suggests that, in order to better understand the physics of AGN feedback,
the most promising direction is to analyse the interplay between jets and molecular gas in detail in
other radio galaxies, rather than constructing large samples of gas observations at low resolution.
7.1.3 Creating lenticular galaxies with mergers
• Can major mergers of spiral galaxies simultaneously quench star formation and preserve discs?
• Do the scaling relations observed between bulges and discs of lenticular galaxies rule out (ma-
jor) mergers as their possible origin?
• Can mergers explain the mismatch between spiral and lenticular galaxies in terms of specific
angular momentum and light concentration?
The answer to the first question is relatively simple, but it has created a great deal of confusion due
to the different lexical uses of the verb preserve. If by preserve we understand that the disc of a spiral
progenitor is ‘unaffected’ by the collision, the answer is clearly no: in major mergers (1:1 to 1:4 mass
ratios), discs are essentially destroyed by the time the full merger is achieved (or, at the very least,
discs are very strongly disturbed). However, if by preserve we mean that, once the merging process
has finished, the relaxed remnant that emerges is a disc galaxy, then the answer is yes, sometimes.
Indeed, the destruction of pre-existing stellar structures in major mergers can give rise to the sub-
sequent rebirth of a disc, in which most of the material from the progenitor galaxies is combined into
a single disc galaxy: it will usually have the properties observed in lenticular galaxies (relatively low
star formation rates, red colours) after only 1 − 2 Gyr of post-merger relaxation. Of course, not all
major mergers of spirals eventually relax into a lenticular system; depending on the initial conditions,
the spheroidal component can dominate over any possible discs: in that case, the merger will have
produced an elliptical galaxy. The necessary conditions for the formation of a lenticular galaxy out of
a major merger of spirals are: 1) sufficiently high gas fractions; and, 2) a favourable orbital configura-
tion, namely, sufficiently low orbital energy. The gas fractions of the simulated mergers that we have
studied in Chapters 5 and 6 are representative of spiral galaxies in the local Universe; therefore, it is
not imperative to have extremely high gas fractions to ‘preserve’ discs. In any case, large gas fractions
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are expected for high-redshift galaxies, which would increase the probability of creating discs through
major mergers (Springel & Hernquist 2005).
The tight photometric scaling relations observed between the discs and bulges of lenticular galax-
ies, and the presence of pseudo-bulges in their centres, have been interpreted as evidence supporting a
‘gentle’ scenario for the formation of S0s: ram pressure stripping (or strangulation), and secular evolu-
tion. This conclusion seems reasonable, especially taking into account the very intuitive (and partially
true) idea that mergers destroy any pre-existing stellar structures. However, we have shown that discs
can sometimes be rebuilt after major mergers, so the question that immediately arises is: would those
discs obey the scaling relations of real S0s? This seemed unlikely a priori, and the possibility of
finding flattened pseudo-bulges in their centres appeared even more improbable; pseudo-bulges are
thought to grow through slow, secular processes, as opposed to classical (spheroidal) bulges, which
are expected to be built-up by mergers (Kormendy & Kennicutt 2004). Against all expectations, we
have demonstrated that: 1) the lenticular-looking galaxies that emerge from our simulations of major
mergers obey those photometric scaling relations (as tightly as observed lenticulars); and, 2) we find
plenty of flat (n ∼ 1) pseudo-bulges in those remnants, in agreement with observations.
The answer to the last question that we posed in the introduction is clearly yes: major mergers
can explain the simultaneous change in specific angular momentum (λRe) and light concentration that
the CALIFA team have measured to be significant between (late-type) spirals and lenticular galaxies.
Even though some of our remnants are too concentrated compared to real S0s, we have shown that
this is due to residual star formation in their centres, which will fade in 1− 2 Gyr of additional secular
evolution. Therefore, assuming that these mergers happened before z ∼ 0.3 (∼3.5 Gyr ago), observa-
tionally we would find the remnants in full agreement with local lenticulars. We have also emphasised
how important it is to properly translate simulations into the parameter space of observers; in partic-
ular, it is essential to use an M/L which reflects the age and metallicity of each stellar particle in the
simulation in order to convert the stellar mass distribution into luminosity and measure parameters
such as light concentration (interestingly, the inverse problem of what we did in Chapter 2).
Of course, these results should not be over-interpreted, as we do not claim that most lenticulars have
been created through major mergers; this is something that appears unlikely from simple arguments
based on merger rates (e.g. Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2015). Nevertheless, our results do imply that:
1) photometric scaling relations and the presence of pseudo-bulges cannot be used as an argument to
rule out mergers as mechanisms to create lenticular galaxies out of spirals; 2) mergers can explain
an observational result (simultaneous change of angular momentum and concentration) which other
mechanisms have not yet been able to explain. Therefore, mergers could have played a major role in
transforming spiral galaxies into S0s, and their exact relevance for the buildup of this population of
galaxies remains to be quantified.
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7.1.4 Towards an integral picture of star formation suppression in galaxies
As we explained in the introduction, star formation modulates the exchange of matter and energy
between the various components of a galaxy: the stars and the different phases of the ISM. The lack
of gas, or external factors which modify the ability of the gas to form stars, can therefore largely
constrain the evolution and fate of a given galaxy. The sudden suppression of star formation, known
as quenching, is thought to trigger a number of morphological transformations.
The main conclusion from our work is that both internal processes (gas transport and AGN feed-
back) and external mechanisms (mergers) have the potential to control star formation in galaxies.
Many of these processes are interdependent: our results suggest an intimate connection between gas
inflow and AGN feedback; nuclear activity is indirectly controlled by the transport of gas to the centre
of the galaxy, and, at the same time, the feedback from the nucleus regulates the amount of gas that
can reach the AGN. These mutually regulated processes might be crucial to explain why we still see
spiral galaxies in the local Universe, and why many of them host Seyfert nuclei.
In a cosmological context, the balance between external gas accretion (through intergalactic fil-
aments) and any potential outflows (with a substantial amount of gas above escape velocity) will
determine the total budget of gas that is available in the galaxy as a function of time. At the same
time, at galaxy scales, dynamical mechanisms such as gravitational torques will constrain the mobil-
ity of the gas across the disc of the galaxy; torques can arise from the stellar structure of the galaxy,
or they can be tidally induced by a companion (e.g. in the case of a merger or galaxy harassment).
Also at galaxy scales, AGN feedback, indirectly controlled by the transport of gas to the centre, can
drive outflows and result in shocks and injection of turbulence in the gaseous disc; this has the ability
to change the phase balance of the ISM and eventually decrease the fraction of gas which can be con-
verted into stars. The combination of all these mechanisms can lead to the rapid suppression of star
formation (for example, through the cascade of effects involved in the major merging process), or it
can exert a more gradual and gentle control on star formation, such as the AGN feedback effects we
find in M51. Presumably, more powerful AGN, characteristic of high-redshift galaxies, could undergo
a scaled version of these effects, which could rapidly quench star formation.
As we will see next, our results are especially relevant in the context of the upcoming ALMA and
NOEMA era. The distribution and kinematics of molecular gas will be mapped with unprecedented
detail in galaxies, both near and far, with access to different phases of molecular gas traced by a
myriad of molecular lines. This thesis can be regarded as a preparatory study for what ALMA and
NOEMA will provide, including some important tools (catalogue of stellar mass maps, which we have
publicly released), and methodological issues (e.g. limitations and uncertainties in the estimations of
gas inflow and outflows). We advance towards a picture in which all these effects can be integrated,
and their relative importance, quantified. The most exciting avenues to explore include establishing
the details of AGN feeding and feedback in other galaxies to confirm that M51 is not a special case;
this will likely require high-resolution studies. Similarly interesting open questions remain in the
quest to understand the origin of lenticular galaxies and the transformation from late- to early-type
galaxies in general; these will also benefit from the new instrumental capabilities. Pursuing these
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goals will require advancements both from the observations and simulations perspective, hopefully
in permanent contact and providing reciprocal feedback. Next, we will describe a number of specific
experiments which might contribute to clarify some of these open questions.
7.2 Open questions and future prospectives
From the previous section it is clear that the work presented in thesis has found answers to some
important issues, but it has also triggered a new set of questions. For example:
• Given the advantages of the 3.6 µm band to map the stellar mass distribution in galaxies, and
the effectiveness of our ICA technique to correct for dust emission, can our catalogue of stellar
mass maps be extended to (many) more galaxies?
• Provided that the use of an accurate stellar mass map is critical to estimate gravitational torques
and gas flows, would the results on gas flows obtained so far change if higher-quality data had
been available?
• Are the AGN feedback characteristics of M51 universal and scalable?
• Can mergers of intermediate to low mass ratios, or the accumulation of multiple minor mergers,
explain the photometric and kinematic constraints from observations of lenticular galaxies?
The importance of stellar mass and the large uncertainties involved in its observational determina-
tion have been stressed a number of times in this thesis. Now, thanks to our public data release1, future
studies will benefit from a comprehensive and consistent sample of stellar mass maps for more than
1500 nearby galaxies. While the Spitzer Space Telescope is still operative under the so-called warm
mission, a survey of deep observations for a large sample of nearby galaxies, comparable to S4G, is not
planned (to our knowledge). However, in the mid-term future, James Webb Space Telescope (JWST)
will open up exciting new possibilities in this direction; the 6.5 m space telescope (to be launched in
2018) is expected to deliver near-infrared observations at a resolution of 0.1′′ (more than 15× better
than Spitzer, and comparable to the resolution from Hubble Space Telescope in the optical). The Near
Infrared Camera (NIRCam) will operate in the spectral range 0.6 to 5 µm, covering the wavelengths
that we have suggested are best to map stellar mass distributions, and which allow for the application
of dust corrections with a method like ICA. Meanwhile, and for sources that lack resolved imaging at
sufficient quality, the empirical calibration that we have provided between NIR colours ([3.6]-[4.5])
and M/L∗ will prove helpful in constraining stellar masses.
Resolved maps of stellar mass surface density will become especially important in the upcoming
ALMA/NOEMA era. High-quality datasets of molecular gas emission from galactic discs will be
delivered by these world-class interferometers for an increasing number of local galaxies, and quan-
tifying the transport of gas will require an accurate knowledge of the stellar mass distribution (any
1http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/data/SPITZER/S4G
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calculations of spatially resolved specific star formation rates will also rely on a good determination
of how stellar mass distributes). For example, the combination of our high-quality stellar mass maps
with these new maps of molecular gas will permit to discern whether the apparently inconsistent
results between gas transport and AGN activity are real or not, once the uncertainties examined in
Chapter 3 are overcome. These future studies might allow us to access valuable statistics which could
help clarifying the timescales at which the transport of gas varies, and connect it to the variability
timescales of AGN duty cycles.
The maps of molecular gas emission and kinematics from ALMA and NOEMA will undoubtedly
cast new light on the important process of AGN feedback through radio jets, for which we have
made a number of suggestions based on our case study of M51. Specifically, we have argued that
it is important to consider the impact of AGN on molecular gas at relatively large distances from
the centre, at the interface between the radio plasma jets and the molecular disc, with sufficiently
high spatial and spectral resolution; this remark should be taken into account when designing new
observations. If confirmed in other nearby galaxies, this mode of AGN feedback through radio jets
should be incorporated into numerical simulations of galaxy evolution.
Finally, ALMA also opens up a new window to explore the evolution of galaxies across cosmic
time, their transformation from LTGs to ETGs, and the puzzling origin of lenticular galaxies. Deep
observations of the molecular gas distribution and kinematics in early-type galaxies could reveal sig-
natures of recent merging (or rule out that possibility); in a similar vein, very deep optical observations
are starting to uncover an increasing number of faint structures in the outskirts of ETGs (Duc et al.
2015). A comparison with simulations of mergers could be extremely enlightening in this sense: nu-
merical simulations can help to constrain how long after full merger will certain types of signatures be
observed down to a given observational magnitude limit (e.g. tidal tails). Therefore, careful compari-
son of simulations of galaxy mergers with observations of gas, dust, and stellar structure in ETGs are
important, as it could conclusively demonstrate what fraction of present-day lenticular and elliptical
galaxies have a merger origin, and discriminate between formation mechanisms.
Moreover, the ATLAS3D team have shown that a kinematic classification of galaxies might be phys-
ically more meaningful than traditional morphological schemes; in particular, in terms of their rota-
tional support, disc-dominated lenticulars form an indistinguishable continuum with some elliptical
galaxies. Therefore, our investigation could be extended to the rotational component of ETGs in gen-
eral, and try to address how the disc that dominates morphologically in lenticulars can be extrapolated
to the fastest-rotating elliptical galaxies, and what this can reveal about their formation channels.
Provided that minor mergers are much more frequent than major mergers in the Universe (e.g.
Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2015), it would be compelling to test whether intermediate and minor merg-
ers, or a sequence of minor mergers, could also explain the change from spiral to lenticular galaxies.
Such simulations of minor, intermediate, and sequential mergers currently exist, and we plan to anal-
yse them in the near future.
Summing up, the main lesson learned from this thesis could well be that it is important to be aware
of the uncertainties and limitations intrinsic to a certain method, and that it can be extremely fruitful
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to explore synergies between observations and numerical simulations. We live in exciting times for
the study of galaxy evolution, with ALMA and NOEMA eventually reaching their full power; in that
sense, this thesis has presented some results which can be easily built upon in the near future, and
which are useful in guiding the exploitation of the datasets that these new instruments are just starting
to deliver.
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